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Foreword 

The Conference on "Physics from Large y-ray Detector Arrays" is a continuation of the 
series of conferences that have been organized every two years by the North American 
Heavy-ion Laboratories. The aim of the conference this year was to encourage discussion 
of the phvsics that can be studied with such large arrays. We were very pleased by the 
strong interest in this conference, the high quality of the talks, and the lively discussions. 
This volume contains contributions from the speakers. They are in the same order as the 
talks given at the meeting. We hope you will enjoy reading the exciting science that was 
presented at the conference. 

The Organizing Committee 
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Rota t ion of Superdeformed Nucle i in the Presence of V^ Deformat ion . 

B. Mottelson 
NORDITA and NBI, Blegdamsvrj 17 

DK-2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark 
and 

ECT, Villa Tambosi, Strada dellc Tabarellc 286 
1-38050 Villazzano (Trcnto), Italy 

The discovery last year by a EUROGAM collaboration (Flibotte et al (1993)) of 
A / = 4 structure in the superdeformed rotational band of usGd, has revealed yet 
another fascinating new facet in tire dynamics o[ these remarkable nuclear systems. 
The observed structure corresponds to a small energy displacement of the states with 
A / = 4 with respect to the complementary sequence with spins lying halfway in 
between. In more recent months, several groups have found this phenomena in a 
number of other superdeformed sequences; since new examples are being found at 
a breathtaking rate and all the principle participants in this adventure will be re
porting their latest results to this meeting I shall not a t tempt any summary of I he 
present status of the experiments. However I would like already in this introduction 
to make one observation concerning the experimental situation wi'.h respect to these 
small energy shifts: the magnitude of the observed displacements are of the order of 
0AMeV and thus close to the limit of a accuracy of the current state of the art with 
large 7-ray arrays. The observation of the effect is thus a beautiful vindication of 
the ingenuity and perseverance of the experimental community that has been able l.o 
push the accuracy and sensitivity to this limit. And al the same time it is a powerful 
inspiration to achieve accuracies just a little bit better in order to make possible a 
more systematic study of these effects and to look for the somewhat more compli
cated patterns of displacements that, as we shall see, are suggested by the theoretical 
analysis but this is getting way ahead of myself, so lets now start at the beginning. 

Everything I am reporting today is the result of a joint investigation that Ikuko 
Hamamoto and 1 started about (i months ago. We began with the belief, that has 
beeji common for all investigators who have looked at this phenomena, that AI = 1 
implies the existence of a 4-fold axis of symmetry. C.\, somewhere or other. Our 
first task is therefore to establish where this axis is located with respect to the other 
directions that are defined for these superdeformed rotating nuclei. We start from 
the classical superdeformed shape: an axially symmetric strongly prolate (2:1) de
formation. If we wish to impose some additional deformation on this sv.st.em and 
end with a shape that has a 1-fold a d s . there is in fact only one direction that can 
support such a 4-fold axis and that is the prolate axis of the superdeformed shape. 
The argument here is a simple geometrical fact: if we wish to generate a 1 fold axis 

I 
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by deformation, the direction of this axis must have had an even higher symmetry 
(ie C 4 n , which includes, of course, Coo = axial sym) before the deformation. In the 
SD shape, only the prolate axis h.-«3 symmetry higher than C-V We must also, locate 
the axis of collective rotation with respect to these directions, but thai is not difficult 
since it is a well established fact that the collective rotation takes place about an axis 
perpendicular to the prolate axis (the evidence for this comes, of course, from the 
observed very large moment of inertia for the SD bands as well as from the enormous 
intensity of the E2 transitions between the neighboring members of SD bands.) So 
we have the collective angular momentum / perpendicular to the C\ axis, which is 
a very interesting and unconventional geometry for this kind of problem. You may 
even wonder whether it is possible to obtain A / = 4 structures from this geometry 
since all our previous experience with this kind of problem has been built on the well 
known prototype of A / = 2 structure resulting from Ci symmetry with respect to 
the rotation axis (signature). We shall see that it is indeed possible to get A / = 4 
structure from this geometry but before demonstrating the interesting issues involved, 
I would like to compare the above geometrical arguments with those of other work
ers who have considered this problem; this gives me the chance to review the above 
arguments and to begin the discussion with these other workers whom I am sure will 
want to take up the comparison of the different approaches. As I have already said 
there are three directions in the problem 

1. the Cj axis 
2. the prolate axis of the SD shape, S_ 

3. the direction of the rotational angular momentum, / 

and three different arguments have been used in order to relate these directions 

A. C 4 || S (only S can support C 4 ) 

13. / _L S (yrast state selects direction of max J for rotation axis) 
C. C\ || / (analogy with A / = 2 structure 

resulting from C2 symmetry with respect to / ) 
It is clear that these three relations are inconsistent with each other, and so it will be 
necessary to give up at least one of them. As far a.s I know three groups have looked at 
the A / = I questions and have selected three different possibilities for their approach. 



Fl i l .oUceia l (Pliys. Rev. Lett. 71(93) JiliC 

Pavlichcukov and Flibottc (subm. to this C'onf.) ApC 

l lamamoto and Mottelson (to be publ. in Phys. Lett.) A B ^ 

The original paper reporting the observation of A1 = 4 structure (Flibottc et 
al) contained a discussion suggesting that this structure could result from a V 4 4 type 
deformation about an axis coinciding with the direction of collective rotation. It 
was argued that the rotation / which they also place perpendicular to <S could align 
hex? lecapole quanta along its own direction and this migh Vad to a V 4 4 deformation 
with respect to this direction, ft seems to me that this alignment of hexadecapole 
quanta is a very improbable mechanism for generating V 4 4 , but the important point 
is that even if it happened, it would not generate a system with C 4 symmetry. In 
this picture the direction of I even before the deformation has only Ci symmetry and 
further deformation of V 4 4 type cannot make it C 4 - the system remains with its C2 

symmetry. 
The only other a t tempt that I know of to explain A / = 4 structure in terms of 

C\ deformations is the contribution by Pavlichenkov and Flibotte to this conference 
• hat will be presented in the talk immediately following. In this work, the C 4 axis 
is indeed coincident with the prolate axis S, but the collective rotation is about a 
direction that is approximately aligned in the same direction; thus it seems to me, 
for the reasons given before, that this analysis is inappropriate for describing the 
observed superdeformed yrast bands. 

In any case I am now going to explore the yrast structures that result from insisting 
on A + B and therefore giving up the direct connection between C 4 and A / = 4 
structure that would be provided by C. The rotational energy to 4th order in / for 
a system with the indicated geometry can be written 

HTOt = A0f> + All + B,(I* - llf + B 2 ( / | + I\)2 

+ ••• (1) 

A > 0 and large 
B\ > 0 (by choice of coord syst); this is the leading order 

axial symmetry breaking effect of the Y^ deformation 
Bi < 2 ( / l / / 2 ) to preserve the condition / _L <S; this is 

a 1th order axiall" symmetric term 
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A0 determines the main /-dependence of the yrast states but does not effect the 
orientation of | / | with respect to this intrinsic frame and thus we ignore this term 
in the rest of the discussion. It is useful to consider the function (!) as defining an 
energy function on the surface of the sphere |/j = const. This function describes 
the dependence of the rotational energy on the direction of / with respect to the 
intrinsic coordinate system (see Fig. 1). The function (1) gives rise to 4 minima i.t 
the equator that are related to each other by 90" rotations about the <S-axis. For 
yrast states the angular momentum will get trapped in one of these minima, spend 
some time vibrating around that direction, and then tunnel to one of the two adjacent 
minima; subsequent tunneling will lead to a stationary state with equal amplitude 
in each of the 4-minima. However the amplitude in the different minima can have 
different sign combinations and thus there are generated 4 different almost degenerate 
quanta! states. The linear combinations created by the tunneling are eigenstates of the 
Ct„ symmetry gioup and thus carry the quantum numbers that label the irreducible 
representations of this group see Table I. Since the intrinsic Hamiltioman is also 
invariant under the C 4 „ symmetries, the intrinsic state determines the C\„ symmetry 
of all the states in the rotational band (just as the intrinsic state determines the l\ 
quantum number (A' = fi) for a rotational band of an axially .symmetric nucleus). 
Thus for a given rotational band, only rotational states with the same C4,, quantum 
number as that of the intrinsic state will appear in the spectrum. Now at last, we 
can begin to see how the underlying C'4 symmetry in its present guise could possibly 
lead to A / = 4 structure: if the tunnelling matrix element, /, were to change sign 
regularly every time the rotational angular momentum increased by two units, we 
would indeed observe in the associated rotational band an alternating shift of the 
eigenvalue (if we are looking at an A\ or B\ band) being first pushed up and then 
pushed down by the tunnelling energy. 

In just a moment we shall at tempt a more systematic discussion of this tunnelling 
problem but before we do that I would like to show some examples obtained by direct 
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (1); this can introduce us to the variety of things 
that could happen and at the same time whet our appetite for the attack on the 
tunnelling problem. We consider three examples of (1), all with the same second 
order (A) and 4-fold (B\) term, but differing in the 4th order axially symmetric term 
(B2) (see Table II). We see (Fig. 2) that the Ilamiltonian (1) can indeed produce 
A / = 4 structure that 
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Tabic 1. Irreducible represent at ion (Hi I of Ct, poinl symmetry group (sec. for 
example, rcf [8]) and cxainplcof symmetry of wave functions. The component 
of angular momentum / along the symmetry axis is denoted by A . 

IR of Civ group Degeneracy " l = even-integer case 

.41 1 

.42 1 

B\ 1 

132 1 

E 2 

|A') + |77) where A' = 0,4. S.... 

|A) - |77) where A = 1.8.... 

\ | A) ± |77) where A' = 2. CIO. . . . 

[ K = . . . . - . i . 1. 5. . . . 

1 K = . . . . - r > . - l . : * . . . . 
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Table II 

lianiihonian A « i lh A / = 1 structure 
for yrasl s tairs 

HI 100 1 • 1/2 irregular 

H2 100 1 0 regular oscillation 

H3 100 1 -1 no oscillation 

H = Ali + Bl(i;-l!)2 + IUlf + ll)i 
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resembles the regular oscillations of the experimental data, but with ralher niiiiuii 
changes in the parameters this Hamilloiiiaii ran also generate a surprising variety of 
different patterns! In order to understand these matters we must look much jnore 
seriously into the structure of the tunnelling problem. 

In order to obtain analytic (seniiclassical) expressions for th. tunnelling we must 
introduce canonirally conjugate variables to describe I lie dynamics of /; this involves 
a transformation from the variables (l^hh) to (h.<t>) where 

1\ = V I2 - H cos 0 

h = \ / / 2 " 73 s i n <* ("•*) 

which gives 

//(/ 3,4>) = AI:; + (P - ^(Bicos^ + Hi) (•'{) 

the minima of this function occur at 

/• = o 0" = ± j - ± y I-:-= ii{i:i<t>') = n2iA 

Tlic tunnelling amplitude involves the action generated in going from one minimum 
to an adjacent minimum 

•mini 

s 
riiunz 

= / h(o)dc 
J mini 
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where ihe momentum l:tio). at 0- is olitained solving lit / . . o) - I'.' 

In ihe usual tunnelling problems taught in the text hooks, the momentum (/ : l) in iiie 
harrier region is a pure imaginary and thus the lunuellin" amplitude t'" is a simple 
exponential fiiiiction thai does not ever change sign. However in the problem defined 
by (3).(1), and (5), it :s possible for /:t(c>) io become complex (acquire a real part) 
and then the tunnelling amplitude will involve co>('R( S/i,) which could change sign 
as a function / in order to generate the observed A / = 1 structure. Thus our lirst 
task is to identify the regions of parameter space which leads to complex values of 
the momentum in the barrier region: a simple analysis of (.'?) yields the condition 

1 + 
B, B2P B 

fli + B2 A V « . + lh 

The condition ( ^ i < 1), necessary in order to ensure / :, -C / is in fact more restric
tive than the left hand inequality and so we are lefl with the shaded area in Fig. .'{ 
as the region of parameter space that, is of interesl because it satisfies the necessary 
conditions for A / = '1 structure. Fig. .'i already explains for us the failure of the pa
rameter Wi to generate A / = 1 oscillation since this llamiltonian defines a trajectory 
that lies entirely in the region below the shaded area in Fig. 'i. 

The real part of the tunnelling integral for 112 yields also a simple expression; 
indeed quite generally for B2 = (I we have 

«r.s', if 
if 

Thus we see that if / > Jjjj- , n ' s Hainillonian gives a tunnelling matrix clement 
that changes sign regularly in order to generate A / — 1 structure. There are sev
eral features of this interpretation of A / = 1 structure that may be of interest for 
experimental testing: 
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(a) in the same nucleus (even A) and assuming the same deformations. .11 and Hi 
intrinsic states should oscillate with similar amplitude bnl in opposite pha»-. 
while E stales will show no oscillation 

(b) in odd A nuclei the El' and E2' configurations oscillation in opposite phase 
and with an amplitude that is i \ /2 times as much as an even A nucleus with 
the same deformation 

(c) the / independent phase shift in (7) implies that the oscillations are proportional 
to cos ( Jw A/B\) and thus small changes in the parameters A or B\ can change 
the phase of the oscillations. Numerical evaluation of the oscillations obtained 
from the quanlal diagonalizations of (1) show that the semi-classical phase shift 
should be corrected by J~j^ -» ^J~^ - §fc^ 

The irregular oscillations of H\ can be understood from the asymptotic evaluation 
of the real part of the action for this Hamiltonian 

Jc-e.S'12 ss *-ls/l cos ^ (8) 
4 o 

the irrational number ( j \ / 2 cos | = 0.653281 • • •) multiplying | / implies that the 
sign changes with A / = 2 have no regularly repeating periods and thus give rise to 
an erratic pattern of oscillations. 

W h e r e d o we s t a n d ? 
As a final summing up I would like to attempt to bring together our view of the 

present status of this at tempt to understand the A / = '1 structures: 

1. The discussion we have presented provides a fir?' step in identifying the qual
itative mechanisms that may generate these structures but has not attempted 
any detailed fitting of the parameters of the theory to the experimental data. 
This is not because we expect any great difficulty in finding such a fit but rather 
because such fitting appears to be too easy! there are three parameters (A, B\, 
and B-i) and each may change (smoothly) with / . and on top of that the stag
gering will be sensitive to small amounts of C\„ violating terms (such as a pinch 
of 7-deformation). Thus the problem at present is not to find a fit, but rather 
to find constraints that my help to delimit the parameter space and eventually 
to make the fitting unique. I imagine that such constraints may come partly 
from more systematic experimental data and partly from microscopic theory 
that may illuminate the connection between intrinsic structure? and )'u defor
mation and the connection between deformation parameters and the rotational 
parameters A B\ and B2. 
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2. Even without any detailed fit to the data, there are a ;iumber of qualitative 
features of this description that can be tested: 

(i) in even-A nuclei: bands built on .41 and B'i intrinsic states can exhibit 
A / = 4 staggering but those built on intrinsic states of E type should not 
exhibit staggering. Al and Bl oscillate out of phase with each other and 
phase changes can occur either because of changes in the ratio AjH\ or as 
a result of a small Bi ^ 0 term. 

(ii) in odd-A nuclei: in the appropriate region of parameter space all rotational 
bands exhibits oscillations, except for improbable singular choices of the 
parameters. 

(iii) in both even and odd A: the regular A / = 4 oscillations occur only for 
rather special regions of parameter space. Thus, a priori we would expect 
the irregular oscillations to be even more common ! where are they ? 
three possible answers: 

(a) some, (unknown) stability condition tends to lock in on the special 
parameter values 

(/?) the irregular oscillations are present but have not yet been found by the 
experimentalists because they look so much like experimental errors. 

(7) something important is missing in the mechanism discussed in this 
presentation 

3. All the present discussion has involved the consequences that follow from the oc
currence of a 4-fold axis of symmetry in the nuclear shape. In the superdeformed 
shell structure, one might expect the generation of a 3-fold axis to be at least 
as easy as as that of a 4-fold axis. If the nucleus acquires such a shape (C^,,), 
the rotational Hamiltonian would have C^ symmetry and the yrast spectrum 
exhibits close doublets with splittings that are only generated by tunnelling 
between the six equivalent minima. A very interesting structure ! 
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CA SYMMETRY AND BIFURCATION IN 
SUPERDEFORMED BANDS 

I. M. Pavlichenkov 
Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, 123182, Russia 

1 Introduction 
The quantum rotation is a specific type of excitation of molecules and nuclei with a 
regular sequence of energy levels, which are grouped into rotational bands. Over the 
last decade the new methods for studying the rotational states with high-J values have 
been developed in molecular and nuclear spectroscopy. The large 7-ray detector arrays 
have allowed experimentalists to find the long rotational bands built on superdeformed 
nuclear configurations. It has recently been discovered [1, 2] that superdeformed 
bands may exhibit weak A/=2 energy staggering where states differing by 4Jt of 
angular momentum are perturbed in the same direction. The experimental data 
exhibit an increase of the staggering amplitude with spin. This feature suggests that 
an alignment mechanism involves in the phenomenon. This allows us to apply the 
phenomenological theory of bifurcations in rotational spectra [3] in order to explain 
the experimental data. 

A simplest system modeling a rotational dynamics is a rigid asymmetric top with 
the Hamiltonian 

HTig = AIf + BIi + CIi, (1) 

where Ia are the projections of the total angular momentum operator on the BFF 
(body-fixed frame) axes a = 1,2,3. The rotational constants A, B and C are inversely 
proportional to principal moments of inertia. The rotational band of an asymmetric 
top consists of rotational multiplets, i.e., of the levels with the same value of the 
quantum number J. Besides / , these levels are characterized by the irreducible rep
resentations of the Di group, which are labeled A\,Ai,B\,Bi. Another important 
characteristic of a rotational motion is a phase space. It is two dimensional because 
of two integrals of motion I2 and lz. We map this space on the sphere of the / radius 
with a center in the origin of the BFF. The point on the sphere with coordinates & 
and <p determines the orientation of the vector I in the BFF. Thus, the trajectories 
of the tip of I on the sphere are classical trajectories of the system in its phase space. 
When the rotational energy is close to AI2 or CI2, where A and C correspond to 
the maximal or minimal moment of inertia, the classical trajectories are small ellipses 
around axes 1 or 3. They represent precession motion around these stable axes. 

2 Bifurcations in rotational spectra 
The rotational dynamics of the real systems - molecules and nuclei - is more com
plicated than that of a rigid top because the centrifugal and the Coriolis forces. To 
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describe their spectra we have to use instead of (1) an (fftctirt rotational Hamilto-
nian, which is in general an infmiW* power series in operators /,,. In order lo consider 
the alignment of I along the 1-axis. which is perpendicular to the long '{-axis of the 
prolate (not necessary axial) nuclear shape, this llamiltonian is most conveniently 
taken as 

where I± = I2 ± 1I3 are the ladder operators. The Hamiltonian (2) is invariant with 
respect to t ime reversal and inversion o r the BFF. The invariance properties impose 
some restrictions on functions / ,„ . 

Let us introduce the rotational energy surface [4] as an energy function (2) on the 
rotational phase space. By using the spherical coordinates in the BFF 

/, = / c o s 0 , I2 = / sin 0 cos ,J. /.1 = / sin 0 sin,?. (3) 

we can express the surface 

£(«,*) = 2 / o ( / , c o s 0 ) + Y. [/,;.(/, cos 0),"""- + / , „ ( / . cos 0)t-"»*] sin'" 0, (4) 
m = \ 

as a function of the angles (fl,y) and the angular momentum / . The lines at constant 
energy on this surface represent the classical trajectories of the tip of the vector I. 
They coincide with the trajectories obtained from the equation of motion 

/.. = { / / , / / . / . , } . (5) 

where {.. .} is the Poisson bracket. 
We will consider the change of rotational motion with changing / in a small 

region of the phase space near the l-axis. which coincides with the Cn symmetry 
axis. The rotation around such an axis is stationary because {ll,jj,lj — 0. The 
aligned stationary state I ( / , 0 , 0) corresponds to the fixed point I) — 0 of the classical 
energy surface (4). Considering this surface near the fixed point, we can expand the 
function (4) in a power series of the small angle 0. The first two terms of an expansion 
are obvious. They arc the energy ;»( / ) of rotation around the 1-axis and -al(I)02. 
Assuming that the angular-moment 11111 w-tur I becomes parallel to I he 1-axis at the 
critical value / = / . and aligned slate lias minimal energy, then. (tt > U and «i < 0 
for / < /,- and I > I . respectively. Since it has different sign on cither side of /... the 
coefficient fi! must vanish at / = /,.. Thus we can approximate ii\ by o ( / - /,.) with 
n < 0. Die spin /.. corresponds to the critical point of the energy surface (4). To 
consider the surface near the critical point one needs to add next terms, which forms 
depend on the symmetry axis, for example we have 

-:(0.T-) = : - „ ( / ) - all -I )!)•' + j W c o s - V . for axis f •;,,. ((i) 
: " | 0 . r - | = : - „ ( / ! - f i ( / - I )tl- + i « . . - 2 e c o s l r - | f l ' . for a x i s <",, . 1.7) 

Kq. (.fi 71 is the ( a noli i< al hum >>| a < atast rophe fu net ion loi ! he ilainillouiaii system 
with the f<, and (", >yniinrln "> . Oui appioacli resi-mbh-s the Landau theory of 
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second-order phase transitions [6]. The polar angle 0 plays the role of a symmetry 
parameter and aligned state corresponds to the "hiph symmetry state " 

The catastrophe function (6) is a useful guide for the determination of the quantum 
Hamiltonian that describes the yrast. states near the bifurcation point lc. According 
to Eq. (7), we have the following four-parameter Ilamiltonian for the C ' 4 L bifurcation 

/ 2 _ / 2 / / 2 _ / 2 \ 2 H , /4 

^ . . = a ( / - / c ) i y - + a2(il7_Lj +c!±±±. (8) 
The states of the catastrophe Hamiltonian (8) correspond to the motion of I localized 
in the small region confined near the north pole (0 = 0) of the phase sphere if 
| a 2 | > 2c > 0. The energy of these states is calculated relative to £Q(I). 

3 AI = 2 staggering in superdeformed bands 
The main idea consists in using the operator (S) as the effective Hamiltonian for re
producing only staggering phenomena in siiperdeformed bands [71. If the parameter 
a < 0, the bifurcation modifies the precessional motion as follows. As the spin in
creases, the delocalized precess :on around four equivalent axes located symmetrically 
near the north pole transforms itself into the localized precession around the 1-axis. 
Thus the bifurcation is accompanied by the alignment of I along the Cj„ symme
try axis. The yrast states for integer spins, belonging to the C\v symmetry group 
with quantum numbers Ai, A2, B\. B2. and E. transform from the six-fold quasi-
degenerate clusters Ax + A2 + Bt + B2 + E into a system of approximately equidistant 
quasi-degenerate doublets A\ + A2, B\ + B2 and degenerate doublets E. The six-fold 
quasi-degenerate clusters for / < /L. are the result of the delocalized quantum preces
sion, which involves the tunneling of I across the potential barriers that separate the 
four equivalent precessional axes. For even values of / , the lowest multiplet state is 
A\ for the sequence of spins / = (0 mod 4) and B\ foe / = (2 mod 4). Only the full 
symmetric Ai states exist in nuclear rotational bands. Thus, the alternating order of 
the lowest A and B states produces the A / = 2 staggering. 

In other words, the yrast siiperdeformed band is split into two families shifted in 
energy. Let us call the sequence with lower energy the favored band and the other, 
unfavored. For fixed / . the distance between these bauds A/•,'(/) = /'.'„(/) — Ej(I) is 
equal to the spacing between the A and B levels. It is possible to extract thir value 
from the experimental -,-ray transition energies supposing the energy of the favored 
and unfavored bands are smooth functions of spin. One of the energies EU[I) or £ / ( / ) 
belongs to the non-physical B state. To find it we have to continue the corresponding 
function from the neighboring physical .1] states. By using for example expansion of 
Ej in the states with spin / ± 2. / ± 1. we find 

9 I 
Ej[l) = — ! / : ' / ( / + 21 + E;\l -•>)] ; [ /• . ' / ( / - r ( i | - E,(l - f i l l [')) 

Eq.(9) is accurate up to th i rd de i i va i i ven f A'.-! / i iha! i -a laii I v»uod approx imat ion 
because of the i vgu lan ! \ of s t ipn deformed band- . I he lonnulae loi A / : ' / i can be 
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«u>y expressed in t enns of tLe-.-iay energies {K~,(i) = E<(<?4 5 j - £''[/ - 3;)iJ i s follws 

A E { / } = 4 i E ^ < / + r j H ^ ( / + 3 | - 8 E v ( / + i l H ' 8 E , i ( / - 3 j i - ^ v ( j f - : J ) - £ v ( / - 5 } ] - <I©!) 
Bo 

Lcl as consider for example the transition I-II4-1.2 k<*V in the yrast superdefcninetd 
band of , 4 8 G d . The staggering value calculated by means of Eq. (10), the methods 
of Ref. [1] a-.d Rcf. |2] are -0.19(7), -0.33(18) and 0.16(7) respectively. Although 
the obtained values are different, all the methods reveal the important features of 
the staggering pattern: 1) there is a spin region where the staggering effect is small 
followed by 2) large A 7 = 2 oscillations and 3) an inversion of the oscillating pattern at 
high spin. The fitting of the experimental data with using the lowest At eigenvalues 
of the Hamiltonian (S) reproduces these features [7]. 

The staggering mechanism is different before and after the critical spin 7C. In the 
region / < 7C, the staggering is due to the tunneling of I between the four minima 
of the energy surface. A qualitative analysis of this mechanism has been performed 
in Ref. [S] by evaluating the tunneling matrix element between adjacent minima. 
The imaginary part of this matrix element gives the staggering amplitude. In our 
case, it is proportional to exp{—sl(l c — I)} where s is independent of / . The fact 
that the amplitude depends on Ic — / explains the increase of the oscillations when 
/ approaches lc. The real part of the matrix element produces the modulation of 
the amplitude and can generate inversions of the staggering pattern [8]. It should 
be noted that the inversion point close to critical spin Ic is always the last inversion 
point in a staggering pattern. The region 1 > Ic involves a precessional staggering 
mechanism because the spacing between the lowest 'evels with symmetry A] and B\ 
is equal to the precessional frequency u> = 2a(Ic — / ) / / • 

The Hamiltonian (8) allows us to consider another rotational regime recently stud
ied by Hamamoto and Mottelson [8]. The authors are using the Hamiltonian identical 
with (8). In this regime, the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the ^ - s y m m e t r y 
axis, i.e., the C|-syrnmetry axis is parallel to the long 3-axis of the superdeformed 
prolate nuclear shape. Thus, after the permutation of the axis labels (1,2,3)—>(3,1,2) 
in Eq. (8), one can obtain 'lie following relationships between the parameters of both 
Hamiltonians 

A = ai/1'2 + -2a2ji' - 1 0 c / / ! , lit = Ac/I\ B2 = (a 2 - 2c ) / / " , (11) 

and an additional term c 0 (7) = A I'2 + H\l(21 - 1) + B2I2. The parameter a-, has 
been used in these expressions instead of n ( / — 7L.) because there is no bifurcation 
in this regime and the angular-momentum vector is localized in the neighborhood 
of four energy minima in the plane perpendicular to the C4 axis. Therefore the 
tunneling mechanism results in a staggering amplitude proportional to exp(—.s7). A 
fast damping of the A / = 2 energy oscillations with increasing spin cannot explain 
the experimental staggering. It should be pointed out that the same mechanism is 
responsible for the formation of clusters in molecular rotational spectra [4], 

The two different rotational regimes of the Hamiltonian (8) suggest, different micro
scopic origins for Ihe A / = 2 staggering. On one hand, the Hamamoto and Mottelson 
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regime ccmld 1M? realized by .he presence of a slani* !je'£adfiraji>o]r A-f*«njj;aV>.'.'j f 0 j -m 
the nuclear shape. The / * + / ' Jenn in ihe i" , , invariant miaJiMja] !Sa3mi]l«>u«3i w&n)<3 
be a direct consequence* of this deforma'a^u. On J olhei haud. our H'-girrje-•uggesl-s 
the alignment of an angi'lar-inoinenlum vecloi. Tliis dynamical effect ujljrfij. jhe 
C?4v symmetry of llie nuclear shape. The A / = 2 sJag'gerij«; would originate because 
of a C!|» invariant part of the Haniiltoiiian. Ix*l us consider for example the angular 
ffio/iierjiuni J (pholioii oJ single-particle) coupled with a core by llie C\^ invariant 
interaction. The corresponding rotational Ilamillonian would have the form 

H = At(I - J ) 2 + {A3-A,){l3-J3)2 + a , . / 2 + a2J* + c{Jl + r ). <12) 

where A\ and >13 are rotational constants. The term proportional to (I3 — J3)1 violates 
the Cin symmetry and mixes the states .4 and B. This pert urbation would be reduced 
when considering only the motion with small values of I3 — 7 3 . i.e.. with the rotational 
angular momentum R = I —J close to the direction of the 1-axis. The corresponding 
classical trajectories in the phase space would be quasi-symmetrical. In the quantum 
case, these orbits produce the scars of the C*v symmetry in the rotational bands of 
some superdefoimed nuclei. The symmetry property is no longer associated with 
a particular state, but is reflected in the modulation of the whole spectrum. This 
phenomenon is typical of non-linear dynamics. As an example, the simplest system 
exhibiting the scars of the SO(2,2) symmetry is the hydrogen atom in a magnetic 
field [9]. The magnetic field plays an analogous role to the ('^.-symmetry breaking 
term (^3 — J3) 2 in Eq. (12). If this scenario is responsible for the staggering effect in 
superdeformed bands, then one could expect to observe the scars of the C:lv symmetry 
in rotational band due to the alignment of an angular momentum in the field having 
such a symmetry. 
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1 Introduction 
Spectroscopy of siiperdeformed (SI)) hands has revealed and continues to reveal new 
aspects of the physics of atomic nuclei under extreme conditions. The new generation 
of detector arrays for "-ray spectroscopy has extended our means lo sludv nuclei as 
quantum rotors to levels where possible new subtle symmetry elicits are observed. 
Perhaps the most challenging features of snperdeformation found to date are the ap
pearance of so called ''identical" bands and the wry recent discovery of SD bands 
exhibiting a. A / = 2 staggering. The possibilities of additional symmetries in the 
Hamiltonian revealed by these features are intriguing and may have important im
plications for the general understanding of finite many-body systems. The A / = 2 
staggering phenomenon was first reported in normal-deformed bands in the actinide 
regionfl]. but ha.s not been confirmed nor extended in these nuclei. At present there 
are two recently published cases of A / = 2 staggering in SI) bands, one for each of 
the A ~ I">0 and .1 m 190 SI) mass regions. The (irsl observation in a SI) nucleus was 
in the yrasl SD baud of ' ' l 0(!d[2] from an experiment at Kiuogam and the possibility 
of a four-fold rotational ((".,) symmetry term in the SI) Hamiltonian was thereby 
inferred. Subsequently, similar staggering elicits were also observed in the SI) bands 
of 1 9 4 Hg[3] in a Gammasphere experiment. Furthermore, from another experiment at 
Gammasphere we have tentative evidence Cor a A / = 2 staggering pattern in the yrast 
SD band of , 5 i D y . The evidence for A / = 2 staggering in SI) bands is summarized in 
Fig. 1 where the "-ray transition energies are plotted vs rotational frequency, with a 
quadratically interpolated smooth reference sublraclcd. For SD bauds I in 1 , 0 Gd[2] . 
U M H g and ' ^ D y I he error bars include only statistical uncertainties. 
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The staggering effect is experiment ally observed at the limit of our present de
tecting capabilities, typically of the order of H) - ' 1 times the measured "-ray energies 
themselves. Therefore its study poses a tremendous experimental challenge, justified 
however by the opportunity to furt her our understanding of nuclear excital ions. Some 
phenomenological - macroscopic approae liesfl. 5. 0] have provided some imdersi Hid
ing on how a staggering may occur but microscopic models arc still lacking. 

We will here try to present an overview of the present experimental situation and 
address some of the problems encountered in the data analysis. ITOIII discussions 
at this Conference[7], it is apparent that the experimental situation encountered in 
analyzing the small staggering effect is by no means clear. We use data from two 
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GammaKjjheiY- ex]w"-rin;ej>1s on SO st.a1<"s in ' 'Tiy and , f t , HR «*.«• illosslivjlive examples 
of these analyses. 

2 Data analysis - general 
The da ta analysis proceeds in throe basic step*. 

• Extraction of accurate 7-ray energies and their uncertainties 

• Choice of smooth reference Ii-,„j- defining deviations AE-, from the regular ro
tation: 

A / : , ( / ) = /•:,(/) -i-:..r,f(i) 

• Establish statistical significance of any proposed A / = 2 stagger 

It is clear that the most important, and also most difficult step in the analysis is the 
extraction of the 7-ray energies and their uncertainties. In high-fold da ta sets the 
background is complex and the additional errors that occur if background subtraction 
is necessary are very difficult to estimate, primarily because these backgrounds are 
not smooth and the possibility of interference from even very small contaminating 
lines may be significant. Furthermore, a proper background spectrum contains not 
only background gates but. depending on the fold /. also various peak-background 
gate combinations (YJn, • (peak g(il< )•' x {IXULI/IOIIIKI yah ) k ; (j + /,• = / ; A- > 1)). 
Therefore it becomes richer in SI) transitions with increasing fold and thus depletes 
the statistics in the final spectrum. Since I lie background subtraction complicates 
the error analysis, a simple practical approach is to check that the "-ray energies are 
not sensitive to different "reasonable" background subtractions. Ideally, the high-fold 
data are sufficiently clean so that a background need not be subtracted at all. 

Most. SD bands in both the .4 =3 150 and .4 =s 190 regions (especially near A = 190) 
have non-constant moments of inertia. Therefore, in order 1.0 analyze very small 
deviations from the regular rotation, the smooth behavior of a given band has to be 
subtracted out. There are many different ways to extract such a smooth reference, 
ranging from Harris type or higher order polynomial fits, to interpolations of various 
order through the daia points. The advantage of using an interpolation is that the 
error analysis becomes more straightforward. We have generally adopted second-
order interpolation of the 7-ray energies which can take into account, also the large 
dynamic range of E-, in the .4 w 190 SI) bands, yielding the following expression for 
the 7-ray energy staggering parameter: 

A / % , ( / ) = - ( / • : , ( / } - ]-1 !/•:,(/ -•>)+ !/•.' ,(/+ 2) - / • : , ( / - n - /•:,(/ + i » V 
S \ (i / 

The final step in I he data analysis involves evaluat ion ol I lie slat isl ical significance 
of a possible staggering pattern. I here are also here many possible ways to go. We 
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present one simple method thai we have developed. In this method, the signs of the 
deduced AE-, values in each band were changed for every oilier transition, and the 
new average A E and uncertainty a' of the altered value* weie compared with the 
corresponding values AE., and ci of the original data. If the staggering is consistent 
with a random Hurt nation, the distributions of the altered values and the original 
da ta will be very similar. On the other hand, a statistically significant difference 
indicates the existence of a staggering. A confidence level C.I,, which measures the 
difference between the two distributions (assumed to be Gaussians) can be defined 
as: 

C.L. = f * crf(AI-:...A~E:..n) •!!{AE.,.A~EL,.o')dAE... 

where erf(AE-,,AE-,.cr) = /_x'"' </(.)•. A/?-,.a)<l.r and _</(.;•. AE..a) is a Gaussian 
function centered at AE-, with standard deviation a. Two identical distributions 
give a confidence level of 0.5; whereas distributions separated by one, two or three 
standard deviations give confidence levels of 0.76, 0.92 or 0.98. respectively. 

3 Experiments and data analysis results 
High-spin states in the SD nuclei 1 5 1 D y and l 9 l H g have been studied with the Gamma-
sphere Ge detector array located at the LB1, 88-Inch Cyclotron facility. The counting 
statistics in the two experiments were of the order of 1 x If)9 and o x 108 three-
and higher-fold events, respectively. The high quality of the data yielded extended 
spectroscopic information on the known SI) bands in both nuclei and in addition we 
observed two new SD bands which could be assigned to , s Y)y. Furthermore, the 
accuracy in the determination of the transition energies is higher than that obtained 
in the previous work on these nuclei due to the greater resolving power achieved with 
high-statistyes high-fold data. Similarly to the ' ' 1 9 Gd case, when analyzing the tran
sition energies carefully we observe evidence for a A / = 2 staggering in SD l 9 ' 1 Hg as 
well as tentative (see below) evidence for staggering in the yrast SD band of ' 5 'T)y. As 
in 1 4 9 G d , the effect is very small, of the order of 10 ' of the "-ray transition energies, 
which is just barely within the limits ol the present detector systems. 

As mentioned above, the resolving power resulting Irom a high-lold data set is 
essential in the analysis of the small staggering clfoct. In our l 9 l l l g data set. we 
obtained sufficiently high statistics and average fold (or the yrast SI) band in or
der to obtain accurate transition energies from up to five-fold data. In fact, down 
to the level of the small observed staggering effect, we obtained transition energies 
that were consistent between unsubtracted triple- and quadruple-gated spectra and 
background-subtracted double-gated spectra. This insensitivily In fold and back
ground cuts makes us confident t hat I lie measured t ransit ion energies of I his SD band 
are not significantly affected by accidental coincidence* with contaminating lines. A 
somewhat similar situation seems in have been the case lot the "original" " ' 'Gd data 
set. However, for the two excited SI) band* m ' " l l g . only bai kuround-siibt i acted 
double-gated spectra could be used. Since the additional energv uncertainties from 
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the background subtraction are difficult to determine, it is hard to estimate the reli
ability of the measured transition energies of these excited SD bands. For the l 5 3 Dy 
data set the situation is intermediate. In the case of the yrast SD band in 1 S 3 Dy a 
staggering pattern is present in background-subtracted three-fold ami four-fold data; 
however, for the three-fold data the transition energies are somewhat sensitive to 
varying backgrounds and the statistics in the fourfold data did not allow a definitive 
study of the effect of varying backgrounds. We have therefore chosen to classify the 
evidence for A / = 2 staggering in I 5 3 Dy as tentative. 

Given the measured 7-ray energies, we have obtained the following results from 
the simple statistical analysis outlined above. The yrast SD bands in '^Gd and 1 9 4 Hg 
emerge as by far the most solid candidates for exhibiting a true A/ = 2 stagger. If 
we take into account only statistical contributions to the uncertainties the staggering 
in these two bands is significant on a 3<r level. For the two excited SD bands in 
1 9 4 Hg an apparent inversion is present in the staggering pattern at hu; = 0.30 MeV. 
Since these bands are believed to be built, on the same intrinsic configuration it may 
be justified to take this inversion into account. Only if this is done do we obtain a 
statistical significance on approximately a la level for a staggering in these bands. The 
observed staggering pattern in the yrast. SD band of 1 6 3Dy, with the above reservations 
concerning the possible additional uncertainties from the background subtraction, has 
a statistical significance on the 3<r level in this analysis. However, because of these 
potential uncertainties in the measured transistion energies, we consider this case as 
tentative. 

This work has been supported in pari by U.S. Department of Energy under Con
tract Nos. DE-AC03-76SF00098, YV-31-109-ENG-38 and W-T-Wi-fcLNGMS. 
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Abstract 

A supetdeformed band has been observed in the N = 80 nucleus U 5 T b . The jW 
dynamic moment of inertia shows no evidence for the N = 6 quasiptoton alignment 
that is observed in the isotone 1 4 4Gd. It is suggested that, as in the two lighter isotones 
1 4 3 Sm and 1 4 3 Eu, the proton intruder configuration is x6', so that the alignment that 
occurs in the *6 a configuration in 1 4 4 Gd is blocked. Evidence for an excited SD band in 
1 4 3 Sm is piesented. The structure of SD bands in the odd-odd nuclei l 4 2 Eu and U 4 E u 
is also discussed. 

1 Introduction 
The favourability of neutron number N = 80 with respect to superdeformation has long been 
predicted by mean-field calculations based on either a Nilsson [1] or Woods-Saxon [2] single-
particle poi -atial. The calculations show a large energy gap at N = 80 that corresponds to a 
prolate quadrupole deformation of Bi ~ 0.5. Experimental investigations of this prediction 
initially focussed on the Z = 64 N = 80 isotone, 1 4 4 Gd. All of these initial forays met 
without success, which seemed to cast doubt on the predictive power of the calculations. 
This uncertainty was removed when a superdeformed band was found in 1 4 3 E u (Z = 63, 
N = 80) [3]. Since this initial case, superdeformed bands have now been reported in two 
other N = 80 nuclei, namely , 4 2 S m [4] and the previously troublesome 1 4 4 G d [5], We have 
recently found a superdeformed (SD) band in the next N = 80 isotone, , 4 5 T b (Z = 65) [6]. 
The assignment of valence-proton configurations in the chain of N = 80 isotones will be 
discussed below. 

The "stability" of the N = 80 gap to the addition or removal of a neutron has also been 
investigated. We have focussed on I 4 3 E u as the optimum N = 80 core, and have found SD 
bands in 1 4 2 Eu and 1 4 4 Eu. Possible configurations for these bands will be presented. 
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2 Superdeformation in N = 80 Nuclei 
2.1 Yrast Valence-Proton Configurations in N = 80 SD Bands 
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" 5Tb80 65 6Mm?y 
'"Gdjo 64 6 i ® 6 2 

" 'EUJO 63 6i 
142Sniso 62 6 1®{[541]i"}" 1 

Figure 1: left.-jW moments of inertia for the yrast N = 80 SD bandsjrig/ii.-proton-routhians 
appropriate for the N = 80 SD bands;table: suggested valence-proton configurations. 

A superdeformed band has been observed in 1 4 5 T b with the 8 T spectrometer [6]. The jW 
dynamic moment of inertia derived from the band is shown in figure 1, together with those 
from the three other N = 80 SD bands. Inspection suggests that the proton band-crossing 
that causes the rise in the j ( 2 > of 1 4 4 G d is blocked in 1 4 3 E u , 1 4 2 S m and now 1 4 5 T b as well. 
Cranked Woods-Saxon calculations [2] predict that the band-crossing in > 4 4 G d is due to the 
first pair of N = 6 quasiprotons, so that the band has a T 6 2 intruder configuration. The 
occupancy of the first N = 6 orbital in 1 4 3 E u and 1 4 2 S m blocks the crossing. The absence of 
the crossing in 1 4 5 T b suggests that the intruder configuration is either ir6' or T63. Single-
proton routhians appropriate for the N = 80 SD bands are also shown in figure 1. Important 
orbital: and particle numbers have been labelled. It is suggested that in 1 4 5 T b only the 
first proton-intruder is occupied, and that the sixty-fourth and sixty-fifth protons reside 
in the j 9 / 2 [404]9/2 + orbital. This is indicated in the table in figure 1, together with the 
valence-proton configurations for the other N = 80 SD bands. 
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2.2 Excited Superdeformed Band in M , S m 

800 1200 1600 
Energy (keV) 

Figure 2: Superdeformed bands in 1 4 2 Sm. 

In a recent experiment led by the University of York, excited SD bands were searched 
for in 1 4 2 Sm. States in 1 4 2 S m were populated with the 1 2 4Sn( 2 4Mg,6ra) 1 4 2Sm reaction at 
a beam energy of 145 MeV. Triple and higher-fold 7-ray coincidences were obtained with 
the GAMMASPHERE spectrometer. Analysis of the data enabled confirmation of two 
previously tentative transitions in the yrast band (A), and a two further transitions were 
added, as shown in figure 2. A search of the four-fold data indicated the existence of 
another superdeformed band (B) also shown in figure 2. We assign this as an excited SD 
band in 1 4 2 Sm. Since the transition energies do not bear any simple relationship to those 
in a neighbouring SD band, we are unable to give a straightforward interpretation to the 
band. 

2.3 N e u t r o n Pairing at the N = 80 S D Shell Gap 

In the three cases where the N = 6 quasiproton is blocked, there is no evidence for the 
predicted N = 6 quasineutron crossing [2]. This crossing is responsible for the hump in the 
calculated J< 2 ' moments of inertia for 1 4 2 Sm, 1 4 3 T b and 1 4 5 T b deliniated by the full lines 
in figure 1. Previously this was interpreted as evidence for a strong residual n-p interaction 
between the proton-intruder and the aligning quasineutrons. An alternative explanation is 
that the neutron-pairing correlations are essentially quenched due to the large gap at N = 
80. When the moments of inertia are recalculated with the neutron-pairing gap set to zero, 
the hump is removed and a better agreement with the data is achieved. This can be seen 
from the dashed lines in figure 1. 
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3 Superdeformation in 1 4 4 E u and 1 4 2 E u 

3.1 Three Superdeformed Bands in 1 4 4 E u 
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Figure 3: left-.jW moments of inertia for the SD bands in 144Eu;rJgfct:single-particle routhi-
ans for 1 4 4Eu;la61e: possible valence configurations for bands A and C in 1 4 4 E u . 

Three SD bands have been found in 1 4 4 E u from a recent experiment with the GAMMAS-
PHERE spectrometer. One of the bands (C) is a confirmation of a candidate found with 
the 8 T spectrometer [7]. The same reaction was used as in [7], namely 1 2 2 Sn( 2 7 Al ,5n ) 1 4 4 Eu 
at a beam-energy of 142 MeV. The moments of inertia for the three bands are shown in fig
ure 3, where they are compared with 1 4 3 E u . The single-particle routhians for both protons 
and neutrons, appropriate for 1 4 4 E u , shown in figure 3 suggest that the yrast intruder-
configuration should be *§\»1\. It is not clear at present whether band A or band C has 
this configuration. The rapid rise in the «7'2> of band C is at hu ~ 0.45 MeV is suggestive 
of the N = 6 quasiproton crossing that is observed in 1 4 4 G d . If this is so, then band C 
must be a proton-excitation, with the x 6 2 orbital occupied. Band A has a lower jW than 
the , 4 3 Eu-core, which is expected to have a smaller deformation than the 1/7! configuration. 
Band B has an even lower jW and appears to suffer a band-crossing at hu> ~ 0.65 MeV. 
Further calculations are in progress to aid with the interpretation of these bands. 
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3.2 Supcrdeformed Band in 1 4 a E u : Hole in the N = 80 Closed Shell 
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Figure 4: jW moment of inertia for the SD band in 1 4 2 E u , compared with 1 4 3 E u . 

An SD band has been found in 1 4 2 E u with the 8jr-spectrometer following the reaction 
1 2 0 S n ( 2 7 A l , 5 n ) 1 4 2 E u at a beam-energy of 152 MeV. The lack of a signature-partner suggests 
that the hole in the N = 80 closed-shell probably occurs in the the 1/64 orbital. The J" ' 2 ' 
moment of inertia is compared with 1 4 3 E u and theory in figure 4. Note that this band is 
different to the one recently published [8] by the GA.SP collaboration. 

4 Summary 
The valence-proton configurations in the N = 80 chain of SD bands have been understood 
in a systematic way in terms of the Cranked Woods-Saxon model. An excited SD band has 
been assigned to 1 4 2 S m , the first such case in an N = 80 nucleus. SD bands have also been 
found in the isotopes either side of 1 4 3 E u , one band in 1 4 2 E u and three bands in I 4 4 E u . 

We thank the staff at TASCC and the 88" Cyclotron. This work was supported by NSEB.C 
(Canada), AECL Research, the D.O.E., the N.S.F and N.A.T.O. 
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ABSTRACT 

The hyperdeformed ridge structure with A E 7 = ± 30 keV. recently observed 
in the reaction 187 MeV 3 7 C 1 + 1 2 0 S n , has been confirmed in a new proton--, 
coincidence experiment and assigned to the 1 5 2 D y nucleus. 

The first experimental evidence for hyperdeformed ( HD ) nuclear shape ( axis 
ratios 3:1 ) was the observation of a ridge structure in a -,--, coincidence matrix 
in the reaction 187 MeV 3 l C l + l 2 0 S n [1]. In that experiment the separation of 
the ridges from the diagonal was measured to be AE-,= E-,i - Ev,> = ± 30 ± 3 
keV which corresponds to a dynamical moment of inertia J 2 * 130 h M e V - 1 . 
The ridges at ±30 keV have been observed only when a coincidence with a proton 
was required, as suggested in Ref. 2. A cascade of 10 discrete lines with an 
average energy spacing of 30 keV was also proposed in the same experiment which 
anyway could not be conclusive for the assignment of the HD structure to a specific 
Dy isotope ( 1 5 2 D y or 1 : > 3 Dy ). We report here results of new proton-gamma 
coincidence experiments using the ' 'CI + U 0 S n reaction which we have performed 
with the aim to confirm the earlier observation and to further study the HD ridge. 

Two experiments have been performed at the XTU Tandem facility of Legnaro 
using the GASP spectrometer [3] in coincidence with different ancillary detectors. 
In the first experiment charged particles have lxvn detected using a light particle 
hodoscope (LPHl consisting of S silicon detectors. 300 /an thick, haviim an a n a 
of 6 c inx4 cm each. The detectors were closely packed to form a IS cm • IS cm 
wall which was placed S cm from the target in in- forward hemisphere. P«rrirle> 
emitted at fy,,** 10" • 50 " were detected with a geometrical efficiency of == 90V,' 
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Approximately 8 x 10 8 events, consisting of triples or higher fold Ge-coincidences 
with multiplicity k > 3 on the BGO ball, were collected in a 8 days run at 187 
MeV bombarding energy ( beam intensity 1-3 pnA, targets of 2x500 ^ g / c m 2 foils 
of , 2 0 S n ) . From those events only 2.5 x 10 7 were in coincidence with protons, 
because of the limited solid angle covered by the LPH and of the low c o s s section 
of the xpyn channels ( ~ 20% of the total evaporation residue yield). A second 
experiment has been very recently performed using the ISIS 4n charged particle 
detector ( 40 A E - E telescopes ) at 187 and 192 MeV bombarding energies. The 
da t a analysis of the ISIS experiment is in progress. We report here mainly results 
from the first experiment. 

Using different gat iag conditions on the 7-ray sum energy H and fold k regis
tered in the B G O ball, vaiious 7-7 matrices were produced from the proton-gated 
triples Ge-data. Cuts, perpendicular to the main diagonal E 7 i - Ey2 were subse
quently made on these 7-7 matrices in order to observe the ridges corresponding 
to deexcitations of the final nuclei along particular rotational structures. 

1200-1325 keV 

•4~> 

c 
o o 

200 

100 

1375-1500 keV 

100 

- 1 0 0 100 - 1 0 0 0 100 
AEr (keV) 

Fig.l Diagonal cuts in the H>14 MeY. k>H) matrix 

With a cut in the energy range 1200< i E, i -r E-_> ) "2< 1320 keY »v clearly 
see the well known ridge located at 4S kcY from tin 1 diagonal 1 see Fig. l a | . 
resulting from transitions between rotational level- oi SD bauds. Known discrete 
transitions of the l r ' "Dy [4], ' ' 'Dy [5; SD bands lie in the energy region considered. 
We could observe in our data only the discrete transition- of the yia-t SD band 
of U J D y . The transitions which are inside the cut limit- account i'oi :> Ml'', of 
the total ±48 keY ridge intensity. A- in Rcf. 1. we made al-o a cut in the energy 
range 1375< { E- j -r E- j l/2< 1500 kcY. In the resulting spectrum -hown if Fig. 
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l b many ridges ait; observed, among them one at A E 7 = ± 32 ± 3 kcV. A two 
dimensional correlation technique has been used in order to check if this ridge is 
due to a rotational cascade based on an hyperdeformed nuclear shape. Through 
this grid search we have found that the part of the 32 keV ridge at A E , = 3 0 keV is 
due to events correlated in a rotational sequence. Fig. 2 shows the results of this 
analysis. After summing six diagonal cuts, each 5 keV wide, separated by 30 keV 
in the E 7 > 1 2 5 0 keV region we observe an enhancement of the 30 keV ridge when 
the N cuts are at some definite energies. Fig. 2a reports the area of the 30 keV 
ridge as a function of the energy of the first cut ( E 7 i + E-,2 ) /2. The maxima at 
cut energies Rsl278+(Nx30) keV suggest the presence of a rotational cascade with 
AE^=30 keV and with transition energies «1263+(Nx30) keV. Such energies are 
compatible with those proposed for the members of the HD band [1]. 
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Fig.2 a) Area of the 30 keV ridge in the spectra obtained summing six diagonal 

cuts 5 keV wide and separated by 30 keV ( H > 14 MeV and k > 10). b) The 
spectrum obtained when summing the six cuts described in a) at the positions of 
the maximum. 

Of course the energy difference between consecutive cuts has been also varied, 
but the 30 kcY ridge is clearly observed only when the just mentioned conditions 
I AE^ - 30 keY and first cut at 127S keY) are satisfied, as shown in Fig. 21). We 
stress that the yield of the ridge with this condition is distributed rather uniformly 
over all the six cuts. \ \ ith other conditions we find that the main part of the ridge 
intensity is due to the contribution of only a pair of cuts, suggesting the presence 
of strong discrete transitions which contribute to the AE-. = i 32 keY ridge in the 
energy rargo 127o< ( E-.1 + E-.> ) /2< 1500 keY. With this procedure we have 
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spanned the 24 < AE-, < 55 keV region obtaining similar results also in the case 
of the superdeformed ridge at 48 keV ( i.e. maximum intensity when the energy 
difference between cuts is 48 keV and the position of the first cut correspond to 
one of the transition energies of the yrast SD band of , 5 2 Dy) . We could therefore 
compare the intensity of the HD ridge to that of the superdeformed one. A relative 
intensity of HD:SD of « 10 % has been extracted. 

We have also analysed our data in order to assign the 30 keV ridge to one 
of the two Dy isotopes ( I 5 2 D y or 1 5 3 D y ). From the (2k)3 symmetryzed cube in 
coincidence with protons we have produced 7 - 7 matrices setting gates on the 
prominent discrete lines of the different Dy isotopes. As shown in Fig. 3, the 
hyperdefonned ridge is clearly visible in the matrix with no conditions on the 
third gamma ( see Fig. 3a) which accounts for 5.2 x 107 events. When gating 
on the prominent lines of 1 5 2 D y above the 17 + isomer ( T = 6 0 ns ), a matrix with 
only 3.4 x 106 events is obtained. Despite the reduced statistics, the ridge stands 
clearly as shown in Fig. 3b. Only few counts are present at AE-, = ± 30 keV in 
the matrices obtained with gates on other Dy isotopes. This indicates that the 
proposed HD bands which originate the ridge at AE 7 = ± 30 keV are in 1 S 2 Dy. 
The cross section of those HD bands is estimated to be a/yo~50 fib, less than 
l x l O - 4 of the total evaporation residue cross section. 
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Fig.3 The 30 keY ridge in the spectra obtained a) without anil b) with gates 
on the prominent gamma lines of l 5 2 Dy ( k > 5). 

In recent calculations for ' '"Dy the HD minimum appears at spin 00 // and 
becomes yrast at spin ss SiJ-90 /( [2]. It is therefore very interesting to study the 
conditions for which such extremely high spin values may be sustained by nuclei 
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ill elongates shapes without fissioning. Octupole correlations have been found J6j 
to be very large at hyperdeformed shapes for nuclei of the A = 150 region. A stable 
minimum is predicted for 1 5 2 D y at (]2 = 0.93 and lU = 0.13. Calculations of the 
moments of inertia give a J ' 2 ' value of 130 hi1 M e V - 1 , very similar to the rigid-
body moment of inertia and also in perfect agreement with the one extracted from 
the experimental data . 

In the 187 MeV 3 7 C l + 1 2 0 S n reaction, the 1 5 7 H o compound nucleus is popu
lated at E x = 8 4 MeV excitation energy with a critical angular momentum J c r l ( =77h. 
From systematics we derive that the boundary between evaporation and fission is 
around J ~ 7 0 , being the fission channel centered around < J - ' " 3 > = 7 4 f t . Therefore 
the proposed range 62-82 h for the observed HD ridge [1] strongly overlaps with 
the fission region and extends up to the highest partial waves populated in the 
fusion reaction. Preliminary results from the 192 MeV bombarding energy show 
that the yield of the SD yrast band in 1 5 2 D y slightly decreases respect to the lower 
bombarding energy. This effect is well known and demonstrates that the entry 
states populating those structure are defined by the fission-evaporation competi
tion. We found that the observation of the HD ridge is also more difficult at the 
higher energy due to the increased background. Furthermore the inspection of 
the proton spectra in coincidence with the HD ridge at E(,<.am = 187 MeV strongly 
suggests that charged particles are emitted first in the pjn decay chain increasing 
the probability of surviving fission [7]. The importance of the proton emission in 
increasing the survival probability of deformed states as well as in tagging the Dy 
channels, is also demonstrated by recent unsuccesfull searches of the HD ridge in 
xn decay channels [Sj. 

With the high statistics obtained in the recently performed GASP-ISIS exper
iments we hope to obtain a deeper insight in the HD phenomena in the Dy region 
and to clarify the population mechanisms of evaporation residues at extreme an
gular momenta where fission dominates. 
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ABSTRACT: Using a formal analogy between canonical (l(Kal) point transformations in 
Classical Mechanics and specific unitary transformations in Quantum Mechanics, we have generalized 
the usual routhian or cranking approach for global rotations to allow the study of a variety of collective 
modes. It is applied here to the coupling of a global rotation with a uniform intrinsic vortical motion in 
the aligned case, analogous to the flow motion in classical S-type /tiema/m ellipsoids. The semiclassical 
approximation of the corresponding stationary solutions in the Hartree-lock limit gives the classical 
Riemann results at the Thomas-Fermi level together with small corrections at order fi. In a simple 
quadratic energy limit, it is demonstrated that the quantal results may yield a staggering in rotational 
bands similar to what has been recently found experimentally in " 9l)y and l94Hg. 

In the classical hamiltonian formalism, a local point transformation implies 
the adjunction to the hamiltonian of a generating function of the type a.p where p is the 
moment and a a vector field depending only on the position. Upon associating a 
collective motion to such a transformation, the corresponding velocity field u is exactly 
- a , as it has been demonstrated in ref. 1. There, it has also been shown that the unitary 
Thoulesss transformations of one-body density matrices where the time-dependence is 
factorized out and which are linear in p, can be considered as quantal analogs of the 
local point transformations. These unitary transformations yield an extra hamiltonian 
term in the TDHF equation of motion which is precisely of the above a.p type. The 
corresponding stationary problem is therefore cast into a variational form . 

S(h{p) + a.p) = 0 (1) 

where h(p) is the Hartree-Fock field depending on the density matrix p of its solution. 
Considering -a as the quantal analog of the collective velocity associated to the 
considered motion is fostered by the fact that in the Thomas-Fermi limit the current 
associated with the solution of eq. (1) may be written as 

j(r) = - A p ( r ) a ( r ) (2). 
m 

Now. we assume that the collective flow is a combination of a global 
rotation of angular velocity ii with a uniform intrinsic vortical motion defined by a 
"vortical angular velocity" w, aligned with fi. e.g. along the /-axis NamcK. the 
components on the principal axis of the field u = - « in the inertial frame, are 
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«, = -(£2 + <w</).v, u,.= £1+— k u:=0 (3) 

where q is the ratio of some characteristic lengthes ax, a, in the x and y directions 
respectively. This field is a particular solution of the well known classical Dirichlet 
problem defined by the most general linear field bounded by an ellipsoidal surface as 
studied by Riemann and Chandrasekhar [2] and currently applied for the study of the 
equilibrium shapes of celestial objects [3]. Using such a linear velocity field in Nuclear 
Physics had been already proposed by Cusson [4] and extensively analysed by 
Rosensteel [5,6] in the limit where the shape parameters are fixed. Upon solving the 
generalized cranking problem of eq. (1), one gets the total laboratory energy E as a 
function of 12 and (o. Even though the study of the most general case is possible and 
has been sketched in ref. 1, we will here only illustrate the dynamical motion under 
study, in the particular case where E is a quadratic function of f2 and <o : 

i:(n,a)) = -Aco2 + B(on+-cn2 (4) 
2 2 

where A, B and C are inertia parameters resulting from the variational calculation of eq. 
(1). Defining two functions I and J of Q and o>, and their inverses, such that 

(5), 
dK 
dl 

= fi, 
dE 
d.l 

= CO 

one then gets 

/ = H(o + CO. ./ = Aco+BO. 

/ • - ( / ,./) = (f'"< / • - ( / ,./) = 
.1/ • u2 (f'"< 

(6) 

Bl.l + (-.r-} (7). 
A( • - B ^ ^ 2 > 

One may now define the yrast line by imposing 

:0 (8) ri-: 
77 / 

which leads readily to 

Thus. l :^ r a s l assumes exactly the pure rotor value Was it therefore necessarv lo 
introduce a new degree of freedom to describe the yrast line'' It is crucial at this poini 
to introduce the quantification of this classical model, in particular the quantification of 
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J, suggested from intuitive arguments in ref. 7, and later substantiated by a group-
theoretical analysis in ref. 8. Indeed, J is found to commute with H and to satisfy : 

[./,©] = 0, [j,ff] = : (10) 

where 0 and 8 are the angles associated with the rotations of which SI and o> 
respectively, are the angular velocities. Equations (10) lead to the following form for 
the operator associated to J : 

./ = a. A 
i 39 

( I D 

The quantization of J results, as in the case of the angular momentum 1, 
from the matching of the corresponding wavefunction at the end points of the definition 
domain for the angle 0. If a left-right reflection symmetry (C2) is present, then J will be 
quantified by two units of h. As a consequence, J v r a s t is now given by 

\B 1 1 
/ , = 2h _C2h\ 

(12) 

where [x] stands for the integer part of x. The plot of the energy E(l) as a function of 1, 
is a collection of points located on displaced identical parabolas, each corresponding to 
a given value of J : 

2A 2 AC - B~ 
B 

(13), 

/ • ( / , • / ) = 
I2 

2C 2 AC •#{ C 
(14). 

The yrast energy parabola given by eq. (9) is the envelope of these 
parabolas. Now the true quantal yrast line is made of pieces of parabolas each 
corresponding to a given value of J. Neglecting the residual interactions beyond the 
model colective hamiltonian of eq. (7), it then appears that this yrast line presents kinks 
at each parabola crossing. These kinks will result in irregularities in the yrast line 
transition energies. The periodicity in 1 of the contact of each J-parabola with the 
envelope is given by AI (2C)/B Now, if (B/C) 1/2, one gets for the yrast line energy 

/-
2C AA-< 

(15) 

which exhibits a AI 4 structure, i.e. a staggering of the energies which has recently 
found experimentally for some rotational bands in super deformed nuclear slates |<).10| 
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for which alternative explanations involving the Y^, collective degTce of freedom have 
also been invoked [9,11,12]. A stringent test of these speculations merely based on 
energies, is clearly provided by the assessment of electromagnetic properties. In our 
case, does the fragmentation of the yrast line into several parabolic cusps prevent such a 
set of states to constitute a band whose members are linked by strong E2 transitions ? 
Let us answer this question in the idealized case of a Al =•- 4 energy structure as given by 
eq.(l5). ll is likely that the residual interaction will mix for a given value of 1, the 
unperturbed yrast state and its closest neighbour, as for instance 

i/>^=«M„)+vn^"|/,./1 1 +2> <i6) 

\'-2)^ = fl\l-2,J0)+^W\l-2,J0+2) (17) 

with obvious notation. It may be proven [1] that the Poisson bracket of J with an E2 
perturbative electromagnetic field is vanishing. Therefore in the quanta! case, the J 
value is not affected by this supplementary field, so that between two yrast slates with 
spins 1 and 1-2, the E2 transition probability will write 

(l\0(ia)\l-2) = {a/3+^{\-a2){\-/)2))x (18) 

where X is some matrix element involving the intrinsic state common to both stales. If 
one assumes I to be a spin where parabola crossing occurs and that the mixing is 
maximum there (i.e. a2 = 0.5) and if one also estimates the mixing for the other spin to 
be reasonably weak (for instance p 2 = 0.9), one gets a quenching factor for the relevant 
matrix element of ~ 0.9, which is within the experimental error bars from lifetime 
measurements in superdeformed states [13]. As a conclusion on this, our hypothesis for 
the staggering is not contradicted by the present status of electromagnetic properties 
measurements. Let us also mention that from eq. (6), one may find for a set of given J 
states, a collective alignment given by (B/A) J, since 

We will now provide some semiclassical estimates of the various inertia 
parameters A, B and C. For that purpose, we have used the theoretical method 
developped in ref 1, corresponding to a semiclassical expansion of the solution of eq. 
(1) when using a full-fledged Skyrme effective interaction This approach is a 
generalization of what has been done in ref. 14 only for the routhian case. The density 
will be schematically described as being constant and bounded by a sharp edged 
ellipsoid whose semi axes are given by 

</ ( - </. < / ' ' . </, =o: -<i„ii " ( 2 0 | 
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where a,, is given in terms of the total number of particles N and of the usual si/e 
parameter r„ , by a„ r„ A 1 ' , whereas q is the ratio of a, and a,. Wc will also use bfclow 
the following unit of angular momentum 

y = -mr„N q (21) 

which is nothing but the rigid body moment of inertia for a sphere multiplied by the 
shape factor q1 •'. The various inertia parameters are given below to order ti2 (the first 
terms being the Thomas-Fermi estimates): 

yR I) R=y 1) R\J = y R I) 
TR (22) 

J 

where R is a geometrical factor given by R = 1/2 {q +• \jq) and the dimensionless 
semiclassical expansion factor D/y is approximated within a simplifed model in terms 
of the effective mass in nuclear matter (m*/m)NM by 

I) 
9x ' VI, 

(23) 

(note that its inverse surface dependence makes D/y small with respect to 1 in heavy 
nuclei). The contact periodicity in I is given by 

R 
• 2R l + | - | ( f l J (24). 

From eq. (24), disregarding the small second order correction, one sees that one gets 
exactly the AI 4 energy structure when q 2±V3. which is not the expected 
superdeformed value Of course, this discussion shows merely that such a description of 
the observed structure by an intrinsic vortical motion is not completely out of range 
However, one has to improve it in two directions : first release the ellipsoidal shape 
constraint and, most importantly, include shell effects It is also worth noting that the 
collective alignment appearing in eq. (19) is found even at second order in h. to be 
independent of the size since it is equal to J.R. As shown in the classical case in ref 5. 
the kinematic moment of inertia of S-type Riemann ellipsoids is given, in terms of the 
Rigid Body and irrotalional moments of inertia, with obvious notation, bv 

Q 
• = / = •l„ * 0 - ' J ' . ™ 

(O ( 

ilH' 
IT 
( (2f>i 

?K 



Assuming for instance r = 0.75, as it has been fitted by Swiatecki | IS] Tor 
the first discovered super deformed band in , 5 2Dy and q to be equal to two, one gets a 
ratio w/£J of about -20%. The previous estimate of course rely on the assumption that 
the reduction of the moment of inertia from its rigid body value which is understood 
since a very long time as coming from residual interaction beyond the mean field [16], 
can indeed be all explained in terms of an intrinsic vortical motion. 

We have provided here a rather natural extension of the routhian approach, 
in a direction which has been found classically important [2,5,8]. There are obvious 
limitations to the present approach. We have only studied the quadratic case, excluding 
all "Harris formula" effects due to contributions to the energy of the angular velocities 
at powers higher than two. Moreover, all estimates so far have only been semiclassical. 
The influence of shell effects on the parameters A, B and C remains thus to be assessed. 
Nevertheless, the intrinsic vortical motion seems to generate a potentially interesting 
new set of collective degrees of freedom whose quantification yields amusing 
consequences as an alternative description of the staggering in rapidly rotating nuclei or 
a quantified, not integer or half-integer necessarily though, collective alignment 
independent of size. For the staggering, it should be noted however that the validity of 
our conclusions requires only a quadratic form of the energy in terms of two quantized 
quantities. The first one (I) being obviously unescapable, our description of the second 
(J), relies only on some classical analogies as well as on a qualitative assessment of the 
range of the relevant hamiltonian parameters. Ultimately, as in all collective model 
modelisations, it would be crucial to check whether or not the intrinsic vorticity mode is 
rather pure, i.e. not strongly coupled with many other degrees of freedom. 
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A b s t r a c t 
The nuclear wobbling motion is investigated from a microscopic viewpoint. It is shown 

that the expressions of not only the excitation energy but also the K2 transition rate in the 
microscopic RPA framework can be cast into the corresponding forms of the macroscopic 
rotor model. The condition that the microscopic RPA solution can be interpreted to be the 
wobbling motion is clarified. 

§1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 

In this talk We would like to discuss the wobbling motion 1 ' , which is a collective 
motion expected in nuclei by an analogy with the classical motion of the asymmetric 
top. It is a kind of the three dimensional motion in the sense that the rotation axis and 
the inertia axis of the body do not coincide. Quite recently the "tilted axis cranking" 
scheme has been proposed' 1 '. It might be instructive to compare characteristic features 
of these two. They arc similar since the rotation axis deviates from the inertia axis, 
but these two are conceptually different as in the following, although it might be 
difficult to distinguish in the experimental data. In the wobbling motion the angular 
momentum vector and the angular frequency vector are not parallel in the body-fixed 
frame ofcoordinatc and then the motion is not stationary. Hence the two vectors draw 
some trajectories even in the body-fixed frame. In contrast the angular momentum 
and the angular frequency vectors are parallel and as a result the rotation is stationary 
and uniform in the tilted axis cranking. When quantized the tilted axis cranking gives 
a description for an isolated band just like the usual cranking does, but. the wobbling 
motion generally corresponds to a multiple band structure in the quanta! spectra. 

There is a basic, vacuum band, e.g. the yrast band, from which excited bands are 
generated just like the multi-phonon structure; one wobbling phoiiou excited band, 
two wobbling phonon excited band, and so on. In each bands (horizontal sequences) 
slates are connected by (lie strong rotational E2 transitions, while these phonon 
bands arc also vertically connected by A / = ± ! V,2 or A/1 transitions in general. 
Here the vacuum hand is just described by the usual cranking, i.e. the uniformly 
rotating states around the inertia axis of the largest moment of inertia, but when 
the wobbling phonons are excited the rotation axis deviates from the inertia axis 
more and more. Since higher excited bands are difficult to access in experiments, we 
concentrated on the first wobbling band and discuss the charai ieristic leafuie of I he 
A / = ±1 E'l transition to the vacuum band in the following. 

§2 Mic roscop ic fo rmula t ion 

Now how to calculate such a excited band like (he wobbling phonon band.' We use 
the microscopic formalism"1 based on the random phase appioxiiuati..e (HI'A). which 
is generally known to be suitable for desciibing the vibrational motions 1'or the first 
excited wobbling band, (he deviation of the angular momentum vn lor from tin- usual 
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Figure 2: Excitation energy Ex minus a rigid rotor reference (0.007 I (1+1)) as a 
function of spin for high spin states in (a) 1 5 8 Er and (b) 1 5 7 Er. 
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Note that in the ground state, where no rotation is imposed, either Qy or Qs ampli
tudes is zero. If the system is cranked AA = ±1 A'-mixing induced liy the rotation 
makes both amplitude non-zero at the same time. Then the transition rates with 
A / = +1 and —1 transitions can be different and show staggering just like the well-
known staggering of B(M\) between the signature partner bands in odd nuclei''1. 

From the calculalional point of view the discussion until now is enough. But then 
how the wobbling picture comes out? One must, make a (time-dependent) coordinate 
transformation in order to see this. Though not mentioned explicitly, we have worked 
out, up to now, in the so-called uniformly rotating (UK) frame. There the rotation is 
still around the x-axis. It is, however, not the appropriate coordinate system because 
the (time-dependent) shape-fluctuations are induced by the excitation of the wolv 
bling phonon so that the quadrupole tensor of the system is non-diagonal. As in the 
description of the rigid-body, we naturally come to the so-called principal axis (PA) 
frame 2 ' by diagonalizing the quadrupole tensor. Then the shape fluctuations disap
pear and, in place of it, the coordinate transformation makes the angular momentuni 
and angular frequency vectors to wobble around the i-axis. Namely, in terms of the 
time-dependent mean-field theory, the single particle hamiltonian corresponding to 
the state with the wobbling phonons excited is 

hm{>) = hM - hwtolJr - KyQy(t)Qy - K,Qt{t)Q„ (7) 

in the UR frame, while 

/ ' P A ( 0 = hM - hw,„v)x - hw^qj, - huz(t)J„ (8) 

in the PA frame, where ui,ot w wx in the small amplitude KPA approximation. Since 
the angular momentum vector is not parallel to the angular frequency vector, three 
moments of inertia can be defined in the PA frame, a.s is usual, by J*** ,(n) = 
{!.r,y,z{n))f'h/huXyi!(n) where the (?i) denotes that I and u> vectors are evaluated 
with respect to the n-t.li RPA solution. Note J£n s; Jr = I /hu,ol, where / is the spin 
of the vacuum cranked state, again within the small amplitude approximation. 

Using the three moments of inertia thus introduced, i! ran be shown that the 
excitation energy is written as 2 ' , 

hw„ = / \ /VV-»IV\H with w„A") = i/j;°A") - VJr- C) 

and the !:'2 t r ans i t ion is as'"', 

, i Z,2] , ,, , l l ' . ( i ! ) \ ' / * ,11-' ( u ) \ i / i . - ' 

where (Qy:)'h'' = (' Z/.\]Qy : is ;issimicii. Notice that these expression.- foimallv 
coincide with those given by the macrox oph rotor model . e\< ept the overall {;<• toi 
.;| and the >ign IT,, for the I:'2 t rans i t ions probabi l i ty . i iameK. if ;' - 1 arid -,. •— 
-t then it e x a i t l v i oiru ides. I.el us rail the n n • i - —• <•]•>• HI'A solution wobbling 
like if it ( approx imate ly ) satisfies these < oixlitioiis < len. r.ilh ; i~ not <-xa< t l \ 1 
mi< I 'w opi< ally even foi t he i<!eal , a y " l.e<.m-<- i li--r •- ai- m a m ! ! 1 ' . \ s..!nti. n- in 
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contrast to the simple rotor model, but the presence of the definite sign factor c„ = + 
gives us an important phase rule. Compaung with the original expression eci.(2), 
relative sign between the static and the dynamic deformation coincide if the sign 
factor a„ = +; 

sign of (Qs{n)/Qz(n)) = sign of (as/a,) (11) 

Thus, the zigzag behaviour of the A / = ± 1 El transitions, in addition to the energy 
spectra, reflect the behaviours of both the Iriaxiality of the mean-field and the three 
moments of inertia. Especially, as a result, for the wobbling-like RPA solutions, which 
transition probability is larger, i.e. one with / —• / + 1 or / —* I — 1, is determined 
solely by the triaxiality. The relations are si iiernatically summarized in Fig. 1. 

It should be mentioned that the appreciable amount of deformation around y, z-
axes are necessary, ay ^ 0 and a2 ^ 0, in order for the transformation to be perform 
from the UR to the PA frame: Namely, the .- nail amplitude ansatz of the "wobbling" 
motion in the PA frame should be satisfied 6 1. 

0(l/v/7) ~ i(/,(n))pA//=C.H/2A »,, 
0(l/>/7) ~ - ( / , ( n )W/ = G » / 2 / . V (12) 

This equation also shows that the ampKtu< e of the "wobbling" of the angular mo
mentum vector in the PA frame is related to the fluctuations of deformation around 
y, z-axes, i.e. the ratios of the dynamic and (he static deformations, in the UR frame. 

E2AI=±I transition; for wobbling band 
region 1,3 
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$3 Di scus s ions 

In contrast to the case of the A/1 transitions between the signature partner bands 
in odd nuclei, the zigzag behaviours of the A / = ±1 interband HI transitions in 
even-even nuclei are not observed so often. The only exceptions are the transitions 
between the well-known 7 band and the ground-state band at low-spin. It has been 
shown 6 ' that our basic formulation can be applicable also in such cases and gives 
satisfactory agreements with data. 

Encouraged with these results, we have performed some realistic calculations 6 ' at 
higher-spins, where the AA' = ±1 mixing effects caused by the Coriolis interaction 
and the alignments of quasiparticles are expected to more favour the appearance of 
the wobbling-like collective motions. One of candidates of the wobbling band has 
been known 4 , 5 ' in , 8 2 0 s . We have found another possible candidate in l 2 , | Xe, whose 
yrast is the s-band (two neutron quasiparticles aligned) after / > 8/i anil expected to 
have 7 K —45°. As in the case of , 8 2 0 s this nucleus belongs to the region 2 in Fig.l 
and, therefore, has stronger / —» / + 1 B(E2)'s. It should be mentioned, however, 
the M l transitions are non-negligible in (his nuclei in contrast to the case of 1 8 2 0 s , 
see ref.6) for details. 

Interestingly enough, as far as we have studied, when the collective RPA solution 
exists tile lowest always satisfies the condition of the wobbling-like solution, eq.(11). 
However, it has been shown 6 ' at the same time that the microscopically calculated 
7-dependence of the three moments of inertia is neither irrotational nor rigid-body 
like. Therefore the microscopic properties of the nuclear wobbling motion is not so 
simple as is expected from the macroscopic rotor model. As an example, the M l 
transitions can be very strong depending on the quasiparticlc configuration of the 
vacuum band, e.g. whether quasineutrons or quasiprotons are aligned. It should be 
noticed that important information of the triaxiality and the three moments of inertia 
can be extracted from the combined use of both the energy spectra, eq.(9), and the 
ratio between the in-band, eq.(G), and (lie inlerband, cq.(10), J9(/S'2) 'S. 

The A / = ± 1 E2 transitions under discussions are typically ten times the Weis-
skopf unit. Although largely enhanced, they are still an order of magnitude smaller 
compared to the in-band rotational E2 transitions. We hope that now generations 
of the large array <>f the crystal ball will give us more detailed information of the 
electromagnetic transitions, which are necessary to confirm our predictions and to 
identify the nuclear wobbling motion if they exist. 
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The structure of ^£i3/2[660]l/2"s" bands in Lu-isotopes 

H. Schnack-Petersen 1 , R.A. Bark 1 , R. Bengtsson 2 , P. Boset t i 3 , 
A. Brockstedt 4 , H. Carlsson 4 , L.P. Ekstrom 4 , G.B. Hagemann 1 , B. Herskind 1 , 

F. Ingebretsen 5 , H.J. Jensen 1 , S. Leoni 1- 3 , A. Nordlund 4 , H. R y d e 4 and 
P.O. T j 0 m s 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Rotational bands built on the proton i 1 3 /2[660]l /2 + intruder orbital are known in the 
heavier rare earths odd-Z nuclei. This orbital is predicted [1] to polarize the nucleus in 
the prolate direction c.f. the negative slope in the Nilsson diagram shown in fig. 1. A 
moderately increased deformation for this band has indeed been found in 1 7 9 I r [2J. A 
theoretical investigation of the shape evolution of the intruder bands can be found in 
ref. [3], which also contains references for experimental i i 3 / 2 [660]l/2+ bands in Re and Ir 
isotopes. With decreasing Z the i 1 3 / 2 [660] l /2" orbital moves further away from the Fermi 
surface, unless a larger increase in deformation is encountered. 

PROTONS NEUTRONS 

Fig. 1. Single-particle energies as Junctions of the quadrupole deformation parameter e for 
protons, left and neutrons, right. The calculations are from ref. [4] in which the parameters 
used in the Nilsson potential are given. The proton ! I 3 / 2 [660] l /2+ orbital is emphasized by 
a thicker tine. 

1 The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Roskilde, Denmark. 
2 Dept. of Math. Physics, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden 
3 Department of Physics, University of Milano, Italy 
4 Department of Physics, University of Lund, Sweden 
5 Department of Physics, University of Oslo, Norway 
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Recently a strongly deformed rotational band has been discovered[5, 6] in , S 3 I .« with 
02 ~ 0.42. Based on the large deformation, this band was interpreted as corresponding to 
the 3r!,3/ 2[660jl/2 + configuration which is expected to be deformation driving |5, 6]. 

M E A S U R E M E N T S in 1 6 5 L u 

The nucleus 1 6 5 Lu has been studied using the detector array, Nordball, at the NBI Tandem 
accelerator laboratory, applying the reactions, , 3 8 Ba( 3 1 P,4n) , 6 5 Lu and , 5 0 Sm( 1 9 F,4n) , 6 5 Lu, 
at bombarding energies of 155 and 86 MeV respectively. The previously known [7, 8] 
rotational bands in this nucleus have been considerably extended. Bands built on the 
normal positive parity configurations, [404]7/2+, [411]l/2 + and [402]5/2 + are strongly 
mixed at certain spin values, and the [404]7/2+ band is furthermore complicated by feeding 
from a new positive parity band, presumably of three-quasiparticle nature, over a broad 
spin range. In addition, a rotational band with transition energies identical (within 1-2 
keV) to those in the strongly deformed band in 1 6 3 Lu was found, see fig. 2. (The fact that 
the strongest populated band in 1 6 3 Lu was not observed in the present experiments rules 
out the possibility of the bands being truly identical.) Based on the similarity, we interpret 
this new band in 1 6 5 Lu as also associated with the [660)1/2+ intruder configuration. 

Mb. 
400 500 600 700 800 900 ' ' " ' I " ' (keV) 

Fig. 2. Spectrum ofy-r ys in the new '[660] 1/2+ ' band corresponding to the sum of gates 
on the transitions marked with an asterisk. Transitions in the band are marked with ar
rows, which are given in parenthesis for transitions feeding out of the band. 

This new |660]l/2+ bard decays into the [404J7/24 as well as to the j<!02)5/2 ' struc
tures. The decay pattern i difficult to trace due to the presence of mixing and all the 
connecting transitions have not been firmly established. The relative alignment and exci
tation energy of the [660J1/2"' band together with some of the 'normal' bands are shown 
in fig. 3. The population strength of the [660jl/2 + band in l 6 5 L u is -- 16 % relative to the 
fcn/j|514J9/2" band compared to a population of the [660J1/2* band in ] 6 1 L u of 29 % 
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relative to the fc1I/2[523]7/2- band [5, 6] in the spin range 37/2 - 53/2 k. This population 
difference could be compatible with the larger excitation energy in , 6 5 L u . 

Both bands show gradual alignment gain in the entire spin range covered, relative to 
the reference used in fig- 3. This alignment behaviour is very different from the other 
bands in the region of the i13/2 AB neutron crossing. 

I (h) I (h) 
Fig. 3. Experimental properties for selected bands in 1 6 3 i u (left) and 1 6 5 L u (right). 
Top: Alignment, i, relative to a reference with Harris parameters 9 0 = 3bh2MeV'i and 
Si = AOh^MeV'3, versus rotational frequency. Bottom: Excitation energy relative to u 
rigid reference with 5 = 63.3ft 2MeV' 1 versus spin. 

CALCULATIONS 

A local minimum with large deformation was found in total routhian surface (TRS) cal
culations of the lowest surface with {n,a\ { + , t 1/2) for 1 6 3 Lu , in qualitative agreement 
with the measured quadrupole moments |6, 9.. 

Calculations of potential energy surfaces using the "Ultimate Cranker" jlOj have been 
performed for , 6 5 L u and 1 6 3 Lu at several spin values following the procedure described in 
ref. [II]. 

•17 



Fig. 4. Center: Lowest spin-adiabatic potential energy surface for (TT , a) - ( ( , + 1/2) 
at 1=145 in 1 6 5 i u . The energy difference between contour lines is 0.1 MeV. At the lop 
and bottom are shown the potential energy corresponding to the separated (spin-diabatic) 
surfaces shown in fig. 5, as a function of x = £2cosy following the straight lines cutting 
through the relative minima withy > 0 and-y ••• 0 respectively, symmetrically around7 - 0. 
The full and broken lines correspond to the [66UJ1/2* and the lowest of the [40417/2* and 
1411)1/2' configurations respectively. 
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For such calculations the energy is minimized with respect to £4 in addition to £2 and 
7. As an example the spin-adiabatic potential energy surface for the lowest surface with 
parity and signature (?r,a) = (+, 1/2) is shown in the center part of fig. 4. 

It should be noted, that in a spin-adiabatic surface as the one shown in fig. 4, the 
frequency will have large variations from the average, in particular at the nonaxial defor
mations. Spin-diabatic surfaces for specific configurations have been calculated. These 
are followed throughout the deformation space by a diabatic treatment of crossings, i.e. 
interactions of small and moderate strength are removed [11]. The intruder orbitais such 
as [660]l/2+, have, for most deformations, a rather large slope in the routhian diagrams, 
and are therefore more easily followed. Two examples of separated spin-diabatic surfaces 
in , 6 5 L u are shown in fig. 5. 

• , ' • ' • ' • I • \ • / 

.— ' ,\! 
y ',/•'; 

' : • ' ! • ' " " ' ' ' : • W 
i\&;< ; •i\m 
s | c ; : : ; • .>••: : :-t ĝ -.. 
""V- \ 

0 ^ 0 ^ 4 0 26 0 : :HO :IOO :\2Q M o.:i6 0.:nlu.i[> ?o :M o :.x<) ::>'. :> :io :i :v.i o :u I 

Fig. 5. Separated (spin-diabatic) potential energy surfaces corresponding to the [404jT/2^ 
(in part of the deformation space [41l]l/2^) configuration (left) and the [660jl/2v config
uration (right). The energy difference between contour lines is 0.1 MeV 

Both at moderate and higher spin the yrast positive parity configuration with signature 
a = +1/2 has minimum energy at e2 = 0.23 (fig. 5, left hand side) whereas the config
uration corresponding to [660]l/2 + , followed diabatically through band crossings, reveals 
a minimum at £ 2 = 0.26 (fig. 5, right hand side) which is substantially smaller than the 
experimental value for l 6 3 L u [6]. However, highly deformed (e2 = 0.39) local minima at 
7 -- ±18° with excitation energies relative to the global minimum of ~ 0.2 and 0.8 MeV 
for positive and negative 7, respectively, are found. Similar highly deformed local minima 
exist also for the yrast (jr,a) - ( - , t 1/2) configuration, as well as for the (7T,Q)=T( 1, f 1/2) 
configuration, shown in the left hand side of fig. 5. The latter corresponds throughout the 
deformation plane to the [404J7/2+ or |411]l/2 4 Nilsson orbital. For the N = 4 ( t , 1 1/2) 
configuration, the local minimum with 7 <- 0 is lower than that with 7 • 0, with an ex
citation energy relative to the global minimum at e 0.23 of -- 1.4 MeV Note that the 
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energies plotted in the top and bottom part of fig. 4 do not correspond to the preferred 
route into the nonaxial local minima for both structures since these minima are slightly 
displaced, see fig. 5. 

For the [660]l/2 + band in 1 6 3 Lu very similar deformed structures are, as could be 
expected, found in the calculated potential energy surfaces. Furthermore, the relation be
tween I and uj obtained from pairing self consistent cranking calculations for the [660J1/2* 
band at the well deformed minimum with 7 > 0 show for both of the two neighbouring 
even-N Lu isotopes a very similar gradual increase with <j, in qualitative agreement with 
the data. See fig. 6. In the calculations a pair of quasineutrons is aligned at the highest 
spin, i.e. the i 1 3 / 2 neutron crossing occurs with a very large interaction in both Lu isotopes. 
The calculated results for the other minima found in 1 6 5 Lu are also shown in the figure. 
For the normal deformed minimum with (e 2 ,7 ) = (0.26, ~ 0) the iu/2 neutron crossing is 
clearly seen. 

fiO) (MeV) 

Fig. 6. Calculated and experimental (open circles) spin versus rotational frequency for 
the three different relative minima for the [660]1/2^ band in i65Lu. The short-dashed line 
corresponds to the less deformed minimum, the full and dotted lines correspond to the well 
deformed minima with 7 > 0 and 7 < 0 respectively. For 1 6 3 Lu the calculation for the well 
deformed relative minimum with 7 > 0 is shown with a long-dash symbol. 

CONCLUSION 

As demonstrated, nonaxial, highly deformed local minima seem to appear as a general 
phenomenon. An investigation of the wave functions of these potential energy surfaces 
indicate a more complex structure of the highly deformed bands involving changes in 
occupation for both neutrons and protons. In the proton system particles are transferred 
from the unblocked, less polarizing N 4,5 orbilals as for example h11/2 into the unblocked 
down-sloping intruder orbitals, in particular h^2. in a rearrangement of the core. The 
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difference between the wave functions for the two well deformed local minima with opposite 
sign in 7 is found in a difference in the occupation of the fi components on the rotation 
axis of the same N j . To verify the predicted sizeable divergence from axial symmetry is 
a challenge for further experiments, as well as theoretical studies of possible measurable 
spectroscopic consequences. 

The same low-Q intruder orbitals which are occupied in the well-deformed ..linima in 
these Lu isotopes are also responsible for shape coexistence in the Pb-Hg-Ft region, and 
super-deformation in the A~ 150 region. 

This work has been supported by the Danish Natural Science Foundation, the Nordball col
laboration and the Swedish Natural Science Research Council. The availability of software 
written by D.C. Radford used in the data analysis is highly appreciated. 
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Tilted Clanking 
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A b s t r a c t : The Tilted Axis Cranking theory is used to describe the coexistence of high and low 
K bands in yrast spectra of well deformed nuclei, magnetic rotation of transitional nuclei and to 
calculate the parameters of a rotational hamiltionan with a fourfold symmetry axis that generates 
A / = 4 staggering in the yrast hand 

The orientat ion of the deformed density distribution relative to the (space fixed) angu
lar m o m e n t u m vector becomes a useful concept at high spin. Tilled Axis Cranking (TA( ' ) 
[1] is the version of the meanfield theory tha t permits to calculate the the orientat ion of 
the deformed field together with the parameters that define its shape. Since its introduc
tion [2] it has turned out to be a reliable approximation to calculate both energies and 
in t ra band transi t ion probabili t ies. T h e possibility to construct classical vector d iagrams 
showing the angular momen tum composition is of great help to unders tand the s t ruc tu re 
of the rota t ional bands . In this talk I shall discuss three applications of TAC: i) mul t ihaud 
spekt ra containing high and low K bands , ii) shears bands and magnetic rotat ion and iii) 
an a t t e m p t to find the microscopic origin of A / = •! s taggering. 

1 Multiband spectra 
In TAC one seeks UK solutions that rotate uniformly about the angular momentum axis 
./ that has a tilt with the symmetry axis of the clel'oi ined field. In order to lunl the angle 
0 one diagonalizes the single particle routhian 

/ / = h,i,j - ^ (s in ilj, + cos i)j.,) (1) 

where hj,/ is the hainiltonian of the non rotating deformed field, containing pairing if 
necessary. Kach configuration constructed from the single particle or qnasipurticle levels 
corresponds to a rotational baud. Kadi band has its individual lilt thai is determined by 
minimizing the total roull i ian / . ' (_•. il)»\ lixed „-. At the mi ui inn in I lie angular moment iim 
vector and the angular velocity 

./ = >,/> _" = (_-sin I / . - M O - \) i | - j | 

are parallel [1]. As in the traditional cranking theory, wlml i assumes ih;i i i | M i ;,\|s ,,f 
rotation coincides with one of the principal axes <>f l he defoiiued held i l ' i ine ipal Axis 
Cranking 1'AC). there exist several possibilities to <ah ul.ite / ' IKON lie- -iimle p.miele 



Figure 1: Kxperimental 
rout Mans of l c 3 E r com
pared to TAC calcula
tions. The TAC routlii-
ans E'(*i) are shown as 
the large symbols on 
the two vertical lines ]o 
cated at the frequen
cies for which calcula
tions have been carried 
o:it. The data is from 
[3] 

ha (MeV) 

wavefunctions generated by (1). as c. g. Strutiiisky venonnalization or Skyrme HF. So 
far, most, calculations have been carried out in the HFB frame defined by the Pairing + 
QQ Interaction [1, •)]. If one is not interested in deformation changes it is sufficient to 
minimize E' = {//). 

The results of the TAC calculations are interpreted in the following way: 
If E'(u, it) has its minimum at i) = 0 the band has not started yet. These solutions 

are disregarded. For each band there is a hand head frequency (and spin as well) where 
the curvature of E'(*;. i>) changes sign and the minimum begins to move towards 90". The 
band head frequency and spin are characteristic for each baud and experimentally well 
known. 

Each TAC configuration represents a A/ = I band (i. e. two degenerate signatures) 
as long as \) < 90°. When i) = 90" one has the ordinary PAC solution that is interpreted 
as a A/ = 2 band of the calculated signature. This change of interpretation leads to 
a discontinuous description (what is a well known consequence of symmetry breaking). 
However, there are no missing or extra stales among the lowest bands. The only tin physical 
feature is a jump of the unfavored signature branch instead of a continuous onset of 
signature splitting. 

I'sing the constraint •/ = |./| = 1+1/2 one can (ix the frequency -• and calculate the 
energy A = A -+ _•./. Often it is more convenient l<> introduce experimental roulhiaiis hv 
means of the relations 

- ( ' - 7,1= r , ( E{I)-E{1 -•>)) , : j ) 

/..•', / _ _ j = - ( / • ( / ) + / , ( / - •!)) - - • ( / - l- ) ( / - ' | ( 1 ) 

The functions /i_-'i -- -. and A'(_'). obtained in this way. can directly lie compared uith I he 
calculated quainiiic- ./(_-| and A''(_-i. Thi- has the advantage that mie can clinose how 
accuralelx one w.uii- in-tmly ih ._- dcpcnd'-mc I ig. | give- an example. I.\( '<al(n 
lations only are <;,iiied out I'm-' (1.1". .in<l tl.:l(I.U< I'. IdcalU tie- (.d. ul.ited iniiilii.in-. 
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should lie a t the intersections of the vertical lines with the experimental roulhian.s. As 
seen, the re is reasonable correspondence. In par t icular , the relative position of the high 
and low A* bands is well accounted for. For the two bands denoted by Kl and K 1 no 
T A C solution is found at *i — O.lo.Wcl ' . Accordingly they s tar t above this frequency in 
exper iment . Note . eq.(3) differs from the definition of the frequency, usually used in ( S M 
(which corresponds to -Jj) . Since no assumption about J% ( = A at the band head in CSM ) 
is involved, it is free of any ambiguity. 

T h e in t raband transi t ion probabilities are calculated by means of the semicla.ssical 
expressions 

BMl = -5_[sin 0(J3„ + 2.91,9.-,,, - 2.()1.S'.,„) - cos ,>(./,„ + 2.01.9, , - 2.01.9,,,)] 2 (o) 
87T 

nE2= - £ - [ ( s i n r f ) 2 r Q u ] 2 (fi) 
•Ma 

where the vectors of angular uiomontum . J . and of spin. .V = (.5) and the proton 
quadrupole momen t , Qo = (</cj) arc- calculated from the TAC conf. | ) . The free spin 
magnet ic moments are a t t enua ted by a factor of 0.7. Examples of calculations of transi
tion probabili t ies can be found in rel's. [I, :(. 1. 5]. 

In order t o test the reliability of the TAC approximat ion we have carried out extensive 
comparisons of Two Part icle + Rotor calculations with the TAC approximat ion to this 
model . Typically it is found tha t TAC describes ra ther well both the energies and the 
in t r a band t ransi t ion probabili t ies of at least the lowest 5 bands . The agreement deteri
ora tes with the excitation energy. It tu rns out that for high K bands only TAC gives a 
reliable description, whereas the procedures based 1'AC become problematic . T h e version 
tha t keeps Jj constant equal to the A' value at the band head becomes inaccurate for 
high spin, since even small changes of .Ac lead to substant ial changes of the energies and 
t ransi t ion probabilit ies. The other procedure thai uses J-., = \/C/:i) ' ' " I s ' ' more than 
one quasipart icle cont r ibu te to the total value of ./ : i . I-'or example, if the proton and the 
neutron both have the same A' then one has a A' = 0 and a A' = 2/.' band, whereas I he 
PAC prescription results in two bauds with A' = x/ik. 

2 Magnetic Rotation 
The recently discovered shears bands in the nuclei around -'""l'b ( c. f. e. g. [1] ami the 
lecture by 11. lliibel) represent a new kind of rolal iou. whose na ture w;i> lirst understood 
in the framework of the TA( ' j 1). The experimental evidence is I lie observation of regular 
sequences of magnetic dipole transi t ions in the irregular spectra that are characteristic- for 
spherical nuclei. The HM I values are very large (several /i\ |. If seen at all. the crossover 
t ransi t ions have very small liK2 values ((), -. ]|t/j)-'). I liu.-. «m O/JM m .- n ry iii/nhn 
bands with a substantial (hintiiiiir iinnm nt <>/ im it in (JU) — |.,...2.'>.Ui l ' ~ ' I m nitrli i that 
an almost split rival. 

The explanat ion of this apparent paradox is the shears mechanism that is illustrated 
in fig. 2. T h e active high j orbitals are ' , , .-.. and /»,,._. protons and /, ,,_. neutron holes. 
The nucleus has •„ slight oblate deformation I .. -- - 0.1 i. I hi- defori 1 field tend- to 
align the protons with the symmetry a \ i s :j .mil the neution h<\>- v. ith the I , , . . i-. - i i , ( e 
the former have toroidal the l.iit. i dumbbell like <|eu-it\ di-i i il.ui i. a.-. I !,.- band- -t .nt 
with J, jxTpeiidicul.ti I " | . H u m the h.nid .mgui.ii iimiui-ktmi .md •;,. :>j. !:i . :e. , . , . le. 
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Figure 2: Angular momentum composition of the shears band 
T / > 9 / 2 , T ; . 3 / 2 , T [ ^ / ' J - 2 . > , I : V 2 ] - 2 in > ^ ' « > p b (from 1,1]) 

s imultaneous al ignment of both vectors with the total angular momentum ./, which keeps 
an angle of abou t -lo" with the symmetry axis. The name "shears bands" alludes to the 
similarity with closing a pair of shears for sheep (which has a spring to keep it open) . 

Calculat ions based on the Pairing + QQ version of TAC account well for the energies 
and spins of the shears bands observed in '" ' " ^ " I ' b [1, •!]. It turns out tha t most of 
the dynamic moment of inertia results from the shears mechanism, the part due to the 
deformation is about T . U e l ' - 1 . The very small BK2 values are also well reproduced. TAC 
predicts BMl values in the order of 5/1^,. which decrease with angular momen tum. T h e 
decrease is a direct consequence of the shears mechanism, since closing the blades reduces 
the length of the component of the magnetic dipole moment perpendicular to ./. The Ml 
lifetime measurements are discussed in the lectures by II. Hiibel |(i] and K. Clark [7j. Some 
of tlie experimental BMl values show the decrease with spin but some not. It seems to 
be impor tant to clarify whether there exists a systematic discrepancy between theory and 
exper iment . 

States that are related to each other by recoiipling of high j orhitals are quite com
mon in nuclei with small deformation. They are also connected bv last Ml t ransi t ions. 
However, they do not show the regulat |<-\i-| spn< ings over many spin value*, that jus 
tily the name band. In order to lind the relation between these "mull iplel s" and the 
.shears bands , we have studied the origin of the regular spacing l>\ means of the spher
ical shell model. In order lo keep to computat ional effort within ren.sonahle limits we 
s tudy the following model: The configuration space for neutrons is ! ' n / j ] ~ " . » = 1.2 and 
[/'i/. '-/'i/>' .A/-)"- " = " '-'• ' ' " ' ' " ' proton- we assume the stretched configuration 
[''!•.• j ' i 3 / j ] j = i I combined with [.s, , _.!"-'. We u-e experimental spherical single pai l i r le lev
els and a surface ( interaction. » l -.ln'ii^th i- adjiisied to the -phciical spectia of the 
region. r.)i"ecti\e i h.o'je- .ind a -fai to t - typiia! foi tlie region aie u-e<|. The pliy-ii - of tlii-
model a m o u n t - i,, ;;<•••/•• t h<- piot<<n M.,,1. ,,| i j . . . -I,.-.,:* but io In 'lie n.-iiiiuii- do what 
lliev like. 
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observed shears bands . T h e l iMl values show the characterist ic decrease with spin. Fig. 3 
shows as an example the function I(*o) for two configurations in 2 u " P b . where Ali contains 
two and A E only one vil3/2 holes. It illuslrates the general tendency that the more high 
j - orbitals are forming the blade the more regular il.c band becomes. This holds also for 
the different proton configurations, which we have studied as well. 

A second feature is illustrated by fig. I that summarizes the results for two ( l : J/- 2 

neutron holes and different even numbers of neutrons in the fp s ta les . There is a gc.ieral 
increase of the energy with the angular momentum . This is a consequence of the short 
range interact ion, which prefers a perpendicular orientation of the angular momentum 
vectors of the protons and neutron holes, because their spatial density distr ibutions are 
tori or dumbbells , respectively. The level spacings are irregular if the fp shell is empty 
or full. The wavefunctiotis show that this irregularity is accompanied by changes of the 
orientat ion of the two >i;t/<! neutron holes relative to each o ther . Ucgular bauds appear onlv 
in the middle of the fp shell, when ' t he wavcfunrtious show that I he I wo ; 1 :,,_, neutron holes 
are predominant ly coupled to ./ = 12. There is a gradual transit ion front the miiltiplets to 
the shears bands . Hence. I he fp neui ions act as a kind of glue t hat keeps I he two neut run 
holes in stretched coupling. Such a long still neutron blade can take on many dilfereul 
or ientat ions with respect to the proton blade, resulting in a regulai sheais band. 

How does the glue act? I he wave function ol the fp neutrons is mainly composed ol 
s la tes with ./ = ().'_'. 1. which may combine to a slightly deformed density distr ibution. 
The following feedback nicchuisiu seems to be active: 
On tltt tun htintl, tin slifjlilli/ (ttfnnittt! fp fit //•-//// ttlnjn* tin mliiltils fitnnintj u lilutlt. int 
tilt ntlltr liniiil. tin spiilml tit li.-ltlj th~.tribiilitnii. of tin-t m Intnl.- intlnrt tin (It ftinntlliini 
of tilt fjt ll, ii.-ily. 
Regular shears bands appear only if lliis feedhai k is simiig enough. If |. -.M-I hi«li j n ib i ta l -
are involved or the low j o r lu ' a l - ,IM- h--- puLi i / aMe . i he -<-,|,i.n<e uf the Ml I i.ii,.jii ( ,n-
heroines ]< — re»ul.u. AIM. «'\peniin n i .dh . i h. i> mil.u - in . , : - i,...:,.!- .,;,.[ 1 j , . . j , i,.,.,,!.,, 
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r'igure 1: Angular momen tum 
as function of the frequency 
( transi t ion energy) calculated 
by means of the shell model. 
The bands have the configura
tion ?r[/ i g / . i , .J 1 3 / 2]ii ,7r[ .<i , / 2 ]- 2 
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n..ilti])lets are just the two limits of a variety of more or less regular M ] sequences. 
The regular M l .sequences with the very weak crossover Y;l t ransi t ions s u r e s t the 

concept of nmgnitir mlulion. The name accounts for the fact thai it is the niogtK tie 
liipoh vector what ro ta tes about the angular momentum vector. In the case of the famil
iar rotat ion of well deformed nuclei this role is played by the deformed electrical charge 
dis t r ibut ion. Thus in this context , the name ihilrinl mlatitm seems to be appropr ia te 
for it. T h e analogies and differences of the two types of rotat ion are listed in the table . 
Magnetic rotat ion extends our concept of collective rota t ion, emphasizing the fact that it 
is not always the spatial density distribution that defines the or ientat ion. 

Magnetic and electric rotation appear often combined, like e. g. in many high A' bands 
of well deformed nuclei. The new aspect is tliat there are case~ when the electrical part is 
strongly suppressed or almost absent . 1 i». ", «ives an overview u h e i e sue h s i tuat ions may 
lie expected. The shears hand- in the li«lii I'b i-oinpes and theii n<-i»|ili<u - are examples 
of ra ther p i n e matttieiic n i ia i ion . Man\ leaul.n- A / = I s e q u e n c e with hi^li HM I values 
are also found around / = (ill and _Y = 70. I lieie. die electii< part is s t ronger, since one 
VS f u r t h e r iu t h e "JU'U she l l w U v l e t h e sU'UtVUMlUw is U v « e v . It w<mM l" 1 i n t e r e s t iu<", t<i 
s tudy the nuclei closet to / =; "t(i and ,\ - s_» . u l ic ie a -inaHei e!. M t i i<a! component is 
expected. 
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Electric and Magnetic Rotation 
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electric 
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rotation 
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magnetic dipole 

current distribution 
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magnetic 
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Figure 5: Appearance of magnetic rotation. Full drawn lines indicate the location of the 
high j particles and dashed ones of the high j holes. The grey scale gives the deformation. 
The corners where full and dashed lines intersect, are particularly favorate for magnetic 
rotation. 

Weakly deformed nuclei may show regular rotational sequences. These are not related 
to deformed configurations coexisting with the spherical ones. They are a the manifestation 
the rotation of a long magnetic dipole vector, which breaks the spatial isotropy. The finger 
print of this magnetic rotation are bands with strong Ml and very weak E2 crossover 
transitions. 

3 AI = 4 staggering 

It, has recently been found thai some supcrdefornied A/ = "2 bands in the mass 150 and 190 
regions [8, 9] but also normally deformed nuclei [10, 11] show a slight Al = 4 staggering, 
i. e. the curve found by interpolating the sequence I = Iu +-\n is by a few keV displaced 
form the curve obtained by interpolating the sequence / = / 0 + 2 + An. This energy 
displacement has been interpreted as a consequence of an inherent fourfold symmetry. 
The subject is discussed in the lectures by I. Hainainoto, 11. Mottelson and I. Pavlichenko 
[12, 13]. Hamamoto and Mottelson ascribe the staggering to a nonaxial deformation that 
makes the long axis of the nucleus to a fourfold (C'i) symmetry axis. In their approach 
the bands are described bv the rotational hainiltonian 

// = , i, /r' + , l / f + /<•( / , - - / ; ) , 1 = , 1 : , - , 1 , = - ( 
1 1 

:h ) (7) 
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(We have added the first term that is uiiionportani for the staggering.) h i> fwimi ISJ.I1 a 
sizable staggering appears only if / i j / . l > HI" 2. 

As an alt .-rnative lo llamamoto's and Mollelson's explanation of the origin of lli' -

staggering we trace il back to tiie restriction of the lua.sis in a bandmixing pirtuie (<-. f. also 
th- poster by A. Macciavelli el al. at this conference [II]). I'siiig the roiijugate variables 
1-j and <t>, where 4> is the angle appearing for / in polar coordinates, the liainiltonian (7) 
is given by (c. f. [12]) 

II = Axl2 + Mi + / ', l4(ros20)2 (X) 

In the basis |A") of the eigenfunctions of / : ) one has 

{A'|(cos2<,o)2|A-') = - { c A A - . ± , + ^ ; w V . x —f^ (>.)) 
1 2 ah -

As a consequence of the C\ symmetry, the liamihonian couples A' only in steps of 1. The 
eigenvalue problem corresponds to a harmonic oscillator with the spring constant (' = 2.1 
an the mass parameter M = ( 2 / ' / i i ) - ' . The ground state probability distribution has 
the width AA' = J{B,/A)1/l. There is the additional constraint that A' < / . The fart 
that all components with A' > / must be equal to zero makes the yrast energy somewhat 
larger than the one of the oscillator without the constraint. The constraint is relaxed 
with increasing / but only in steps of 4, since the A' values differ by A. The A / = 1 
staggering reflects the fact that every 4 units in / there is a relaxation giving rise to an 
extra energy gain. However, sizable staggering appears only, if the wavefnnction is large 
enough for A' = / to experience the constraint. The numerical calculations indicate that 
this is the case for *( A' = I)2 > 5 x K ) - 5 or H\/A > If)"'2. From the uncertainly principle 
it follows that the distribution in o must must be sufficiently narrow (Ao ~ 1/AA'). This 
localization requires a sufficiently strong o - dependence of // . 

We have used TAC to investigate whether a deformation of the C, type is able to 
generate staggering. Our approach is the following: As any Cranking theory, TAC' only 
permits to calculate the classical energy. 'I'llis function E(J,i).<?) is compared with the 
energy obtained from the rotational hamillonian (7) by substituting for the angular mo
mentum operator / the classical vector ./. In other words, the rotational liamiltonian is 
constructed by quantizing the classical one calculated by means of TAC'. 

We find the single particle slates generated by the TAC roiitliian 

/'' = /»,„/„•,(r-i) - / < - , . ? ! \ A > n + 5:,_.,) - J - J d o ) 
Jj — —'(sin i/" cos o. sin i) sin O. cos i>) (11) 

as functions of the orientation of the angular velocity, where //,„(,.,(.="..) is the standard 
Nilsson hamiltonian. The classical energy is calculated as 

/•.'(/. <).0) = (h')+J-J (121 

where J = (j) and ^ is chosen such that .1 = 1+ 1/2. 
As an example, we study 7. = NO and .V = 111 with I lie deformations :_. = I). 12 and 

£.1=0.1 al the angular momentum J = -if) corresponding to—- = i)MMi\'. The deformed 
potential substantially deviates from axia! symmetry. Its shape looks like of a double 
pyramid with rounded edges. 

As seen from eq. (s). the fourth oder lerm disappears for •:> = 17 and lie - angular 
momentum components should be given by llie relaiion 

./, = ./j-'sin i/ ./, = ,/ ,_ -ios il I l.'ii 
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Figure ft: Angular mo
mentum expecta
tion vainer, as functions 
of llie or ienta t ion angle 
0. The filled circles give 
J\ and llie open circles 

0 15 30 45 60 75 90 

fixing the two moments of inert ia. Fig. (i shows the calculated angular momen ta . T h e 
component along the short axis shows the expected dependence, where J7j = 0 .13 / reV ' - 1 . 
The function •]%($) shows steps, indicating rearrangements of particles. Hence, even with 
the assumed large s 4 i value the long axis is not very collective and the application of a 
pure rotor liamiltonian at such high angular momentum is problematic . Accordingly, the 
determinat ion of J;t becomes to certain extend ambiguous. We find J:, = Q.ttTkcY'1 if we 
decide to follow the steps adiabatically or J:i = 0.02A'( I " ' if the configuration at i) = 90" 
is kept fixed ( c. f. the dashed lines in fig. (i). Hence, our calculations place .-I in the 
interval 4keV < A < 2 1 W . 

The function E(J,0 = 90",<p) follows the expected (cos(2<J)) 2 dependence to a good 
approximat ion . For the coefficient we find 1^./'' = 50ArV' and '.ilOkcV for the yrast and the 
lowest neutron p - h excitat ion, which correspond to to W| = 2x J0—"ArtI" and 1 x 10 - 'Ar . V. 
respectively. Even if the lower limit .1 = 7kr\' is assumed the rat io IJi/A ~ 10" ' . . .10 '" r ' . 
This is much too small to generate any sizable staggering. In order to localize <;> sndicioiit.lv 
one needs ft\ > l ( )~ 2 X . 1 . corresponding to the coefficient / / , . / ' > lSO.Wd' for ./ = 10. 
It seems hard to imagine how a deformed potential could be capable of producing such a 
high barrier between the four minima of /.( '<). 

Assuming a substantial (\ distortion for siipei'deforined ' ' " l l g w are able to construct 
a classical hamiltonian that has the form of the rotation;.! iiainiltoniau used bv Hamamot<j 
and Mottelson to describe the A / = I staggering. However, the calculated variation of 
the energy when turning the angular momentum vector around the <"., axis is by far to 
small to allow the quantized version of this haiiiilloniau to genera te a s taggering of the 
observed order of magni tude . 
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High-A~ structures at the yrast line 
P.M. Walker 

Department of Physics, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 5XH, UK 

Multi-quasiparticle K isomers provide unique nuclear-structure information, but 
they are found only in the A~180 mass region of deformed nuclei. Good evidence 
for quenching of the monopolc pair gaps and for the importance of residual inter
actions comes from isomer excitation energies, and decay rates show a remarkable 
sensitivity to the isomer's proximity to the yrast line. "Anomalous" decays appear 
to be related to the existence of large t-band components in the populated states. 

The first multi-quasiparticle K isomer, with two or more broken nucleon pairs, 
was discovered in ' 7 8 Hf following neutron capture [1]. This 4-quasiparticle s ta te was 
subsequently found to have K* — 16 + and a mean-life of r = 45 years. Nowadays, 
a far more potent method of producing K isomers is through fusion-evaporation 
reactions. The highest-spin yrast t rap thus found in a well deformed nucleus is a 7-
quasiparticle isomer in m T a , with K* = 49/2" and r = 200 [is [2|. Its decay path 
is shown in fig. 1, where the coexistence of collective and intrinsic excitations is well 
illustrated. A 9-quasiparticle isomer with K1' - (57/2") and T > 10 ns has been 
proposed [3] in 1 7 5Hf. Despite these successes, many other predicted K isomers 
are inaccessible, due to the present lack of appropriate beam/targe t combinations 
to generate sufficient angular momentum. Keeping in mind this restriction, which 
could lead to some bias in the interpretation, the present da ta are reviewed with 
regard to isomer excitation energies and decay rates. 

Jain et al. [4] have recently found a successful prescription for calculating 
multi-quasiparticle excitation energies. There are three principal ingredients: the 
BCS approximation, blocking and residual interactions. The BCS method uses a 
monopole pair force to calculate the pair gap, with neutrons and protons treated 
separately; the correct average particle number is obtained by adjustment of the 
Fermi level. Blocking is accounted for by removing the Nilsson states with single 
occupancy from the BCS summations. Orbital-dependent residual interactions are 
estimated from the empirical n-n, p-p and n-p splittings for 2-quasiparticle states in 
even-mass nuclei, and then summed over all 2-nucleon combinations within a multi-
quasiparticle configuration. Each of these three features is important for a realistic 
description of high- /4" states, and excitation energies up to at least 5 MeV can be 
calculated to within a few percent. The ability of the calculations to reproduce 
the observed excitation energies is illustrated in fig.l for 1 7 7 T a . The calculations 
also show a collapse of the pairing gap when three (or more) quasiparticlcs of a 
given nucleon type form a configuration close to the yrast line. Many new high- /f 
states have been predicted, and further experimental data are eagerly awaited. 
An interesting prediction that has just been confirmed 5 is the rxisU-me of an 
8-quasiparticle yrast trap in i 7 8 \ V . In this case, the rotational band above the 
isomer provides additional information, as is discussed in another talk 6 at this 
conference. 
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The transitions associated with A'-isomer decays are frequently "forbidden' 1 

(i.e. when AK > A, the transition inultipolarity) or at least they arc highly 
retarded. The transition rales arc therefore dependent on small wave-function 
admixtures , making them sensitive probes of the nuclear s t ructure. The N=106 
isotones, for example, show a mean-life variation of I 7 orders of magni tude in 
the decay of A- and 5-quasiparticlc isomers between , 7 8 H f and , 8 2 O s , while the 
isomer excitation energies change by only a factor of two. 1 7 8 H f has the lowest 4-
quasiparticle energy, with the longest mean-life, in the whole of the A«180 region. 
Of course, much of the mean-life variation comes from the trivial transition-energy 
factor, but even allowing for this, together with the multipolarity and the degree of 
K forbiddenness (u = AK — A) the reduced hindrance still shows a strong excitation-
energy dependence. (The reduced hindrance is defined by fu = ( T ^ / T I V ) 1 ' " , where 
T 7 is the partial 7-ray mean-life and TW is the Weisskopf single-particle estimate.) 
Indeed, the trend persists for all 4-or-more-quasiparticle isomers decays, illustrated 
in fig.2 for E2 transitions with v > 2. 

One way to view the excitation-energy dependence is in terms of the density of 
states. The further above the yrast line that an intrinsic state of a given spin and 
parity is located, the more will be the admixtures of other lower-if wave-functions, 
simply on account of their being more closely spaced. At least, the average effect 
of this should be in accordance with the observed trend of decreasing hindrance 
with increasing excitation energy, though large fluctuations might be expected. 
The lower reduced-hindrance values for the 5-quasiparticle isomer decays could 
possibly be related to a higher density of states in odd-A nuclei. 

It is striking that 1 7 4 H f [7], 1 7 6 W [8] and 1 8 2 0 s [9], which have the highest ener
gies relative to yrast, also have "anomalous" isomer decays, apparently bypassing 
intermediate-A' structures. (Note that it is the A " — 1 6 ' 1 ' 4-quasiparticle iso
mer that is represented for 1 8 2 0 s , not the Kn 2 5 ' ' ' 6-quasiparticle isomer. The 
latter decays to the yrast band by a A / 1, presumably Ml transition.) There 
may be no need to invoke a tunneling description for their decay, since there is 
no clear deviation from the overall trend that would suggest the involvement of 
barrier heights. (The barrier height would be expected to drop significantly, on 
account of greater softness to axially asymmetric distortions, in going from 1 7 4 H f 
to 1 B 2 0 s . ) However, there is other evidence to support a role for tunneling [8,9]. At 
the other extreme, the j/rasi-isomer decays arc strongly retarded and do not show 
a decline in hindrance with increasing angular momentum, providing evidence for 
the stability of axial symmetry. 

flie above discussion is concerned primarily with A' admixtures in the isomers 
themselves. It is important also to consider possible A" admixtures in the populated 
states. In the As;180 region, t bands [10,11,12;, that is ( t 1 3 / 2 ) 2 bands with < K >=s 
!!, • IK, provide a mechanism for the introduction of high-A' components into 
appan ntly low- A rotational bands, and there is evidence [13,1-lj for strong mixing 
between / bands and the usual .s bands (with < A' >=: H] n 2 | ) . 

At least four data points in fig.2 are (or may be) significantly affected by /-band 
mixing, but the only clear case is 1 , 9 \ V , where the / band is relatively well defined 
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110 . A value of /„ 2 was previously deduced for the strongest 5-quasipartidc 
isomer decay path (a 610 keV, 122 transition) whereas /». 8 is found after quanti
tative allowance for /-band mixing, and consistency with the systcmatics of fig.2 is 
then obtained (as illustrated). The other prime candidates for significant {-band in
fluence are , 7 4 Hf, 1 7 C W and 1 8 2 O s , all with very low reduced-hindrance values. The 
corresponding data points in fig.2 have no allowance for t-band mixing. The l 8 2 O s 
value, for example, could increase from /„ 2 to fv 6, with comparable changes 
for I 7 4 H f and I 7 6 W . Although there is insufficient experimental information to make 
quantitative corrections, it is clear that the intermediate-if structures that appear 
to be bypassed by "anomalous" isomer decays, are not so much bypassed as hidden 
in the form of t bands. The influence of t bands on the tunneling interpretation 
remains to be explored. 
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Figun 2. Reduced hindrance values for E2 transitions from J,-, !>- arid G-
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Given the systematic nature of the reduced hindrance factors shown in fig.2, 
it is pertinent to consider whether this is a representative selection of nuclei, even 
within the confines of the A~180 region. Apparently it is not. Isomers surely exist 
with / > 16 in 1 7 8 H f [15], but there is not the means to populate them. Higher-spin 
K isomers have been found, but not in the most favourable nuclei. Assuming that 
in some sense 1 7 8 H f is at the centre of a "diamond" of nuclei extending in the N,Z 
plane from 1 7 4 H f to 1 8 2 Hf, and from I 7 4 E r to 1 8 2 0 s , each with, potentially, 6-or-
more-quasiparticle isomers, only twelve of the 41 candidate nuclei are currently 
accessible at sufficiently high angular momentum. Of these twelve, six are now 
known to contain 6- or 7-quasiparticle isomers with r > 5 ns, three have 6- or 
7-quasiparticle states with shorter lifetimes, and three remain to be adequately 
studied. The other 29 candidates are inaccessible with stable beams and targets . 
At present, only one part of one facet of the isomer diamond is available for study. 

In summary, considerable advances have been made with the study of multi-
quasiparticle isomers, both theoretically and experimentally, but many issues re
main to be clarified. Among these are the roles of higher-order pairing correlations, 
t bands and tunneling. From an experimental point of view, the availability of ap
propriate radioactive beams would enormously expand the range, in N, Z and 
angular momentum, of accessible isomers. 
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Lifetimes of Shears Bands in 1 9 9 Pb 

H. Hubel, M. Neffgen, G. Baldsiefen, W. Korten, D. Mehta, N. Nenoff, U.J. van 
Severen (Institut fur Strahlen- und Kemphysik, Universitat Bonn), H. Grawe, H. Kluge, 
K.H. Maier, (HMI Berlin), A. Korichi (IPN Orsay), M. Piiparinen (NBI Rise), Jie Meng 
and S.Frauendorf (Forschungszentrum Rossendorf) 

In nuclei in the mass region around A = 190-200 a large number of regular sequences of 
strong Ml with weak E2 crossover transitions have recently been found [1-16]. An 
example of the 7-ray coincidence spectra obtained in-beam with the OSIRIS spectrometer 
array is shown in figure 1. It is the spectrum of band 2 in 1 9 9 Pb, populated in the reaction 
186W (i8o,5n). A partial level scheme of 1 9 9 Pb is shown in figure 2. The regular sequen
ces in the Pb region, like the one shown in figure 1, look like normal rotational bands 
built on excited quasiparticle states of high spin. Indeed, they follow very nicely the 
1(1+1) energy dependence. However, there exist several important differences which show 
that these bands are not of collective nature. 

Fig. 1: Coincidence spectrum for dipole band 2 in , 9 9 Pb (see partial level scheme of fig. 
2). Spectra with gates on several transitions have been added. Transitions 
marked by dots belong to the band, those marked by ' + ' signs to the spherical 
states in 1 9 9 Pb [16]. 
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In several light Pb isotopes there exist high-spin proton two-paiucle two-hole (2p2h) 
excitations with small oblate deformation, e.g. the 8 + and 11" states with T{hf,.2s;72}8+ 

and icihgftiftffsih}!!' structures, respectively. However, no rotational bands have been 
observed that are built directly on these states. Obviously their deformation and moment 
of inertia are so small that the collective rotational states lie too high in energy to compete 
with the other yrast or near-yrast states. The band heads of the dipole bands observed here 

20 

If 10 

0 

0 10 20 0 10 20 
J.lfcl J, Ifcl 

Fig. 3: Angular momentum coupling scheme at low and high rotational frequencies for 
the oblate AI = 1 bands in the Pb region. 

have higher spins. It has been suggested [1-5] that, in addition tc the deformation-aligned 
high-K proton 2p2h excitations, rotation-aligned low-K neutron i | 3 / 2 hole states contribute 
to the configurations. Near the band head the proton-particle and neutron-hole spins are 
approximately perpendicular and the resulting total nuclear spin, therefore, points in-
between these two directions. The coupling scheme is shown schematically on the left-
hand side of figure 3. But the bands built on these excitations cannot be normal high-K 
rotational bands. Normal high-K bands develop a signature splitting at high spins due to 
the symmetry for rotation of 180° around an axis perpendicular to the deformation axis ot 
the nucleus which is generally not observed here (see e.g. figs. 1 and 2). 

We have performed calculations within the tilted-axis cranking (TAC) model [17] to 
describe the outlined situation theoretically. Within this model uniform rotation abou' an 
axis that is not one of the principal nuclear axes is considered. The tilting angle i9 (see 
figure 3) for which the energy in the rotating frame becomes minimal was calculat d for 
various proton-neutron configurations. As expected, the tilting angle increases \ ith an 
increasing number of neutron-hole excitations. However, within each configuration the 
angle depends only weakly on the rotational frequency or spin along the bands. Tins result 
is in striking contrast to normal high-K bands as they are known in many Jeformed 
nuclei. In those cases cost9 = K/l depends strongly on the spin I within the bands. Near 
the band head, where the total spin is dominated by the quasiparticle angular momenta 
(I=*K), d is close to zero (deformation alignment), but with increasing frequency the 
rotational angular momentum, which is perpendicular to the symmetry a.xî . gains more 
and more influence (I>K). causing the total angular momentum to till ini > ihe direction 
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of the rotational angular momentum. Consequently the tilting angle increases from 0° 
towards 90° in the normal high-K bands. Because the tilting angle depends so little on the 
rotational frequency for the dipole bands, the collective angular momentum cannot play 
a dominant role in generating the total angular momentum. The major part of the angular 
momentum is gained by a gradual alignment of the individual proton and neutron spins 
into the direction of the total spin (see figure 3). 

The continuous alignment of the proton and neutron spins into the direction of the total 
angular momentum may be viewed as the closing of the blades of a pair of shears, we 
therefore suggest to call these sequences "shears bands" [16]. The shears effect is an 
efficient way to gain angular momentum in cases where there are large particle and hole 
spins at right angles near the band head and the deformation is so small that the collective 
rotation takes more energy than the reorientation of the single-particle spins. 

The measurement of lifetimes is a crucial test of the collectivity of nuclear states. Lifeti
mes of shears bands have been measured previously in 1 9 7 - l 9 8 p b [18-20]. Although the 
experimental uncertainties are large, the results show that, indeed, the quadrupole collecti
vity is very low (B(E2) = 10 Wu) and the deformation is small (#-, < 0.1). We have 
performed lifetime measurements of bands 1 and 2 in 1 9 9 Pb (see Pg. 2) using the Dopp-
ler-shift attenuation method (DSAM). The bands were populated in the reaction 
1 8 6 W( 1 8 0,5n) 1 9 9 Pb. Two backings, Al and W, were used. Gamma-ray coincidences were 
measured with the OSIRIS and NORDBALL arrays at Berlin and Riso, respectively. 
Coincidence spectra with gates set on transitions below and above the states of interest 
were analyses. Lifetimes were obtained by fits of calculated line-shape curves to the 
Doppler-broadened lines [21] in the high-spin regions of the two bands. In the overlap 
region, the results for the two different backings are in agreement. 
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Fig. 4: B(MI) values for transitions in bands 1 (right) and 2 (left) of 1 9 9 Pb. The curves 
have been calculated within the TAC model [16.17]. 



The B(M1) values that are deduced from the lifetimes are shown in fig. 4 where they are 
compared to the predictions of the TAC calculations. The agreement is reasonable. The 
'arge B(M1) rates support the proton configurations assumed for the bands. Using the 
lifetimes and the AI=1/AI=2 intensity branching ratios, the B(E2) values can also be 
obtained. Here, the uncertainties are larger because of the small Al=2 E2 crossover inten
sities, but the resulting B(E2) rates are of the order of a few Weisskopf units confirming 
the previous conclusion of low quadrupole collectivity. 

For most of the normal rotational bands the ratio of the moment of inertia to the square 
of the quadrupole moment, J/Q 2, is around unity. For the shears bands, however, this 
ratio is more than an order of magnitude larger. This shows that another effect than the 
rotation of the deformed density distribution - i.e. the shears effect described above - is 
mainly responsible for the moment of inertia. Since the apparent moment of inertia 
originates from the reorientation of the proton and neutron spins whose absolute values 
are frozen by the quantization of the single-particle motion, it has been called "quanta! 
inertia" [16,17]. 
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Abstract 

Lifetimes of states in four of the Ml-ban.ls in I-' '- I '" ,pi, haw been m<-;i.siir<-il with the recoil-
distance technique. Using all the available data oi: lifctiiiics ami branching ral ius. and assuming 
pure magnetic dipole transitions, we deduce reduced transition probabilities. The results are 
consistent with weakly oblate structures involving high--K proton configurations coupled to 
rotationally aligned neutrons. Comparisons are made In the thcoietica! estimates of the Dotlau 
and Frauendorf semi-classical icodel and the Tilted Axis Cranking (TAC) model. 

1 Introduction 
The recent observation of cascading sequences of magnetic dipole transitions in l.hc neutron -deficient 
Pb [1,2] and Di [3,4] nuclei has prompted a great deal of interest. These structures have generally 
been interpreted as weakly oblate (li2 ~ 0.05 to -0.15) high- K proton configurations coupled to 
rotationally aligned neutrons. The assignment of configurations to each band has so far been based 
on considerations, such as: 

• Regularity of energy spacing, AE- , between successive transitions. 

• Lower limits to the B(M\ )/B(£'2) ratios. 

• Behaviour of the dynamic moments of inertia, O 1 2 ' , as functions of rotational frequency, w. 

• Identical transition energies (to within ~ 3 keV) of different bands in different nuclei. 

In order to provide further evidence for configuration assignments accurate lifetime measurements 
for states within the bands have to be made. These can then be related to theoretical predictions 
of the magnetic dipole (Ml) transition rates for the various possible configurations. If accurate 
branching ratios are known for the crossover decays, the E2 transition rate can be used to deduce 
the quadrupole moments of the structures. The first Dopplet Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM) 
lifetime measurements have recently been reported for two of the bands in 1 9 S P b [5] and for the 
strong regular band in 1 J ' P b [6]. These support the oblate interpretation but do not uniquely 
specify a configuration for each band. 

Here, we present lifetime measurements of several states in each of four different dipole sequences. 
two in l 9 ' P b and two in 1 9 , > P b The results were obtained from a recoil distance (RDM) experiment 
v i ' h the Spi spectrometer at t he Chalk River Laboratory, which was specifically aimed at measuring 
the lifetimes of states near to the bandheads of each structure, complementing the previous DSAM 
measurements. Accurate branching tatios. required to deduce H(M1) and B(E2) transition rates. 
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Table 1: Measured lifetimes, T (ps), branching ralios. U-,. and reduced transition strengtlis. I)(M1 j 
(WuJ and B(E2) ( e V ) , or states in '*:PJj and ' f TI> Tlic third column indicates the uTeliinc 
experiment. DSAM results came from [5,0], whilst RDM results arc from the present study. All 
the branching ratios, used to calculate H(M I (values, are from the KUROGAM data.A dash in 
that column indicates thai no associated E2 crossover transition could be identified. The 207 keV 
transition of band 1 in 1 9 S P b is marked with an asterisk since it is a doublet and the lifetime extract <rd 
will have a contribution from both 7 ray components. 

M l ( k e V ) E x p t r (ps) »-, B ( M , ) , W u , K 2 ( k e V ) H(K2) ( e b ) 2 
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D S A M 
R D M 
R D M 
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0.27(7) 
0 .22(0) 
0 .24(4) 

0.-16(10) 
0 .72(10) 
1.14(23) 
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1-8(5) 
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were found by the analysis o f h i gh - f o l d , h igh-stat is t ics data taken w i t h U»c EUROGA.M spectrometer 
a t t h e Daresbury Laboratory . Detai ls o f b o t h o f these experiments can be found i n [7]. T h e deduced 
M l t rans i t ion rates are compared w i t h l l ieorc t i ra l estimates o f the Donan and Frauendorf sem i -
daaacal model JS] and the T i l l ed Ax is Crank ing ( T A C ) model [9]. 

2 Results 
T h e l i fet imes o f sixteen levels f rom four bands ( two in , : , 'P1> and two in ' ' "Ph) have been measured. 
In add i t ion , estimates o f the l i fet imes of several states beneath bo th the hands in l l t & P b have been 
made. In order t o aid the discussion, the label l ing scheme given in [1] wi l l be used for the st ructures 
in I S S P b . T h e two bands in * w~I*l j for which l i fet ime measurements were possible are those described 
in {10,11]. 

Table 1 summarizes the results obta ined in the present work together w i t h the results o f the 
previous D S A M measurements for the bands in I ; , t *Pb [5] and the regular band in 1 9 ' P b [6]. Tab le 
1 also contains the corresponding B ( M 1 ) and B(K2) values which have been deduced f rom the 
formulae: 

li(M\) = 0.03I83B-. 
y - ; ?T( i+ , , r o r ) [in,] ( i ) 

mm = 
0.0S156/J-. 

/;T;-(1 +OV07-) 
[,-V] (2) 

E~, is the t ransi t ion energy in MeV and r is the mean intrinsic l i fet ime of the s late in ps. T h e 
in -band transi t ions were assumed to be of pint* M l character. Th is assumption is based on the 
results o f previous studies which generally found very small negative mix ing ral ios. The branching 
rat ios, B-,, measured f rom the I C l ' R O G A M data are also g i w n in Table 1. Th is is the f irst t ime t ha t 
several associated E2-quadrupole transit ions have been f i rmly identified in this type of s t ruc ture . 

3 Discussion 
In the fol lowing discussion i t is convenient to use the labelling convention developed in [1] whereby 
the (unpaired) neutron occupations are given relative to the oblate N~I"20 subshell closure. The 
configurations that have been previously proposed for the four structures [1] are presented in Table 
2. Different configurations wil l generally have different B(M1) values associated w i th them. By 
compar ing the values in Table 1 i t is clear tha t the b ( M l ) rates for band I in 3 y * P b and the regular 
band of l 9 7 P b are similar. They are greater on average than the values for band 3 in i y 8 P b which 
in tu rn are greater than Ihe B(M1) values for the irregular sequence in , t J , P b I fie s i tuat ion is 
i l lustrated in Fig I . It may be concluded f rom these observations that 
configurations must be involved in 'hese s t r r r tu res . This is in accordant 
ass ignment ^hnu in Table ') 

Table '2: The proposed configurations from [ I ] for the bands in 

it least three different 
w i i h t i n 1 conf igurat ion 

•• ' - " p i , 
Structure Nucleus 

Hand i l !"M>b 
Hand :i ''"•Pb 
Kegular ' • 7 Pb 
Irregular ' ' -Pb 

C-onfigural ii 
n - ( l i . . / 2 ^ i i : i / 2 ) •:•)/(; 
- ( l i , , / 2 ) 2 : ^ ( > - : 1 . - ) - ' 

T ( l l - . /2 v : ' 13/2 );•>"'»" J- rJ' 
T ( l i9 / ? : ^ - i /a ) - K X 

The ( h 9 / ? W i i ; v 2 ) h ' = n proton conf igurat ion is predicted! to be the most deformed of the . -uctures 
and i t is expected to have larger H ( M I ) and U(K2) transit ion ralre. than either tin- ( h * / * „ . «r 
( 1 I 9 / 2 ® S W 2 ) A - = 5 configurat ions (assuming simi lar numbers of i 1 3 / 2 ( N = ( i | neutr,.11*.) Indeed, the 
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highest measured B(M1) and B(E2) values are found for lljc two slnir turo. that arc associated WIJSJ 
this proton configuration. Using tlie B(K*2) valine il is possible to obtain cnlitnau-i of line uitnnsir 
fjuadrupole moment since, in a rigid rotor model: 

!HE2) = j^QlU + -2A20I/A)2 (3) 

Note, to estimate the Qo values a model dependent approach is neo-ssary The accuracy of eqn (3) 
can therefore be questioned. This is especially true since K is not a good quantum number, and 
the validity of using a rigid rotor approximation is unclear. The intrinsic quadrupolc moment of the 
irregular band in 1 9 7 P b was found to be Q a = l 0(1) el, while that of band I in , ! t e P b was Q„=2.0(l>) 
eb. The intrinsic quadrupole moment for band 3 in , ;"*Ph was found to lie at an intermediate value 
These are very weakly oblate deformed structures. There is consistency with the con figuration 
assignments presented in Table 2 since the TRS calculations predict that, the (h y / 2 0s |~ , 2 ) / v - = 5 proton 
configuration should have the lowest deformation [,ij — 0.07) while the (hy/2^vii3/2)A*=n structure 
should have the largest deformation (/?2 "--0.15). The deformation of the (h y/2)/,;=s configuration 
is between these two ( & -~-0.10). 

Evidently there is good qualitative agreement between the results and the proposed configuration 
assignments presented in Table '2. For a more quantitative comparison absolute B(M1) transition 
probabilities need to be calculated within an appropriate theoretical framework. A simple approach 
is to apply the semi-classical Donau and Fraiiendorf formula [8] which computes contributions to the 
B(M1) from both the deformation-aligned protons and rotalionally aligned neutrons. The theoretical 
values overestimate the measured B(Ml)'s by at least a factor of two, especially when one or more 
i i 3 / 2 neutrons are involved. For instance, the average value of the experimentally deduced H(M 1 ) \ 
for band 1 of , 9 8 P b is 1.66+J ,£ Wu while the Donau and Frauenorf theoretical estimate for the 
jr(hc,/2®'i3/2)A'=:ii © , / ' i3 /2 configuration is t̂ O.O Wu. The conl ribution of other alignable neutrons 
(N=5), occupying orbitals close to the Fermi surface (e.g pa/a, P1/2- h/2)* w»ll raise the calculated 
B(M1) estimates by - 1 0 % . 

Fig. 2: Comparison of TAC and Experiment 
50 Fig. : Experimentally Deduced B(M1) Values 
50 
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The combination of high-spin protons and higli spin neutrons associat<-d with I licse oblale dijxiie 
bands presents an unusual circumstance, possi!>!y not described by the familiar coupling scliemes of 
angular momentum. A new approach lias been provided by Tilled Axis Cranking (TAC) [9| 'ITiis 
provides asemi-claasica! description of inany-<|uasiparlicle A l = l bands at high-spin. Enhanced Ml 
transitions arise naturally as a consequence of I be Iweakiivg of signature symmetry. 

A calculation of the H(M1) transition rales for the T(h9/2C' ;'!3/2)M"C'"' r''> !') configurations in 
, 9 * P b has recently been reporter! [9], The neutron configurations were generated by excitations of 
^•et |3/2 ABC quasineutron states and the negative parity stale IC (in Cranked Shell Model notation) 
Tile deformation was fixed at /? 2=0.12 and 7 = (10° (i.e weakly oblalc) A simple geometric picture 
arises whereby combinations of the protons with the i^/v neutrons gives rise to an equilibrium with 
the rotation axis (which is parallel lo the total angular momentum vector. I) lying at ~-15° relative 
to the symmetry axis. The total angular momentum vector is increased when the individual proton. 
i„ , and neutron, i„, spins gradually tilt towards I (the so called 'shears median-im"). Fig. 2 shows 
the result of such a calculation for the (U<t/2<:'i\l:i/->) proion configuration coupled to llie AI3 neutron 
configuration (i.e. two ija/2 neutrons). For comparison the experimentally deduced B(M]) values of 
band 1 in I a s P b are also shown in the figure Clearly, the calculations predict large I3(MI) values. 
However, the calculations again overestiniale (he experimental values by approximately a factor of 
two. In addition, the gradual alignment of llie proton and neuli'on spins along the Lilted rotation 
axis should push the B(M1) values down as the angular momentum increases [9] . This feature is 
not observed. 

A number of important experimental imperatives remain. Firstly, lifetime measurements of 
states in these bands need to be extended to a wider variety ol'slruclures in several different, nuclei. 
Some preliminary results of a DSAM measurement for Ml-bands in '^''Pb have been reported at 
this conference [12]. Secondly, measureincnl of die g factors for stales in these Ml-bands would 
provide information on the component of llie magnetic moment in the direction parallel to the 
total angular momentum vector, I. The g-factors. combined with the deduced 11(M1) values from 
lifetime measurements (which give the component of the magnetic moment perpendicular t o l ) , could 
indicate how accurately the generation of angular momentum follows the TAC 'shears' mechanism. 
Finally, it would be very interesting to compare tin- predictions of TAC against measured B(M1) 
transition rates of Al = l bands in the A~13U region [13]. These bands have similar properties to the 
Ml-bands in the A~190 region, including: (1) huge 1)(M 1 )/H(F2) ratios [>10/i,v/(eb) 2], (2) small, 
negative 6E2/A/I mixing ratios (Q ( 1 <U) for the Al = l transitions, and (3) Low dynamic moments 
of inertia ( 0 ( 2 ) —15—2-0 // M e V - 1 ) These sequences are generated in an analogous manner to the 
A~I90 oblate dipolt* bands, but in this lighter mass region high K ' i n / i protons couple to alignable 
h[i/2 neutrons. 
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On 14 and I6-Staggering in Superdeformed 
Bands and in the Ground Bands of Even-Even 

Actinide Nuclei 

L.K. Peker", .LH. Hamilton 6, and .!.(). R 

In 1983 we reported the first observation of the possible hc.Nadecapole A / = -J 
splitting in the octupole vibrational bands, A' = 0 - . in 2;iSU14.1 and probably in 2 : l s U 
ref. [1]. We observed significant oscillation of 

A E , = ;•;.,(/ + 2 -> i) - /•;,(/ -> / - 2) = i//2/a ( , 2> 

along the octupole K" = 0~ band (vV J i -dynamical mmnent of inertia). We sug
gested that this effect is associated with hcNadecapolc M. ..jrmat.ion (( ',|-s\-miiit'lrv) 
in octupole vibrational bands. Ilainainolo and Motlclson ref. [2] are now making 
the case that the effect is due to Vj.j deformation in the body frame of the prolate 
nuclear spheroid. Their work was prompted by similar spectral features observed in 
some superdeformed nuclear bands. Such oscillations of j ' 2 ) were recently noted in 
superdeformed bands in 1 4 ! ' ( !d ref. [:{] and "" l lg ref. [•!]. It is important to establish 
if these are isolated cases or if such 11 staggering is a more general phenomenon. To 
investigate this question we use a simple", but sensitive, method of analysis, plotting 
the second difference of gamma t ransit ion energies vs. init ial spin of the cent nil I nin-
sition. (This is nearly the same as first differences ol t he dynamic moment uf-inert ia.) 

A 2 / - . ; ( / ) = /•:,(/ - 2) - 2/-:,(/i + /•:,(/ + 2). 

along the rotational band of interest. 
The question arises, does such A / = I splitting occur in ground bands? If there 

is such a split, we may look for oscillation of /•.'-, along the ground rotational band. 
Because we aheadv know from data on octupole and siipcrdcfoi nied bands that the 
A / = •! splitting and oscillation effects are very weak (A/•.'-./A'.. • I).."))!1-1:, it is 
important to use methods of ualysis that are sullicien! Iv -,1^11^,. 1,, , | , i , . , t M ] , |, 
small ellects. 

In Kig. 1 la d I we present the second diHerein <• plots tot sewi.d | , | „ , , t,-,| -iipenlc 
formed bands. I he presence of an odd in 111 ion <n |nc^ii.ii ~ivnh L T I „ I , I | ] I in enhance 
the staggei 1111; 1 mil pal ed lo e\en e\eu iieisilibot s in I lie —iij»«:<J«-!.>tii!»-.i 1 ,1-. •-.. In 1 he 
actinide ground bands lit;. 1 i n lbei<- is 11 0-1 ill.it imi in "fjl'u ., u. i m -.\",l . I he 
lighter nuclei - " - ' - ' " 1 " , ] u I l ( , i ~hmv il ig. 11 1 an\ ..M ill.it imis U r l.ni:-, imilideut 
in the case of J,*!Jl'u. sin, e t he independent e\pei mient - ..I Mm,., ,.| ;,i ,,; |),-\ hn. .i~ 
tabidated in lei. !<>:. agree on the sj/e ,md phase <>f I he st , ,f j . 1 -,•. - \i,,,: • , ; i : , i » - j . — r m u 
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case is t l i c main si ipcrdcformed band (dcsignaled SI)-1 in ref. [7 i in ' ' " ' l ) v . iwt )>3ot 
led here. 1 lie -croud difference plot dear ly shows l(i DM d ia l i on - for the highc-1 -]>iii 
members. 

The far ! l l ia t l l i e staggering only sets in above spin 1(1 sugge.-ts t o us tha i t i ie 
cflierl has to do w i th admix tu re of spin-aligned configurations. In the spin-aligned 
system one or more nucleons in one of the highesl- j or l j i ta ls lend to al ign I heir spins 
along the spin axis, which is perpendicular l o ihe ord inary prolate-spheroida! long 
axis. I f there arc one or (wo aligner! ni ir lcons f rom an o rh i la l wi thout j - m i x i n g . their 
wave funct ions wi l l form a pancake d< nsi ly d is t r ihnt ion perpendicular to the spin axis 
and possessing a cy l indr ica l symmetry. If there are low- j or l j i ta ls of the same par i ty 
near the highest- j orbi ta ls and both are near the f e rn i i energy, there could arise a 
.Jahn-Teller d is tor t ion breaking the cyl indr ical syminel rv ol t he a l igned-orbi la l system 
to a lower rotat ional symmet ry ol even order equal to the vector di l ierence in j (or 
/.) values. Indeed, for both protons and neutrons in I he v ic in i ty ol " . ^ I ' l i a Nilsson 
d iagram of levels in the spheroidal potential well show such possible crossings. In the 
proton case the downgoing \]-.;/> orbi tals cross the upcoming orbi ta ls f rom s^-j and 
d.-^o. uiv ing a dr iv ing lorce l<jr a (i-lcjhl or 1-lcjld d is tor t ion , f o r nei i l rous the same 
arguments apply lor the dowugoit ig ,j|.-,/•_• and tipgoiug p i / j . ] ' i / j . and {T,j-, urbi ta ls. 

Let us out l ine a model approach I o (plant it a I ive study ol such d is tor t ion . Though 
it could be studied in either burly ur aligned I lab) frame. I he lat ter is easier to vi
sualize. We consider microscopically the families of neutrons and protons in I he 
a l igning-orb i ta l system. I he rapidly rotat ing prolate core ol all other mtcleons pro
vides an average oblate spheroidal held in the aligned frame. The i la in i l to i i i au is as 
follows: 

//„hK I -= '/,,, " >sr.| + //,•„, + Y, [' V ^ J " + <", , / ) ; , , , , - ~n,t> •] «;„,.//,„.. 

whi ' fe t he /J ],. 11 met ions are l he usual symmet ric top rotor I unci ions and ) •,, spherical 
harmonics ol the nuclear angular coordinate. \^\,\ i- a nucleoli nucleoli ( l ike and 
unl ike] -urlace delta interact ion or other -horl I.IIIL'O inlerai I ion. //,,,, is the usual 
n, iu! Hami l ton! ,HI . 

l - [ . - l l " z L / \ \ . . \ • \ •• , I 1 T " " • . " ' . - . . " •• " i - i -

I he //.;, i- the- -phetic ,il - i i inle p.ii I ic |e 11 ,i 1111 i I uiiia 11. <'•,,' < I and a in I ( '_,_.i i. - } an ' 
i c .e l l l c l e n t - o l 1 h e < 111.-1 < 11 11 p i l i e 1111 e l . 1 , I i o l i l e i 111- b e l W e e n I h i ' - i i m h ' II 111 l e i i l l - a n d t h e 

p t o h i t e I ' o t i . l l l e h l 1 1 , . , , " , i i , i t u . H i - t i n - l l - u a l I i l i i i e i i l i i t e a t i n n . i l i c l . i l i l l i h i l a t H i l l 

i i p e l a t u l ' - . l e - p i - i t n e | \ . I i 11' ', ,11. '1,1 - p l l l o l 111 ; , | I l o l 1- o l I h e -111 (J l i ' n I H | i ' o i l - , I l i e 

' . l i l e . J l ,,1 l o : , . , i ' , " ; - . i n 11,i, , j ! . • : • . , ' . . ' . e : . i l i L ' l e - tl , t ! , , | .'. , , [ , . | - ' 1111111,11 l o l I o \ e l - p i l l 
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of energy levels f rom the upcoming low- j o rb i ta l * w i th in averaging zero. "1 here w i l l 
also be f rom the downgoing h igh- j orbital.s m values averaging around ! (or <ij in 
situations favorable to staggering effects. In such ra.se.- lj jer«' wiJJ l ie juany ways to 
construct configurations w i th a given aligned angular momentum ; , and aligned values 
d i f fer ing by •! (or 6) uni ts. The short-range nucleoli-nucleoli in teract ion wi l l connect 
many of these configurations w i th one another. Hence, there is a quantal system qui te 
analogous to that g iv ing rise to ground-state pai r ing, when- many rearrangements of 
pair occupations of orbi ta ls near the Fermi surface have s imi lar energies and are 
connected by the pair ing force. Analogous t reatment to HCS may give a fuzzy phase 
t rans i t ion to n-fold d is tor t ion of the aligned system. 

W i t h n-fold d is tor t ion the system of aligned nucleol i - would show a rotor spectrum 
w i t h only mul t ip les of n as ./ values. In t he complete nuclear system the aligned rotor 
J and the normal prolate rotor angular momentum /( would generally be in a stretched 
conf igurat ion w i th to ta l angular momentum 1 the sum o f . / and ft. The prolate rotor 
rod would bo ro ta t ing in the plane of the pancake d is t r ibu t ion of the aligned system. 
To the extent, that (i-fold or -1-fold d is tor t ion set in there could lie some coupl ing 
of the two rotor systems. Kven wi thout coupl ing, if the moment-of- i i ier t ia of the 
aligned system exceeds that of the prolate rotor, the result ing band wi l l show n-fold 
staggering in energies. A more fami l iar way of v iewing the systems in the staggering 
region is in terms of band crossings by aligned bands. In a staggering regime there 
are crossings by aligned bands dif fer ing in aligned angular momen tum by 1 (or 6) 
uni ts. 

Th is division of the nurleons into separate systems of orbi ta ls of a given pari ty, 
each const i tu t ing a rotor lone oblate aligned and one prolate, wit h axis perpendicular 
to spin) could also apply to the superdeformed region. An examinat ion of the Nilsson 
diagram for the rare-earth region of siipcrdel'oi mat ion suggest- that the orb i ta l cross
ings g iv ing rise to cyl indr ical symmet ry breaking in the pancake are at considerably 
larger deformat ion than in the art in ides. This can be understood in that the l ighter 
nuclei experience j iotenl ial wells closer to the harmonic oscil lator l im i t , where the .V 
and .V+2 shells cross at deformations w i th axis ratios near 2 :1 . The heavier nuclei 
have more nearly square well potent ia l - , where the o-< i l lator degeneracy of high and 
low 1. o rb i t a l - is broken I he nio-t and < io—ing- m cur at -mai ler drfortnat imi - . If t lie 
present pattern holds that a i t i u i d r mound band- and -upeide|',,nned band- in the 
l l g and I)y region- -how I hi- uiu-i -I .i-iL'ct inu. then our h\ put he- i - abuut the need 
for N and S^l band i ro- - iug- m v i the l e m i i energy i- -u- t . l ined. Il I'.ilNnv- thai 
we believe that \ u or Y,,,. d i - i o i t i un in the spin aligned Irame. con-ideied al-o bv 
Pavlichenkov re I'. '.-_. i- a mole liki-K - m i n e ul the enemy -laggei ing elfei I than i-
the corresponding d i - tm t inn in I he bod\ l iame. a- prnpu-ed in |e|. 1 . 

\ . 1.I...V. b.i-j. n i . h i -
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Relativistic Description of Superdeformed Bands ' 

P. Ring 
Technische Universitat Munchen, D-85747 Garching, Germany 

Abstract : 
Relativistic Mean Field theory in the Rotating Frame presents a fully self-consistent 
description of rotating superdeformed bands in the Dy- and the Hg-region. We find 
excellent agreement with the observed quadrupole moments as well as the dynamical 
moments of inertia J^ in the Dy-region, where - because of the relatively high 
angular momenta - pairing correlations can be neglected. In particular we are able 
to reproduce the moments oof inertia of identical bands in even-even and odd-even 
nuclei in this region without any further parameters up to an accuracy of ± 2 keV in 
the transitional 7-energies. The importance of nuclear magnetism is discussed. 

1 Introduction 
Since the early days of nuclear physics one has known, that the spin plays an impor
tant role in our understanding of nuclear spectra, and that , in principle, one should 
use a relativistic theory for a complete description of the nuclear system even in the 
low energy domain. Early at tempts in this direction of Teller et al, however, have 
been neglected and it was much later Walecka who pointed out in the seventies the 
power, the simplicity and the elegance of a phenomenological relativistic description 
of the nuclear system. In recent years these methods have been extended so far, that 
they can be applied nowadays not only to nuclear matter and to the ground state of 
doubly closed shell spherical nuclei, where the very few phenomenological parameters 
are adjusted to experimental data, but also to the entire region of the periodic table, 
to exotic nuclei with large neutron excess as well as to deformed and superdeformed 
nuclei and even to rotating nuclei. 

This theory in conceptually similar to density dependent Hartree Fock Theory 
with Skyrme forces, which is nowadays standard for the microscopic description of 
nuclear properties over the entire periodic table. It shares with this theory, that so 
far pairing is taken into account in a very primitive way in the so-called constant gap 
approximation, which used experimental gap parameters works and works rather well 
for the ground states of even-even nuclei, where experimental gaps are available. Its 
predictive power, however, is limited in exotic nuclei far from the stability line, where 
no experimental gap parameters are known and in the high spin region, where pairing 
is quenched and where the finite range of the pairing interaction should be taken into 
account. 

We therefore concentrate in this talk on investigations without, pairing in superde-
formed nuclei of the Dy-region at relatively high angular momentum, where pairing 
is expected to play a smaller role and on the description of several identical bands 
in the Hg-region. where because of the lack of pairing we cannot expect to find 
good agreement, for the absolute inertia parameters, but where we still find identical 
bands, which only small differences in the dynamic:*! moments of inertia. 

In section 2 a short overview of the basic facts of relativistic mean field theory is 
given and in section 3 and 1 we discuss results for suprrdrformed bands in the Dy 
and in the Hg-region. 

"Invited ta!k al ll>e Co n / t m n r ) 0 / Physics irijA Larqt ••Ray D-UrUtr 4 t r , i j j Berkeley AiigiKI 
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2 Relativistic Mean Field Theory 
Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) theory is a classical relativistic field theory similar 
to classical electrodynamics. Only the nucleons arc treated as quantum mechanical 
Dirac-particles with the four component wave functions >̂,- moving with relativistic 
dynamics in a number of classical meson fields. As in any mean field theory, these 
fields describe in an average way the interaction produced by the exchange of the 
corresponding mesons. The theory is phenomenological similar as the density de
pendent Hartree-Fock theories of Skyrme or Gogny type. Therefore the number of 
mesons entering this theory is limited and the corresponding parameters, the meson 
masses rre m e j ( m and the coupling constants gmc,„n between mesons and nucleons are 
neither derived from a more fundamental theory, nor taken from the properties of 
these mesons in the vacuum, but are adjusted to a data of the correlated nuclear 
many-body system. The mean field of single pions which breaks parity - a fact which 
is not observed in the nuclear mean field - is neglected. Pions are, however, taken 
into account by the mean field of the so-called <r-meson. This particle so far not been 
observed in the vacuum but it has been interpreted as a complicated bound state of 
two pions in the medium. On the phenomenological level we cannot decide whether 
this interpretation is the proper or e. Many experimental observations, however indi
cate the importance of a large sc< lar field in the nucleus. This scalar field is taken 
into account by the phenomenolof.ical <7-meson in RMF-theory. Since relativistic co-
variance leads to an attractive fields for scalar particles and to repulsive fields for 
vector particles, we need in addition a vector meson, the w-meson, which has been 
observed in nature as a resonance at m , = 783 MeV. <r- and w-meson carry both 
isospin 0. For nuclei with large neutron excess we need in addition a meson carrying 
isospin 1, the p-meson, which is also observed in nature as a resonance at mp = 763 
MeV. Finally we need the Coulomb-force, i.e. the photon. 

Apart from the Dirac wavefunctions ipi(x) (i = 1 . . . A) for the nucleons we there
fore have one field for the scalar ir-meson (T(X) and 4 fields for each Lorentz-vector 
particle, i.e. for the w-meson: u^x), for the three iso-vector p-mesons p^(x) and for 
the photon All(x). 

In order to keep the numb' i of adjustable parameters small, we use the experi
mental values for the masses of the nucleon m^ and the masses of the u>- and the 
p-meson. In this most primitive version of the theory we therefore have only four 
parameters, the mass of the (7-meson mr and the three coupling constants g„, g^ and 
gp. The rest is more or less given by Lorentz invariance and the principle of simplicity 
(minimal coupung). It leads to the Lagrangian density: 

C = ij>(i> - g ^ - ga(T -mN)ip 

J-d„<rd»e - \rnlS - ^ Q T + \m^wf ( l ) 

where £2M„ - d^u)„ - <9„u)„ is the field tensor for the vector mesons. For simplicity 
we neglect here the p-meson and the photon, which are, however, taken into fully 
account in the calculations. 

Also this simple version of the Walecka-model is able to give a qualitative de
scription of saturation and many nuclear properties, it fails to describe the proper 
experimental surface properties. Boguta and Bodmer[4 therefore extended the model 
by including a nonlinear self-coupling of the scalar mesons, i.e. the mass term \ rti^a1 

is repiaced by a polynomial of forth order l'(er) - ]/2OT**T 2 - J, .3^ I T ' 1 - J ^gstr* con
taining additional 2 parameters. Conceptually this is equivalent to the modification 
of the original Skyrme force with its linear density dependence by modified density 
dependencies of the typep". All the great quantitative achievements of RMF thcorv 
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are only possible in this nonlinear version of the theory. It is nowadays standard and 
rather uniform parameter sets NL1 and NL-SH have been adjusted in the literature. 

Hamiltons variational principle allows to derive Euler-equations as equations of 
motion, the Dirac equation for the nucleoli spinots and Klein-Gordon equations for 
the meson fields. In the stationary case they have the form: 

{a{p + gww) + g„w0 + P(M + ga<r)}i>a = cVa (2) 
- A T + V'(<T) = -g.p, (3) 

{-A + ml)u° = g„pv (4) 
{ -A+ ml}w = gj (5) 

The scalar density p, = {i)ij>)t t h e vector density pv = (^ip) and the currents 
j — {%j}+ail>) are calculated from the solution of the Dirac equations. They serve as 
sources, which determine the mesons fields via the Klein-Glordon equations. These 
meson fields enter finally again the Dirac equation and determine the motion of the 
nucleons in a self-consistent way. The whole system of equations is solved by iteration. 

In the ground state of even-even nuclei we have time-reversal invariance and there
fore the currents j and the spatial parts of the vector meson fields as for instance 
<si vanish. In order to describe rotating nuclei we use - completely in the mean field 
spirit - the Cranking idea and transform the Lagrangian to a frame rotating with 
constant angular velocity f2 around the x-axis. This is an accelerated frame and us
ing the techniques of general relativity one can derive the corresponding Lagrangian 
in the rotating frame. In the equation of motions this leads to the well know crank
ing term SIJX in the Dirac equation and corresponding terms in the Klein-Gordon 
equations. Because of the bosonic nature of the mesons, however, these latter terms 
can be neglected. The cranking term in the Dirac equations violates time-reversal 
invariance in the intrinsic frame and induces currents. They are the source for spatial 
contributions o> of the vector mesons, which lead to field of a similar structure as the 
magnetic field in the Dirac equation. We call these fields Nuclear Magnetism, They 
lead to u time-reversal breaking mean field, an effect which is for instance never taken 
into account in phenomenological Nilsson-Strutinskii calculations of superdeformed 
bands. As we will see they play an important role in our understanding of identical 
bands. 

3 Superdeformed Bands in the Dy-Region 
In order to investigate the applicability of Relativistic Mean Field theory for the 
description of rotating superdeformed nuclei, we chose as an example the well know 
superdeformed band in the nucleus l o 2 Dy. It was the first superdeformed band in 
rotating Rare Earth nuclei discovered experimentally by the Daresbury group[5]. 

We use tl.'.' parameter set NL1, which has been adjusted to nuclear matter and 
a few spherical nuclei. This parameter set has turned out to be very successful for 
the description of many ground-state properties over the entire periodic tablejl . In 
particular one has found excellent agreement with ground state deformations in open 
shell nuclei. 

In Fig.l we show the static and the dynamic moment of inertia for the lowest 
superdeformed band in the nucleus , s 2 D y as a function of the angular momentum. It 
is clearly seen that a calculation without nuclear magnetism, i.e. without the spatial 
contributions of the vector meson-fields, which is in good ag-<-ement with the exper
imental quadrupole moments ]'i produces much too small moments of inertia. A 
semiclassical correction where these contributions, derived in Thomas Fermi approx
imation using a rigid rotor current, are taken into account in first order perturbation 
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Figure 1: (a) Static (.7' 1 ') and (b) dynamic (Jf ' 2 ' ) moment of inertia for the lowest superde-
formed band in the nucleus 1 5 2 Dy. The dashed line corresponds to the calculation without 
the spatial contributions of the vector mesons. In the dotted line such contributions are 
taken into account in a semiclassical way and the full line represents the self-consistent 
solution including these contributions fully. 

theory, overemphasized the moments of inertia by roughly 10 %. only if one takes 
these contributions into account in a fully self-consistent way, is perfect agreement 
with experimental data achieved. In the region of small angular motuenta one still 
observes very small deviations, which could possibly be understood as the influence 
of remaining pairing correlations in this region of intermediate spins. 

The average charge quadrupole moment is found to be 18.6 eb, which is in good 
agreement with a value of 18 eb obtained in a non-relativistic calculation by the Lund 
group, and the experimental value of 19 eb 

Let us now investigate the problem of identical bands [6 . For this purpose we 
calculate, in a self-consistent way, bands in the neighboring nucleus 1 5 1 T b by removing 
one proton from the 1 5 2 D y core. The proton hole induces a polarization of the 1 5 2 D y -
core, which has two effects: it leads to chang of deformation and in addition to 
changes in the current distribution. 

We show in Fig. 2 the differences AE^ = £-,(Tb) - £^(Dy) between the transition 
energies in an excited band of 1 : > 1 T b and in the lowest superdeformed band in 1 5 2 D y . 
The agreement with the experimental value is excellent. The energy differences are 
of order of 1 keV. This band correspond to n hole in the orbit with t'ne approximate 
Nilsson quantum numbers [301 | —. This orbit has a very small number of oscillator 
quanta along the c-axis (the symmetry axis), which yields nearly vanishing contribu
tions to the moment of inertia. 

In order to investigate the very good quantitative agreement, we have carried out 
two additional calculations in Fig. 2 for the identical bands. First we neglected the 
polarization induced by the !,; ton hole, i.e we calculated the energy differences for 
wave functions for the nuck s 1 : , 1 T b obtained from the l a 2 D y core by just removing 
one proton, without requirii.g self-consistency for the odd mass configuration. In this 
case we find the dashed dotted line in Fig. 2. which is in sharp disagreement with 
the experimental data. Next we took into account the polarization, but we neglected 
nuclear magnetism, i.e. the contributions of the spatial components of the v e t or 
meson fields ano find the dashed line in Fig. 2. which is a!-a in disagreement with 
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Figure 2: Differences A£ 7 for the identical bands in l s l T b and 1 6 2Dy. The fully self-
consistent solution (full line) and solutions neglecting nuclear magnetism (dashed line) or 
polarization induced by the proton hole (dashed dotted line) are compared with the exper
iment (empty diamonds). 

experiment. 

4 Identical Bands in the Hg-Region 
In the Hg-region the situation is more complicated. The identical bands are observed 
at much lower angular momenta and pairing plays an essential role. Nonetheless we 
show in Fig. 3 results of a calculation without pairing[7]. It turns out, that the 
energy differences for two of the bands are nonetheless in good agreement with the 
very small experimental limits indicated by the dashed lines. 

5 Conclusions and Outlook 
We therefore conclude, that a very delicate cancellation process occurs in identical 
bands in superdeformed nuclei. Polarization of the quadrupole moments and of the 
density alone would induce changes of the order of 5 - 10 per Mille. Neglecting nuclear 
magnetism would also lead to changes of this order of magnitude. Obviously both 
act in opposite direction, such that the finial differences are only in the order of 1 per 
Mille. So far the precise mechanism for this cancellation is not fully understood. It 
requires definitely much more systematic investigations. Nonetheless it seems to us 
a very satisfying and surprising result, that without any free parameter, and simply 
using the set NL1 adjusted to nuclear matter and a few spherical nuclei, long before 
identical bands had been identified, we can obtain this degree of accuracy in the 
relatively simple minded relativistic mean field approach. We have to emphasize, 
however, that full self-consistency as well as the inclusion of the nuclear currents are 
very important in this context. A further problem, which is so not fully solved it the 
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Figure 3: Differences AE-, between the yrast band in 1 B 3Hg and various other bands in this 
region: AAA 1 M Hg (two neutrons in [S12]5/2), <0>00 1 9 4Hg- (two neutrons in [624]9/2), 
+ + + 1 9 4 Pb (two protons in [613]5/2), x x x 1 8 4Pb" (two protons in [604]9/2, 313]7/2), 
• • • 1 M Pb" (two protons in [512]3/2). 

inclusion of proper pairing correlations. In particular in the Hg-region we are ir >t able 
to describe the absolute values of the moments of inertia properly without pairing. 
Further investigations in this direction are in progress. 

I would like to express my gratitude to all my collaborators, in particular to W. 
Koepf, J. Konig, and Z.Y. Zhu, without whom these investigations would not have 
been possible. 
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1 Introduction 
The first observations [1,2] of superdeformed (SD) bands in different nuclei, with long 
sequences of near identical transition energies, came at a time when the total number of SD 
bands was ~10 in the A=150 or A=190 regions. Today ~50 SD bands have been observed 
in both these regions and as a consequence it is now possible to use statistical techniques to 
study identical (ID) bands. Indeed, it has been suggested that the occurrence of ID bands 
may not be so surprising given, (i) the relatively small transition energy spacing (40-50 
keV) within a SD band and (ii) the many SD bands known. Therefore, it is important to 
study the distribution of ID bands to determine whether or not this phenomenon simply 
results from chosing bands which just happen to be identical. We present here the first 
results from such an analysis of SD bands in the A=190 and 150 regions and furthermore 
try to address the question; "how identical is 'identical' ? " 

2 Method 
There is more than one way to compare properties between rotational bands. In this study 
we adopt a procedure which compares the transition energies for experimental data, or 
equivalently the relative alignments for calculated cases, in neighboring SD bands. Other 
studies (see contributions to these proceeding from C.Baktash and J.Zhang) compare the 
moments of inertia. Since we do not know the absolute spins, the relative alignments are 
only determined over a 1ft range. For our purpose we found it useful to define ID bands 
as those which yield an incremental alignment (i) of zero or 1/2, as given by the following 
expression [2]; 

(AE°-b\ 
la'b = 2 I AEb ) + 0 - 5 5 ( ° - ( , ' o < w ) ( l ) 

where A£°' f c is the difference in the nearest transition energies between band 'A' and band 
l B \ AE^ is the in-band transition energy separation for band 'B ' (the so called reference 
band), and the term 0.56(o_(,i<xy) takes into account the fact that states in odd and even 
mass nuclei have a spin difference of 0.5 h. 

The method involves, for each Ey in band A, finding the closest Ey in band B. The 
band comparison is performed for all combinations of SD band-pairs, i.e., we do not 
choose a fixed reference band (however, the conclusions of the following analysis are the 
same whether one choses a fixed reference or not). For each pair of SD bands compared, 
the transition energy range is from 0.2-0.8 MeV (A=190) and 0.4-2.0 MeV (A=150), 
therefore each band-pair gives 10 or more transition-pair points. The total number of 
transition pairs is plotted as a function of the transition energy difference. In all cases 
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discussed below we do not compare bands in the same nucleus or bands which occur in 
nuclei differing by more than two mass units. 

3 Results 
This section is split into two parts, devoted to the A=190 and A=150 regions respectively, 
and illustrates the results of our SD band comparison. We also include in this section 
a series of figures showing what one may expect from "theoretical-SD-bands", generated 
from cranked shell model (CSM) calculations (with and without pairing). 

3.1 A«190 
The results of the A=190 SD band comparison for various groups of SD bands are illus
trated in Fig. 1. For all plots the full range shown is -20 to 18 keV (z»2fi) however, since 
we compare closest neighbor transitions, the plots are cyclic over a lh (±10 keV) range, 
which is indicated by filled symbols. Figure la shows how the transition energies compare 
for (i) the seven 'known' (good) identical bands (circles) and (ii) all (~50) SD bands in 
the A=190 region (squares). 

(a) 
Known ID Bands 
All A=190 Bands 

> Same Z (N= 
i Same N (Z= 

110-114) 
80-82) 

0 4 8 12 16 -20-16-12 -8 -4 0 
Difference in Transition Energy (keV) 

Figure 1. SD band Ey comparisons for band-pairs in the following nuclei: (a) Circles : 'known' 
ID bands, 1 9 1 Hg (1,2), 1 9 2 Hg (1), 1 9 3 Hg (2,3) and , 9 4 Hg (2,3). (a) Squares : All SD bands in 
nuclei from 1 8 9 Hg to , 9 5 P b . (b) Circles : Isotope chains (ie compare Hg with Hg, Tl with Tl 
and Pb with Pb). (b) Squares : Isotone chains (ie compare Hg with Tl, Hg with Pb and Tl with 
Pb). 

As expected the known ID bands (Fig. la circles) produce a peak in the AEy distri
bution, centered around zero. However, the peak width (FWHM) is larger than one may 
have expected (~6-7 keV) and covers ~l/3ft (±10 keV). The 'all-SD-band' comparison 
also shows a peak which is —12-13 keV wide but which sits on a high background. These 
results suggest that the number of near-identical A= 190 SD band-pairs is significant com
pared with the total number of bands. The effects on the SD band £Vs, due to varying 
either the neutron (circles) or proton (squares) number, is shown in Fig. lb. Changing 
the neutron occupation produces a smaller spread in AE-,. compared with varying Z. 

We now ask ourselves the question, what do we expect? As a first attempt to an
swer this we used a standard CSM calculation (Woods-Saxon potential) to derive the 
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alignments of the routhians near to the JV=112 and Z=80 SD shell gaps. The individual 
routhian alignments are 'projected' over a frequency range applicable to the experimen
tal data (i.e., ftu>=0.1-0.4 MeV). Since we know the calculated alignments there is no 
restriction on the range. 

Figure 2. Routhian alignments summed over fiw=0.1-0.4 MeV for (a) neutron ([642]3/2, [512]5/2, 
[624]9/2) and (b) proton ([642]5/2) orbitals close to the N=112 and Z=80 SD shell gaps. For 
neutrons the effect of increasing the pairing strength is also shown. 

Figure 2 shows that the neutron orbitals ([642]3/2, [512]5/2, [624]9/2) contribute 
little or no alignment (i.e., centered at ~0) while the N=6 proton levels contribute some 
alignment, equivalent to ~6 keV in transition energy. These results compare qualitatively 
with those in Fig. 1, and imply that bands based on these neutron orbitals may well 
show near identical EJs - if the core properties are not affected by the addition of the 
odd particle or hole. Indeed the unpaired routhians show a greater similarity in their 
relative alignments than required by experiment. Adding pairing increases the spread in 
the alignments (due to mixing). We also note that including the neutron N=7 intruders 
causes a tail in the alignment distribution (not in Fig. 2), and that small (10%) changes 
in the deformation do not have a significant effect on the alignments of the non-intruder 
orbitals. 

200 
I* 

E 
I 100 

0 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Relative Alignments 

Figure 3. Comparison of relative alignments of 'theoretical-bands' generated from unpaired CSM 
routhians (solid-line) around .V=112 and foT Z=80 with experimental data (circles). 

By assuming configurations for the observed SD bands, it is possible to generate 
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'theoretical-band' comparison plots. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for unpaired routhi-
ans. The result is an 'ID-band-peak' superimposed on a background. We include various 
neutron configurations containing the [642]3/2, [512]5/2, [624]9/2 and N=7 intruder or-
bitals and a common proton configuration (Hg, Z=80 core). The difference between the 
experiment (circles) and calculation is most likely due the effects of pairing. 

3.2 A«150 

• — • All SD Bands 
• — • sameN 
• — • s a m e Z 
•4—4N=86bands 

-20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 
Energy Difference Between Transition Pairs (keV) 

Figure 4. Comparison of A=150 SD band transition energies for band-pairs in the following 
nuclei: Circles - All A=150 SD bands, Squares - bands with the same N, Diamonds - bands 
with the same Z, Triangles - N=86 bands ( 1 5 0Gd, , s l T b , 1 5 2Dy). 

The results of a study of the A=150 region are shown in Fig. 4. In contrast to the 
A=190 region it is difficult to see any significant peak in the SD band transition energies, 
except when one restricts the number of SD bands to those with W=86. In this case the 2 
pairs of known ID bands in 1 5 0 Gd, 1 5 1 T b and 1 5 2 Dy (based on the [301] 1/2 orbital) cause 
the peaks at AEy±10 keV (since 10 keV « 0.5fi). In the A=150 region, SD bands with 
near identical E^'s appear to constitute a smaller fraction of the total number of bands. 

4 Discussion 
The difference between the A=190 and A=150 regions is striking and is most likely related 
to differences in the number of high-TV intruder orbitals occupied - intruders have a large 
contribution to the alignments and changes in alignment (3 ' 2 ' ) . The A=150 region is 
believed to be characterized by many changes in the number of intruder orbitals occupied, 
while the A=190 SD bands are believed to differ mainly in the number of non-intruder 
orbitals, such as those studied in Fig. la. These orbitals may be labeled as 'spectators'. 

The occurrence of bands which only differ in 'spectator' orbitals is a necessary but 
not sufficient condition for near identical transition energies. Other effects (core proper
ties) such as pairing must also be considered. Since pairing is generally accepted to be 
important in the A=190 region (to explain the rise in the 3 ( 2 ) moment of inertia), the 
large number of similar bands suggests that pair correlations are relatively insensitive to 
the blocking of non-intruder levels. This may be due to the pair correlations being of a 
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dynamic rather than static character (see contributions from Flocard and Wyss for more 
details on pairing at superdeformations). In the presence of weak pairing small changes 
in the configuration may not have such large effects on the pair gaps and hence one may 
indeed arrive a situation where neighboring SD bands have similar pairing (e.g., similar 
moments of inertia). 

In light of our discussion on the moments of inertia it is useful to compare the SJ'^'s. 
In Fig. 5 we show the moments of inertia for all bands in the A=190 and A=150 region 
relative to 1 9 2 Hg and 1 5 2 Dy respectively. The A=190 bands exhibit a very small spread 
in their 3 '^ ' s while that of the A=150 region is somewhat larger. 

% Change in J 
Figure 5. Distribution of deviations in the moments of inertia, Q<2\ for the A=190 and A =150 
SD bands relative to , 9 2 Hg and , 5 2 Dy respectively 

5 Summary 
We began this talk with the question, how identical is 'identical'? From F :gs. 1 and 3, we 
find that at best the similarity in the 2?7's is not as close as one may have expected. Indeed 
the FWHM of the distribution associated with the so-called 'good' ID bands is ~l/3fi. 
Important differences are seen between the A=190 and A=150 regions, which together 
with comparisons with CSM calculations suggest that the large number of near identical 
bands in the A=190 region is related to the occurrence of spectator (non-intruder) orbitals 
which have near zero alignments over the SD band frequency range. In the A=190 region 
more SD bands (compared with the A=150 region) appear to be based on configurations 
involving changes in spectator rather than intruder orbitals. However, in the A=190 
region, it is not so well understood why (i) the moments of inertia are so similar, and (ii) 
whether the proposed 1ft spin difference [2] between some ID band pairs is due to either 
an alignment [2] of valence particles or to changes in the 'core' properties (e.g., small 
changes in pairing at low spins [3]). 
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Abstract 

A statistical analysis has been performed for the difference of mom' its of 
inertia in pairs of bands between odd-.4 and adjacent A — 1 even-even nuclei. 
The distribution of upsloping, flat, and downsloping configurations in the odd-.4 
partners is presented, and the underlying physics is discussed. 

It is the purpose of this note to present the results of a statistical study [1] for 
identical and non-identical bands (IBs and non-IBs) in odd-.4 and adjacent even-even 
nuclei. It is found that, in fact a very simple conclusion forcefully emerges and links 
the appearance of IBs (to be exact, bands with very similar moments of inertia) to 
the occupation of upsloping Nilsson orbitals. 

To carry out this study a sample of 161 pairs of bands in odd-Z nuclei and their 
A — 1 even-even neighbors in mass region A = 150 —190 with Z = 66 — 79 (data taken 
from [2]) was analyzed. The bands in odd-Z nuclei, corresponding to the occupation of 
the odd proton in upsloping [402)5/2, [404]7/2, [514)9/2 and [505)11/2; approximately 
flat, [411)3/2, [411)1/2 and [523)7/2; and downsloping, [541)1/2, orbitals, are labeled 
below by phrases of upsloping, flat and downsloping configurations respectively. 

As mentioned in ref. [3], one can construct the normalised average difference of 
the kinetic or the dynamic moment of inertia [4] between two bands as follows-

""""-sSiwi ( 1 ) 
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where % is the spin difference between bands in odd-.4 and its A — 1 even-even neighbor 
at the same frequency and the index n is the label of the state. In this note only 
states before the first band crossing are included. We now introduce R(JW) as a 
measure for the difference in Jm: 

where 

R(JW) 

SMAj = 

, i n _ SJ^jAJ 
*J»(A,) 

\A\i- • A\'3\ 

AV 

(2) 

(3) 

is the normalization factor. It is the relative difference in the moment of inertia 
between the nuclei with mass Ax and A2, respectively, when all the other parameters 
except mass are the same for two bands. With A\ and A? differing by 1, it is around 
1% in the mass region discussed. 

For the dynamic moment of inertia we define: 

SJW(A,) 
N- 1 m l 

|«»+1 - *» 

A measure of the difference in Jm is then 

R{Jm) = <m - WWLAA 
SJmiA, 

(4) 

(5) 
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Fig. 1. The percentages of different configurations involved in the corresponding R{J"') 
(solid) and R{JTP)) ranges with step size equals to 1 : (a) upsloping, (b) flat and (c) 
downsloping configurations. 
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Figure 1 gives the detailed distribution of different types of configurations involved 
in the lowest range of R(Jm) and R{Jm). Values from 0 to 5 are considered with 
the step size equal to 1. From panel (a) one can see that for R in the range of 0 - 1 
("identical bands" according to the criterion used in ref. [3]) upsloping configurations 
contribute 100% whichever criterion is used, R(Jm) (solid) or R(Jm) (dashed). Once 
R{Jm) and R{Jm) increase, flat configurations (panel (b)) and downsloping ones 
(panel (c)) start to contribute. 

It is interesting to see if these features survive for a wider distribution of R{JW) 
and R{JW) values. Figure 2 gives the statistics of the R(JW) (solid) and R(JW) 
(dashed) distributions with step size equal to 5, for the upsloping (panel (a)), flat 
(panel (b)) and downsloping (panel (c)) configurations. The upsloping components 
have by far the largest contributions for low R(JW) and R(Jm) values, and drop 
slightly faster for the R(JW) distribution than for R(JW), as one can see from panel 
(a). As for both flat and downsloping configurations, they appear a little earlier for 
the R(JW) distribution than for R{JW), as shown in panel (b) and (c) respectively. 

1 ' 1 ' 1 

a) Upiloping 
i ' i ' i — 

b) Flat 
' I ' I I 

c) Downsloping 

11 i i— F !•• * 1 hiMWTlwr ITn • • • I i • — • • • ! • i 
0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 

R(J ( 1 ) ) and R(J ( 2 ) ) 

Fig. 2. The number of pairs for different configurations involved in the corresponding 
R{JW) (solid) and fl(J<2)) ranges with step size equal to 5: (a) upsloping, (b) flat and (c) 
downsloping configurations. 

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that the low ft-values in this sample predominantly 
involve upsloping configurations. However, it is possibie thai this result merely reflects 
the greater number of upsloping configurations in this mass region. To study this 
point, we construct an alternate probability measure in figure 3. This figure gives the 
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probability that an upsloping, flat or downsloping configuration leads to the near-IBs 
(R < 5). Such a probability therefore, in effect, normalizes out the different number 
of these three classes of configurations, and suggests their relative importance for 
near-IBs. Panel (a) tells that 43% of all upsloping configurations have R{JW) < 5, 
while only 5% of flat and none of the downsloping configurations lead to R(Jm) < 5. 
For the larger Jw difference, the probability that an upsloping, flat or downsloping 
configuration gives 20 < R{JW) < 25 is 5%, 10% and 6%, respectively (panel (b)). 
Thus, whether one looks at percentages of near-IBs that involve upsloping, flat or 
downsloping configurations (figs. 1, 2), or asks conversely what is the probability 
that an upsloping, flat or downsloping configuration gives the near-IBs (fig.3), the 
conclusion is the same: upsloping configurations are almost exclusively favored. The 
configuration dependence of i?(,7 ( 2 )) values is similar. 

<3 
X* 
O 
u 
(X 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

R(J ( 1 )) in 0 - 5 R(J ( 1 )) in 20 - 25 

Up Flat Down Up Flat Down 

Fig. 3. The probability of given configurations leading to the corresponding R( J(,)) 
values, (a) R{JW) in 0 - 5, (b) fl(J,1>) in 20 - 25. 

In conclusion, whatever criterion is used, the upslcping configuration is the key 
component to form bands with similar moments of inertia (small /^-values), while 
the flat and downsloping configurations contribute more to higher R values. It is well 
known that the occupation of upsloping orbitals results in a decrease of the quadrupole 
deformation, which to certain extent compensates the effect on the moment of iner
tia from the odd particle blocking, which reduces the pairing correlation and then 
increases the moment of inertia {3, 5J. Such a cancellation picture is consistent with 
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the distributions presented in this note. 
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In the region near A - 130 superdeformed bands have been found in many nuclei. These 

bands correspond to structures within thf second minimum in the potential well. The first 

band found was in l , 2 Ce [1]. This band has a measured deformation of f52 ~ 0.43 [2] and it 

is thought to have a high N particle 

configuration of Jt54 v62. In the 

neighbouring nucleus l 3 l Ce a similar 

band was found [3] with a measured 

deformation [4] of p 2 ~ 0.35. Based 

on the properties of the band it nas 

been assigned the configuration n5A 

v6'. The difference in deformation is 

due to the different occupation of the 

N = 6 orbital. 

Several new bands have been found in 

these nuclei in an experiment carried 

out using the EUROGAM I 

spectrometer at Daresbury. The 

gated reaction used to populate the states 

was l 0 0Mo + % S at a beam energy of 

155 MeV. A single thin (~ 600 ug 

cm') l 0 0Mo target was used. A high statistics data set was obtained containing in excess of 

2 x 109 for each of y-y. y-y-y and y-y-y-y suppressed coincidence events. Analysis of the data 

has revealed two new excited superdeformed bands in " ;Ce [5]. The data for "'Ce is shown 

in figure 1. These spectra are derived trom uouble gated triple coincidences. The top 
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Figure 1 
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spectrum (band 1) is the previously known band. Band 2 is new and is the first example of 

an excited superdeformed second minimum band in "'Ce. Further detailed analysis of the 

data has revealed that the y-ray peaks in the band 2 spectrum are multipleLs. The first 

evidence for this can be seen in figure 2. This shows the Full Width at Half Maximum 

(FWHM) of the peaks for several bands in "'-'"Ce. All the measurements are made on the 

same data set. Three sets of data ("2Ce bands 1 and 2, "'Ce band 1) follow the expected 

behaviour given the geometry of EUROGAM I and the reaction kinematics, band 2 in "'Ce 

is clearly different. The multiplet has been decomposed by fitting peaks with a fixed FWHM 
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Figure 2 FWHM of several bands in , 3 l - l 3 2 C e . Representative errors are given. 
The line is a fit to the data (not l 3 l Ce band 2). 

that is gamma-ray energy dependent. The value for the FWHM is determined by the fitted 

line shown in figure 2. The procedure used was to increase the number of peaks until an 

acceptable chi-squared was obtained. The conclusion is that band 2 is in faci 2 bands. These 

bands can be thought of as identical in that the differences in the gamma-ray energies are less 

than the experimental resolution. 
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Prior to this work, identical bands had not been seen in the mass 130 region. A group of 

bands has now been identified in the nuclei '"'"Ce which are identical. This can be seen 

from the incremental alignment plot shown in figure 3. The configurations for these bands 

can be determined with the aid of cranking calculations (figure 4). All the excited bands are 

assumed to have a v6 2 configuration as they depopulate near fi w = 0.4 MeV similar to the 

previously known band in , 3 2Ce. The suggested configurations are given in the table. 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

-0.5 

-1.0 
0.4 0.5 

W^-o.^. 
*r~-a—-cJk^o^--i^!S^-^3==^^==*^ *r~-a—-cJk^o^--

i 

O—0"'Ce Band 2 ref '"Ce Band 1 
• — • m C e Band 1 rcf , u Cc Band 1 
D—D , H Ce Band 2 ref 1 MCe Band 1 
,A—A'"Ce Band 2, ref "'Cc Band 1 

0.6 
ftw (MeV) 

0.7 0.8 

Figure 3 Incremental alignment as a function of rotational frequency (hw). 

Table 1 

Suggested high N neutron configurations for the excited superdeformed bands in '•""'•"Ce. All 

bands have a 7t54 occupation. 

'"Ce band 1 6' , J 2Ce band I 6 : , J >Ce band 1 6 :|530|' 

band 2 6 ; |4II) ' band 2 6 :|523|'|5301' band 2 6 :|530|' 

and or band 3 6 :|523| '|530|' 

6-|523|' 
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The deformation used in figure 4 is P - 0.43 consistent with the measured value for band 1 

in l 3 2Ce. At this deformation three neutron orbitals are near degenerate close to the Fermi 

surface, i.e. [411] positive signature and [523] both signatures, but only two excited bands 

have been found in both l 3 l - l 3 2 ct . it is important, however, that the deformations of these 

bands are measured as they can change from nucleus to nucleus and band to band. 

These configurations are consistent with some pairs of bands being identical. For example 

6 2 and 62[411]"' configurations lead to identical bands with a predicted difference in 

incremental alignment of about -0.2h, compared to the experimental value of 0.3h for i :"Ce 

band 2. It is not clear from the calculations why some other pairs (e.g. 6' and 6 2 [523]"' 

[530]') have a constant incremental alignment difference. In general there is little agreement 

between the experimental values and those expected for a fixed deformation. 
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Neutron single particle levels : Universal Woods-Saxon potential 
N=74, BETA2= 0.430, BETA4= 0.000, GAMMA= 0.0°, 
(Tea): solid=(+,+l/2), dotted=(+,-l>2), dot-dash=(-,+l/2), dashed=(-,-L/2) 
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Figure 4. Single particle levels showing first three N=6 

intruder orbitals for region applicable to ' "Ce 
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Unfavored components of doubly decoupled bands are reported for the first time. 
They can be interpreted as having the pseudo-spin flipped relative to the orientation in 
the favored components, i.e. antialigned with respect to the rotation axis. In addition, 
the differences in consecutive transition energies along the favored and unfavored 
sequences are strikingly similar among them up to J* = ?5 + and 14 + respectively. 
This feature arises from a cancellation of differences in alignments and moments of 
inertia. It is shown that identical bands imply transitions whose energies differ by a 
constant amount only for the special case of constant moments of inertia. 

Deformed nuclei can build up angular momentum by two different mechanisms, 
namely by rotating collectively and by aligning particle angular momenta along the 
rotation axis (J + 1/2 = R + 1/2 + i, where / , R and i are the total, collective and 
aligned angular momenta respectively).This opens up the possibility of having bands 
in neighboring even-even and odd-mass nuclei, or odd-mass and doubly-odd nuclei, 
with identical transition energies if the alignment of the odd particle is quantized1 

(e.g., assumes the value 1/2). In this case the R values for the odd-mass nucleus, i.e. 
R = I — 1/2 for the J = 1/2, 5/2, 9/2,... sequence, would be identical to the R values 
of the neighboring even-mass nucleus (the transition energies would only be equal if in 
addition the presence of the odd particle does not influence the kinematic moment of 
inertia associated with the collective rotation, denoted here as A1] ) . Hence identical 
transition energies in two different bands require both identical collective angular 
momenta and identical collective moments of inertia which can be seen from the 
following expression2: 

^ = « = (/ + | - i ) / 4 ? > (i) 
In the case of identical transition energies one speaks of twin bands (TB's). Identi

cal bands in a more general sense (other than TB's) are only required to have identical 
dynamic moments of inertia. 

Examples for this behavior were found both in the normal and superdeformed 
regimes3 , 4. In fact a particle with ft = 1/2 (ft is the projection of the particle angular 
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momentum on the symmetry axis) and decoupling parameter +1 has a quantized 
velue of its alignment of 1/2 behaving effectively' as a spin 1/2 excitation. This 
effective angular momentum is indeed the pseudo-spin 8 ' 8. 

In view of the interest awakened by the identical band problem it is relevant to 
further investigate the coupling of aligned pseudo-spins to other excitations. Exam
ples of these structures are doubly decoupled bands 9 ' 1 0 in which an aligned neutron 
pseudo-spin (of the singlet type 1 0 in most cases) is coupled lo an aligned proton ( i n p = 
ip+1/2). They appear systematically in the upper rare-earth region but so far only the 
favored components (namely those where neutron pseudo-spin and proton alignment 
are parallel) were found, consisting in odd-spin (If = 3,5,7,9,...) sequences con
nected by stretched E2 transitions. The unfavored components (Iu = 4,6,8,...) were 
predicted 9 ' 1 0 to be rather degenerate with the favored ones, the degenerate partners 
being characterized by I, = R+ip +1/2, Iu = R+ip-1/2 ( ( / u , 7,) = (4,5), (6, 7),...). 
In other words the neutron spin is flipped from being aligned with the rotation axis 
to the opposite direction. These unfavored components, being shifted up in energy 
away from the yrast line, receive considerable less feeding and most likely for this 
reason were never detected so far. In view of this, a powerful last-generation 7-ray 
spectrometer like GASP 1 2 was utilized to explore these details. 

The doubly odd nucleus 1 1 1 7 8 Re has been reexamined13 here utilizing the 40 Comp-
ton Suppressed Ge, 80 BGO-element filter, GASP spectrometer, at the Legnaro Tan
dem Facility, through the 1 8 5 Ho( 1 8 0 , 5n) reaction at 101 MeV bombarding energy. 
Only triple and higher fold Ge coincidences were stored on video tapes, recording 
« 109 events in a two-day run on a 2 mg/cm 2 Ho target backed with 1.5 mg/cm 2 of 
Bi. From these events both £ 7 i - E^ — £ 7 3 cubes and (projected) double coincidence 
matrices were produced and extensively gated. The unfavored components alluded to 
above are reported here for the first time (see fig.l). One observes the / part of the 
7rA»/j ® 1/1/2 [420] doubly decoupled band, being composed of stretched El lines up 
to r = 27+( first few transitions are, 76, 171, 268, 359, 441, 510 keV, etc.) and their 
u companions (162, 258, 349, 431, 500 keV, etc.). The u part is intensity wise of the 
order 30 % of the / part which is only ~ 1/4 of the total cross section for 1 7 8 Re. The 
transitions linking the / and u parts are less than 18 % of the u transitions which 
means that we are studying details which are between 0.3 and 1.3 % of the total cross 
section. 

A striking feature is that the differences in transition energies (~ 10 keV) for 
corresponding transitions (e.g. 7 + —* 5 + and 6 + —» 4 + ) in the / and u sequences 
are almost identical for the first five pairs meaning automatically that the differences 
in consecutive transition energies along each sequence, A£7 , are also identical in 
both sequences (but decreasing here within each sequence). Remembering that the 
dynamic moment of inertia is defined as dl/dw and usually approximated by the finite 
differences A//Aw = 2/(&Ef/2) = 4/A.E7 one would be tempted to conclude that 
these moments of inertia are identical for both sequences. However the equality holds 
for (slightly) different values of the rotational frequency. This remarkable feature 
is lost when the backbending region is reached. As it will become clear from the 
discussion below, the collective kinematic moments of inertia are also very similar 
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17+ 16+ 

Figure 1: Level scheme of 1 7 6 Re showing partially the favored (I=odd) and favored 
(I=even) portions of the doubly decoupled band. 

while the transition energies themselves are not, because the pseudo-spin asymp
totic limit is not fully reached. The parameters are extracted by fitting the level 
energies through a fourth order cranking formula: 

1 
E = '-{J0 + 3/2.A w2) u>2 (2) 

where the rotational frequencies u> are obtained from the third order equation 

y/R(R + l) ~R+l/2 = (J0 + J, w2) w = 4 ° <" (3) 

with R= I — i. The difference in alignment between the / and u components of the 
DD band in 1 7 6 Re is i} - t u = A / u i = 0.86 (vs. 0.77 and 0.84 in the v \j1 [420] bands 
in, respectively 1 4 1 5, the odd-N isotones 1 7 5 W and 1 7 7 0s ) . The ~ 10 keV difference 
between corresponding / and u transitions can be understood by subtracting eq.(3) 
applied for a pair of them: 
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J - V + 1/2 - (J - 1 - i„ + 1/2) = 1 - A / u i ~ Jm(wu)Af*w (4) 

This expression is obtained by (a) considering equal J£ values (here equal Jo's 
and Ji's) for both bands and (b) expanding to first order in Afuw = uif — uu around 
u>„. JW is the dynamic moment of inertia which turns out to be J 0 + 3 J\ w1 for the 
fourth order cranking. We see clearly from eq.(4) that if A/ U i is equal to 1 (asymptotic 
pseudo-spin limit) the transition energies are identical. However only the main part 
of the transition energy difference in 1 7 B Re can be explained by eq.(4). By refining the 
treatment and allowing for the difference in J$' for both bands (Jcj — Jcu = &fuJc ) 
one can show that: 

A}uw = (1 - A , . ! - A / „ 4 l > « « ) / J / , ) ( w . ) ( 5 ) 

so that TB's would demand both Afui = 1 and A/„Jc = 0. 
Hence, in this context the remarkable constancy of 10 keV in the transition en

ergy differences can be discussed as follows: (a) Since the J\ values for 1 7 8 Re are 
much smaller than for 1 7 B W and 1 7 7 0 s , the frequency dependence of J) ' is also much 
less pronounced implying that the contribution (1 — A/ U i ) /J} ' in eq.(5) decreases 
only slowly, (b) Since both Jo and Jx are slightly smaller for the / than for the u 
part in 1 7 6 Re this means that AjuJg' < 0 implying that the second contribution 
—A/uJ^'u/u/ Jf in eq.(5) is positive compensating for the decrease in the first con
tribution. It is very interesting to observe 1 4 ' 1 6 that both in 1 7 5 W and 1 7 7 0 s the first 
transition energy difference is also of ~ 10 keV. In fact, the first few transition en
ergies for 1 7 5 W ( 1 7 7 0 s ) are for the / part (in keV and starting with the 9/2-» 5/2 
transition): 194.9 (194.5); 289.4 (282.4); 370.7 (357.4); 439.8 (423.6) and for the u 
part: 184.6 (183.6); 280.7 (274.8); 364.9 (351.5); 437.9 (419.8). However, here the 
energy differences decrease very fast: 10.3 (10.9); 8.7 (7.6); 5.8 (5.9); 1.9 (3.8) keV. 
This is consistent with: (a) The much larger values of Jx which imply much larger 
values of j \ ' and hence a much faster decrease of the first contribution of eq. (5). 
(b) Contrary to the case of 1 7 6 Re here A/uJ^ 1 ' > 0 implying an even faster decrease 
in A/Uw. 

Hence, a constant difference in transition energies (i.e. in w) is only possible if 
the inertia parameters of the two bands are (slightly) different so that the compen
sation mechanism implied by eq.(5) can occur. The difference in inertia parameters 
originates in the fact that the equality of AEf (and hence of J( 2) ) occurs in the 
two bands at slightly different values of w as already mentioned. There is an obvious 
exception to the above statement, namely the case where JW is constant which is 
however rather unusual. In that case a constant value of A/Uu; in eq.(5) can still 
be obtained even if there is a finite difference in alignment provided AfuJ}}' = 0, 
corresponding to a special case of identical bands. 

The powerful last generation GASP array has allowed a reexamination of the 
high-spin structure of 1 7 6 Re and has led to the following results: (a) Unfavored com
ponents of a doubly decoupled band are reported for the first time, (b) All the 
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available evidence both from the energy spectrum and from the transition rates can 
be quantitatively accounted for b : a model where the neutron pseudo-spin is flipped 
from being parallel to the rotation axis in the favored states to antiparallel in the un
favored ones. Residual interactions seem to play a minor role reinforcing the validity 
of the aligned pseudo-spin picture in more complex structures, (c) The remarkable 
equality in transition energy differences along the two sequences arrives mainly from 
a small deviation from the pseudo-spin asymptotic limit (A/„i < 1) and very similar 
dynamic moments of inertia, but on a more quantitative level from a subtle can
cellation of differences in alignments and moments of inertia. The analysis of this 
example reveals that identical bands imply transitions whose energies differ by a 
constant amount only for the special case of constant dynamic moments of inertia. 
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Abstract 
Four new excited bands in 1 5 IDy have been identified. One of these bands possesses 

transition energies that lie midway between the y-ray energies of the superdeformed 
band in 1 5 2Dy. This is a significant result in terms of the "identical" band issue, as it 
confirms predictions based on the strong coupling model and the pseudospin coupling 
scheme. 

The discovery of the first pairs of SD bands, ( 1 5 0 Gd' , 1 5 l Tb) and ( 1 5 l Tb*, 1 5 2 Dy), 
•whose transition energies are identical [1] has brought about a flurry of theoretical 
activity attempting to describe the phenomenon. One such attempt [2] has received 
a lot of attention. It was shown in ref. [2] that within the strong coupling limit of the 
particle-rotor model, the bands in the two pairs of SD nuclei mentioned above can be 
understood as cases where the moments of inertia are identical and the decoupler g 
parameter a = +1 for the specific proton excitation involved (the measured 7-ray 
energies require a = 1.0 ± 0.1[2]). This value of the decoupling parameter is achieved 
if it is determined -within the framework of the pseudospin coupling scheme. This 
value is to be contrasted -with the values o = 0 deduced from the Nilsson asymptotic 
quantum numbers, and a = 0.85 obtained in realistic calculations [2]. Thus, in ref. [2] 
these identical bands are interpreted as results of a pseudo-SU(3) symmetry at very 
large deformations. The observation of a pair of excited SD bands with no signature 
splitting in 1 5 3 Dy [3] could also be explained within the strong coupling model as a 
casa where the decoupling parameter a is exactly zero and, as a result, the averages 
of consecutive transitions in the signature partner bands equal the 7-ray energies of 
the 1 S 2 Dy SD core. 

It was pointed out in ref. [2] that important additional confirmation of the validity 
of the pseudospin interpretation within the strong coupling limit would be provided 
by finding an excited SD band in 1 5 1 Dy corresponding to an excitation involving 
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the [310)1/2 psendospin orbital (the orbital [310)1/2 is labelled [411] 1/2 with Nilsson 
asymptotic quantum numbers). The decoupling parameter is a = — 1 within the 
pseudoipin coupling scheme and the transition energies in the SD band are predicted 
to lie half way between the 7-ray energies of the SD band in 1 S 2 Dy. The experiments 
that followed searching for excited bands in 1 M D y were unsuccessful [4]. The new 
generation of 7-ray spectrometers has now made it possible to revisit this important 
issue. 

The experiment was carried out using the early implementation phase of the G AM-
MASPHERE spectrometer [S] which consisted at that time of 32 Compton-suppressed 
Ge detectors. The 175 MeV MS beam, provided by the 88-Inch Cyclotron, bombarded 
a stack of three self-supporting 350 /ig/cm2 1 2 2 Sn foils. The 5n evaporation channel 
from this reaction produced excited states in l s l Dy. These are the same reaction con
ditions under which the yrast SD band in l s l D y was first discovered by Rathke et al 
[6]. An event was selected by requiring that three or more detectors register in prompt 
coincidence within a time window of 50 ns. A total of 1.3 xlO 9 triple and higher-fold 
coincidence events was recorded. The data were analyzed by sorting all events into 
a three-dimensional histogram [7]. Double-gated one-dimensional histograms were 
created using full background-subtraction and proper propagation of errors [8]. 

A total of seven SD bands were found in the data. In addition to the yrast SD 
band (band 1) [6] and the strongest SD bands of 1 5 2 Dy and l 5 1 Tb produced in the 
competing (MS,4n) and (34S,p4n) channels, four new bands in 1 5 1 Dy with dynamic 
moments of inertia 3 ' ? ' similar in magnitude to that seen in band 1 were found in 
this experiment. These four SD bands (which have been labelled 2-5) have respective 
intensities of 39(7), 30(5), 20(7) and 13(4)% relative to the intensity of band 1, which 
carries about 1% of the total 7-ray flux reaching the 1 5 1 Dy ground state. 

Band 4 in l s l D y is characterized by a dynamic moment of inertia S(2) which is 
essentially the same as the yrast 1 S 2 Dy SD band and strongly suggests that band 4 
has the same high-N intruder configuration as the l s 2 D y SD band. As can be seen 
from the spectrum of fig. 1, band 4 consists of 15 transitions ranging in energy from 
712 to 1375 keV. The transition energies in the new , s l D y SD band are very close to 
the mid-point transition energies of the 1 5 2 Dy SD band. In fact, the r.m.s. energy 
(fig. 2) difference between the two bands is 1.58 keV, a number which compares well 
with the r.m.s. differences of 1.37 and 1.57 keV observed in the ( l s 3 Dy*, 1 S 2 Dy) and 
( l s l Tb*, 1 5 2 Dy) pairs discussed above. It is then proposed that band 4 in , s l D y can 
be associated with the identical SD band calculated in ref. [2], thus it is the first 
identical SD band corresponding to a decoupling parameter of a = —1. 

While band 4 seems to find a natural explanation within the coupling scheme 
outlined above, there are a few differences which need to be addressed. First, as illus
trated in fig. 2, the energy differences in the ( , s 3 DyV S 2 Dy) pair and ( , s l Tb' , 1 5 2 Dy) 
pair have nearly a constant value, while these differences in the ( l s , Dy' , 1 5 2 Dy) pair 
become more constant at the higher energies (£ ,> 900 keV). A possible factor con-
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tributing to the gradual rise of the energy differences might be found in the interaction 
at the lowest frequencies of the orbital of interest ([310)1/2 ) with other natural parity 
orbit als which lie relatively close in excitation energy [9]. 

Second, it was shown by Curien et al [10] that for the identical bands near A=150, 
the decay-out mechanism is strongly affected by neutron pairing correlations and by 
the occupancy of high-N neutron intruder orbitals. In the case of band 4 in l s l Dy, 
the decay out of the band occurs at higher frequency than in the 1 5 2 Dy SD band (fig. 
1 inset), an unexpected result since the configurations of the two identical bands are 
characterized by the same high-N intruders (i.e. T6 4 W7 2 in terms of high-N intruder 
orbital labelling [9, 11]). The decay out of a SD band is a complex process depending 
on an number of factors, and it appears that the generalization proposed in ref. [10] 
does not always apply. 

Third, the issue of the presence of the signature partner to band 4 needs to be 
addressed. In the strong coupling limit, when the decoupling parameter has the value 
a = — 1, the two signature partner bands (r = ±i) should have the same transition 
energies. We have tried to determine whether band 4 corresponds to a single band 
or a superposition of two signature partners by comparing the widths of the 7-ray 
peaks of all the SD bands in our data. It was found that peaks of band 4 had the 
same widths within the experimental resolution as all the other SD peaks. Thus it is 
proposed that band 4 corresponds to only the favoured (r = —t) signature partner. 
This is not so suprising considering that the unfavoured (r = +i) band is calculated 
to lie ~ 700 keV in excitation energy above the favoured partner in the region of spin 
and frequency where it is fed by the reaction. As a result, it is likely that this r = +i 
band is fed with substantially lower intensity than its partner and it is possible that 
it would escape detection in the present experiment. 

To summarize, four new SD band has been identified in 1 5 1Dy. One (band 4) 
having transition energies mid-way between the transition energies of the l 5 2 D y SD 
band, in agreement with longstanding expectations based on the strong coupling 
model and the pseudospin coupling scheme [2]. This result can be regarded as further 
evidence for the presence of the pseudospin symmetry at extreme conditions of large 
elongation and high spins. Whether an interpretation in terms of this symmetry 
provides a general explanation for all identical bands or applies only to a selected 
class of nuclei in the vicinity of l 5 2 Dy remains to be established. 

Vhe work was supported in part by the Department of Energy, Nuclear Physics 
Division, under contract no. W-31-109-ENG-38 (ANL), DE-AC03-76SF00098 (LBL) 
and DE-FGG2-87ER40346. 
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Figure 1: Spectrum obtained for band 4 in '"Dy. Note that the highest energy part of the 
spectrum hai been compressed by a factor of 4. The inset compares the intensitr -pnttemji 
of band 4 (data paints) and ai the SD band in u i D y (curre). 
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Flgnre 2: Comparison between the pain of identical SD bands corresponding to the three 
limiting varaea « = + 1 , 1 , - 1 of the decoupling parameter. Fb, the ( l n T b * , , n D y ) pair 
(top), the points in the figure represent the differences between transition energies in the 
two n > bands. For the C°I>r", l"I>7) pair (middle), the differences are calccJatrri from 
the aTeragc energies of coasecntiTc txantitians in the two signature partner bands of l ^ l ^ y 
and the 7-raj energies in , n D y . Is the ( i n D j * , J I I I > j ) frrmparisnn (bottom), the difference* 
were Ttbtinwd b j subtracting the enrage energies of ccasecatirt transitions m , , r D j from 
the 7-raj sstergm of band 4 SB , n D j . 
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Excited Bands in the Doubly-Magic Superdeformed , S 2 D y Nucleus: Band 
Talk, Band Interaction and Evidence for the First A"=7 Proton 
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Five excited superdeformed (SD) bands have been observed [1] in the doubly 
closed-shell SD nucleus 1 5 2Dy. Three of the new bands are interpreted in terms of 
single neutron excitations across the N = 86 shell gap. The other two excited SD 
bands are believed to involve single proton excitations across the Z = 66 shell gap. 
In particular, a proton excitation into the N = 7 [770)1/2 intruder orbital has been 
identified. This is the first evidence of the influence of this deformation driving 
'hyper-intruder' orbital in the SD minimum. 

The I 5 2 Dy nucleus was populated via the 1 0 8 Pd( 4 8 Ca,4n) l r , 2 Dy reaction at 200 
MeV. Two stacked 1 0 8 Pd targets, each 500 fig/cm2 thick, were used and arranged so 
that the product nuclei recoiled into vacuum. Prompt 7-rays were measured using 
the Eurogam array [2, 3, 4] located at the Nuclear Structure Facility at Daresbury 
Laboratory. An isomer detector positioned 25 cm down stream of the target was used 
to select, with an efficiency of ~ 70%, transitions preceding the 60ns isomeric state 
in 1 5 2Dy. Gamma-ray coincidence events were recorded only when the number of 
unsuppressed Ge detectors was at least 5. A total of 1.7 x 109 suppressed coincidence 
events were recorded with a mean suppressed fold of 3. After unpacking higher Ge-
fold coincidences these events yielded a total of 8.5 x 109 double and 4.3 x 10° triple 
coincidence events. 

Analysis oi this data set resulted in the observation of five new SD bands which 
have been assigned to 1 5 2 Dy based on their coincidence relationships with the known 
decay scheme and with the 60 ns isomer. Coincidence spectra for these new bands 
(labeled bands 2-6), and for the yrast SD band (band 1). are presented in Fig. 1 
while their J^ moments of inertia are compared with other SD bands in Fig. 2. The 
measured intensities of the new bands, relative to the yrast SD band (band 1) an-
7.5 ± 1.5%, 8.4 ± 1.2%. 4 ± 1%, 4 ± 1% and 5 ± lc/c. respectively. The low intensities 
of the excited bands are in contrast to that observed in other nuclei in this mass 
region and are compelling evidence that a large energy gap exists for both protons 
and neutrons between the yrast and excited SD configurations in 1 : , 2Dy at the very 
high spins (> 50ft) where SD states are populated. 

The microscopic structure of the bands can be interpreted in terms of single 
particle excitations across the proton and neutron shell gaps. Three of the bands 
(bands 4 G) are based on neutron excitations. 
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• Bands 4 and 5 are signature partners and their , 7 ( 2 > arc similar to that of ihe 
yrast SD band in l 5 1 D y . see fig. 2. They are assigned a structure based on 
the [770] 1 /2 — [402)5/2 neutron excitation giving the same - 6 V 7 1 high-.V 
configuration as 1 M D y . 

• The Jl2) of band 6 is similar to that of the yrast SD band in 1 5 3 D y and this 
band is assigned the / r6V7 3 liigh-.V configuration with the 86" 1 neutron being 
excited from one of the [642]5/2. [651)1/2. or [411)1/2 positive parity low-N 
orbitals. 

The other two excited SD bands are believed to involve single proton excitations 
across the Z = 66 shell gap. The most likely proton excitations originate from either 
the 7r[301]l/2 or the 7r(651]3/2 orbitals, see Fig 3. At a deformation ( & ~ 0.62) 
appropriate for I 5 2 D v . the 7r[770[l/2 high-.V 'hyper-intruder' orbital is calculated to 
be the lowest excited orbital. Indeed at high rotational frequencies this orbital bridges 
the proton Z = 66 shell gap. The 7r[770]l/2 orbital is a strongly deformation driving 
orbital and its occupation is expected to lead to an enhanced quadrupole deformation, 
particularly if the proton originates from the 7r[301]l/2 orbital. 

Indeed, we believe that the most likely interpretation for band 2 is that it is a 
positive parity band associated with the 7r6 47'[301]l/2~ 1i>7 2 configuration for the fol
lowing reasons. Firstly, at high rotational frequencies its J7 ' 2 ' is similar to that of 
1 5 2 D y band 1. This would be expected as the contributions from both the 7r[301j 1/2 
and 7r[770jl/2 orbitals to the dynamic moment of inertia are expected to be small. 
Secondly, at hut ~ 0.5 MeV, the ,7 ( 2> of band 2 shows a large deviation. This be
haviour is characteristic of a band interaction and can be qualitatively understood 
by the crossing between the 7r[770]l/2 and 7r[530jl/2 orbitals visible in Fig. 3 at 
hu ~ 0.6 MeV. The change in alignment of band 2 at the crossing, about 3 h, is 
roughly consistent with that expected from the 7r7' —» TT[530]1/2 crossing. 

A second possibility for the structure of band 2 involves an excitation from the 
7r[651]3/2 orbital into the 7r[770]l/2 orbital giving a 7r6 37'j/7 2 intruder configuration 
and a negative parity band. It is expected that this configuration should have a l 7 ( 2 ) 

similar to the yrast SD band in l o l T b {TT63V72 configuration). However, the J(i> for 
band 2 is consistently ~ 5% larger than l f H T b at high-frequencies. This difference 
can possibly be explained by the deformation driving forces of the 7r[770jl/2 and 
7r[651]3/2 orbitals. In addition, if band 2 has a negative parity then octupole effects 
coukl also play a role. 

Theoretically, strong octupole effects for SD shapes are expected [5. 6). Recently 
RPA calculations [7] have been performed to test the effects of octupole correlations 
on the excitation spectrum of SD , 5 2 D y . The calculations reproduce the increase in 
the J / ' 2 ' of band 2 at fi*j ~ 0.5 Me\" and further suggest that the structure of the 
crossing band has an octupole vibrational character rather than a pure single particle 
-[530J1/2 configuration. 

Band 3 may also be based on a proton excitation from the [651)3/2 orbital, since 
its J{2) is similar (deviation ~ - 5 ' / ) to that of ' ' ' T h a t high frequencies. In addition, 
the increase in J/1"'1 of band 2 at h^: ~- 0.5 MeV due to"the (Tossing of the ;r[770Jl/2 
and -1530)1/2 o rb i t a l appears to be mirrored by a decrease in the Jv-' of band .'?. 
see Fig. 1. Thus a possible configuration for band 3 at high rotational frequencies is 
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7r63I-530]l/2^72. 
Close examination of the spectrum for baud 6 reveals a further effect of interest. 

Figure lb shows part of the spectrum generated when gates are set on members of 
band 6. In addition to the expected transitions in band 6 there is also evidence for the 
lower spin members of the l o 2 Dy yrast SD band. This suggests that band 6 decays, at 
least in part, to the yrast SD band as well as directly to states in the first minimum, 
which is the normal decay mode for SD bands. If our configuration assignments for 
these SD bands are correct the parity of the yrast band is positive (7r6V72) while that 
of band 6 is negative. In this case the transitions between the bands are predicted 
to be El in character. Using reasonable values for the excitation energy of band C 
relative to band 1 at high spins, we expect that the 'linking' transitions should lie in 
the energy range 1.5 to 2 MeV An experiment is planned to search for these 'linking' 
transitions using Eurogam Phase II in Strasbourg. The transitions almost certainly 
link a single level in band 6 to a single level in band 1 with no intermediate states 
(unlike the situation in the decay from the second well to the normal deformed states). 
Therefore, identifying the individual transitions should be well within the capabilities 
of the Eurogam Phase II array. Identification of these linking transitions will fix the 
relative excitation energy of band 6 and hence give a quantitative measure of the SD 
shell gap at high rotational frequencies. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Double gated spectra showing the yrast (band 1) and new excited SD 
(band 2 6) bands in 1 5 2Dy. (b) Part of the spectrum generated when double gates 
are placed on members of band 6. As well as the expected transitions of band 6 
(indicated by stars), transitions belonging to band 1 also appear and are :'idicated 
by their energies in keV. 
Fig 2: The J7 ( 2 ' dynamic moments of inertia of the excited SD bands in '•''-'])y 
compared with those of the yrast SD bands in neighbouring nuclei. 
Fig 3: Woods-Saxon single particle routhians versus rotational frcquencv for pro-
tons.The orbitals are labeled by their asymptotic Xilsson quantum numbers. 
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Abstract: Recent data from the EUROGAM array have revealed dipole transitions linking signature 

partner superdeformed bands in 77 and ' Tl nuclei. Measurements of the decay branching 

ratios, taken together with the average qttadrupole moment of the neighboring superdeformed nuclei, 

enable the absolute Ml strengths to he determined. From these data and using the strong coupling 

model, we find that two SD bands in 'Yi are due to the HI' proton being in the 11)4215:2* orbital 

and four from the six SD bands in Tl correspond to a configuration where the intrinsic spins of 

the single proton and neutron are aligned. 

In t roduc t ion : 

One of the currently most interesting research areas in nuclear physics is the study of superdefoimed 

(SD) nuclei. Because of iheir large quadrupole deformation, typically p\ = (1.6 in the mass 15(1 region 

111 and p 2 = 0.47 in the mass 19(1 region |2-3j , the decay sequences in the SI J hands were found to 

he completely dominated by stretched F.2 transitions. However, in the heavier mass region of 

observed SD nuclei, around 1 9 2 H g . the decay extends to considerably lower spins. 1,,-Nti. compared 

to I0=24fi in the A=1S0 region, and to correspondingly smaller transition energies. Thus several M I 

transitions have been found to compete strongly with I"2 transitions in several SD bands in the 

l « H g . lyVr'i a m | isu-j-| n u c i e j . Recently. M.J. Joyce et al.|4) have measured the photon decay 

branching ratio between two signature partner hands in ' ' "Hg. Assuming the deformation to he the 

same as the one measured for the core nucleus 1 C )-Hg | 5. 5). i.e.On = I 1 ' i 2 cb. a least squaie lit 

was made to the experimental I-, ( M l ) ! \-, (H2t ratios giving ( g K g K I K / U 0 1-1 : (I (II tehi ' 

so that g K = (1.65 t (1.14 (gp is taken equal to Z'Al. 'Hie measured g laclm was m good agreement 

with g K = -(161 given hv the strong coupling model I'm the proposed |>I2]^ 2 ueiilmij ,'ihil.il [0] In 
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this contribution, the magnetic properties extracted from the Ml and 1:2 y competition m the 

superdeformed l y 4 TJ and 1 9 - , - n nuclei will be discu.vsed. 

Experiments and results : 
Two different experiments were carried out at the Tandem accelerator at the Nuclear Structure 
Facility, Daresbury Laboratory, using the EUROGAM array with 45 large-voL.me Compion 
suppressed germanium detectors |7 | . The two following reactions ""^Wl | SN,6ni 1 '- ' 5Tl . 
, 8 4 W( 1 5 N,5n) , 9 4 Tl, at beam energies of 105 and 96 MeV respectively, were used. A total of 30(1 \ 
lfj6 events for each reaction were recorded with an unsuppressed fold > 5. An event is defined a-, a 
coincidence between any number of suppressed y-rays. In all experiments, targets consisting of thin 
self-supporting foils were used, in order to have the residual nuclei emitting their y-rays v* ith the full 
recoil velocity. The results will be discussed separately for' < J STI and l y 4 Tl nuclei. 
195T1 : 

Two SD bands have been reported in 1 9 5T1 |8). They have been interpreted as signature partners, 
with the single proton occupying the i j3/2 (fi=5/2) intruder orbital. 
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This orbital exhibit some signature splitting for rotational frequencies above 0.2 MeV. The triple-
gated spectra of the two SD bands in I , S T 1 . obtained from the EUROGAM experiment, are 
displayed in fig. I. The higher selectivity of EUROGAM enables us to extend the bands to higher 
and lower transition energies |9| . The cross-talk transitions between the two bands (see insets) are 
very weakly seen at energies ranging from 100 keV to 180 keV. The interband transitions together 
with the transitions in band 1 and band 2 can be organised in a unique way as shown in figure 2. 
This suggests that the cross-talk transitions are probably dipoles. Having in mind the fact that band 1 
and band 2 are the expected signature partner of the i 13/2 (ii=5/2) proton configuration, it is therefore 
suggested that in this case, the two-way cross talk would most likely indicate the presence of Ml 
decays. Because of the lack of statistics, and the weakness of the SD bands in I 9 5 TI, we were not 
able to measure directly the intensities of the M1 transitions.Therefore an alternative method has been 
used in order to extract the branching ratios, and subsequently the Ml strengths. If we consider the 
decay sequence illustrated in figure 3, where double gates above the transition : 1+1 —> 1-1 of band 1, 
including each time gatel, were required, the branching ratios of the decays of levels 1+1 and I, can 

be respectively expressed as : 
3 

• I*MD , . „ , „ E T ( M , ) B(M1) 
l) - J = 14556.0 X —; X -57F-TT 

I/E2) E 5 ( E 2 ) B(E2) 
where at the strong coupling limit: 
iii) B(E2;AI=2)= — <IK2()I ]-2K>2Q02 

16n 

and 
.., ¥M'l) 
11) -* tyE'2) 14556.0 x ^ x-BfF^T 

E Y ( i ; ' 2 , 

and i v) B(M 1 ;AI=1 )= •-• (gK-uR)2K2<lK I1)11-1 K> 2 

4K 
llanJ 1 

Fiji. 3 - Scenario where transitions above 
Ihc level 1+1 are used as gales, and where 
the intensities Iy(E2) and ly(R'2) are used 

u B(M1) , toextracl the Trv^r value. B(E2) 

I B(H2) and B(M1) are measureil in units of e-fm4 and (.l-N <MN denotes the nuclear magneton), 
respectively, and Ey in MeV|. In addition, if we assume no decay out from the levels It 1 and 1 to 
normally deformed states, the total intensity conservation gives an additional equation (where the <*'s 
are the total internal conversion coefficients, taken from ief. 10): 
v) | l+a(Ml)]I 7 (MI) = ] l+a(M'l ) | I y (M' l ) + [l+afE'2)) Iy(E'2) 
Using the equations i). ii), iii). iv) and vl one obtains the following expression of (g[<;-gR )-K-/0()-

which involves only the intensities of the observed E2 transitions : 
(PK-i 2.86 10 s 

[l+« (I-:'2)l Iy<F 2) 

Qr. Ev|MI 
'l+u(Mll]l-,<l-:2) '•' f(M.K> 1 + U I M ' 1 ) M / 1 - ' 2 I 

Ev(E2| 

H 7 (Mll 

E'ih'2) 
KI.Kl 
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where f(I.K) takes account of the dependence on Clcbseh-Gordan coefficients of the branching ratio 
of the state with a spin I : f(l,K|= <IK1(>I I-1K>2/<IK20| I 2K>2 This procedure has been applied . 
and (gKgR)~ K2/Q()2 values have been extracted for several SD states in both bands, Hgure 4 
shows the deduced (gK-gR)K/Q() values for different levels as function of the evaluated spins. The 
spins of the SD states are suggested using the methods of Draper et al. 111 ] and Becker et al. 112]. 
Assuming the quadrupole moment Qo = 19 ± 2 eb, which is the average of the measured quadrupole 
moments in the neighboring 1 9 4 Hg [13] and 1 9 4 Pb [3] nuclei and gR=Z/A , we have indicated by full 
and dashed lines the theoretical limits |14,7] for the configurations where the single proton is 
occupying the orbitals [642)5/2 and [514)9/2 respectively ( the limits come from the uncertainly on 
the adopted experimental Qo). These are presumably the two lowest available configurations for the 
single proton in the thallium-isotopes 115]. The data are in agreement with the assigncment of the 
intruder configuration [642)5/2 (with both signatures) to the two SD bands in | y , T l . Subsequently, 
the corresponding experimental g K value would be 1.4 ± 0.4, which is close to g K = 1.45 given by 

the strong coupling model for the proposed proton orbital [14 - 7). Theoretical values of gK are 
eff free 

obtained using g s =0.7 g s 
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Three pairs of bands have been reported in this isotope 117|. from the Kurogum data ii has been 
possible to extend all these bands to lower (see figure 5). and higher transitions energies 11X|. For 
both pairs of bands (2a-2b) and (3a-3b.) the triple gated spectra in one hand exhibits at low energy y-
transitions belonging to its signature partner. Whereas no clear evidence ol an\ coincidence between 
band la and lb has been observed. One should expect SD hands in '"'"'Tl lo involve the same neutron 
evitations as in the SD bands of its ' 9 , Hg isotone.and the same proton configuration as in the SU 
bands of its l g v I ' l isotope 11'J |.The pair of bands 13a-3hi can be interpreted, tmm the behaviour of 
their dyna'vical moment of inertia, as the favored configuration resulting I mm the coupling of die 
proton I] ; j to the neutron jj«, > when both neutmu and proton pairing a:e blocked I !*!• 1 he week 
experimental B(M1 I strength of these hands is in agreement with the one ul.J,:::-.! b\ 1' H Sen lines 
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et al.|6) (sec Table 1). By coupling the proton (642(5/2 to the two neutrons |512)5/2, |624]9/2 one 
can obtain four pairs of signature partners: two pairs with K> = Jip + li,. and two others w iih K< = 
I Jin - On I The K> configurations are expected to lie at lower excitation energy according to E r o l = yj 

• k # i ^ 

. ̂ #4?M 
200 4D0 200 400 

lincigy ( KcV ) 
200 400 
i;.K,;y ( KcV ) 

Fin. 5 - Spectra of (he Ci SD hands in i y 4 l ' J . The spectra arc from quadruple coincidences showing 7 rays 
in coincidence with three Y rays that are in the band of interest. 

On the other hand, there is no clear evidence of cross-talk between bands la-lb and the observed 
cross-talk intensity in bands 2a-2b is very weak. This is in agreement with the expected B(M1) 
strenght 16] for the K? configuration, see table 1. In figure 6, the experimental intensities within band 
2b are compared to the one calculated using theoretical branching ratios [6), for both the K< and K> 
configurations. Eventhough the experimental error bars are big, the K> configuration fits better the 
data than the K< configuration. The same comparison for the other three bands (1 a, lb and 2a) also 
clearly indicates that the corresponding configurations are the one where the spin of the single proton 
and the spin of the single neutron are parallel. It is worth pointing out that these results are in 
agreement with the Gallagher-Mos/.kowski rule |2(l|, well known front data on deformed odd-odd 
nuclei. 
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Conclusion : 
We have observed dipole transitions between SD signature partner bands in l y 5 Tl and l y 4 T l 

nuclei. This enable us to measure Ml strengths and to extract g-factors for the two SD bands in 
1 9 5 T1. A fairly good agreement is found with the g-factors predicted by the strong coupling model for 
the proposed single-particle configurations. In the case of the 1 9 4T1 odd-odd nucleus, the observed 
cross-talk intensities between signatures partners indicate that the favored configurations have aligned 
intrisic spins as expected (from both enregetical considerations and neutron-proton interaction). This 
represents an evidence that spectroscopic informations could be obtained on SD nuclei in the mass-
190 region, despite the lack of informations on spins and excitation energies of the bands. 
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Presented by C. J. Lister 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The physics I am going to discuss is somewhat different from the main themes of this 
conference. The focus of the APEX project is the study of the emission of electrons and 
positrons from collisions of heavy ions. However, scattering of this type involves intense 
Coulomb excitation of nuclear states so nuclear spectroscopy can never be far from our 
minds. We also have close connections with the conference title; the detector which I am 
going to describe does contain two large gamma arrays, each subtending 58% of 4n and 
containing 24 position sensitive detectors. Finally, we will see our research may have 
uncovered some interesting new spectroscopy in the actinides, so the connections between 
APEX and this conference may be closer than is first apparent. 

Before proceeding, I should point out that entire conferences have been dedicated to the 
field of research I am going to describe [ 1,2]. In order to have space to discuss our 
detector and first results I am going to have to be very brief about what has gone before. 
This is not intended to depreciate the many years of effort which have gone into 
understanding positron and electron emission from heavy ion collisions. So lets start with 
a quick review of what are the interesting mechanisms, what is understood, and what are 
the key unresolved questions. 

For more than 50 years ii has been realized that a point nucleus with Z > 1/a = 137 would 
have interesting atomic quantum mechanics, as <he Is atomic orbit would be bound bv 
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.>1022 keV, so the Coulomb field would have enough energy for spontaneous iectron-
positron production. A K-shell vacancy could be filled by a produced electron and a 
monochromatic positron emitted. This concept was an intellectual curiosity for many years 
as nuclei with Z > 100 were not available for study. However, in the 1970's it was realized 
that during close collisions of heavy nuclei the electrons would rapidly be rearranged 
around the di-nuclear system and critical situations could be experimentally approached. 
The construction of the GSI facility allowed collisions of the heaviest nuclei at the 
Coulomb barrier and so experiments aimed at observing spontaneous positron production 
could be seriously contemplated. A flurry of theoretical interest ensued, centered on the 
Frankfurt school [3,4]. Realistic calculations indicated that finite size and relativistic 
corrections would move the critical Z up to about 176, and that the timescale of the 
collision dictated the positron spectrum shape: a passing collision with a timescale of about 
10"2 1 seconds would have a broad spectrum hundreds of keV wide, whereas formation of 
a true, long-lived nuclear molecule for more than 10 - ' 9 seconds would result in the 
emission of monochromatic positrons with a linewidth less than detector resolution (about 
10 keV). 

Those are the ideas. Many experiments have been tried to search for these effects. 
However, there are immense technical difficulties arising from background processes. The 
collision of two high-Z nuclei result in intense, time varying Coulomb fields which lead to 
copious delta electron production, dynamic positron production, X-rays and nuclear 
excitation. The excited nuclei can decay through gamma rays, by internal conversion or by 
internal pair production. Thus, the target environment has a huge flux of gammas, 
electrons and positrons. To devise experiments which are sensitive to the spontaneous 
positron mechanism is a real challenge. The experiments have produced a series of 
sensational results. Firstly, sharp peaks were observed in the positron energy spectra for a 
variety of colliding heavy systems [5,6]. However, the peaks were all located at 
approximately the same energy apparently contradicting a "nuclear molecule" explanation. 
Further, the positrons appeared in some cases correlated with monochromatic electrons 
[7,8] which led to the idea of a new neutral particle which was formed in the intense 
Coulomb field, but decayed in isolation by equal energy, back-to-back positron-electron 
emission. To confirm these observations and understand the production and decay 
mechanisms, improved experiments were needed. The GSI spectrometers were upgraded 
and a new experiment, APEX at Argonne National Laboratory was conceived. 

2. THE APEX EXPERIMENT 

Several design concepts were investigated before the operating principle of APEX was 
chosen [9]. In the end, a transverse low field solenoid was selected to transport electrons 
and positrons of greater than 120 keV to a counting environment shielded from the target. 
This design offered a promising technique for measuring lepton angles through an energy 
and time-of-flight method. The spectrometer was chosen to be left-right symmetric, 
allowing two simultaneous electron-positron spectra to be accumulated, reducing the 
possibility of statistical and systematic difficulties. The characteristics of the heavy ion 
scattering were determined by measuring ions in a large umbrella-shaped array of low 
pressure proportional counters [10] which subtend 20-70 degrees in scattering angle with 
85% azimuthal coverage. Fig. 1 shows a schematic layout of the detector. By nuclear 
physics standards it is large, standing 4 meters high and 7 meters from side to side. The 
heart of the spectrometer are two pagoda shaped arrays of electron (or positron) detectors. 
Each array has 198, 3.0 cm x 0.5 cm, I mm thick PIN diodes with individual readouts 
[11,12], They are located on the solenoid axis 120 cm from the target, and the energy, time 
of flight and position of hit detectors uniquely determine the energy and momentum 
vectors of the lepions emitted from the target. Positrons are differentiated from electrons 
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by detecting and reconstructing their annihilation radiation. This is done by surrounding 
the silicon arrays with barrels of NaI(Ti) bars[ 13]. These barrels, each of 24,55 cm x 7 
cm bars which are position sensitive, allow the location of the annihilation to be measured 
to 3 cm FWHM and this can be correlated with energy deposited in individual silicon 
detectors. This arrangement gives excellent positron identification. The NaI(Tl) array is 
also coupled to a fast front end processor which provides a master trigger for the 
experiment when opposite or near opposite bars fire in one of the barrels [ 14]. 

Fig. 1 A schematic layout of the APEX detector 

Considerable effort has been invested in a target arrangement which allows beams of 
several particle nano-amps to be used in a stable and reproducible way. A rotating target 
wheel is used and the beamspot and target profile carefully monitored by high resolution 
ion chambers and Csl counters. The ability to utilize beams of several particle nano-amps, 
the high duty cycle of the ATLAS accelerator, and the good acceptance of the spectrometer 
allow us to collect data sets much larger than previous experiments. 

3. THE FIRST EXPERIMENTS 

During 1993 a series of commissioning experiments were performed culminating in 
November 1993 and March 1994 when the full system was operated. All the first studies 
were on the U + Ta system, as this is the technically easiest system to study for which 
positron peaks have been reported. Targets of 1 mg/cm2 rolled material were used which 
were robust to degradation. Data were collected at 5.95,6.1 and 6.3 MeV/A spanning the 
region where peaks have been seen [15,16]. Large data sets were collected, consisting of 
13,000,32,000 and 18,000 electron-positron coincidences with two detected heavy ions 
respectively. Based on published cross sections and decay scenarios these sets should be 
laige enough to progress beyond previous studies. Despite intensive analysis similar to 
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those previously reported, we have not been able to observe peaks in any of our spectra. 
Whether this is due to an instrumental effect, to targetry, or to mismatched beam energies 
between GSI and Argonne has yet to be determined. These issues are being thoroughly 
explored in both laboratories. 

As this is a conference mainly about gamma ray spectroscopy, I would like to turn to some 
gamma ray observations which may or may not be relevant to this puzzle. In the original 
APEX setup a 25% HpGe detector was installed intended to sample the gamma ray flux in 
order to monitor the performance of the heavy ion counters and to allow an estimate of the 
positrons from nuclear IPC to be made. The data were heavily downscaled in order to 
avoid excessive computer deadtime. However, these data indicated structure in the gamma 
ray spectra in a region of interest around 1760 keV, so more recent runs have used at least 
two 70% detectors without downscaling for events of higher energy than 1 MeV. Fig. 2 
shows such a gamma ray spectrum which has been Doppler corrected for emission from 
U-like fragments. A clear peak near 1780 keV can be seen. The fact that an individual 
peak is so prominent at high excitation in 2 3 8 U is surprising, as this is more than twice the 
energy of the collective octupole states and lies in a region of high level density. Its 
production cross section is IS mb measured in coincidence with at least one detected heavy 
ion. This considerable strength is hard to reconcile with non-collective structure such as a 
state reported at 1780 keV in alpha scattering [17] which was anticipated with a cross-
section of 2 mb. However, the peak we see is broad, about 16 keV FWHM, twice that 
expected from Doppler reconstruction, so it may arise from a superposition of several 
transitions. Whatever the origin of the state, or states, the structure seems to be both 
collective and unusual, so merits further investigation. 
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Fig. 2 The high energy part of the Doppler reconstructed spectrum for 2 3 8 U fragments 
observed in the 2 3 8 U + '8'Ta experiment at 5.95 MeV/A. 

As a source of sharp electron-positron peaks it is hard to reconcile the photopeak with the 
lepton data ior n variety of reasons. In absolute strength it is too weak - even if the decay 
were El the IPC branch is only 5.7 x 10"4. If the electron-positron peaks were due to IPC 
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from a moving uranium nucleus then the laboratory sum electron-positron spectrum would 
not have sharp lines but be in the form of a Doppler broadened bump of width - 140 keV 
which could only be sharpened by lepton kinematic correction. Finally, the angular 
distribution and energy sharing of IPC is very different to the equal-energy, back-to-back 
scenario. Even so, a nuclear origin to the sharp lines remains a distinct possibility. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

So far, APEX has just reached the start of its research program and a whole array of 
questions emerge. Already there have been surprises which we do not understand. In 
particular, the lack of sharp peaks in all our spectra is a puzzle. With the published decay 
scenarios, yield curves and cross sections it is difficult to understand the discrepancy. It 
must be pointed out that the spectrometers in use all have different characteristics and 
acceptances, and that truly identical experiments to the GSI studies have not been 
performed by the APEX collaboration. We are naturally curious to see if our observation 
of no sharp line structures in U + Ta is ubiquitous; can we find peaks in any of the 
previously studied systems U + U, U + Th, U + Cm, etc.? Does this point to instrumental 
effects which either prevents us from observing peaks or creates peaks in the GSI 
experiments? Can we successfully perform experiments where strong nuclear IPC 
transitions are known to be populated? A study of the 2 0 6 P b 1844 keV J 1 1 = 3~ -»2+ 
decay which has a 4.2 x 1CH IPC branch is planned and appears feasible. Only time will 
tell us the answer to these questions. However, I am confident that after more than a 
decade of research in this field we will have conclusive answers by the next conference in 
this series in two years time. I look forward to explaining all these puzzles to you then. 
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The Microball, an improved 4rr multi-detector array, was used recently in conjunction 
with Gammasphere in three experiments. Highlights of the first results are presented 
here. The Microball consists of 95 CsI(T<?) scintillation detectors with individual Si pho-
todiode readout, arranged in 9 rings. In these first experiments the Microball performed 
as designed, but the results in new physics exceeded our expectations. We can say with 
certainty that by its powerful channel selection the Microball enhanced the performance 
of Gammasphere by one full coincidence fold. This was possible for all exit channels in
volving charged particle emission, with increasing performance benefit as one progressed 
to lighter reaction systeiAs. 

Below we summarize the essential characteristics of the Microball and give some per
formance benchmarks. A detailed description of the Microball will be given in Ref. [1]. 
The essential features of the signal processing has been presented in a IEEE meeting [2]. 

The Microball has the following design and performance characteristics : 
(1) Excellent (p, d, t, 3He, and 4 /fe) particle identification (PID) resolution down to low 

energies. 
(2) Large solid angle coverage (geometric coverages 98% of 4n). 
(3) Low mass (540 g) that degrades the peak-to-total ratio of the Ge detectors from 54% 

to 49% for 6 0 Co. 
(4) Good charged particle energy resolution (2.7% for 8.78 MeV a's). 
(5) Sufficient segmentation that increases at the forward angles. This allows angular 

distribution measurements to be made and helps equalize the counting rate with angle. 
(6) Good counting rate stability (much better compared to the Dwarf Ball system [3] with 

PMT's). No gain shift corrections were necessary for PID between protons and alphas. 
(7) It keeps up with the high rates of Gammasphere and suffers smaller pile-up losses 

than Gammasphere. 
(8) The signals are processed by 6 16-channel modules that include: pole zero correction, 

base line restoration, constant fraction discriminators, multiplicity counters, pile-up 
rejection, time-to-FERA converters, computer controlled output inspection signals, 
and computer controlled threshold and gain setting. 

(9) For digitization 18 FERA ADC modules are used. The entire electronics setup is very 
compact. It provides processing for 288 parameters and fits into 2 CAMAC crates 
with an additional NIM bin for the trigger gates. 

(10) For data acquisition in the experiments with the early implementation of Gammas
phere we adopted the approach of the MSU 47r group. The Microball signals were 
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processed by reading the 18 FERA modules (6 for energy, 6 for PID and 6 for timing). 
The Gammasphere and Microball information was read via the ECL bus of the ADC's 
of both systems. A transputer system controlled the FERA-Faucet-Maier module and 
the Memory unit where the event data were buffered. Blocks of 4 kB were trans
ferred to a Sun Spark station, which wrote the events on tape and placed them on the 
ethernet for two other VMS Vax stations to histogram and monitor during the run. 
Beam tuning was done with an optical fiber periscope that permitted rapid focussing 

without removing any element from the Microball. All but one of the Microball channels 
performed reliably during the 2 weeks running. One detector channel was intermittent. 
Setting up the detector gains was possible with computer control via a PC computer. 
Matching of the gains was done in less than 15 minutes. The gains were set to specified 
a particle energies at the full ADC range for each ring by using previously determined 
calibration files and non-linear algorithms. 

The acquisition system was reasonably robust, and the loss of data due to down time 
was insignificant. A software PID parameter defined as the ratio of the fast to the slow 
component in the CsI(W) was used for crude on-line channel gating and monitoring of 
the experiment. 

800, 

Figure 1. One proton gated and 
ungated spectra of y—rays from 
the 230 MeV 5 l V + 1 0 0Mo reac
tion. A peak to background im
provement by a factor of 3.9 is 
clearly seen. 
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The systems studied were: 5 1 V + l 0 0 M o - 1 5 , T b * at 230 MeV, 2 9Si + 5 8 Ni - 8 r Mo* 
at 128 MeV, and 3 2 S + 5 8 Ni -> 9 0 Ru* at 135 MeV. The event rates for the mass 150 and 
90 regions were somewhat different. In the mass 150 run the total charged particle mul
tiplicity was 0.5 per event. The Microball was operated at « 1500 c/s per detector, with 
all detectors counting approximately at the same singles rate, while in the Gammasphere 
we had the maximum rate of « 10,000 c/s per detector. For the mass 90 region experi
ments the average charged-particle multiplicity was 3.0 and the Microball detectors were 
operated at a rate of 2500-3000 c/s, again with similar rates in each detector. Under these 
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conditions the Ge detectors were counting between 6000-7000 c / s close t o t he maximum. 
It is possible to run the Microball in-this lighter system with rates commensura te with the 
m a x i m u m rates in the Gammasphere without compromising the particle identification. 
However, this reaches the ra te limit for CsI(T£) scintillation. At counting rates above 
4000 c / s some loss in P I D resolution occurs only for protons and deuterons. The proton 
to a lpha separat ion is maintained in all the detectors, except for the most backward angles 
where t he pro ton a n d a lpha energies come down to a few MeV. For heavier systems and 
for normal kinematics reactions the proton alpha separation is good a t all energies. 

It is impor tan t to protect the particle detectors from elastic scattering a t the forward 
angles and from target electrons for the remaining angles. In the present experiments we 
h a d 25 to 15 m g / c m 2 Sn -Pb absorbers in the forward 4 rings, and 5 m g / c m 2 Sn-Pb for the 
remaining rings. We found tha t for the mass 90 reactions with a 8 ' 2 9 S i and 3 2 S beams these 
absorbers were satisfactory. However, for the 230 MeV M V + l 0 0 M o - * 1 5 1 T b * reaction we 
observed a sudden loss of PID resolution from ring 4 to ring 5 ( 5 m g / c m 2 absorber) . This 
indicates t h a t for the heavier beams at least 10 m g / c m 2 of Sn-Pb may be necessary. 
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Figure 2. Spectra of -y-tays from 
the <*3p, a2p, 4p, 3p, and 2p 
gates from the reactions of 128 
MeV "Si + 6«Ni, as indicated for 
the panels (a) - (e), respectively. 
The prominent peaks are labelled 
in keV. Each spectrum shows y-
rays mainly from two nuclei. The 
scales for the counts shown on the 
right of the spectra reflect the rel
ative cross sections for the gates. 
Five additional gates, not shown, 
namely a, 2ap, 2a2p, 3ap, 3<*2p 
carry about 20% of the total yield. 
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The channel selection performance of the Microball is determined by the overall effi

ciency for detection of each particle that enters with the power of its multiplicity. Thus 
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for the 1 0 0 Mo( 5 1 V,pxn) reaction with a measured a 90% proton efficiency, the peak to 
background improvement, or the Resolving Power (RP) of the Microball is given by the 
0.90/fpzn, where i p x n is the fraction of the pxn channels to the total. In the 1 5 1 T b * system 
we found a Microball RP of 0.90/0.23 = 3.9 as seen in Fig. 1. For the 5 8 Ni( 2 9 Si, 4p) 
channel the selection efficiency was 0.874 = 0.57, while the Microball RP was 0.874/.Ap 
= 0.874/0.08 = 7.2. This RP is close to the Resolving Power of Gammasphere, which 
is given by ^ x p%fHM « 0.5 x j = 7.5, where £ is the peak to total ratio of the Ge 
detectors. While the RP of Gammasphere may be independent of the reaction used, the 
Microball RP depends on the channel cross section fraction fckan- Therefore the Microball 
RP can exceed that of Gammasphere if eM'""',//c/i<m > f x pwilM' w n e r e e is the particle 
detection efficiency and MpaTi is the particle multiplicity. We conclude that for charged 
particle channels the Microball can enhance Gammasphere by a full coincidence fold or 
more, without significant loss of efficiency. This benefit is true for all mass regions and it 
becomes more pronounced for the lighter systems and for low cross section channels. 

In all cases studied in the mass 90 reactions we found that in each particle gate mainly 
2 exit channels were present in the spectra (see Fig. 2 for five indicated particle gates). 
This means that the low spin background radiation originates from the channel with the 
larger number of emitted particles in each gate. 

The high selectivity of the Microball allowed us to assign a recently reported superde-
formed band in the mass 80 region to 8 3 Sr (4p channel), and to observe new SD bands in 
8 1 Sr (a2p channel) and 8 4 Zr (2pn channel). In the 8 7 Mo* system had ~3 times less total 
statistics compared to a similar Eurogam I experiment in which the reaction 128 MeV 
3 0 Si + 5 6 Fe was employed without particle selection. Here we obtained a 4p-gated cube 
containing only 4-107 events compared to 1.5-109 from the Eurogam I experiment. Despite 
the low statistics from a « 25 mb channel we easily identified a SD band with 1.7% yield 
of the 4p channel. Without the Microball one has to look for an ss 0.05% population of 
the SD band in the presence of all the reaction channels. Not only we were able to see 
the SD bands, but we could easily identify the nuclei where these SD bands are, a totally 
impossible task from the same data without the channel selection. As an illustration, we 
note that the most intense 7—ray of the 8 3 Sr SD band has an intensity of 1.7% of the 874 
keV transition in Fig. 2(c). 

We should mention that because the detection efficiency for charged particles is less 
than 100% , some of the yield of each channel is transferred to gates containing a subset 
of detected particles (e.g. part of the 4p channel yield appears in the 3p gate, etc.). Since 
the efficiency can be measured quantitatively, it is possible, for example, to subtract the 
appropriate fraction of the 4p matrix or spectra from the 3p-gated matrix or spectra. This 
procedure has been employed extensively in our data analysis. This made it possible to 
study a weak 2pn channel in the presence of large Zpxn or 4p cross sections. In fact we 
identified the properties of the SD band in 8 4 Zr in this way. 

Finally, we have found that charged particle emission widens the ER recoil angle and 
thus decreases the energy resolution compared to the channels emitting only neutrons. 
Since in the lighter reaction systems there is very little neutron emission, most of the 
channels of interest emit only protons or a particles. The contribution to broadening of a 
proton and an a particle are in the ratio of 1.7 and 3.0 compared to neutrons. Since we 
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measured nearly all the particles we can reconstruct on an event by event basis the recoil 
correction and completely remove the loss of resolution due to the recoil angle. In fact we 
should obtain better resolution than that for the xn exit channels. Preliminary analysis 
indicates that this is feasible and in fact it is absolutely essential for channels involving 
a particles, where before correction the FWHM is about 2 times larger than in the xn 
channels at the same 7—ray energy. 

In the 1 5 1 T b * system we searched for evidence of hyperdeformation (HD) in M 7 G d 
produced by the ( M V, p3n) reaction. In this data set we identified clearly known SD 
bands in 1 4 6 Gd (p4n channel), 1 4 7 Gd (pZn channel) and 1 4 3 Eu (a3n channel). A search 
for a HD ridge structure was made. From the proton gated 4+higher fold Ge data, a 
background subtracted E 7 —E 7 matrix was constructed that exhibited a ridge with a 32±1 
keV spacing in the energy interval 1.0-1.35 MeV. In addition, from the p-gated 3+higher 
fold Ge data a cube was constructed. Background subtracted [4] cuts perpendicular to 
the cube diagonal ("snow flakes") were constructed and carefully examined. Evidence for 
a weak hexagonal snow flake was found primarily in the 1.05-1.10 MeV cut. Its spacing 
is 35±1 keV. In this way the probability of accidentally obtaining a cascade of three 
extraneous 7—rays with the 35 keV spacing is reduced substantially. Unfortunately this is 
achieved by substantial loss of statistics. However, if this is indeed a ridge from HD then 
assuming Of'1' = S ' 2 ' and an upper energy of 1.3 MeV we estimate the maximum spin to 
be 2 -E 7 /AE T « 74 h. This is a much more comfortable estimate than « 95 h from Ref. 
[5]. 
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The high-spin states iti 4 5Sc were studied with the GASP multidetector array. The 
nuclei were excited by the 3 0Si( 1 8O,p2n ) 4 5Sc reaction at E/„4fl=60 MeV and separated 
with the Recoil Mass Spectrometer. Lifetimes were extracted from the analysis of the 
Doppler shift attenuation of gammas observed in the l 2 C( 3 5 Cl,2p )' t5Sc reaction. Sev
eral new high-spin levels extending the known single-particle and collective structures 
were observed. Energies of the negative-parity states agree with the shell model pre
dictions whereas the positive-parity-intruder rotational band extends up to very high 
rotational frequencies and continues beyond the maximum angular momentum avail
able from the single-particle f7/2 configuration. The lifetimes measurement suggests 
a deformation with /?«0.25 for the positive-parity band. 

1. Introduction 

The nuclei of the f7/2 shell which lie between the doubly magic 4 0 Ca and 5 6Ni 
are good candidates to observe the competition between collective and single particle 
modes of nuclear excitation. In this region, the spherical shell model predicts well 
the properties of low-lying states [1]. On the other hand, collective features may also 
appear as the energy of some Nilsson model f7/2 subshells falls down with the increas
ing nuclear deformation. Of a special interest are positive parity intruder states in 
odd-A f7/i2-shell nuclei. They arise due to ds/2- or S]/2"hole excitations and constitute 
rotational-like bands with a deformation parameter f) « 0.25 at low spins [2]. The 
experimental data for high spin states in f7/2 nuclei, however, are still scarce because 
of the unsatisfactory efficiency and limited selectivity of the techniques used so far. 
The new generation of high efficiency 7-ray spectrometers combined with recoil mass 
separators or filters opened new perspectives in the study of high spin phenomena in 
such light nuclei. 

2. Experimental results 

Our investigation of high-spin excitations in the '15Sc nucleus was performed with 
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the GASP multidetector array and the Recoil Mass Spectrometer at Legnaro. We 
applied the 3 0Si( 1 8O,p2n) 4 5Sc reaction with a beam energy of 60 MeV provided by the 
XTU Tandem of Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro. A thin target consisting of 3 layers 
of 120 fig/cm2 SiC>2 each on a 15 fig/cm2 carbon backing was used. The signals from 
36 Compton suppressed HP Ge detectors and of the BGO multiplicity filter of the 
GASP array were accumulated as well as the positions at the RMS focal plane and 
the time of flight of the recoils separated by the RMS. Events were accepted when at 
least two Ge detectors and two scintilators of the BGO ball fired in coincidence. 

Double and triple 7-coincidence data were analyzed. The 7-recoils coincidences 
reduced significantly the huge Doppler broadening of the high-energy 7-transitious 
observed in the experiment, which is caused by the high recoil velocity (v/c RS 0.03). 
They were also useful to establish the proper positions of the peaks in the 7-spectnmi. 

The level scheme of 4 5Sc which resulted mainly from analysis of the triple 7-
coincidences is shown in fig.l. 
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Figure 1. The level scheme of , r'Sc 
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Several new high spin levels lying above the previously known 15/2 + and 23/2" 
states [3] were identified. The transitions connecting the positive and negative parity 
states in the level scheme were also observed. The measured DCO ratios and angular 
anisotropics of gammas registered in coincidence with the recoils provided arguments 
for spin assignments of the most populated levels. 
Recently, lifetime measurements were performed at LNL using the Doppler Shift 
Attenuation Method in a reversed reaction of a thick I 2 C target bombarded with 3 5C1 
projectile at 120 MeV. The previously identified transitions up to the spin .)"= 35/2 + 

were measured. The line-shapes of gammas from the decay of the positive parity 
states in 4 5Sc seen in the forward (36°) and backward (144°) angle spectra were fitted 
using the stopping power of Ziegler [4]. In fig.2 the example of the best fit for the 1791 
keV and 1940 keV lines at 36° is shown. The experimental spectrum was extracted 
by putting the gates on the 7-transitions i^om the lowest positive-parity levels. The 
data evaluation is still in progress. 

Figure 2. Example of line-shape fits to the 1791 keV (23/2+ -> 19/2+) and the 
1940 keV (19/2+-M5/2+) transitions observed at 36°. The obtained lifeti mes are 
Ti79i=0.25(5) ps and T 1 9 4 0 = 0 . 1 5 ( 5 ) ps they correspond to the deformation /J=0.24 
and (3=0.25 respectively. 
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3. Discuss ion 

The sequence and energies for the negative parity states in 4 5 S c are well reproduced 
by a shell model calculation (see fig. 3) based on the f7/2 configuration with only one 
particle excited to the higher p 3 / 2 , P1/2, fs/j levels [5], 
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Figure 3. A comparison between the observed negative-parity states and shell model 
calculations in 4 S Sc . 

The presence of positive-parity states is a result of hole excitation in the pro
ton d 3 / 2 shell. In the present experiment, two levels have been observed above the 
state with the maximum angular momentum .)"= 31/ '2 + obtained when all the ac
tive nucleons from da/2 and (7/2 orbitals are aligned. This feature could be explained 
by assuming rotational degrees of freedom and/or complicated multi hole-particle 
excitation in 4 o S c . 

The angular momentum for the positive-parity A and B intruder bands follows 
the rotational behaviour J ~ /in;, as shown in fig. 1 and points to the collective origin 
of these states. 
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Figure 4. The angular momentum versus rotational frequency for bands observed 
in the '''Sc nucleus. For the negative-parity levels, irregularities typical for states of 
single particle character are observed 

Preliminary estimates of the band A lifetimes measured for the levels up to to 
the spin 3"= 35/2 + suggest quite high and stable deformation /3«0.25. This result is 
consistent with the conclusion of ['.] where the prolate deformat :-n for the positive-
parity band is predicted. 

4. Summary 

The experiment confirms the expected competition between the dominant single-
particle motion and the collective degrees of freedom which become significant for the 
nuclei in the middle of the f7/2 sheli The presently observed positive parity rotational 
band extends up to very high rotational frequencies and continues beyond the max
imum angular momentum available from the single-particle {7/i configuration. This 
feature of 4 5Sc points to the coexistence of spherical and deformed shapes in this 
nucleus and suggests a weak influence of the single particle motion on the collective 
degrees of freedom in this case. 
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Abstract 
A detector (RFD) h u been developed that meuurei 

evaporation residues in coincidence with 7-rays detected 
in a Ge-uray. The RFD brings two advantages to fusion-
evaporation 7-ray experiments: (1) The recoil time of flight 
discriminate! against other types of ructions, in particu
lar inelastic scattering including Coulomb excitation, fis
sion and reactions with light target impurities (C, O); (2) 
The velocity vector of the 7-decaying recoil nucleus is de
termined by the location of the firing RFD module, which 
allows for event-by-event Doppler-shift correction. Recent 
experiments with OSIRIS at VICKSI studying '"At and 
nuclei around 5*Ni are presented to show the properties of 
the RFD, and a short outlook for an RFD with the new 
arrayti is given. 

In troduct ion 

A detector for evaporation residues (recoil filter detector, RFD) 
has been built primarily to select 7-tays from fusion-evaporation 
reactions, when other reaction mechanisms dominate. As the RFD 
also measures the velocity vector of the recoils, 7-energies can be 
Doppler corrected event by event. The RFD has been designed and 
built jointly by IFJ Krakow and HMI Berlin, and has been used 
with the OSIRIS array at VICKSI [1]. It has been described in ref. 
[2]. Evaporation residues are detected 74 cm behind a thin target 
by 18 cylindrical detector elements arranged in two concentric cir
cles around the beam and covering the range of angles between 2.8° 
and 12.5° with 65% geometrical efficiency. Each element consists 
of an aluminised Mylar foil, 0.5 to 2.0 /tm thick and 60 mm diam. 
The ions knock around 100 electrons out of the foil. These elec
trons are accelerated by 20kV and focussed on a 10 pm thick and 
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20mm diam. plutic scintillator producing • 2 MeV signal. Thii 
detection Kheme give* acceptable pulieheightt for ilow heavy nu
clei, tuch as 10 MeV Pb, and ii (ait. Recoils can be detected SO ni 
after a hit by a scattered beam particle. The beam it pulsed with 
typically 300 ni repetition time and a fait linear gate cuti out the 
time interval when scattered beam arrives. Evaporation residues 
are separated by time of flight from other reaction products. The 
measured time of flight and the granularity of the RFD determine 
the velocity vector of the nucleus and facilitate a corresponding 
event by event Doppler correction. The experience with the RPD 
and its major features are presented for some recent experiments 
and the perspectives 3r similar detectors together with the new 
balls are discussed. 
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Fig.l Total projection of y - ^-coincidences for the reactions of 
141 MeV "Si with 1 T 5Lu (lmg/cm!). The lower spectrum is in co
incidence with the RFD, lines in 1 9 9At are marked by their energy. 
In the upper spectrum the otherwise dominant Coulomb excita
tion is suppressed by a window on the sum energy of the ball and 
requiring ball multip'Jcity between 1 and 11. 

Spectroscopy of 1 9 9 A t 

Intruder states have been found in I 9 8 i 1 9 f i p 0 a n d j n e 2+-state 
in I 9 6 P o is significantly lowered [3, 4, 5], The occurrence of such 
collective features should be more pronounced in Astatine with 
three instead of two active protons. Coincidences between two 
Ge-detectors, the 48 element BGO-ball and the RFD have been 
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measured with the , T 5Lu("Si, 4 n) 1 M At reaction at 141 MeV with 
a 1 mg/cma Lu-target. Fig. 1 shows that RFD-coincidences give 
clean spectra; a PACE calculation gives the total fusion cross sec
tion (~flssion) as 100 mb and 1 mb for 1 N A t , while an estimate 
from beam current, measuring time and OSIRIS-efficiency gives 
100 fib for I M At . The RFD-efflciency was 16% in this experiment, 
with a large variation between individual elements; the efficiency 
of the best modules, if matched by all elements, would correspond 
to a total efficiency of 26%. 7-rays at 433 keV in coincidence with 
the parallel 008, 23S and 372 keV lines are assigned to '"At from 
coincident X-rays. In the heavier isotopes the first excited 13/2~-
level lies above 800 keV. The present data reve«i a significant drop 
of the energy of the first excited state to most likely 433 keV, which 
is similar to the change from 1 9 8 Po to , 9 6 Po. 

Nuclei around 5 6 N i 

An experiment with a 68 MeV a 0 Ne beam on a lmg/cm 3 4 0Ca-
target has been performed to study nuclei around dubly magic 5 6Ni. 
In this case the RFD primarily improves the resolution. Table 1 
gives estimates of the major contributions to the Doppler broaden
ing of the 2290keV line in "Co. Its width is reduced from 20keV 
to 7keV with the event by event correction. With a thinner target 
a part of the broadening could have been avoided, but this rolled 
target was remarkably clean and free of oxygen. Fig. 2 shows the 
improvement of the measured spectrum, and the irregular, as yet 
incomplete, scheme of 5 7 Co (fig. 3) with its high energy transitions 
demonstrates that improvement is needed. 
The measured total efficiencies and ratio of outer to inner ring 
countrate (in parantheses) of the RFD for different final nuclei in 
this experiment were: 
S 8 Ni (2p) 31% (0.41), "Ni (2pn) 42% (0.49), "Co (3p) 30% (0.50), 
S 6Fe (4p) 38% (0.53), M Fe (a2p) 28% (1.02) 
About 3 scattered beam particles per beam pulse hit each inner 
RFD- element according to TRIM-calculations, and fourfold di
rect hits of the scintillator with its ten times smaller area could 
be clearly seen. Detection of evaporation residues started 50 ns 
after the scattered beam. The scintillators were discolored from 
radiation damage after the experiment. 
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Table 1 Contribution! [keV] to Doppler broadening of 22B0 keV line 
68 MeV a oNe + 1 mg/cm3 4 0 Ca -* 8 7Co+3 p, v/c(5TCo)=0.028 
cauie 0* fl0"|cauie 0° Bn° 
Ge angle A 9 =10° 0 I F Recoil angle A6 =11° 0 13 
angle straggling target 0 7 
Ay proton emission 8 0 energy low target 23 0 
Measured: 20 keV with average cbrr., 7 keV with individual corr. 

Perspectives for an RFD with the new 7-Arrays 
The RFD has been proven as a reliable instrument in the exper
iments with OSIRIS, that of course were selected for maximum 
benefit from the RFD and therefore show huge improvements in 
background and/or line width. The main shortcoming that is left, 
is that the efficiency is 30% to 50% less than expected, because 
signals are lost in the noiie. 

The new arrays with 100 times higher efficiency than OSIRIS for 
7 — 7-coincidences will enable the study of heavy nuclei produced 
with <r < 10/ib against an overwhelmig fission background. Doppler 
broadening due to the velocity distribution of the nuclei becomes 
more important with the higher granularity of the balls and the use 
of higher folds. Judging from the gained experience Che RFD should 
improve a majority of experiments with thin targets. RFD-7'-
coincidences are expected to be cleaner and have better statistics 
than 7^+'-coincidences. An RFD obstructs the 7-measurement 
little, the present RFD uses <2% of the solid angle. It can therefore 
be used in addition to any normal measurement of cnly 7-rays, If 
the beam is pulsed and some restrictions of the target thickness 
ate accepted. The price of the RFD is comparable to that of one 
Compton suppressed Ge-detector channel. A second RFD has been 
built for EUROBALL at Strasbourg; it covers the angles from 1.4° 
to 6.7°, again with 18 similar elements at 128 cm flightpath. Work 
on a proposal of an RFD for GAMMASPHERE is under way. 
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The system n o P d + B 2 Cr characterized by well adjusted Q-values for neutron and proton 
transfer and large nucleon pairing energies was chosen to study the mechanism of multi
nucleon transfer. In an experiment at the accelerator laboratory of the IN FN in Legnaro 
(Italy) a 1 1 0 P d target of 855/ig/cm2 was bombarded by 5 2 Cr ions at energies in the vicinity 
of the Coulomb barrier (170MeV, 185MeV, 200MeV and 215MeV). The set-up consisted 
of the 4JT-7 spectrometer GASP and the PYRAMID [1] array of position sensitive paral
lel plate avalanche counters covering the scattering angle region 80° < 160°. Particle-7 
coincidence data were recorded, demanding a hit in at least one of the Ge-detectors of 
GASP, while the sum-energy and 7-multiplicity information of the inner BGO ball was 
taken whenever it responded. 
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Fig. I: P77 coicidence spectra of selected reaction channels. 
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The high efficiency of GASP enabled the identification of 10 different transfer channels 
by their characteristic 7-decay. Pig. 1 shows examples of corresponding 7-spectra. The 
relative intensity of all the identified transfer channels is shown in fig. 2. The most exotic 
4p6n transfer leading to 1 Q 0 Mo has a cross section of only <rtr « 40/<b. Considering the 
similarity of the effective Q-values the observed population pattern for exotic channels 
seems to be in favour of correlated multinucleon transfer. 

Fig. 2: Relative intensities of transfer products (Eb=200MeV). 

With the inner BGO ball of GASP it was possible to measure total excitation energies as a 
function of the 7-multiplicity. The correlation for pure Coulomb excitation (Efc=170MeV) 
and for the most prominent transfer channels (Et=200IVleV) is depicted in fig. 3. The 
Coulex channel is leading mainly to collective excitations along the yrast line. The transfer 
channels show also such a 'cold' component, which can be interpreted as an indication for 
correlated pair transfer, but are dominated by higher sum energies, interpreted as quasi-
particle excitations. 
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The projection of the excitation energies above the yrast line shown in fig. 4 enables a 
quantitative determination of the 'cold' part, being defined as lying at the yrast line within 
the resolution (FWHM) of the 7-spectrometer. For the 2n and 2p channel this fraction is 
compared in table 1 with values obtained for other transfer systems [2]. From the Q e / /-
values and the pairing energies 6d and 6a of the corresponding donor and acceptor nuclei it 
may be concluded that 'cold' (correlated pair) transfer is strong if the pairing energies are 
larger then the Q-value. However, such a simple explanation for the occurrence of 'cold' 
transfer needs further experimental proof. 

Ik We 1. 
channel I'coW Q.// 6, 6a 

[%] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] 
5 2 C r _ + 1 1 0 p d +2n 30(3) 2.7 2.7 1.8 

-2p 18(9) 3.0 2.3 3.9 
i s o - ^ T n +2n 14(4) 0.01 1.3 3.6 
»Zl-* 2 3 2Th +2n <1 4.3 1.3 1.4 
1 3 0 T e _ > ! 3 2 T h +2n <3 2.5 1.3 1.7 

[1] K. Vetter, Th.W. Elze, M. Kaspar, T. Kroll and J. Gerl, Nucl. Instr. Meth. A344 
(1994) 607. 
[2] J. Gerl, W. Korten, D. Habs, D. Schwalm and H.J. Wollersheim, Z. Phys. A334 (1989) 
195. 
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Performance of Gammasphe re Split Detectors* 

A.O.Macchiavelli, I.Y.Lee, B.Cederwall, R.M.Clark, 
M.A.Deleplanque, R.M.Diamond, P.Fallon and F.S.Stephens 

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 

I. Introduction 

An important property of large HPGe detector arrays is the energy resolu
tion (SE) of the individual counters. The sensitivity or figure of merit of such an 
array for F-fold coincidence events depends on 1/6EF. While intrinsic resolutions 
are usually 2 kaV at 1 MeV, in a typical (Heavy-Ion,xn) reaction the effective 
resolutions are affected by Doppler broadening. These are most severe for those 
detectors positioned around 90° with respect to the beam direction. This is qual
itatively seen from the expression 6Eooppier/Eo « 8pcos6 + SO^sind , that relates 
the broadening to changes in the velocity ip and opening angle 86. A quantitative 
example is shown in Fig. 1 where the different effects contributing to the effective 
resolution are shown. 

»S + >MGd O 1731leV 2x0.5rag/cm t targets 

(a) Total 

(b) Intrinsic 

Velocity Spread 
(c) Particle emission 
(d) Beam and recoils 

Opening Angle 

(e) Ge Opening angle 

(f) Multiple Scattering 

(g) Particle emission 

"0 20 40 80 80 

Detector Angle 

Fig. 1 Effective resolution as a function of the angle between a Ge detector and the beam. 

Using a detector split in two halves, it is possible to reduce the degradation 
in the resolution by correcting the 7-ray energy in software using information on 
the energy deposited in each half of the detector. In this work we present results 
obtained with prototype detectors developed for Gammasphere. 
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I I . Configurations 

Shown in Fig. 2 are two possible solutions that have been considered for 
Gammasphere: 

Segmented Sliced 

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the split detectors for Gammasphere. 

1) A physically split detector consisting of two D-shaped HPGe crystals housed 
in a single cryostat, usually referred to as "sliced" and 2) A single crystal with a 
segmented outer electrode referred to as "segmented". 

In the shced configuration the two halves are treated as different detectors 
requiring two high-resolution electronic channels. In the segmented configuration 
there is only one high-resolution signal common to both sectors, obtained from 
the inner electrode; signals from the outer contact provide low resolution position 
information. 

I I I . Resul ts 

Detectors of each design have been tested with radioactive sources and in 
beam. Some characteristics of these prototypes are shown in table 1. 

Configuration Vendor FWHMa>(keV) Efficiency(%) Volume(cc) 

Sliced EGG ORTEC 2.2 b) 

2.3 6> 

25 6> 

25 6> 

65 c> 306c> 

Segmented EGG ORTEC 

EURISYS 

2 . 2 (14 ) r f > 

2.4 (U)d) 

82 

82 

330 

302 

a) at 1.33 MeV, b)indjvidual crystal, c) total, d) side-channel resolution 
Table. 1 Some properties of the prototype detectors tested in this work. 
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III . l Sliced 

As mentioned earlier, for this type of detector we used two high-resolution 
channels. In Fig. 3 we present the relative efficiency of such a detector decomposed 
into the contributions from confined events in either crystal A or B and the shared 
events A+B. 
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Fig. 3 Relative efficiency of a sliced detector showing the contributions from confined and shared events. 

As expected, the contribution from shared events is more important at high 
gamma ray energies. After an absolute normalization, we determined that at 
1.33MeV 60Co the total efficiency is e,otttl = eA + eB + eAB « 25% + 25% + 15% = 
65%. This loss in efficiency as compared with a normal detector with similar 
volume of Ge is a drawback of this configuration. This together with the fact that 
two high-resolution channels of electronics are required made us question the use 
of such a device for Gammasphere, since the gain in energy resolution was not 
enough to offset the loss in efficiency and the extra cost in the electronics. 

III.2 Segmented 

Computer simulations performed with the code GEANT 1 ' showed that the 
energy deposition in the crystal allowed the determination of the side where the 
initial 7-ray hit the detector. The segmentation of the outer electrode did not 
present a major problem, but the crucial question was the design of a preamplifier 
for the side-channels that will provide the position information with sufficient 
resolution and do so without affecting the resolution of the main energy signal 2 '. 
We studied the energy distribution with radioactive sources by illuminating only 
a slice of the detector using a Pb collimator, as sketched in Fig. 4. By requiring 
Etotal = 1.33MeV we look at how the difference E-,A - £ 7 B is distributed when a 
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slice in side A of the detector was illuminated by the 60Co source. The spectrum 
obtained is shown in Fig. 4. For this energy, there is a 5% chance that the energy 
seen in the other side of the detector is larger than that of the side where the 7-ray 
hit, in very good agreement with simulations. 

I0« 
E>A + EjD = EUM = 1.33 MeV °°Co 

I0« ; 

103 r 1 

102 r -

10> r ii •W 1 

10° r iJ • IF 1 1 
E r»-E, B = 3E, A -E l o l M (MeV) 

Fig. 4 Energy distribution for Ef,\ — EyB w i l " l ' l e condition that Etotal = l-33MeV 

We have tested these detectors in several in-beam experiments. As an ex
ample, we show in Fig. 5 a portion of a spectrum obtained in the reaction 3 ' 
5 6 F e + 6 4 Ni. Two peaks of around 660 keV arc decomposed into the contributions 
from the two sides of the segmented detector using the simple algorithm of assign
ing the total energy to one side when its side-channel energy was larger than 50% 
of the total. By aligning the peaks in software before adding them we obtain an 
improvement of a factor of 1.3 in resolution. Botli the energy difference and the 
width of the components in Fig. 4 are in agreement with calculations. 

aFe + 0 ,Ni v/c a 4% 

E? (keV) 

Fig. 5 Portion of a spectrum showing the contributions from the two sides of the detector and their 

sum before applying the Doppler correction. 
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IV Conclusions 

We have tested prototype split detectors for Gammaaphere. Our results indi
cate that the segmented configuration works as expected and therefore it will be 
implemented for the remaining Gammaspherc detectors. This will provide an in
crease of a factor of about two in the resolving power of the array. These detectors 
can also be used as polarimeters to obtain information on the electric or magnetic 
character of the 7-rays. Other configurations to achieve higher granularity are 
being used at Eurogam and being considered for Euroball'1'. 
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Performances of a new type of Ge detector: the clover detector 

FA BECK 

CRN Strasbourg - IN2P3/CNRS and Universite L.Pasteur de Strasbourg 
B.P 28 - F 67037 STRASBOURG Cedex 2 

Abstract : A composite Ge detector has been developed for phase 2 of the France-lIK 
multidetector EUROGAM with the purpose to achieve an increase of both the resolving pover 
and the total peak efficiency of the array. It is constituted of 4 single Ge which are closed 
packed in the same cryostat. Twenty nine of those clovers have now been delivered by EURYSIS 
Mesures. The main characteristics of this detectors measured with EUROGAfri in a fitsion 
evaporation reaction, are reported here 

1. Why composite Ge detectors? 
Eurogam phase 1 was used at the NSF facility at Daresbury from October 1992 to end of March 
1993 in a geometry based on a 72 detector Ge ball, each single detector being surrounded by a 
BGO Compton suppressor'). As the forward quadrant (for the use of the recoil mass 
spectrometer) and the 12 pentagonal holes were left empty, the array was only equiped with 
45 tapered Ge detectors. Each of them has an intrinsic peak efficiency around 70% compared to a 
7.6 cm x 7.6 cm Nal counter placed at a distance of 25 cm from a ^"Co source. 
At the origin it was intented to complete the ball to 70 Ge counters of the same type for phase 2 
at the VTVTTRON at Strasbourg. Several reasons have led to the necessity to search for a new 
type of detector: 

- the Doppler broadening oberved in phase 1 at angles near 90° showed clearly 
that the granularity of the array had to be increased at these angles for phase 2 to reduce this 
effect which lowers strongly the resolving power 

- the peak efficiency, especialy for high energy gamma rays, depends on the size 
of the detectors. Unfortunately it is difficult to increase the diameter of the single Ge crystals 
above 70-75 mm, because of the electric field contraints 

- in the future it will be of great interest to have the possibility to determine the 
multipolanty of the weak transitions such as those deexciting the superdeformed nuclei. 

The response to this questions has been the development 
of the clover detector in collaboration with the company 
EURYSIS Mesures, following simulation calculations 
done at CRN Strasbourg-) 

2. The clover detector 
The clover design includes four closely packed single Ge 
Each of diem has a length of 70 mm and an initial 
diameter of 50 ran The front of them is squared to 42 
mm and they are tapered on a distance of 20 mm The 
adjacents faces are cut in the same manner as the edges of 
the front face to allow the close packing of the detectors 
Energy resolution 
The mean indidual energy resolution deduced from the figure I Design of the clover 
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measurements of the 116 detectors of the 29 clovers are 
2.0keV± 0.2 keV at 1332 keV and 1.0 ± 0.1 keV at 
122 keV respectively. Most of the crystals give values 
very near of the mean value. The mean energy resolution 
for the totality of the clover, after add-back of all the 
detectors, is 2.25 keVat 1332 keV 

Photopeak efficiency 
The measured individual intrinsic photopeak efficiency is 
21.5%. Again all the values measured for the 116 
different detectors are very similar (±5%), The total 
photopeak efficiency of the clover is very close to the 
predictions of the simulations calculations2) (135%) with 
a very narrow distribution for the values of the 29 clovers. 

Timing 
The timing has been measured in coincidence with a small 
BaFj counter for the gamma-rays of a ""Co source with a 
"real" threshold at 50 keV on the clover side. The mean 
value observed was 5.5 ns with very symmetric peaks. 

3. Doppler shift corrections 
Simulations 
One of the most important problem met in EUROGAM 
phase 1 was the large Doppler broadening effect observed 
near 90°. This effect increases of course with die energy 
of the gamma-rays and with the use of heavier beams (the 
velocity v/c varies from ~ 2% for mass 30 to ~ 4.5% for 
mass 80). Simulations had firit been performed^) with the 
code GEANT III to calculate the gain which could be 
expected from detectors having a geometry like die clover 
detector (figure 2 ) . These simulations have also permitted 
to found an easy method of correction : if one of the four 
crystals is single hitted die mean angle of this detector is 
die reference, and if two detectors are fired their interface 
can be taken as die angle of reference. This mediod gives 
results comparable to those obtained with die general 
simulation method : die loss is only of die order of 0.1 
keV, but the method makes easy die correction of die 
experimental data. 
Experimental results 

The first tests of dns clovers in nuclear reactions widi 
heavy ions beams have been done very recently, in die 
second half of July, during die commissionning runs of 
both the new accelerator the VIVITRON and 
EUROGAM phase 2. Gamma-rays were detected in die 
reaction l 2 4 S n + 3 0 Si at a bombarding energy of 160 MeV 
leading mainly to the final nuclei l 4 9 G d and i 4 8 G d in the 
5n and 6n channels respectively The diree upper spectra 
of figure 3 (lef part, center and right part of the clover) 
show clearly die energy shift due to the Doppler effect 

y-ray energy (keV) 
Figure 2 : Simulation spectra 
calculated with code GEANT III 
for a recoil velocity of 3% 

y-ray energy ^keV) 

Figure 3 : Experimental spectra 
observed with a clover 
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even if the recoil velocity is quite small 
(v/c~1.8%). The difference of width of the lines 
between the uncorrected add-back spectrum 
(6 keV) and the corrected one (4 keV) is exactly 
what was expected from the simulations. 
An other illustration of the increase of resolving 
power with the clover detector is demonstrated 
in figure 4. The 1350-1550 keV region of the 
gamma spectra observed for the yrast 
superdefbrmed band in ! 4 ' J Gd is illustrated in 
the case of phase 1 and in the case of phase 2. 
The energy resolution gain (6.1 keV to 4.8 keV) 
observed in this sum spectra of all the detectors 
of the array is due to the clover detectors 
Doppler shift correction. 

4. Linear polarisations measurements 
The feasibility, with a clover, of linear 
polarisations measurements has first been 
demonstrated by simulation calculations and 
later by a calibration run performed in beam by 
the use of E2 transitions fed in (p,p') reactions2'. 
These measurements show that the linear 
polarisation sensitivity stays reasonably high for 
a so closed geometry, in agreement with the 
simulation calculations. Correlated with the high 
efficiency of this polarimeters and their number 
(24 clovers -» 48 polarimeters) this means a 
very great factor of merit and certainely the 
possibility to measure the linear polarisation of 
weak transitions as soon as the gamma lines can 
be isolated (high fold coincidences). 
In figure 5 is shown a comparison of the 
"Vertical" and "Horizontal" counting rates 
observed in the 1 MeV gamma ray energy 
region. The E2 lines are caracterized by a higher 
counting rate in the "Vertical" while the 
magnetic transitions are generaly caracterised 
by a higher counting rate in the "Horizontal", 
but mixing ratio values in the case of Ml + E2 
transitions can change this general assessment 
These spectra have been obtained in the same 
reaction 1 2 4 Sn + 3 0 Si described above. The 
magnetic transitions, designed with arrows in 
figure 5, have effectively a very different 
behaviour as compared to the other transitions 
which are E2. The gamma ray line of 1002 keV 
is a M2 transition in l 4 8 G d : the polarisation 
effect is large even if it is certainely reduced 
because of the long lifetime of the initial state. 
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5. Clovers use in EUROGAM phase 2 
EUROGAM phase 2 is based on the use of 30 tapered Ge detectors (efficiency 70%) and of 24 
Ge clovers (efficiency 135%). The tapered detectors are at a distance of 20.5 cm from the target, 
half of them being in the backward quadrant and the other half in the forward quadrant. The 
clovers, which are at a distance of 23 cm from the target, are disposed in two rings of 12 detectors 
around 90°. With this arrangment the total photcpeak efficiency of EUROGAM was increased 
from 5.6% in phase 1 to 8.2% in phase 2, the real values are in fact lower since the previous 
values do not take into account the efficiency reduction correlated to multiple hits due to gamma-
rays and neutrons. Especially it would be interesting to reduce the large solid angle supported by 
the clover detectors. 
The comparison of the spectra observed versus the coincidence fold in phase 1 and phase 2 for the 
l 4 9 G d yrast supetdeformed band is shown in figure 6. This spectra were obtained without any 
background substraction. The phase 2 spectra were obtained in a much shorter time and as 
expected the counting rate of fold 5 is enhanced by a factor ~6.5 in comparison to phase 1. One 
can also observe the very good peak to background ratio obtained for fold 6. 

EUROGAM II 

600 800 1000 '200 1400 1600 
•y-ray energy (keV) 

600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
y - ray energy (keV) 

Figure 6 Comparison of the l49Od yra.il superdcformed band spectra, versus the 
coincidence fold, ohserved with EUROGAM phase I and phase 2 
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6. Future developments on the clover design basis 
As it has been demonstrated by the present results that the clover design works in a reliable 
manner it can be used now as a basis for future developments. The increase of both the 
granularity and the peak efficiency remaining the main goals for this new designs. 

Figure 7: Two possible fitture developments of clover type detectors schematic 
designs of a quad-clover veiwed by the front and of a segmented clover 

The first idea (figure 7, left side) is to pack in a same cryostat four clovers of the type described 
earlier : the granularity is increased consequently and the efficiency is nearly doubled, due to the 
increase of the photopeak efficiency but also to a better coverage ratio Ge/BGO. This "quad 
clover" would use 16 individual Ge crystals. 
Recently it becomes possible to segment electricaly n-type Ge detectors. This technique brings an 
alternative solution to the quad-clover : the use Ge of larger diameter (70-75 mm) in a 
conventional clover geometry with an electrical segmentation of each of them, One ends with 
again 16 detectors. J.Gc:l will give more information on preliminary tests and simulations of this 
type of detector in a later talk. 

This work would not have been possible without the large contributions ofmanv members of the 
FRANCE - UK EUROGAM collaboration The clover "adventure " thanks to all of them. 
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The SEGMENTED CLOVER detector for EUROBAIX 

J. Gerl', K. Vettcr2, Th. W. Elze2, Th. Kroll2 and II. Xie1 

1 GSI, Darmstadt, 2 Universitat Frankfurt 

Fig.l Sketch of the Fig.2 Simulated photopenic with and without 
SEGMENTED CLOVER detector. correction of the Doppler broadening. 

The aim of the EUROBALL project is the development of 7-ray detectors with substantially 
improved qualities, to be employable in different kinds of arrays ranging from one detector up to 
the 4?r spectrometer EUROBALL 111 [1]. To achieve a total photopeak efficiency substantially 
larger than 10% for the 4TT array and to preserve the necessary energy resolution deteriorated 
by Doppler effects it is necessary to build composite detectors consisting of several Gc crystals. 
The most advanced designs which have been realized so far are the CLOVER and the CLUSTER 
detector with four and seven crystals. 

The most ambitious composite detector is the SEG MENTED CLOVER detector which is currently 
being developed in a collaboration with the company Urisys, Strasbourg. It will consist of 4 closely 
packed coaxial Ge detectors of 14cm (!) length and 7cm diameter each. To further improve the 
Doppler correction capability the detector elements are segmented radially in quarters. The peak 
efficiency of the collimatcd SEGMENTED CLOVER detector has been calculated at 1.33McV 
(11.7MeV) to be epA=0.')2 (c p h=0.11) with a P/T ratio or P/T=0.8 (P/T=0.6). 

The first prototype element of the SEGMENTED CLOVER detector with a segmented 11-type Ge 
crystal of 67mm diameter and 72mm length has been delivered in spring 1994 by the company 
Urisys. It has an efficiency at 1.33McV of cp),=0.169±u.u09 for the full detector and (,,,,=0.021 
... 0.030 for the segments. The peak/total ratio is P/T=0.25 for the sum and P/T%0.1 for the 
segments. All measured values agree within the experimental errors with corresponding Monte 
Carlo calculations, which shows the reliability of detector simulations. The energy resolution or 
the ac-coupled sum signal has been measured to be 2.3SkcV and ranges from 2.2keV to 2.fikcV for 
the segments. The time resolution of all five signals is better than 6ns. 

After solving the main technical obstacle, the segmentation ofa n-type Ge detector, the completion 
of the SEGMENTED CLOVER detector is expected for 1995. 

[1] EL'ROBALL 111, ed. J. Gerl and R.M. Lieder, GSI, Darmstadt (1992). 
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Performance of CLUSTER Detectors 
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Abstract 

The performance of a first Germanium CLUSTER detector for EUROBALL 111 is 
presented. The detector consists of seven coaxial Ge detectors which are closely packed 
in a common cryostat and surrounded by a common BGO suppression shield. The 
individual Ge detectors are hermetically encapsulated in an Aluminum can to achieve 
reliable operation and easy maintenance of the large detector containing 10 kg of 
Germanium. A total-absorption efficiency of sPh = 0.292, an energy resolution of AE = 
2.36 keV (at 1.3 MeV) and a peak-to-total ratio of P/T = 0.61 has been measured. 15 
CLUSTER detectors with l7t solid angle and a total-absorption efficiency of > 4% are 
being built for EUROBALL III 

1. Introduction 

The design criteria of the EUROBALL 4rc Germanium y-ray detector array has been 
discussed in detail in previous publications [1,2,]. The most relevant quantities to achieve 
a low observational limit for the detection of weak y-rays are the total-absorption 
efficiency ePh of the Ge detectors and their granularity The total-absorption efficiency 
determines the number of gates which can be set on the transitions in a y-cascade Each 
additional gate improves the peak-to-background ratio of the cascade considered by 
diluting the background in a matrix of a higher dimension and thus improves the 
observational limit. A high granularity of the detector array is needed to reduce the 
detonation of the good intrinsic energy resolution of the Ge detectors by Doppler effects 
as in most experiments the y-rays are emitted from from fast recoiling nuclei 
Another quantity that has to be considered is the peak-to-total ratio P/T of the detectors 
which improves with increasing volume of the detectors However, as in Ge the Compton 
effect dominates over the photoeffect for E7 > 200 keV a BGO suppression shield is 
commonly used to veto the y-rays scattered out of the Ge detector 
In summary, a large total-absorption efficiency, a high granularity and a good peak-to-
total ratio of the detector array is needed to observe a specific weak y-branch among the 
many competing decay paths 
The lower curve in Fig. 1 shows the total-absorption efficiency P p h as function of the 
number N of Ge detectors for the largest n-type detectors available surrounded by 
individual BGO suppression shields. The curve saturates for N > 110 as the solid angle of 
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the Ge detectors becomes constant due to the space needed for the BGO shields. Thus, 
the total-absorption efficiency of a 4 n array with individually shielded Ge detectors is 
limited to Pph < 10%. 
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Fig. J: Total-absorption efficiency Pph as 
function of the number N of detectors 

Fig. 2: The principle of the CLUSTER 
detector 

For a further reduction of the observational limit much larger Ge detectors of high 
granularity are needed. To fulfil these demands with the present Ge technology a very 
large Ge detector has to be composed of several large coaxial Ge detectors which are 
closely packed in a common cryostat. This is the basic concept of the CLUSTER 
detector. An example of the total-absorption efficiency that can be achieved with 
composite detectors is given by the upper curve of Fig. 1. 

2 The CLUSTER detector 

The basic design of the CLUSTER detector is shown in Fig 2. It consists of seven 
hexagonal tapered Ge detectors which are mounted in a common cryostat and surrounded 
by a BGO suppression shield. By adding all signals of the individual detectors the total-
absorption efficiency and the peak-to-total ratio of a very large detector is achieved. The 
number of detectors in the CLUSTER, their shape and the shape of the BGO shield were 
optimized by Monte Carlo calculations performed by the Jiilich group [1] 
The main technical problems in the realization of the CLUSTER detector were expected 
to arise from the sensitive intrinsic surface of the Ge detectors operated in a common 
vacuum cryostat To overcome these problems and to improve the reliability of Ge 
detectors in general a vacuum-tight encapsulation of the individual Ge detectors has been 
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developed by a collaboration of the University of Koln, the KFA Julich and the company 
Eurisys [3]. 

2.1 The encapsulated Ge detector 

A sketch of the encapsulated Ge detector is given in Fig. 3 together with a photograph of 
the final detector The capsule is made from Aluminum with a wall thickness of 0.7 mm It 
is hermetically sealed by electron welding of all feedthroughs and of the capsule lid The 
pocket in the lid of the capsule contains a getter material which keeps the vacuum inside 
the capsule below 10"6 mbar even at annealing temperatures of 110" C A lifetime of 10 
years and more including 40 annealings for neutron damage has been estimated for the 
capsule from quantitative outgassing measurements. 
The cold part of the preamplifier is mounted on the capsule lid Therefore it can be easily 
exchanged in case of damage or modified for different experimental applications At the 
moment we use AC. coupled preamplifiers to operate the capsule on ground potential. 
For cooling the capsule is attached by four screws to the cold frame of a cryostat 
The Ge detector shown in Fig. 3 has a length of 78 mm and a diameter of 70 mm at the 
cylindrical end. The distance of the Ge surface to the inner wall of the capsule is only 0 5 
mm which gives a distance of ~ 2.5 mm between the Ge surfaces of two neighboring 
detectors in the CLUSTER 
39 encapsulated detectors have been delivered since October 1992. The energy resolution 
varies between 1.88 and 2.3 keV at Ey = 1 3 MeV with an average resolution of 2.1 keV 
The average resolution at Ey = 122 keV is 1 05 keV. The measured total-absorption 
efficiency varies between 55 and 64 % (relative to a 3" x 3" NaJ detector) with an average 
value of 59%. The detectors are stored at room temperature and cooled down in a test 
cryostat time by time to control their performance So far, we could not measure any 
change of the properties of the detectors 
The new technique of encapsulating Ge detectors seems to be a big step to more reliability 
and availability which is very important especially for their application in big arrays The 
encapsulated detectors can be annealed for neutron damage in a standard furnace As 
shown for the prototype detector, 2 hours at 105" C is sufficient to restore their original 
properties [1]. 
In summary, the encapsulated Ge detectors have excellent properties They can be 
handled by the user for all maintenance purposes and exchanged in case of a failure 

2.2 Performance of the first CLUSTER detector 

The first CLUSTER detector became operational in early 1994 The cryostat was 
designed and built at the University of Koln The BGO suppression shield was designed at 
the KFA Julich and built by Cyberstar/Crismatec. Fig 4 shows the technical details The 
whole cryostat can be assembled and disassembled by the user The dewar has an active 
volume of 11.7 Itr LN2 which gives a holding time of 48 hours The operational 
temperature of the Ge detectors is 95 - 97 K which from our previous studies [4] we 
believe is the optimum temperature to account as well for possible shallow electron 
trapping levels in large n-type crystals as for the influence of hole trapping levels induced 
by neutrons 
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The BGO shield consists of 18 optically separated elements: 12 for the side part and 6 for 
the back part behind the Ge detectors. The energy resolution measured at 661 keV is 

Fig. 3: The encapsulated Ge detector Fig. 4: The CLUSTER detector 

< 23 % for the corner crystals, < 20 % for the middle crystals and < 14 % for the back 
crystals, respectively. All elements show a very low noise of < 6 keV. 
The following performance of the first CLUSTER detector was measured with a 6 V o 
source placed at 43 cm distance to the surface of the Ge detectors (which will be the 
distance target - detector in EUROBALL): 

Energy resolution (in add-back mode) AE,= 2.36 keV 
Total-absorption efficiency s p h = 0.292 (0.31-0.35) 
Add-back factor 1.44 (1.45 - 1.47) 
Peak-to-total ratio (threshold 200 keV), 

Ge unsuppressed P/T = 0.39 (0 40-0.44) 
suppressed P/T = 0 61 (0 72 -0 79) 

The numbers given in brackets refer to the various Monte Carlo simulations performed by 
G. Hebbinghaus, D. Kutchin (KFA Julich), J. Gerl (GSI) and J Tain (University of 
Valencia). While the efficiency, the add-back factor and the peak-to-total ratio of the Ge 
array agree very well with the prediction of the simulation, the P/T after suppression with 
the BGO shield seems rather low as compared to the simulation. The energy threshold of 
the BGO detectors was *25 keV By better electronics and a lower threshold we hope to 
improve the suppression by the BGO shield to a P/T value closer to the simulations 
15 Cluster detectors with I TT solid angle will be built in Europe to replace the 15 
individually suppressed Ge detectors of EUROGAM 11 at backward angles and to 
upgrade EUROGAM II to EUROBALL III. From the results given above it can be 
estimated that the 15 CLUSTER detectors will have a total-absorption efficiency of P p h > 
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4 %. A full 4 3i array of 70 CLUSTER detectors would have a total-absoption efficiency 
of PPh > 18 %. Although it is unlikely to realize such an array in near future, it shows the 
potentiality of the composite detectors built with encapsulated Ge detectors 
The first in-beam experiments with 1 - 2 CLUSTER detectors will take advantage of the 
excellent properties of these detectors to study high energy y-rays. Monte Carlo 
simulations predict a total-absorption efficiency of sPh = 0.06 and P/T = 0 4 at EY = 11.7 
MeV which means that the qualitiy of the spectra at 10 MeV should be comparable with 
the spectra measured at E, = 1 MeV with conventional Ge detectors. Experiments will 
include the investigation of highly excited low spin states at the 11 MV - FN-Tandem of 
the University of Koln and (y,yl) reactions to excite dipole modes in the energy range of 3 
- 8 MeV at S-DALINAC in Darmstadt. 
Experiments with six CLUSTER detectors will start in summer 1995 at the accelerator of 
the MPI Heidelberg. The geometry will be optimized to measure nuclear lifetimes and to 
study proton rich nuclei by neutron-yy coincidences. 
All 15 CLUSTER detectors should be available in late 1996. They are contributed by 4 
European countries: Germany 8, Italy 4, Sweden 2, U.K. 1 EUROBALL III will 
commence operation in 1996/97 at Legnaro for a duration of 14 - 16 months before 
moving to its second site Strasbourg. 

3 Conclusion 

The Ge CLUSTER detector allows to build 4n y-ray arrays of high granularity and a 
total-absorption efficiency of more than 10 %. The results presented for the prototype 
detector are close to the predictions of the Monte Carlo simulations and fulfil all our 
expectations. The central point of the CLUSTER development is the encapsulated Ge 
detector. This new technology improves the reliability of the Ge detectors and reduces the 
maintenance costs of the EUROBALL array 
As encapsulated Ge detectors can be handled by the user, the same set of detectors can be 
used for very different experiments in optimized geometry An example given is the Ge 
Miniball as proposed by D. Schwalm which will be set up in spring 1995 The Miniball 
uses the first 42 encapsulated Ge detectors in a tight geometry without BGO suppression 
shields. In this way, a total-absorption efficiency of P p h * 20 % can be achieved The 
Miniball is expected to be an excellent instrument to study exotic decay modes in 
experiments with low y-multiplicity and low recoil velocity 

The development of the CLUSTER detector was funded by the German Ministry of 
Research and Technology under contract No 06 OK 143 and 06 OK 2721 
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The notion of effective force is central to microscopic studies of nuclear structure. Al
though the results of Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculations have helped infer some character
istics of these forces, it is the comparison of results of HF, HF+BCS and HFB calculations 
whith data which has provided the most useful criteria for a definition of the effective in
teractions that we are now using. It turns out that the most important advances have 
concerned the interaction in the particle-hole (p-h) channel. They have led to the con
struction of forces of various analytic structures which allow an accurate reproduction of 
a large body of data from the p-shell to the actinides. Most microscopic calculations are 
still performed with these well established forces, such as the Skyrmc force in its SIII or 
SkM*1' (or other) parametrizations or the D1S 2' version of the Gogny force. For a study 
of the superdeformation properties of moderately neutron deficient nuclei, these old p-h 
interactions should be adequate at least at the first stage of the analysis. 

The situation is not as favorable as far as the interaction in the particle-particle channel 
(p-p) is concerned. Before the availability of arrays of gamma detectors, and the blooming 
of high-spin physics, data related to this component of the force was limited. It concerned 
only global properties and indicated that the p-p fo;ce was especially important in the 
5=0, T = l spin-isospin channel and was short ranged. Data also gave information on the 
magnitude of pairing matrix elements averaged over a major shell. In fact, for ground state 
properties, rather satisfactory results can be obtained with an interaction as schematic 
as the seniority force which assumes orbital-independent strengths. On the other hand, 
presently available data on high-spin behavior of a large number of rotational bands is 
very sensitive to orbital occupation. It. therefore provides a deeper insight on the multipole 
structure of the p-p force. Moreover, because the surface-to-volume ratio is very much 
increased in superdeformed states compared to ground state configurations, one should 
be able to investigate the density dependence of the interaction whether in its p-h or its 
p-p channel. Nuclear matter calculations suggest that the effective force in the pairing 
channel is strongest when the density is about half the saturation density 3 ' ' 1 ' 5 '. This and 
other experimental evidences concerning the odd-even staggering of the radius isotope shifts 
justify that one look in more detail at the yet noorly known density dependence of the p-p 
force. In this communication, I will present some related results from our programme of 
investigation of the high-spin properties of SD nuclei. 

The Hamiltonian H used in this work includes a kinetic energy term and an eltective 
interaction. The p-h component of this interaction is provided by the SkM* parametrization 
of the Skyrme force. Its p-p component is either generated by a seniority force or by a zero-
range density dependent force. We then look for mean-field solutions in a frame rotating 
with constant angular velocity u> around a fixed axis (for us the c axis). The problem 
reduces to the minimization of the total ronthian: 

H" = (H - li~>.l:-ii N) (1) 

'Unite de Recherclies ties Hiiiv*;rsites Pans VI rt Paris XI. associt*e an C.N'.R.S. 
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Because we want to study the effect of pairing cor ' itions, the expectation value which 
defines Hu is minimized within the space of BCS states and we must impose a constraint 
pN insuring that the BCS state will on the average have the correct number of particles 

The HFB approximation induces two sorts of symmetry breaking. For the first which 
concerns quadrupole deformation and the associated phenomenon of collective rotation, the 
mean-field approximation is well justified at the high-spins we are considering here. It is 
another matter for the symmetry breaking related with the non conservation of particle 
number. While at zero spin, the nucleoli number dispersion is large enough to justify the 
use of HFB for nuclear ground states, at large angular momenta, the Coriolis field destroys 
pairs and generates a restoration of the broken symmetry at the mean-field level. In the 
HFB approximation, the wave-function degenerates into a Slater determinant so that all 
the correlations due to the p-p component of the force become neglected. To remedy this 
deficiency which can affect adversely the evaluation of fine properties related to rotation, we 
have used the Lipkin-Nogami prescription for approximating the variation after projection 
method 6 , 5 ' . In it, the total Roiithian is redefined as 

W = <// - ftw./. - /».V) - Xi (AN'1) (2) 

where the added term contains the square of the particle number deviation AN = N - (X). 
For a given pairing force, this correction increases the correlations compared to HFB. Ao ., 
result the strength of the p-p interaction must be diminished by about 10-15% if one is to 
still achieve a correct description of ground states properties. Another physical consequence 
of the use of the LN method is the disappearance of the spurious phase transitions foun 
by HFB calculations. 

The region of , 5 2 D y with its two .V=X(i and Z=(i(i SD shell effects was the first 
where superdefomation was observed. However, at low spins, even for l r'-'Dy . the saell 
stabilization of SD shapes and the Coulomb repulsion are not sufficient to overconn th" 
increase of the surface energy. This phenomenon is visible on our results (fig. 1 At 
(J.) = 0. the IIFBCS deformation energy curve only displays a shoulder near a value of 
the quadrupole moment Qn =l(lb. This curve ami all the HFB results concerning nuclei of 
the .4 = 150 region have been obtained with the SkM" torce for the p-h channel lor the 
p-p component of the effective interaction, we have used a seniority interactioi adjusted 
to reproduce average qp energies at ground state as they can be deduced frot: the mass 
table. Not until spin (J:) = 2-1A does the barrier between the first and SD wells reach 
lMeV. Only at (J:) = 307i. the barrier becomes larger than 2MoV. This result is in good 
agreement with data concerning the decay of the SD bands. For the angular momentum 
{./-) = 3Gfi. our energy curve extends to deformations for which a hyperileformed (HD) well 
is expected. A shoulder is indeed observed in the deformation energy cur' e nround ()•">!>. 
Calculations (not shown on lig. 1) at (./-) = HOh do not find a deeper HP well. However, 
before drawing definite conclusions concerning the existence of 1ID bam1 as predicted by 
the SkM* interaction, two effects must be investigated. First a.s we will liscuss below, the 
pairing associated with the seniority force as we have defined it is probably too large at 
high spins. In order to evaluate how tlii.-. could affect the HD well depth, we are presently 
performing cranked 1IF calculations at (./.) = (i()/i. Another effect wot h considering is that 
of static octupole deformations not taken into account in the present .ilculation and which, 
for such large elongations, may also play an important role. 

On fig.2, we have plotted the evolution of the dynamical monien of inertia versus /i~ for 
the two nuclei 1 5 2 D y and ' '°Gd . Alt hough both J> are decreasing, the slope is much larger 
for 1 M ) Gd . This result is in agreement with data. The decou-.iosition between neutron 
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and proton shows that is due to contributions from both species. It is a self-consistency 
effect : the decrease of Z induces a diminution of the deformation which in turn modifies 
the neutron Fermi sea. This can be understood from the proton HFB-Nilsson spectrum 
in which the proton SD shell effect appears at a smaller deformation for Z =64 than for 
Z =66. As a result, in 1 5 0 G d at small angular momenta, the intruder level ~2v lies above 
the Fermi surface. As hu> increases it drops under it. Its occupation varies therefore much 
more than in 1 5 2 D y where it is always within the Fermi sea. 

From the consideration of the routhian spectrum of l 5 0 G d it appears favorable to define 
bands in 1 5 1 T b by the creation of qp's based on the 63 and 64 proton orbitals. On the 
other hand, the qp routhian spectrum of , 5 0 G d suggests that at high spins, one considers 
also the qp associated with the orbital [301js=-, Finally a fourth band can be built on the 
[301]s=+ qp. In fact nine bands have been observed, the first four of which fit rather well 
this assignment pattern. Fig. 3 presents our results for the first three bands calculated with 
and without pairing correlations. Because of the high spin value, a decrease of the pairing 
strength leads to a lower moment of inertia. This is a direct consequence of the definition 
of the second moment of inertia (it would not be so for the first moment). Whether pairing 
is present or not, we find that J2 decreases faster for the ground SD band than for the 
excited bands. In the HFB case we have checked this behavior clown to f!u = .35MeV. The 
HF results are in even better agreement with data. This is evidence that a seniority force 
adjusted at ground state and used with the Lipkin-Nogami prescription gives too large 
pairing correlations. At hu =.645McV the HF calculation predicts t i m the band built by 
emptying the [301]s=- routhian (and therefore filling both 63 and 64 orbitals) is excited by 
about 0.6MeV while the band obtained by a transfer of a particle from the 63 to the 64 has 
an excitation energy near O.DMeV. We have also found that the band with the [301]s= — 
orb^a! empty calculated without, pairing correlations has the same dynamical moment of 
inertia as the ground state band of , 5 2 C y . All these results fit well with experimental 
findings. 

Let us now come to our investigation of the effect of the analytic structure of the pairing 
interaction on moment of inertia. In order to have a better sensitivity and to connect with 
zero spin pairing properties, we have chosen 1 < J 4 Pb because pairing is believed to play 
a more important role in the SD properties of nuclei of the A = 190 region. We recall 
that the calculations for rare-earth nuclei have been done with a seniority force adjusted on 
properties at zero spin. This involves some arbitrariness in the choice of the relative neutron 
and proton intensities since the 7". behaviour of'' ? p-p force is poorly known. Using a force 
eliminates this problem as one can make use of .lie isospin symmetry (as done for instance 
with the Gogny force). It also supresses the need foi an explicit N.Z parametrization of 
the strengths. Finally it allows an investigation of the multipole structure of pairing matrix 
elements. 

We have first studied a zero-range force, because despite its simplicity, it possesses those 
odd-multipole components believed to lie important when time-reversal is broken. We have 
chosen a parametrization which includes a density dependence. 

VP = ^ ( 1 - P„K>(r-, - r,)(l -ap(!l±Jl)) (3) 

The spin exchange operator is denoted P„ : V0 and n are two parameters. A quantity not 
shown in (3) is the active space cutoff playing I he role of t he finite range in the Gogny force. 
This cutoff is in fact tied to the intensity \'„. Here, it wa.s chosen "> MeV above the Fermi 
surface. For a = 0. (3) is a delta force act inn over the rutin' volume of the nucleus. On the 
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other hand, when a is taken equal to the inverse of the saturation density, one has a purely 
surface active force. In the calculation of 1 9 4 P b we have tested four forces ; All four were 
adjusted to reproduce the experimental second moment of inertia at small spins. One is 
the seniority force used in our general analysis of the even nuclei of the region 8 '. Another 
one is a simple delta force (VQ =250MeV.fm~3, a =0). In addition we have considered a 
purely surface active force (V0 =880MeV.fm~3, a =l . / .16fm 3 ) and a force repulsive inside 
the nucleus while attractive at the surface (V0 = 1400MeV.fm~3, a = l./.14fm 3 ). 

The results are shown in figure 4. The volume-active delta force gives results very similar 
to those obtained with the seniority interaction. Therefore it does not seem that the odd 
multipole components it contains, modify significantly the average slope of the moment of 
inertia when the overall strength is such that the low spin value of Jt is correctly reproduced. 
On the other hand, our results show that the density dependence of the p-p channel affects 
significantly the slope of the moment of inertia versus u. A peaking of the force at the 
surface gives a better agreement with data. Not apparent from this curve is an important 
variation of the proton versus neutron pairing as the action of the pairing force is shifted 
from volume to surface. In particular the proton pairing is significantly reduced for a surface 
active force. Of course, these calculations must he extended to other nuclei (odd and even) 
of this SD region. We also plan to test the same forces in other nuclei at SD deformations 
and near ground state. 
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Figure 1 HFB deformation energy curves of 1 5 2Dy for different values of the avera 
angular momentum (J:) as a function of the total quadrupole moment QQ in barn. 
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Figure 2 Evolution of the HFB calculated dynamical moment of inertia of the ground 
SD bands of the nuclei 1 5 2Dy (left) and 1 5 0Gd (right) (calculation: solid lines ; data: solid 
dots). The dashed and dotted curves give respectively the neutron and proton contribution 
to the moment of inertia. 
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Figure 3 Evolution of the HFB calculated moment of inertia of the three lowest bands 
of 1 5 1 Tb . The solid dots and triangles give the data for the first two bands. The empty 
dots, triangles and squares give the HF results (The markers correspond to values of (J,) 
spaced by 2ft with an arbitrary choice for the (./.) origin.). The solid and dashed lines show 
the HFB results of the bands with -irl>itals fiA and fij emptied respectively. For the ordering 
of the calculated bands, see text. 
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Figure 4 Dynamical moment of inertia of l M P b . The solid dots show the data. 

The dot-dashed, dashed and solid lines give our results obtained with the seniority, the 
volume-active and the two surface-active interactions respectively. 
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MOMENTS OF INERTIA AND IDENTICAL BANDS: 
A SENSITIVE PROBE TO PAIRING CORRELATIONS AT 
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The moments of inertia of super-deformed odd »nd odd-odd nuclei in the Hg-
Pb region arc investigated. Special emphasis is put on the identicul bund problem. 
Deformation and pairing effects arc treated sclf-consistcntly by means of the cranked 
Strutinsky Lipkin-Nogami approach, that has been extended to include a quadrupole 
pairing Alteration. It is shown that the double stretched quadrupole pairing force is 
dominated by the time odd component. The blocking effect is considerably weakened 
due to the simultunous decrease of the A-j, field. 

PACS numbers : 21.10.Re, 21.B0.Ji, 21.60.Ev, 27.80+w 

The experimental study of super-deformation in the mass A=190 region revealed several interesting 
features that challenged the theoretical understanding of the nucelar many body problem. A common 
feature of the dynamical moments of inertia {jW= Ti)is (*) a smooth increase with frequency' {ii) 
essentially no difference for neighbouring nuclei, i.e. a multitude of identical bands (iii) vanishing 
blocking effects. 

These phenomena are linked in the sense that the moments of inertia are identical not for a 
given constant value but in their correlated increase with frequency. Hence, to aridrcss only one of 
the issues raised above is not satisfactory. In other words, a comprehensive understanding of the 
identical bauds problem in this mass region requires a rather accurate quantitative understanding 
of the moments of inertia. 

Qualitatively, the rise in . / ^ i s understood in terms of a gradual alignment of j\;,j2 neutrons and 
»i3/2 protons in the presence of pairing correlations [l,2j. However, quantitatively, the agreement 
between calculations and experiment was not accurate enough to address the above mentioned 
problems. The variation of the calculated J7' 2 'with neutron and proton number e.g., were much too 
large as compared to experiment. 

Previous calculations either treated pairing selfconsistcntly but kept deformation fix, or were 
deformation self consistent but invoked an approximative pairing interaction [2], Hence, our first 
at tempt to more accurately describe the moments of inertia was to calculate both pairing and 
deformation selfconjistently on a lattice in deformation space. Our model liamiltonian is based on 
the deformed mean field, given by a Woods-Saxon potential [3] with the Chcpumov parameters. [4] 
The total routhian E~. is obtained via the Strutinsky shell correction method. 

E-(Z,Nj) = E-^"(Z,N,i))+ [< 1I-{Z,NJ)> - < H--~"(Z,N,(3) >] (1) 

Here, E~~"(Z, N,J3) represents the liquid drop energy of ref. [5] or |6], the single-particle shell 
correction defined by the Slrutinsky averaging procedure, [7] and the pairing energy at zero frequency. 
The term in the bracket of eq. (1) corresponds to the change in energy due to rotation (for details 
see [8]). 

"talk presented by R. Wyss 
A small number of bands exhibits irregularities or are flat. They will be discussed separately and merely 

confirm the above observations 
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We employed an approximative particle number projection before variation by means of the Lipkin-
Nogami approach. This method reduces the particle number fluctuation (AN2) by minimizing an 
operator up to second order, V. = Hu - X^{N2 — (N)2), with X2 calculated using certain subsidiary 
conditions [9]. The resulting Lipkin-Nogami equations (LNC) in the intrinsic frame of reference 
(cranking model) can be cast into the standard form of the cranked Hartrce-Fock-Bogolyubov equa
tions (for details we refer the reader to [10-12]). In these calculations the total routhian surface 
( T R S ) is minimiced with respect to deformation paramters (3it (3\ and 7 at each frequency, the chem
ical potential A, the pairing gap A and Aj being determined sclfconsistcntly. The results of these 
pairing and deformation self consistent calculations improved the agreement with experiment, but 
deficiencies were still present, especially in the low frequency rcgim (11,13). 

FIG. 1. The deformation dependence of the selfconsistcnt strength G'v„ for three different kind of 
QQ-pairing interactions: non-stretched, stretched (') and the presently used version of double stretchedf"). 

In the next step, we extended the pairing force to include all components of quadrupole type, which 
implies the presence of the time odd component, Qj\. Already early investigations by Migdal [14] 
showed the importance of the time odd part of the pairing interaction with respect to the moments 
of inertia (the Migdal term). These ideas were further developed by the work of Belaycv. [15] Quite 
recently it was also suggested with in the frame work of a simple model, that the K = 1+ part of 
the pairing mighi be of importance for the moments of inertia in the SD Hg-Pb region. [16] 

The two body part of our hamiltonian is then specified by antisymmctrized matrix elements of 
the monopole and quadrupole pairing interaction (/3 = T/3 denotes time-reversed state). 

.<**>_ P a d A = 0, M = 0 
9°fl _ \ (Q\Q„\0), A = 2, M = 0,1,2 V> 

In our model we use the double stretched quadrupole-quadrupole (QQ) pairing interaction. It 
has been demonstrated by Kishimoto and Sakamoto that effective interactions in the particle-hole 
channel can be realized in general by means of double-stretched operators [17]. Hence, the natural 
extension to the QQ-pairing force also invokes double-stretched operators (Q" — r"2Y','t): 
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Qo = g'j'o. 
Q- = j-M + «-,)• " = I- 2-

(4) 

The strength of the quadrupole pairing force stems from the requirement of restoring the local 
galilean invariance of the system under A-pole collective shape oscillations [18). The monopole 
pairing strength Goo is determined by the average gap method of Ref. [19]. Since the strength of 
the quadrupole pairing interaction Gj,, corresponds to the self-consistent coupling constants of [18], 
our approach does not involve any adjustable strength parameters. Note also that all three strength 
parameters Gi,, are calculated within the concept of self consistency. 

The use of double-stretched quadrupole operators has pronounced advantages compared to pre
vious calculations with a QQ-pairing force. In fig. 1, the sclfconsistcnt strength parameters for 
three different versions of the quadrupole pairing force are depicted. In case of the double stretched 
interaction, the coupling constants of the pairing strength arc essentially equal by analogy to the 
spherical case, Gao ** G'21 ss Gja, and almost independent of deformation. This is not at all the 
case for the stretched or non stretched pairing interaction, which both show spurious deformation 
dependence. This is a sever problem when performing calculations on a lattice, where deformation 
is changing. 

A further advantage lies in the fact that the modification of qp levels calculated at luo = 0 MeV 
is less than 100 keV, irrespectively of deformation. This efTcct is demonstrated in Table 1, where we 
show the relative shifts of the qp energies of high-j orbitals calculated for SD ""Hg using the dif
ferent versions of QQ-pairing. In the cases of non-stretched and stretched QQ-pairing forces (these 
are the versions used so far in the literature' [20,21]) these shifts are large and contain pronounced, 
spurious deformation dependence. In order to incorporate these shifts, the single particle energies 
of the deformed field would have to be readjusted. In previous applications, all orbitals with pos
itive quadrupole moment in a prolate deformed nucleus (especially those with low-Q and high-j) 
were shifted up [20,21]. On the other hand, within the double-stretched pairing force, the average 
quadrupole moment is close to zero, and A^o might be cither positive or negative. For example A20 
of neutrons in SD ' ' "Hg is negative implying that the fji,-,/^ orbital is pushed down in energy (cf 
table 1). 

orbital non stretched stretched double-stretched 
"J 15/2 
" i s / a 

+ 1286 kcV 
+ 1324 keV 

+ 538 kcV 
+ 634 kcV 

-43 keV 
+5 kcV 

Tablel:T!ie relative shift of the quasi-particle energies of the high-j orbitals j l s / 2 ("neurons,), 
M.1/2 (protons) in the presence of different kinds of quadrupole pairing interaction (non-stretched, 
stretched and double-stretched). The shift stems essentially from the Qw component of the force. 
The calculations were done for the nucleus VMUg at a representative deformation of the SD band 
(0.j = 0.480, P.t = 0.072; y = 0°). 

The type of residual interaction in the particle-particle channel is connected with the fundamental 
question of how to construct residual interactions on top of the deformed mean field. It seems that 
only the double stretched QQ-pairing interaction is in agreement with the mean field concept. It 
further solves the long standing problem of how to determine the strength and radial form factor. 
The time odd component of the force emerges as the most important quite naturally, since the 
commonly strong A 2 o field now is rather weak. 

In asurvey of the super-deformed even-even nuclei in the mass A = 190 region within the concept of 
our our extended TRS-model we presented results, which for the first time quantitatively agreed with 
the data over the entire frequency range. A new role of the time odd component was demonstrated, 
in that it smoothes out the previously present isotonic and isotopic difference in j ' 2 ' . [22] 

A striking features of the rotational bands at super-deformed shape is the similarity of the moments 
of inertia, in that e.g. the bands of l s l - | , J - , Hg are identical to those o f ' • ' • ' ' " I lg , the two quasi-particle 

2In fact in [20] no radial fo.m-factor at all was taken into account 
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(2qp) band of 1 9 4 H g identical to 1 9 2 H g etc. [23,24] According to common visdom, one expects a 
substantial increase in the moment of inertia in odd nuclei because of the well known blocking effect, 
that reduces superfluidity and hence increases S^~ [25] What is observed in super-deformed nuclei 
is nothing the like, since . / '^ 'doesn ' t change when going from an even to an odd system. Even when 
going to an odd-odd nucleus, the change is almost ncgligable small. Hence, in the present woik we 
extend our calculations to odd and odd-odd nuclei where the state of the odd particle is blocked self 
consistently, see e.g. [11,26]. Since the calculations are performed on a grid in deformation space, the 
blocked configuration may change adiabatically. Hence, we focused on cases where the configuration 
of the odd particle remains essentially unchanged. For the neutrons, it implies that we do not block 
' h e J15/J orbital, which contributes in a major way to the angular momentum gain. This orbital 
crosses other orbitals of negative parity and then we arc not able to construct a 'diabatic' surface. In 
the subsequent calculations, we block only orbitals of positive parity, corresponding to a multitude 
of the observed bands. 

.0 .2 .4 .0 .2 .4 .0 .2 .4 
ku (MeV) 

FIG. 2. Comparison of calculated (solid linet( t ,-i 1/2), dashed (+,-1/2)) and experimental (U, HJ 
J^ moments of inertia of l 9 1 / / g , m H g and tin- 2qp hand of ' '' i/g. Proton and neutron contributions 
arc depicted separately. In the case ofrJ1Hg, the configurations (j ,-f-1/2) and ( y ,-1/2) were blocked (solid 
line). 

Starting with the Hg-isotones we find indeed that blocking has little effect for the evolution of the 
moments of inertia (Fig. 2). Our calculations nicely account for the behavior of m H g and 1 ! M Hg, 
as well as for the 2qp-be-.d in 1 ! "Hg. Only in 1 9 I H g , the onset of the neutron Jir,/;- alignment is 
somewhat too early related to a similar behavior for the N=110 core nuclei 22]. Note that the 
rather sharp rise for protons and neutrons is related to a sudden shrinking of the nucleus, yielding 
this enhanced alignment effect. Note also that in all cases the low frequency part of J^^ i s very well 
reproduced. At very high frequencies, in the regime of vanishing pairing correlations, our method 
becomes less accurate. [10] We find mainly two causes for the weak blocking effect :(i) tlie monopole 
pairing gap is not very pronounced at super-deformed shape (u) the influence of the time odd ^ . M 

field. The first item has been discussed in connection with the observation of super-deformation in 
the Hg-nuclei [27] , see also [l|. We find the monopolc pairing gaps of the order of u 7-D.8 MeV 
For blocked configurations, these values are reduced by ^ 15%. The second item emerges from our 
inclusion of QQ-pairing. Our calculations yiild that a substantial part of the monotonous increase 
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of .y'^arises from the Aj] component of the pairing field. The A21 field acts extremely coherently 
over the entire frequency range and contributes to y ' 2 ' i n a collective manner. In the case of an 
odd nucleus, the reduced monopole pairing gap leads to a reduction of the A21 component, thus 
counterbalancing the expected increase of j ( 2 \ The two effects nearly cancel resulting in almost 
identical bands for odd and even nuclei. This effect is perhaps most pronounced in the 2qp band 
of ""Hg (Fig. 2c), where the calculated J^IOT neutrons still exhibit a smooth increase, although 
monopole pairing is substantially reduced (by a 35%). 

150 

130 
/-s 
"i 110 
> 
CD 

w 70 

^ 50 

30 

.0 .2 .4 .0 .2 .4 .0 .2 .4 
Ka (MeV) 

FIG. 3. Comparison of calculated (solid line:(-i-,-t-l/2), dash-dotted: (-i ,-1/2)) and experimental (G, a 
and o) jW momenta of inertia of l'1'1 7V , "" 77 and l ! l* Tl. In the case or" "" 77, the neutron ( + ,+l/2) (solid 
and dash-dotted line) and (+rl/2) configuration was blocked (dashed line). 

To further pursue the effect of blocking we also investigate the odd proton nuclei, 1 ' , , ~ , ! , 5 T1 (Fig. 3). 
Again, the agreement between experiment and theory is amazingly good. As visible, the odd proton 
does not contribute sizeble to the increase in J^2\ which is dominated by the neutron contribution, 
mainly coming from the j js/a orbital. (Hence, it is not astonishing, that blocking the jjr,/2 neutron 
orbital might result in a flat moment ' inert ia) . Note also the v?ry weak effect of double blocking 
in the case of the odd-odd ' ' "Tl . The differences in j7^2'for the different signatures of the proton 
[65l]3/2 (113/2) orbital reflects the slightly larger alignment gain of the favoured signature. On the 
other hand, no difference is found for the two signatures of the neutror high Q [624]9/2 orbitals 
(Fig. 2b,3b). 

A direct comparison of the blocking effect is demonstrated for the pairs of "'^Hg, l ! , l H g and 
1 < J b P b , , 9 f t r i l , i.e. the one neutron and proton hole, respectively (Fig. 4a,b). Blocking the odd 
neutron results in a slightly enhanced J^Hot neutrons. On the other hand, due to the reduced A^i 
field, the neutron increase with frequency is smaller in the odd than in the even case and hence the 
moments of inertia converge. The effect is some what stronger in the calculations than in experiment, 
but a small difference in .J^Hs visible at low frequency. The same effect is more pronounced in the 
case of the odd proton, where the agreement to experiment is even better. The blocked protons 
have an essentially flat moment of inertia, compared to the smoothly increasing part of the even 
proton system. The difference at the highest frequencies is a result of different shape evolution. Our 
obtained agreement in the present set of calculations allows us to address the questions of the spins. 
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I I I I I I L_J I I 1 g g I 1 l—.J 1 1 

.1 .3 .5 .1 .3 .5 .00 .15 .25 
Au (MeV) (/V)*(MeV)2 

FIG. 4. Comparison of calculated and experimental dynamicat J^'J> moments of inertia for even (stretched 
line - •) and odd nuclei (solid - dash-dotlcd - • , ®). c) The J^^momcnt of inertia o f ' ^ J ig and VM Hg. 

Since the decay out of the second well is unobserved, spins have not been measured. On the 
other hand, one can make a fit to the spins based on the Harris expansion. (28) Such a fit lead to 
the remarkable result that most of the odd nuclei exhibit an alignment of lft (see the discussion 
in [23,24]). This is equivalent to having quantized rotational frequencies. In fig. 4c, we present 
calculated kinematical moments of inertia (J7-1 = fa) versus (fa*>)-\ The calculated J^'^is somewhat 
smaller than the experimental values, corresponding to roughly I/2ft in angular momentum. Both 
experiment and calculations, however, reveal the same trend: The odd nucleus has a larger initial 
moment of inertia (at ftw = OMeV). This effect results from blocking. (The value at frequency zero 
corresponds to Jo in the Harris expansion of IIt the slope corresponding J , . ) On the other hand, 
the increase with frequency is smaller for odd nuclei, originating from the reduced A a i . Integrating 
the low frequendy difference in J ' 2 ' y i e l d s R; 1 - loft difference in angular momentum between odd 
and even nuclei. Hence the presence of spin differences or alignment seem nol to be surprising. A 
more detailed discussion is beyond the scope of the present work and will be done clscwher. 

We have extended our calculations to cover odd and odd-odd nuclei in the SD Hg-Pb region. We 
find only the double stretched QQ-pairing interaction to be in agreement with the concept of residual 
interactions and the deformed mean field. Within the double stretched QQ pairing interaction the 
time odd component emerges as the most important in a natural manner. Since the A J I field acts 
extremely coherently, it smears out the isotonic and isotopic differences that arc present in models 
without this force. The time odd component further reduces the blocking effect. Our extended 
TRS-model appears as a powerful tool in the analysis of the rotational bands in the second well. The 
physics of super-deformation indicate that the rotational energies in a restricted region of the nuclear 
chart are invariant with respect to change in particle number. In what respect this invariancc is 
reflected by the symmetries of our residual interactions and the deformed field is under investigation. 

This work is supported by the Goran Gustavson foundation, the Polish State Committee for 
Scientific Research (contract 20450 9101) and the Swedish Natural Science Research Council (NFR). 
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Alignments of Multi-quasiparticle Bands and 
Seniority-Dependent Reduced Pairing 

G.D. Dracoulis 
Department of Nuclear Physics, Research School of Physical Sciences and 

Engineering, The Australian National University, Canberra ACT 0200, Australia 

Pairing correlations in multi-quasiparticle states in deformed nuclei are expected 
to be reduced because of blocking. New intrinsic states and their associated rotational 
bands have been identified allowing comparisons to be made as a function of seniority 
and between nuclei. The possible effects of the reduced pairing on the collective 
rotation, and its manifestation in terms of alignment, are discussed 

Recent measurements [1 —3] which exploit time-correlated 7 — 7- coincidence studies 
are producing a comprehensive map of the excitation energies and properties of 
states formed by combining individual nucleon orbits close to the Fermi surface. 
Proton subshell gaps near Z = 66 and Z = 76, and neutron subshell gaps at N = 
98 and N = 108 result in the effective isolation of the intervening groups of orbitals 
particularly in the case of the neutrons. High-K states obtained by the summation 
of the projections, CI, of a number of nucleons, compete with collective rotation 
of low-seniority configurations as a means of carrying angular momentum. At the 
same time, however, blocking of the pairing correlations should affect the collective 
rotation in the high-seniority states themselves. 

The dramatic effect on the pairing is illustrated in figure 1, for the case of 1 7 7 Ta, 
recently reported by Dasgupta et al [2]. The lower panel shows their comparison of 
observed excitation energies of multi-quasiparticle states, many of them long-lived 
isomers, with the results of quasiparticle calculations, which treat the Fermi and 
pairing energies self-consistently [3,4] and which include particle-number conserva
tion [5]. (The small open symbols connected by lines show for comparison, how the 
excitation energies are overestimated if a simple summation of 1-quasi particle ener
gies is used, without due regard to the further reduction of pairing and the related 
change of Fermi level as the seniority increases.) The upper panel shows the calcu
lated neutron and proton correlation energies A n and A p for each of the observed 
states. For most of the 5-quasiparticle states, which are assigned configur; tions of 
7T3i/2 the proton pairing is close to zero while the neutron pairing is reduced to ~ 
200 keV. The two cases where the proton pairing persists are associated with 7T1 i'4 

configurations. For the 7-quasiparticle states (7r 3i/ 4) both neutron and proton pair
ing should have been quenched. While such calculations are known t;> produce a 
spuriously abrupt loss of pairing [6] significant effects might yet be expected. 

The decay of high spin isomers such as the 200/i.s, 49/2^ state in 1 7 7 T a is prefer
entially through other high-K states, and importantly through the rotational bands 
based on them. This information and the related "prompt" spectroscopic data in 
which these and other bands are extended to higher spins opens the prospect of 
examining the rotational behaviour as a function of both configuration, and of re
duced pairing. The focus in high-spin studies, both theoretical and experimental, has 
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often been on the reduction of pairing induced by rotation [7], while configuration-
dependent pairing reduction has been considered mainly to explain differences in 
band-crossing frequencies in certain 1-quasiparticle cases [8], essentially through the 
dependence of the energies of the excited bands on pairing. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of observed and calculated multi-quasiparticle excitation en
ergies in x77Ta ref [2] and the proton and neutron pairing in each state (upper panel). 

As well as new results for 1 7 7 T a , the group at the ANU is engaged in a sys
tematic study of other tantalum isotopes including 1 7 5 T a , 1 7 6 T a 1 7 8 T a and 1 7 9 T a [91. 
Complementary results are already known for multi-quasiparticle states in 1 7 9 W [1 , 
including rotational bands based on 5- and 7-quasiparticle states. Very recently new 
studies [10] of I 7 8 W , which were guided by predictions of calculations similar to those 
carried out for 1 7 7 T a , but with the inclusion of empirical residual, p - p, n - n and 
p - n interactions [11] have found a number of multi-quasiparticle states, including 
an extensive rotational band based on an 8-quasiparticle yrast trap (TT^U^). Within 
each of these nuclei there are related multi-quasiparticle states whose configuration 
can be identified, or constrained, by the in-band properties, such as the M1/E2 
branching ratios which, These depend on the magnetic properties and to first order 
at least, allow one to count the proportion of participating protons and neutrons. As 
well, since many configurations involve one or two of the i l 3 / 2 neutrons ( 7/2 + [633] 
and 9/2 + [624]) and the hg/2 proton (1 /2" [541]) which are strongly Coriolis-mixed, 
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examination of the alignments can be used as a signature of the component config
urations. (See ref [1] for an evaluation of the 1 7 9 W cases, where the presence of one 
or more i 1 3 / 2 neutrons or the / i 9 / 2 proton is apparent, almost by inspection. ) The 
same rotational properties should also be a probe of the loss of pairing and its effect 
on the collective motion. Does the motion indeed tend towards "rigidity", through 
the loss of pairing correlations? How will that be manifested, and what effect is 
there on the high-j particles ? 

Figure 2 shows the alignments calculated using particle-rotor band-mixing in a 
very simple model, which might be illustrative. Since in a realistic multi-particle 
case the subset of orbitals (0 = 1/2...9/2) from the ha/3 proton would be coupled 
to a high-K core (see ref[12]) for related calculations), there will be no decoupling 
parameter or diagonal contribution because the Coriolis operator cannot connect 
-f K with -K components in the symmetrised wave function if K is large. The results 
have therefore been calculated with the decoupling parameter set to zero and with 
the Fermi level placed below the fi = 1/2" orbital, in the /jg/2 case and between the 
fi = 7 /2 + and 9 /2 + oroitals for the i 1 3/2 neutron, as expected for the nuclei in this 
region. 

The results are shown in the form of the apparent alignment for the lowest 
sequence of states from diagonalisation of the Coriolis matrix, as a function of an 
arbitrary reduction of the proton pairing (with the neutron pairing fixed) and vice 
versa. The moments-of-inertia of the unperturbed bands built on each orbital have 
been increased as the pairing is reduced using the prescription of Migdal [13] with 
the proton and neutron contributions separated, so that 

G«,« = j S n ( A „ ) + j%(Ap) 

and 

with 
hw0 

The reduction of pairing affects the mixing (which gives rise to the alignment) 
through (i) the change in quasiparticle energies of the orbitalc, (ii) the occupation 
probabilities which are factors in the off-diagonal matrix elements (iii) the unper
turbed moments-of-inertia, which as they increase towards the rigid body value, will 
reduce the off-diagonal matrix elements. The apparent alignments were deduced by 
subtracting from the final mixed states, a common reference; 

i = IX(LJ) - (Q0w + Oi^3)r<!/. 

with Q 0 = 30 MeV~lh2, the value that would be used for the "full" pairing (A n = 
0.998 MeV and A p = 0.915 MeV ) as in the l-quasipart:cle alignments. 

The implication of figure 2, therefore, is that if the pairing did fall, the apparent 
alignment could increase. If one were to use the correct reference, whose value in 
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general would not be known, but in the calculation at least, should be equal to the 
unperturbed moments-of-inertia that are the input to the band-mixing calculations, 
the real alignment would be revealed. That is shown for the proton case with A p 

= 0.092 MeV, where the alignment is seen to be small at very low frequency, and 
rise with frequency to reach a value similar to that for the full pairing case. That 
the alignment persists despite the low pairing is consistent with the fact that the 
Coriolis effects are still large when the Fermi level is near the fi = 1/2 orbital. 
For the i 1 3 / 2 neutron case where the Fermi level is near mid-shell, the apparent 
alignment increases and has a more positive slope than the proton case, as the 
pairing is reduced, but the real alignment (as shown for A n = 0.053 MeV) is very 
low, over the whole frequency range. 
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Figure 2: predicted alignments as a function of pairing for (a) the set of proton 
h9/2 orbitals (b) the set of neutron i13/2 orbitals, in are extreme model (see text); 
(c) observed alignments for bands in 1 7 8 W and 1 7 9 W [9,10,1] ;(d) selected 2, 4 and 
6 quasiparticle rotational bands in 176Ta [9J. All rotational frequencies have been 
determined taking K = bandhead spin. 

In contrast to the expectation that the '. irge changes in pairing with seniority 
would have severe effects, examination of states which have related configurations 
Dut in which the pairing is predicted to be very different, suggests that approximate 
additivity of alignment is obtained in some cases. For example, new bands found 
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[8] in 1 7 6 T a based on K" = 8~, 14" and (20") intrinsic of seniority, 2, 4 and 6, have 
been assigned the configurations 

7r9/2-[514]®i/7/2+[633] = 8 " , 
ir9/2-[514],5/2+[402] 1 7/2 + [404] v «/7/2+[633] = 14", 

ir9/2-[514],5/2 + [402],7/2 | -j404]®iy7/2+[633]7/2-[514]5/2-[512] = 2 0 " . 

The proton pairing should be much smaller in the 14" state than in the 8~ band, and 
both proton and neutron pairing would have been quenched in the 6-quasiparticle 
20" state. The alignments however are very similar (reflecting the presence of one 
ii3/s neutron), the small differences being largely at tr ibutable to the small contribu
tions from the additional particles. Similar conclusions are reached in comparisons 
between nuclei, and for example in I 7 8 W , even for the new [10] 2 S + 8-quasiparticle 
state, as shown in figure 2. As shown, its alignment is essentially identical to that 
for the 1 7 9 W 45 /2" band [1] from which it can be formed by the addition of a 5/2~ 
neutron. 

Of course, there remain subtle differences between these and other cases, with 
respect to both absolute magnitude and frequency dependence, and further analyses 
are required before reaching conclusions regarding the quenching of pairing and its 
effeci on the collective rotation. A consistent recipe for treating a number of parti
cles outside a core in particle-rotor calculations is al.o reonired. Nevertheless, the 
growing suite of experimentally observed multi-quasiparticle states, with associated 
rotational bands holds promise for unravelling the single-particle and collective ef
fects. 

The results presented here are drawn from work in progress, and I am grateful to 
my colleagues for making the results available, and for continuing discussions. 
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1 Introduction 
We report here the observation of four superdeformcd (SD) bands in ",r'PI>, the hist lime superde-
formatiou has been identified in an odd-.l Pb nucleus. It is idso the first time that SD bands with 
constant dynamic, moments of inertia ( k/ ' ' J |) have been observed in an odd-.4 nucleus in the A sw 190 
region[l], SD bauds have bran reported and extensively investigated in experimental studies of the 
even-/l Pb nuclei, itw.i»4,ii)(i,iiMiPb and in the isotones of 1 9 5 Pb , namely l u 3 Hg and 104T1[2]. Despite 
previous extensive searches for SD states in odd-.l Pb nuclei, none had been identified. However, 
there appeared to be no theoretical reason why lliey should not support superdeforination. The 
observation of SD bands in odd-.-l Pb would allow us to exteud the systematic* of SD in Pb and to 
observe the effects of Panli blocking and of specific neutron quasiparticlc orbitals on SD rotational 
properties. 

Four new SD bands have been observed in 1 ! ) r ,Pb using GAMMASI'HKHE. TWO of these bands have 
jW values that are approximately constant with /w, and we propose that they are built upon the 
favored and unfavored signatures of the N = 7 neutron intruder orbital. The other two bands have 
jW values that are similar to that of the yrast SD baud in 1 9 l P b , and are proposed to be signature 
partners built upon the deformation aligned i'[02 4)0/2 orbital. In addition, two bands have been 
observed in 1 9 3 P b that also have approximately constant t 7 ' J ' ' s . The details of that study will be 
provided in another rcport[3]. 

2 Experiment 
Both the 1 9 5 P b and , u 3 P b experimental studies were performed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
88-Inch Cyclotron, with the early implementation configuration of GAMMASI'llEliE (29 Compton-
suppressed, ~75% efficient Germanium detectors for 1!''r'Pb, and 30 detectors for 1 9 3 Pb) . The 1 9 5 P b 
nuclei were produced with the reaction 1~ ,Yb(2 0Mg,5n) at a beam energy of 130 MeV. The 1 9 3 P b 
data set was obtained using the 1 7 4 Yb( 2 4 Mg, 5(i) reaction at a beam energy of 131 MeV. For both 
experiments, the target was a slack of three 500 /ig/cm2 thick foils. The data sets comprised 4 x 108 

events for 1 9 5 P b and 5 x 108 for 1 9 3 Pb , with a coincidence requirement of t hree or more "clean" 7 rays. 
Doppler shift corrections were made on-line during the data accumulation. 1 5 2 Eu and 5 6 Co sources 
were counted to obtain information on the ADC non-linearity and the detector singles efficiency in 
the energy region of interest. The energies of previously known low-lying transitions in l 9 5 P b [4, 5] 
were obtained to within 0.1 keV with the resulting energy calibration. 

3 Data and Results 
Four new SD bands have been identified in " l 5 Pb (Fig. 1). The spectra display the typical behavior 
of SD bands in the .4 w l'JO region. The -,-ray transitions are regularly spaced in energy, with 
AE 7 « 40 keV at the bottom of the bands. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the 162-, 203- and 244-keV 
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transitions of baud 2 appear in 
coincidence with band 1, while 
the 182- and 222-keV gamma 
rays of band 1 appear in coin
cidence with band 2. Similarly, 
the 2M-, 256- and 297-keV tran
sitions of band 4 are in coinci
dence with band 3, and the 214 
and 235-keV transitions of band 
3 arc in coincidence with band 
4. We take this crosstalk as ev
idence that bands 1 and 2, and 
bands 3 and 4, share the same 
basic structures and form wo 
sets of signature partner p; s. 
The relative intensities of l..e 
transitions in the four bands, 
corrected for elliciency and gat
ing, are plotted in the insets in 
Fig. 1. It is difficult to deter
mine the intensity of the bands 
as a fraction of the total 1 B 5 P b 
7-ray flux, as they are weakly 
populated, and several known 
long-lived isomers in 1 9 5 P b com
plicate the normalization to the 
total production in the 5n chan
nel. We base our estimate of the 
relative yields of the 1 9 5 P b SD 
bands on data rales observed in 
our 1 9 , P b experiment[6]. Thus, 
we estimate that the most in-

500 
^ IkcVl 

Fig. 1 Double-gated triples spectra of superdeformed bauds in tense band, band 1, comprises 
1 9 S P b . SD band 7 rays are labeled by O - band 1, D — band about 0.25% of the l 8 5 P b chan-
2, 0 — band 3, and A — band 4. Filled symbols indicate gate nel. The weakest band, 4, com-
transitions. Insets give the relative intensities of transitions, cor- prises about 0.1%. 
rected for gating, singles efficiency, and internal conversion, as a The assignment of these four 
percentage of the highest intensity in the band. bands to l ! l , r ,Pb is based on a 

comparison of the data obtained 
in the present experiment with those data obtained from our other experiments on neighboring 
nuclei. The known yrasl SD band of "'"Pb is observed at approximately the same intensity as 1 0 6 P b 
band 4 in the data from this experiment, while the ""Pb yrasl. SD hand is not observed. In a large 
data set optimized Tor , , J 1 Pb (8.1 x 10s three- and higher-fold events), the bauds assigned to 1 9 5 P b 
are observed, but not the 1 0 0 Pb band. Similarly, we have searched in tins present data for known SD 
bands in 1 9 4 . 1 9 5 T1 and 1 0 2 ' 1 9 3 Hg, which are the most, intense charged-particle channels, and have not 
found them. Thus we assign these four bands to 1 9 r 'Pb. Low-lying , 9 , , i Pb transitions are observed in 
coincidence with the bands. However, their intensities vary greatly with the manner in which the 
background is subtracted. The only consistent, coincidence is with the Pb X-rays. 

The v 7 | 2 ' ' s for the four bands in l 9 5 P b , and the preliminary results for k 7' 2 | ' s for two SD bands 
in l 9 3 P b , are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of frequency. Also shown in Fig. 2 for comparison is 
the J ( 2 ) for the SD baud in '"'Ph. l u ! 1 Pb bands 3 and 1 have ;7l2)".s I lint are similar to those of 
1 ! M Pb and most of the other SD bands in the .1 = 1U0 region. The .'/'-'''.s for , 9 ' 'Pb bands 1 and 
2, and for the 1!,3P1> bands, are quite constant, as a function of frequency. The angular momenta 
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of the lowest observed levels in each 1 9 ! 1 Pb 
SD band were determined using the rotational 
model by extrapolating from the two lowest en
ergy transitions in each band. The angular mo
menta were determined to be 15/2, 13/2, 15/2, 
and 17/2 for bands 1 to 4, respectively. 

4 Discussion 
In order to understand the results of this exper
iment, we compare them to a Cranked Woods-
Saxon calculation (CWS)[8] fur 1 M P b . Tin1 

quasineutrou Routhians ate plotted in Fig. 3(a). 
The experimental Routhians for the bauds ate 
plotted In Fig. 3(b). We note that bauds 1 and 
2 are sharply downslophig, relative to bands 3 
and 4 and to the yiast band in "'•'Pb, with sig
nature splitting that increases with frequency. 
At low fiw, the transitions of band 2 are at the 
midpoints between the transitions of band 1, bill 
diverge from this relationship at higher frequen
cies. Under the assumption that at hu> s= 0 
these bands have the same energy, we observe a 
signature splitting in the Routhians of approxi
mately 100 keV at fiw K 300 keV. This is con
sistent with bands 1 and 2 being built upon the 
N = 7 intruder orbital. The relative energies of 
the Routhians at higher frequency are consistent 
with the assignment of band 1 to the favored 
Q = - 1 / 2 signature, and band 2 to the unfa
vored signature. Since the N = 7, a = -1 /2 
orbital is calculated to be the lowest, quasipar-
ticle excitation in the region of liu> in which the 
bands arc populated, we expect the baud built 
upon it to be the most intensely fed bawl, which 
is consistent with the above assignments. The 
assigned spins for the bands are consistent with 
these configurations. The intensity of the crosstalk is consistent with that expected for a j'15/2, 
fi = 5/2 orbital. 

Bands 3 and 4 have no signature splitting in their 7-ray euergies. In the CWS calculation, both 
the i/(624]9/2 and the [512]5/2 orbilals match this properly, but the [624)0/2 orbital lies 200 keV 
lower in energy in the population region. Therefore, we propose that these bands are built upon the 
i>[624]9/2 orbital. However, bauds built on the [512)5/2 and the [024)9/2 orbitals might have nearly 
identical transitions energies, which would require a mure sensitive experiment to resolve. Bands 
3 and 4 are fed with less intensity than bands 1 and 2, consistent with the corresponding orbitals 
having higher excitation energies in the population region. 

Let us now consider 17'"> >. J{J) of the "'''Pb SD yrnsl band (Fig. 2) increases as a function 
of hu, a property which is characteristic of most SD bands in the A = 190 region. This rise in 
JW results from the alignment of paired particles in high-j, low-f) intruder orbitals, and from the 
gradual disappearance of pairing correlations with increasing fiequency[10, 11], An odd particle 
reduces the slope of .7 1 2 ' by reducing the amount of pairing. An odd particle in the low-f! in
truder orbital further reduces the rise in J1'-'1 by blocking the alignment of pairs in that orbital. 

0.2 

7io)[keV] 
Fig. 2. The JV2) moments of inertia for the Pb 
SD bands. l u"'Pb: • - band 1,1 — 1 0 5 P b band 
2, • -• hand 3, A — band 1. l 0 3 P b : •* — band 
1, • - band 2. l'J1Pb—solid line. 
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This is consistent with the larger 
slope of the ,7'*' of bands 3 and 
4 compared with bauds 1 and 
2 in 1 9 S P b , given the configu
rations assigned to these bands. 
The relative values of the JW 
for bands 1 and 2 are consistent 
with the predicted curvatures in 
the CWS quasiparticle Routhi-
ans (Fig. 3(a)). The individ
ual quasiparticle contributions to 
JW are given by -<Pei/du-, 
where e,- are the quasipartide 
Routhians. The N = 7 unfa
vored signature, having n greater 
positive curvature than the fa
vored signature at I'M > 200 keV, 
is expected to support a band 
with lower J1® than the favored 
signature. 

The constant value of k 7 | 3 ) for 
bands 1 and 2 is quite surpris
ing. The other cases of SD bands 
with constant J{i) in this mass 
region are 192T1[7] and 1 9 nHg[9]. 
In the case of 1 9 2 T1 the con
stant JW was interpreted to be 
due to blocking of low-i) intruder 
orbitals by both the odd pro
ton and the odd neutron (double 
blocking). Clearly, double block
ing is not likely for the lowest 
energy bands in 1 9 3 ^ 0 5 P b . The 
CWS calculations predict that 
proton pair alignment occurs at 
r«j a 450 keV. This suggests that 
the constant J | 2 ) of the 1 9 3 P b 
and 1 9 5 P b SD bands arises from 
blocking of the alignment of neu
tron pairs in the low-fl intruder 
orbital, combined with the absence of proton pair alignment in the measured frequency range. The 
similarity of the J^'s for 1 9 4 P b and 19'-'Hg suggests that we should observe similar J7 , 2 ) 's in the 
odd-A Hg nuclei as in the odd-.l Pb nuclei. While the N = 7 unfavored signature SD band in I 9 3 Hg 
[12] is consistent with this possibility, the bands built on the N = 7 favored signature orbitals in 
1 8 9 ' 1 9 1 H g , and 1 9 3 Hg band 1 after correction for its interaction with band 4, have slopes comparable 
with that of the yrast SD band in l9'-'Hg. Another possible mecluuiism for the jW for bands 1 and 
2 appearing to be approximately constant is an interaction between the favored //jV = 7 and the 
v[512]5/2 orbitals, as was observed in l 9 ' 'Hg [13, M]. However, no evidence for such an interaction 
was found. 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

0 

-0.1 

1514)7/2--* 

[512)5/2 — 
|624]9/2 

• ( a ) 

9 100 .200 ^ ) " ~ " 4 0 0 • 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

0 

-0.1 

-0.2 V— 
-0.3 (b) • 

• • 

0 100 200 300 400 
/xolkeV] 

Fig. 3. (a) CWS quasineutroii Routhians for l 3 5 P b with defor
mation parameters ji, = 0.17, ft = 0.05 and 7 = 0. The orbitals 
are labeled by their asymptotic Nilsson quantum numbers, ex
cept for the A: = 7 orbitals, which are labeled 7j, 7j, . . . , in 
orderofincreasiugenergy, {IT,a): solid=(+,+l/2),dottcd=(+,-
1/2), dash-dotted=(-,+l/2), dashed=(-,-l/2). (b) Experimental 
Routhians for the l 9 5 P b SD bauds. J = 88.5 + 100u2 ft2MeV~l 

is used for the reference. An arbitrary offset is applied to each 
Routhian, so that, all bunds extrapolate to e' = 0 at hui = 0. • 
- baud 1, • - band 2, • — band 3, A — band 4, no symbol 

1 9 1 Pb. 

5 Summary 
Four new SD bands have been observed in '''''''Pb, and at least two now bands in l 9 3 P b . The two 
bands built on the N = 7 neutron intruder orbital in " , 5 Pb, and the two bands observed in 1 9 3 P b . 
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have nearly constant J^'s as a function of rotational frequency. We attribute these constant J^'s 
to the blocking of the alignment of pairs in the neutron intruder orbital, and the absence of proton 
pair alignment in the measured frequency range. It does not seem possible to reconcile this absence 
both with the observed Jd's of the intruder bands in the odd-.4 Hg nuclei and the similarity of 
the " a H g and 1 ! M P b yrast SD bands, at least within current models. This suggests that more work 
needs to be done before wo come to a consistent understanding of superdeformation in the A as 190 
region. 
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Abitract: It is pointed out that most nuclear configurations have a maximal spin 
and, with present experimental devices, this spin can be reached in many cases. 
Different ways to label configurations in order to follow them to their termination are 
discussed. Special attention is given to the smooth terminations recently observed 
in 1 0 9 Sb and neighbouring nuclei. 

Nuclear configurations can in general be labelled by the number of particles in 
different shells. Thus, the configurations of nuclei with a few particles outside closed 
shells are characterized by the j-shells in which the valence particles reside. Then, it 
is clear that the total spin of the configuration is limited. For example, if the 2 valence 
protons of J 1 0 P o are put in h9/2, a maximal spin of Imax = 8 + is obtained; with one 
proton in h9/2 and the other in i13/j, 7 m a i = 11~- With more valence particles, a nice 
example is the 27" state in 1 H D y [1] which is formed from 2 hn / a valence protons 
and 4 valence neutrons outside a 1 4 6 Gd core. With 2 of the neutrons in fj/3 and one 
in each of the h 9 / j and ii3/2 subshells, it is easy to conclude that Imax = 27". 

With more valence particles and thus larger tendencies for the nucleus to be
come deformed, it is questionable to treat the j-shells as pure. Still, however, the 
main quantum number of the different orbitals appears rather well-defined. This fact 
is explored in the formalism described in [2], where, in the diagonalisation of the 
cranked modified oscillator hamiltonian, the JV-shells of the rotating oscillator are 
treated as pure resulting in well-defined terminations in most cases. For example, 
the superdeformed bands (e.g. [3]) around 1 5 2 Dy, which are generally labelled by the 
number of particles in high-iV orbitals [4], are on the borderline between configura
tions which terminate and configurations for which the nucleus becomes more and 
more deformed with increasing spin [5]. When terminating, their maximal spin is in 
the range 150 — 200ft, i.e. much higher than what can be observed experimentally. It 
is therefore natural that they behave as undisturbed rotational bands for all spins at 
which they can be studied experimentally. 

Also for nuclei at normal deformation, the labelling of configurations in terms of 
occupation of N-shells is often useful but sometimes insufficient, however. Indeed, 
because the highest j-shell (the intruder shell [6]) within each Af-shell separates from 
the other j-shells and does not couple strongly to them, it appears appropriate to 
treat the intruder shell separately whereas the other j-shells are considered as one 
entity. This has similarities with the pseudo-oscillator (pseudospin) coupling scheme 
and we will refer to these orbitals by N, for example the N = 4 shell is devided into 
the g9/2 orbitals and the N = 3 orbitals (g7/2, d5/2, d3/2 and s ^ ) . Then, for example, 
the ground band of a nucleus in the middle of the deformed rare earth region, l 6 6 Er , 
can be labelled as TT(JV = 3) 1 0 ( h n / 2 ) 8 v(N = 4 ) 1 0 ( i i 3 / 2 ) 6 outside a 1 3 2 Sn core and 
Imax is easily obtained as 82ft. Detailed calculations [2] suggest that configurations 
of this type stay in the yrast region up to / = 40 but, for higher spins, configurations 
with particles excited to higher shells (protons in N = 4 or in j 1 3 / 2 ) become yrast. 
Therefore, also in this case, the maximal spin is of no direct significance. 
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In this contribution, we will concentrate on configurations which are collective 
in some spin range but where the termination in a non-collective state occurs at a 
spin value which can be studied experimentally. This could be the case closer to the 
borderlines of the deformed rare earth region. An interesting example is 1 M E r , which 
nucleus has been studied very carefully experimentally [7] and where terminating 
bands show up at high spin. The ground band proton configuration is the same as for 
i66 E r (jp ^ _ 3 3 A ) o r p O S S ibly rather *(jV = 3) 1 2 ( h „ / 2 ) 6 with J » „ = 32ft. To this we 
should add / £ „ = 30ft from the v(N = 4) 6 (in/a) 2 configuration. The total maximal 
spin is thus around 60ft which is not so far from what can be studied experimentally. 

A further important fact is then the rather large Z = 64 gap. Because of this 
gap one might rather treat 1 4 8 Gd instead of , M S n as a closed core. The two proton 
configurations will then be referred to as T(ds/j,gT/j)~4 (hn/j)* and T(ds/j,gT/j)~2 

( h u / j ) 6 with /&„ = 28ft and 24ft, respectively1. The smaller maximal spins results 
because the N = 3 orbitals are now devided in two groups, d$/2 and gv/j below the 
Z = 64 gap and the d 3 / 2 and Si/2 orbitals above this gap. In the calculations, these two 
groups cannot be distinguished by any quantum numbers but at small deformations, 
the energy of occupied d 5/j and g7/2 orbitals is smaller than for the d 3 / 2 and Sj/ 2 

orbitals so the yrast states before the terminations will correspond to configurations 
with no particles in d 3/ 2 and s j / 2 orbitals. The total spin of 54ft in the w(hn/j) 6 

configuration is very close to what has been observed [7] today, 50ft. The importance 
of terminations becomes even more explicite, however, because for high spin, the 
proton core tends to close corresponding to a r (hu / 2 ) 4 configuration with a maximal 
spin of 16 + , i.e. a total spin of 46 + . This terminating spin was predicted [8] and 
observed [9] long ago. As reported in another contribution to this conference [7], we 
have now a detailed knowledge of terminating bands and fully aligned states in 1 5 8 Er. 
The observed spectrum is in close correspondence with theoretical expectations. 

A region which has not been studied so much experimentally but where we predict 
terminating bands are the nuclei around 1 0 0 R u / 1 0 2 P d . Relative to a ^Zr closed core, 
these two nuclei have a neutron configuration of (jV = 3) 4 ( h u / 2 ) 2 and either 4 or 
6 g9/2 protons (6 or 4 g 9 / 2 holes relative to Z — 50) with Imax = 32+. According to 
our calculations [10], the corresponding rotational bands stay yrast or close to yrast 
all the way from the ground state to the termination. 

Some nuclei of special interest are those with a few valence particles outside 1 0 0 Sn 
[11, 12, 13]. In fig. 1, we show some low-energy configurations of 1 0 9 Sb, obtained 
in cranking calculations with the modified oscillator potential[2]. The closed core 
configuration is essentially yrast up to its termination at I = 51/2. Within the 
valence space, somewhat higher spin can then be achieved by shifting more particles 
to h u / 2 but this is expensive in terms of energy and of little practical interest. The 
obvious way to achieve higher spins is thus to excite protons across the Z = 50 gap 2; 
either one proton from g 9 / 2 to gr/z/ds/i giving a spin contribution of 7ft or making two 
holes in g 9 / 2 putting one in g7/ 2/d 5/ 2 and the other in h n / 2 giving a spin contribution 

'From the point of view of getting maximal spins, holes or particles in some subshell(s) are 
equivalent. 

2 It should be noted that the full coupling between the g 9 / a subshell and the other N — 4 orbitals 
(the JV = 3 orbitals here referred to as g7/2/ds/2) arc included because the division into the two 
subsets is made first after the diagonalisation within the N = 4 basis states of the rotating oscillator. 
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Fig. 1. Typical calculated low-
energy configurations of 1 0 9 Sb 
with 0, 1, 2 and 3 proton holes 
in g9/>2 and thus 1, 2, 3 or 4 pro
tons in the subshells above the 
Z = 50 gap. Terminating aligned 
states are indicated by an open 
circle, As pairing is neglected, 
the results for low spins, e.g. with 
a regular rotational band for the 
zero hole configuration, are not 
realistic. 

20 30 40 
Spin, /(Ti) 

of I6h. This is illustrated in fig. 1. The interesting observation is now that already for 
the highest spin in the valence space, 51/2+, the 2 hole excitation (corresponding to 
a 3p-2h proton configuration) is energetically competitive with the 1 hole excitation. 
This is due to the energy gain from deformation. Indeed, the 2 hole excitation is 
calculated to stay yrast essentially from spin 51/2 to its termination at 7 = 83/2. 
Higher spins are then formed from 3 hole excitations but they do become competitive 
in energy first at the terminatings spins for the 2 hole bands. In the 3 hole excitation 
illustrated in fig. 1, the four protons in orbitals "above the Z = 50 gap" have the 
configuration ( g 7 / 2 d 5 / 2 ) 2 ( h 1 1 / 2 ) 2 . Furthermore, each p-h excitation tends to increase 
the deformation making it more favourable to put neutrons in h 1 1 / 2 . Therefore, in 
the 4p-3h band shown in fig. 1, the neutron configuration is ( g 7 / 2 d 5 / 2 ) s ( h n / 2 ) 3 . 

As mentioned above, a very important feature of fig. 1 is that the 3p-2h config
uration stays yrast over such a large spin range. One reason for this is that each 
p-h excitation gives a large contribution to the spin because j-shells with high j are 
involved and the Pauli principle does not hinder the use of high j x values. On the 
other hand, it is not clear to us why 3p-2h configurations are much more favoured 
than 2p-lh configurations. A more detailed view of the calculated bands in the yrast 
region is shown in fig. 2, where a smooth "7(7 + 1)" reference has been subtracted. 
From this figure, it is clear that more bands with one, two or three holes in g 9 / 2 than 
those drawn in fig. 1 come close to yrast. Of special interest is that there are three 
very favoured 2 hole bands which however have different quantum numbers in terms 
of parity/signature. Consequently, in a large spin range, these bands are considerably 
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Fig. 2. A more detailed view of the calculated spectrum of 1 0 9 Sb with an 
"1(1 + 1)" reference subtracted. The dominant configurations are given for 
three bands drawn by thick lines. They aie interpreted as corresponding to 
three experimental bands observed to their termination. The lower spin con
figurations have 1 hole in g$/2 and those at higher spin 3 holes in g 9 / 2 

lower than any other bands with which they could interact. One more important fea
ture is that these bands have in total 11 particles and 2 holes outside the core which 
from the point of view of deformation is essentially equivalent to 13 particles. The 
configuration can thus be described as a number of subshells with rather high j and 
with either a few particles or a few holes. They will then all contribute to the defor
mation and collectivity forming nice essentially undisturbed rotational bands over a 
large spin range all the way to their termination. 

In the experimental spectrum of 1 0 9 Sb, three collective bands are observed[ll, 12] 
to high spins and recently two additional bands which are less intense. It has not been 
possible to find the connections of these bands to the lower spin states so their spins 
are not known. With reasonable assumptions[12] about their spin values, however, 
we get a very good agreement [13] with the calculated bands and the comparison 
suggest that they have been observed to their termination at I* = 41.5", 43.5+ and 
44.5+ respectively. If this interpretation is correct, it is the first time that it has been 
possible to follow one configuration which evolves in a smooth and continuous way 
over many spin states from a "normal collective" band at lower spins to a terminating 
state where all spin vectors are aligned along the same axis. This latter state is 
rotationally symmetric around the "rotation" axis. The calculated shape trajectory 
in the (e,7)-plane for the three bands are shown in fig. 3. 

An interesting feature of these rotational bands is that the transition energies 
become very large close to the termination, i.e. the curves in fig. 2 bend upwards. 
We refer to these kind of terminations as unfavoured. This behaviour is opposite to 
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Fig. 3. Calculated shape trajectories in the (e,7)- plane for the three config
urations of 1 0 9 Sb drawn by thick lines in fig. 2. 

the properties of most other terminating bands observed at present, e.g. in the region 
of 1 5*Er, where the last spin units are built very cheap in terms of energy; favoured 
terminations. The possibility of unfavoured terminations was anticipated long ago 
and discussed in sect. 9 of ref. [2] but has not been seen in experiment before. The 
reason why mainly favoured terminations have been considered previously is that 
bands of this type will more easily become yrast at their termination. 

A drastic way to show the increasing transition energies in 1 0 9 Sb is to plot the 
jW moment of inertia which, in both experiment and calculation, is only around 
1/3 of the rigid body value at the termination. The fact that the last spin units are 
so difficult to achieve in l 0 9 Sb seems to be connected with the fact that it is difficult 
to fully align the spin vectors of the 2 g 9 / 2 holes in a surrounding of aligned particle 
states which latter lead to an oblate shape (fig. 3) at the termination. 

If some more valence particles are added to the , 0 0 Sn core, the terminating spins 
in the valence space will become higher. Furthermore calculations on e.g. n 5 I fl4j 
indicate that the high energy cost of the last spin units will make the rotational bands 
go away from yrast before they terminate. Consequently it will be difficult to observe 
the bands all the way to their termination but some of the typical features seen for 
the 1 0 9 Sb bands will be present also in these cases, e.g. j(2) moments of inertia which 
are much smaller than the rigid body value. On could also note that bands with small 
J(*) values were calculated [2] long ago in 1 1 8 Te although in that case, the formalism 
did not allow to distinguish between high-j and low-j orbitals and therefore, it was 
not possible to follow the rotational bands to their final termination. 

In a somewhat similar way as for 1 0 9 Sb the large deformation bands (e.g. [15]) 
in Ce/Nd nuclei have two proton holes in g 9/ 2 . This suggests that we could see 
small JW values also in these bands in the / = 50 — 60 region which seems to be 
about 20ft lower than the terminating spin values. The low-deformation collective 
bands seen e.g. in 1 5 2 Dy [16] is another example of rotational bands which could 
come close to termination. For example, one of the configurations suggested in ref. 
[17] is 7r(d5/2g7/2) - 4(hn/2)6 K nn/ 2)~ 2(f7/2 n9/2) 4 O^/a)' with a terminating spin of 
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64ft. With the mixture of particles and holes, it would be interesting to calculate 
the behaviour of JW in the / = 50 — 60 region and compare with experiment. This 
would hopefully also help to identify the configuration of this band. 

In summary, we have pointed out that with present experimental devices, in several 
regions of nuclei, it becomes possible to come close to or even reach the maximal 
spin (the terminating spin) for rotational bands which are collective at low spin. 
Depending on the distribution of the valence particles over different shells or if the 
valence space is dominated by either particles or holes, very specific features will show 
up. We did especially discuss the terminating rotational bands in 1 0 9 Sb. Some of the 
specific features in , 0*Sb and neighbouring nuclei are: 

• The path to termination is very smooth both what concerns energy and shape 
change. 

• The highest spin states are relatively high in energy so the termination can be 
referred to as unfavoured. This high energy is caused by the high energy cost 
to align the proton holes in g 8 / s in an environment of particles in high-j shells. 

• The terminations are very definite in the way that the highest spin within the 
configuration has indeed been reached. 

I am grateful to my coauthors on ref. [13] together with whom I have carried out 
the investigation of 1 0 9 Sb. I want to thank Sigurd Madison for help in preparing the 
figures. This project has been supported by the Swedish Natural Science Research 
Council. 
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Nuclei near the Z=50 closed proton shell have revealed surprising collective structures, 
which coexist with the expected single-particle properties. Collective rotational bands result 
from particle-hole (ph) proton excitations across the Z=50 shell gap via the TrgT/2 - irSn/a 
level crossing at prolate deformations, which appear to stabilize deformed core configura
tions. In Z=51 odd-mass Sb nuclei, these rotational bands are associated with 2plh and 
3p2h proton excitations, T(j ? /r 2) 2(ff9/2) - 1 sa^ T[(j7/2)2(59/2)~2]®i> a* low energies as re
cently shown in their entirety in the n 7 S b nucleus [1], near the middle of the l.tutron shell. 
For lighter Sb nuclei as discovered in 1 0 9 S b [2], the nucleons outside of l u u S n align at higher 
rotational frequencies to contribute additional angular momentum to these intruder rota
tional bands, but in the process change the character of the nuclear structure. A similar 
effect was observed for the 2p2h deformed core excitation, w[(ff7/2)2(s»/2) - 2], of the 1 u 8 Sn 
nucleus [3], For Z=52 Te nuclei, the 4p2h proton excitation is expected to produce an yrast 
intruder band; such a band has been observed in , 1 2 T e [4], Theoretical studies of intruder 
bands in this Z=50 region suggest a gradual change from high collectivity to a non-collective 
structure, which results in a smooth termination of the bands [5J. 

The early implementation (EI) of GAMMASPHERE has been employed to investigate 
the properties of these intruder bands near the Z=50 closed shell with improved resolving 
power. The high-spin properties of 1 0 ! i Sb have been studied via the 8 4 Fe( S 8 Ni,3p) reaction 
with a 243-MeV J 8 N i beam together with the GAMMASPHERE (EI) array. Both thin- and 
backed-target experiments were performed. A forward-backward geometry wii;h 0 < 37° 
from the beam axis for ss 30 Ge detectors minimized the effects of Doppler broadening 
despite the large recoil velocity (v/c=4.7%). 

The event data were unpacked into a doubles iJ 7 - Ey coincidence matrix and into 
a triples E^ — E-, - E^. coincidence cube. In addition, the events were unpacked into 4-
folds and sorted into several double-gated matrices with different gating conditions. The 
combination of these double-gated matrices for the 4-fold data and the double-gated spectra 
extracted from the cube provided the sensitivity required in the search for high-spin intruder 
bands; this high sensitivity is also important in determining any terminating transitions and 
in locating the elusive linking transitions to the low-lying states of the nucleus. Detailed 
analyses of the data in the cube and in the different matrices were performed by using the 
analysis packages LEVIT8R (cube) and ESCL8R (matrix) [6]. 
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Earlier results in Z=51 l o f l Sb [2] have been extended to higher frequencies (fiu>>1.4 
MeV) and to a total of five intruder bands. Sums of double-gated 7-ray coincidence spectra 
from the thin-target cube are shown for the three strongest intruder bands in Fig.l. Four 
of the five bands show smoothly decreasing dynamic moments of inertia with increasing 
spin to values as low as 1/3 the rigid-body value, as presented in Fig.2. This can be easily 
seen from the increasing 7-ray energy spacings of the spectra shown in Fig.l. The improved 
resolving power of the array is believed to have identified the terminating 7-ray transitions, 
which are near 2.8 MeV, reaching tentative termination spin values ranging from (83/2)ft 
to (89/2)fi. Although the band decay patterns are observed, definite links to the low-lying 
levels have not been identified. A partial level scheme of these five high-spin intruder bands 
in , 0 9 S b is presented in Fig.3, 

Theoretical calculations [5], showing a gradual alignment of the configuration valence 
particles outside Z=N=50 with the nuclear shape moving Across the 7-plane from a collective 
prolate shape (7 = 0°) to a noncollective oblate shape 1 • = +60°) over many transitions, 
are remarkably consistent with these experimental results for all five intruder bands. These 
comparisons were presented by I. Ragnarison earlier in this conference session. Band ter
mination occurs when the valence particle spin of the specific band configuration has been 
exhausted. The configuration for band 1 is « , [(j7/ 2 ) ! 1 (s 9 /j)~ 2 ]fc n / 2 ® "(S7/2d5/2)6e»n/2)2i 
which terminates at 83/2". 

A second EI GAMMASPHERE experiment searched for intruder bands in Z=52 H 1 T e 
with the s , ,Fe( 6 : iCu,3p) reaction at 245 MeV. Similar analyses of the event data as outlined 
above were made. Three intruder bands were found and observed to high frequencies; the 
linking transitions to the low-lying levels were established for one of the bands, and with 
less certainty for the other two. The bands reached spins ranging from (33)ft to (b0)h and 
transition energies \:.p to 2.5 MeV. The dynamic moments of inertia decreased slowly with 
spin but not to the low values as in I 0 9 S b . A double-gated 7-ray coincidence spectrum from 
the thin-target cube is shown for band 1, the strongest intruder band, in Fig.4. This band 
is followed up to a spin of (50)ft. The extracted 1 H T e level scheme is presented in Fig.5 in 
two parts with different energy scales. 

The band-termination calculation [5] for the yrast configuration, T[(ff7/2)2(ffg/2)_2]CMi /i)2 

® " ( j r / a ^ V ^ C 1 " / 2 ) 1 ' w n ' c n terminates at 5 2 + , agrees well with band 1 in I 1 4 Te. With 
the larger number of valence particles, the band calculations suggest that termination may 
not have been reached for the other 1 H T e intruder bands. 

The 3pn channel of this experiment leading to 1 1 3 Te also provided good statistics; ho
wever, no collective bands were found in this odd-N isotope. With sufficient strength in the 
a2p channel, three intruder bands were observed in '"Sb with similar properties. [7] The 
band analogous to band 1 in , 0 9 S b was followed up to (83/2~). 
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Multiple Band Termination Spectroscopy 
in , S 7 - 1 5 8 Er with EUROGAM. 

J.Simpson 
DRAL, Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington WA4 4AD, UK. 

Abstract 

The competition between collective rotation and single particle behaviour at high spin, 
40ft < I < 50ft, in , 5 7 > , S 8 Er has been investigated with the Eurogam spectrometer. 
Multiple band terminating and aligned states have been established and specific single 
particle configurations are assigned by comparison with cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky 
calculations. These special states are found to be related by simple single-particle 
excitations and indicate that a stable oblate mean field (« ~ —0.14) is established. 

1. Introduction 
Spectroscopy near band termination enables a study of the balance and interplay 
between the two extreme facets of nuclear dynamics, collective rotation and single-
particle alignment. The classic example of where this phenomenon occurs in heavy 
nuclei is in the transitional region around N = 90 where band termination effects 
are observed near spin 40 [1—16]. This talk reports on the results from a Eurogam 
experiment on the nuclei l w . ! 5 8 E r . The transition from collective rotation to a regime 
of single-particle excitations is observed in several sequences in each nucleus and 
band termination states have been identified at I" = —^, 4f ~, ^~, 46 + , 48" and 49" 
[17,18], Specific single-particle configurations are assigned to these special states by 
comparison with cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky calculations. 

2. Experimental method 
High spin states in l s 7 E r and 1 5 8 E r were populated by the reaction 
u ' lCd( 4 8Ca,5n,4n). The 210 MeV beam of «8Ca was provided by the Nuclear Structure 
Facility at Daresbury Laboratory. The target consisted of two stacked thin foils of 
1 M C d each of thickness 500 ng c m - 2 . Gamma-rays were detected by the Eurogam 
spectrometer [19,20] with 44 escape suppressed spectrometers [21]. After unpacking 
the higher fold events the data yielded a total of 5.2 x 109 triple (7 3) and 4.1 x 109 

quadruple (7 4) 7-ray coincidence events. 

3. Results 
The level schemes of 1 5 7 Er and 1 5 8 Er were considerably extended with over 100 new 7-
rays placed in l 5 8 E r alone. Figure 1 shows an example of the spectra obtained in this 
data. In 1 5 8 E r above spin 38 the (+,0) decay path splits into two branches with the 
energetically favoured, irregular branch established to the known terminating state 
at 46 + , see in figure 1(a). The data suggests that the terminating 46 + state is fed by 
many weak high energy 7-rays; tentative candidates for these are at 939, 1380, 1454, 
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1539, 1602 and 1657 keV. The less favoured branch above spin 38 + , interpreted as a 
continuation of the collective structure [4,23,25,26], has been extended from 42 + to 
50 + . The (—,1) band is observed to split into two decay paths above the previously 
known state at 41~ [3] in a very similar manner to the (+,0) band at 38 + . This 
work has established the full decay path of the (—,0) states from their decay to the 
yrast band near spin 10 to 48". This band interacts with a strongly coupled band 
between spins 18" and 30~ which results in a very complicated decay path [22], In 
1 S 7 Er the (+,+§) band splits into three decay paths above ^ + . The strongest path, 
of stretched E2 transitions is established up to —+. A dipole transition also feeds the 
( f + ) state and a sequence of stretched E2 transitions which feed this state extends 
up to ™ + . The negative parity sequences (—,+5) and (—,—5) are extended up to y " 
and y " , respectively. 

4. Band termination spectroscopy. 
In figure 2 the excitation energy of the high spin states in l S 7 Er and , 5 8 Er relative 
to a rigid rotor reference is plotted as a function of spin. Particularly favoured are 
observed in most of the sequences and in general downsloping behaviour compared 
with the rigid rotor energy is observed. This latter feature is a characteristic of 
weakly collective bands approaching termination [11]. In order to understand these 
features in detail these data are compared with the predictions of cranked Nilsson-
Strutinsky calculations [11,23—25], In these calculations different bands are formed by 
fixing a configuration and tracing the lowest energy states as a function of spin. The 
formalism for these calculations is described in detail in [11,23]. The configurations 
can be labeled by the occupation of particles outside the 1 4 6 Gd core. Examples of 
the calculations for the lowest energy (+,0) states in 1 5 8 Er and the (—,+1/2) states 
in 

i 5 7 E r 

are shown in figure 3. 
The particularly favoured states at 40 + and 46 + in , 5 8 E r have been identified previ
ously as oblate states with the configurations, 
40+ =» *{hn,2)AU+® Mii3/2)2(/*9/2)2(/7/2)'4]:M+ and 
46 + =J> [T(/»II/2) 4 ]I6+® ['/(Ji3/2)2(A9/2)3(/7/2)3]3o+- These states are clearly well repro
duced in the calculations, see figure 3. The unfavoured (+,0) states between spin 30 + 

and 38 + , established in this work, appear, when a comparison is made with the cal
culations, to be the continuation of the terminating structure below spin 4U't. This is 
the first observation of a non yrast terminating sequence over such a significant spin 
range. The experimental 32 + state is observed to be slightly favoured in energy in 
this sequence. This is consistent with the prediction of a low lying oblate 32 + state 
which has the same neutron configuration as the 40 + state but with the four (hn/2) 
protons coupled to spin 8 + . 
The (—,1) states above 41~ behave in a very similar manner to the (+,0) states above 
spin 38 + . The favoured irregular branch is interpreted as a terminating structure and 
the particularly favoured states at 43" and 49~ as oblate states. Again this inter
pretation is well reproduced in the calculations. The configuration of these favoured 
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states is 
[n(hn/2)4]i6+® [v(n3/2)3C«9/2)2(/7/2)3]27- for the 43~ state and 
[T(^I I /2 ) 4 ] I6+® Hii3/2) 3(fc 9/2) 3(.M 2]33- for the 49-. 

In the (—,0) states the favoured 48" state is identified as the band terminating state 
with the configuration [Tr(/in/2)4]i6+® t'/(M3/2)3(''9/2)2(/7/2)3]32-' The crossing be 
tween the collective structure and the terminating, weakly collective structure, is 
predicted at ~ 44~ in this sequence. 
In l 5 7 E r a similar analysis of the data is possible. For example, in the (—,+1/2) 
sequence the favoured states at y ~ and ^p" a T e interpreted as the single particle 
states 
[ir(hu/2)4]i6+® M«13/2)2(V2>/V2)5]«/2- a n d 

[w(fcn/2)4]i6+® [v(ii3/2)2(h9/2,f7/2)%7p-, respectively. 
Table 1 summarises the oblate states established experimentally in l 5 7 ' 1 S 8 Er . It is 
seen that the equivalent states in 1 5 7 Er are related to those in 1 5 8 Er by the removal of 
one ii3/2 neutron in each case. Also given in table 1 are the predicted deformations 
for these states which are all at a very similar oblate deformation of e ~ —0.14. In 
total eleven single particle states have now been observed giving the full spectrum of 
states that can be formed by these favoured orbitals. The difference in energy of these, 
rather pure, single-particle states corresponds to a change in the occupation of specific 
neutron orbitals and therefore can be used to build up a detailed spectrum of states 
at this oblate deformation. The particle exchange c(h9/2,n=s/2) —* u(h/2,n=-7/2), see 
table 2, is established in four sequences in 1 5 7 ' 1 S 8 Er and also in 1 5 7 Ho [26]. The 
experimental energy differences are all very similar indicating a very stable oblate 
mean field. 

Table 1. The lowest energy oblate states in 1 5 7 Er and I 5 8 Er . The spin and parity 
of the state, the neutron configuration and the predicted deformation is given. The 
four valence protons have the configuration [T(/»II/2) 4]I6+ for all the states. 

I" Configuration £ I" Configuration £ 
68+ 
•3 ["(i l3/2)i C*9/2, /7/2) 6]37/2+ -0.131 40+ t J / (*13/2) 2 ( / !9 /2 , /7 / 2 ) 6 ]24+ -0.146 

81 + 
2 ["("13/2), (^9/2> /7/2) 6]49/2+ -0.114 46+ H»13/2) 2 ( /*9/2 , /7 /2) 6 ]30+ -0.136 
7 7 -
2 [ " ( i i s / a ) 2 , (^9/2, / 7 / 2 ) 5 k / 2 - -0.144 43" ["(«13/2) 3 ( /*9/2,/7/2) 5 ]27- -0.151 

8 9 -
2 M l ' l3 /2) 2 , C*9/2, /7/2) 5]s7/2- -0.114 49- [ " ( i l 3 / 2 ) 3 ( h 9 / 2 , / 7 / 2 ) 5 ] 3 3 - -0.136 

8 7 -
2 , [ " ( i l 3 /2 ) 2 , (^9/2, /V/2) 5 ]55/2- -0.130 48~ H J l 3 / 2 ) 3 ( f c 9 / 2 , / 7 / 2 ) S ] 3 2 - -0.137 
71 + 
2 ["(M3/2). C*9/2i /7/2) 6]39/2+ -0.135 41+ M h 3 / 2 ) 2 ( k 9 / 2 , / 7 / 2 ) 6 ] 2 5 + -0.150 
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Table 2. Energy differences for the particle exchange v(h9/2,n=s/2) —» "(f7/2,n=-7/2) 
observed in , S 7 E r , 1 5 8 E r and 1 S 7 Ho [26]. For 1 5 7 - l 5 8 Er comparison is made with the 
present calculations. 

Particle Exchange Experiment Calcs 
(keV) (keV) 

1 5 7Er - $.(§+) - &(»+) ^ (h 9 / 2 , n = 5 / 2 ) -» ^(f 7 / 2, n =_ 7/2) 
^ E r - E ^ f - J - E ^ f " ) •• •• 

2831 2680 1 5 7Er - $.(§+) - &(»+) ^ (h 9 / 2 , n = 5 / 2 ) -» ^(f 7 / 2, n =_ 7/2) 
^ E r - E ^ f - J - E ^ f " ) •• •• 3051 2840 
i«Er — ES.(46+) — E,(40+) •• •• 3284 2864 
i s s E r _ E,(49-) — E,(43") •• •• 3127 2932 
1 5 7 H o - E , ( ? - ) - E , ( 2 - ) •• •• 3318 -
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Figure 1: Transitions in coincidence with (a) the 1031 keV (44 + —* 42 + ) 7-ray from a 
matrix selected by pairs of 7-rays in the (+,0) sequence, (b) the 1330 keV (45~ —» 43") 
7-ray from a matrix selected by single 7-rays in the (—,1) sequence. 
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Figure 2: Excitation energy Ex minus a rigid rotor reference (0.007 I (1+1)) as a 
function of spin for high spin states in (a) 1 5 8 Er and (b) 1 5 7 Er. 
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Figure 3: Excitation energy E x minus a rigid rotor reference (0.007 I (1+1)) as a 
function of spin for high spin states for (a) the (+,0) states in 1 5 8 Er and (b) the 
(—,+1/2) states in 1 5 7 Er. The oblate states are denoted by a dotted symbol. 
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Unpaired Spectroscopy Around and 
Beyond Spin 50h in ^ . ^ D y 

M.A. Riley1, J. Simpson2, T.B. Brown1, J.F. Shaxpey-Schafer3, 
D.E. Archer1, J. Dpring1, P. Fallon4, C.A. Kalfas5 and S L. Tabor1 

1) Department of Physics, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306 USA 
2) DRAL, Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington, WA4 4AD, U.K. 
3) Oliver Lodge Laboratory, University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, U.K. 
4) Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA 
5) Institute of Nuclear Physics, NCSR Demokritos, 15310 Athens, Greece 

Abstract: Very high spin states in m<mDy have been observed using the early 
implementation of Gammasphere. In 1 8 5 - , M J9y the level schemes have been consid
erably extended up to and above spin 50 h. The behavior of the (+,0) yrast band 
in xwDy which splits into two branches above I = 40 is interpreted in terms of an 
unpaired collective band crossing. In one sequence spin states up to I = 5J+ were 
observed, the highest spin so far observed in a normal deformed nucleus. In lssDy 
our results greatly enhance the picture of co-existing collective and terminating se
quences in this nucleus. In addition, the level scheme of15S Tb is established up to 
spin SO h via the weak pjn channel extending the odd-Z N = 90 systematics. 

E X P E R I M E N T A L D E T A I L S : Very high spin states in 1 5 5 - 1 5 6 Dy were popu
lated using the 1 MSn( 3 6S,5n,4n) reaction at a beam energy of 160 MeV. The beam 
was provided by the 88" Cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Both thin and 
backed target data were collected for nine and one shifts respectively. The thin tar
get consisted of two stacked foils of 1 2 < Sn each of thickness 500/ig.cm~2. The backed 
target consisted of 1.5mg.cm~2 of 1 3 4 Sn with a lOmg.cm - 2 Au backing. Approxi
mately 1.5 xlO 9 7 3 coincidence events were collected in the thin target experiment 
using the E.I. Gammasphere array with 34 Compton suppressed Ge detectors. 

Initial analysis of the thin target data has been performed using RADWARE 
[1] in particular utilizing the cube inspection program LEVIT8R. Over 200 new 
transitions have been identified and placed in level schemes. Although the 4n, 5n, 
6n reaction channels to i s w . ' ^ D y account for about 95% of the observed reaction 
cross section, the wonderful ability of Gammasphere to resolve weak channels has 
enabled a great deal of new information to be extracted for the weak (< 1 — 2%) 
pxn (Tb) and axn (Gd) channels. 

R E S U L T S F O R 1 5 5 T b : The N = 90 nuclei are the best studied normal 
deformed chain of isotones to very high spin. Fig. 1 shows a plot of proton number 
versus observed maximum spin observed in each of these nuclei. The sudden drop 
which occurs below Z=66 (Dy) reflects the fact that only light ion beams (A<11) 
can be used to produce these Z<65 nuclei via the dominant (HI,xn) reaction. In 
the case of 1 5 5 T b (Z=65) the extremely low known maximum published spin value 
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(I=11.5ft) is also the result of the fact that it has not previously been studied using a 
modern Compton suppressed Ge array. Fig. 2 shows the preliminary level scheme to 
I ~ 30ft for the negative parity yrast band of 1 S 5 Tb via the (3 6S,p4n) reaction. Fig. 
3(a) shows the alignment plot for this band with the first (AB) in neutron backbend 
occurring in both signatures near ftw ~0.27 MeV. These results are valuable since 
they complete the N=90 high spin systematics from Z = 63 to 71 allowing trends 
to be mapped out, such as the AB band crossing frequencies shown in Fig. 3(b). 

RESULTS FOR 1 5 5 D y : The level scheme for 1 S 5 Dy has been considerably 
extended in our initial analysis. For example, the lowest energy positive parity band 
has been extended from spin I = ^ to I = ^ . Fig. 4 shows a plot of excitation 
energy minus a rigid rotor reference for bands in 1 M D y observed to very high spin. It 
is interesting to note the co-existence of both sharply downsloping bands as well as 
bands which continue in a regular smooth upward fashion. Part of the downsloping 
behavior had been observed previously and has been discussed as a signature of the 
approach to band termination [2,3,4,5]. Indeed lifetime measurements [S] had shown 
much smaller Q ( values for the downsloping negative parity bands as compared to 
the (+,+§) band. Our results confirm and enhance these observations, Fig. 5 
shows gated spectra from the thick target data for the continually upsloping (+,+j) 
band 6 and the two strongly downsloping negative parity bands 5 and 7. Whereas 
all the high spin/energy transitions are sharp for the negative parity sequences 
indicating long feeding times, for the positive parity band (top) the peaks broaden 
out and quickly smear into the background indicating fast collective behavior. Thus 
these data beautifully illustrate the shape co-existence in this nucleus and verify 
the interpretation of strongly downsloping trajectories in plots such as Fig. 4 with 
terminating band structures undergoing drastic shape changes. 

The unpaired cranking calculations of the Lund group [3,5] correspond rather 
well with the experimental observations for the negative parity bands above spin 30ft 
correctly predicting the downsloping behavior ending in aligned band terminating 
oblate states just below 50ft. However these calculations predict poorly the behavior 
of the (+,+§) sequence where several band crossings and a sharp downsloping is ex
pected between spins 30 to 50 but this is not observed in experiment. The underlying 
cause of this disagreement between theory and experiment is under investigation. 

RESULTS F O R 5 6 D y : A large number of rotational bands had been observed 
previously in 1 S 6 Dy [6,7] to high spin (I>35ft). Extensions to these previously known 
band structures up to and above spin 50 have been made. The present report 
concentrates on the yrast positive parity structures. 

At I = 40 + the yrast (+,0) band undergoes an irregularity for which two pos
sible scenarios have been put forward [6,7,8]. The first possibility involved the 
perturbation of the yrast line by a low lying oblate state. Similar phenomenon 
had been observed in neighboring nuclei and indeed a favored configuration of 
3r(ftn.)2j/[(/7)3(ft|)3(in)2] was expected to occur at I = 40 + in keeping with these 
systematics. The second possibility which we proposed following a further exper
iment [7] interpreted the anomaly at I = 40 + as due to a crossing between two 
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collective bands. Indeed cranking calculations [9,10] without pairing correlations 
included predicted such a crossing near this spin. This latter picture seemed cor
rect since Doppler shift attenuation data showed that the (+,0) structure which 
fragmented at spin 40 remained collective. More detailed lifetime measurements by 
Emling et al. [5] supported these suggestions but certain question marks remained. 

In the present experiment the level structure around and above 40 + has been 
clarified and extended up to I = 54+, the highest spin state known in a normal 
deformed nucleus. Pig. 6 shows a plot of excitation energy minus a rigid rotor 
reference versus spin for the (+,0) structures in 1 5 8 Dy compared with the unpaired 
cranking calculations of T. Bengtsson and I. Ragnarsson. The encircled theoretical 
data points correspond to oblate (7 = 60°) shape and are associated with band 
terminating states. The agreement between theory and experiment around and 
beyond spin 40 for the lowest energy sequences is remarkably good. Around spin 
40 the calculated structures are predicted to be rather collective with quadrupole 
transition moments Q ( ~3-4 eb. This fits in well with the earlier observations and 
measurements [5,7] as well as our present backed target results. This feature is in 
complete contrast to the neighboring N = 90 nucleus l s t B r where the high spin 
yrast transitions are sharp indicating much much longer feeding times. From ng. 
6 it can be seen that the lowest energy bands in 1 M D y are predicted to terminate 
at I = 50 and slightly higher. Thus the question arises, "Is the yrast (+,0) band 
above I = 40 really the «/62x54 configuration and if so how exactly do the effects 
of band termination manifest themselves with regard to the Q t values?" i.e. "Is 
there a gradual loss of collectivity with spin in this band as well as the second 
close lying (+,0) band, or is it a reasonably sharp effect which occurs quite close to 
the terminating spin value?" Further study and a dedicated lifetime experiment are 
required to answer these important questions. 
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Warm Rotating Nuclei 

T. D0ssing* 
Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, 

Argonne, 11 60439, USA 

Abstract: The damped rotational motion of a well deformed nucleus 
is discussed in qualitative terms. Fluctuations of two-dimensional 7-ray 
spectra are shown to provide an overall support of the damping picture. 
Finally, some current problems in the understanding of fluctuations are 
discussed. 

1 Introduction 
The improving quality of multi-7-ray detector systems will make it possible during the 
next few years to push the frontier of detection of discrete 7-transitions up in rotational 
frequency and heat energy (heat energy = the energy above yrast). In level schemes 
of rotating nuclei, the quest for higher rotational frequency is manifested as new lines 
added on top of already known lines, and the quest for higher heat energy shows up as 
new, weakly populated bands to the left or right of the already known bands. Of the 
order of 10 to 20 resolved rotational bands in a nucleus has become the typical number 
for normal deformed nuclei in the spectra we have witnessed at this conference, and 
these have been obtained with the present generation of high resolution systems. The 
10 to 20 resolved bands typically cover the heat energy interval up to around 500 keV 
for rare earth nuclei. 

The subject of the present paper is the rotational motion above this heat energy. We 
know from studies of E^ x E^, spectra that with increasing heat energy the manifes
tation of rotational motion in the nucleus changes from well behaved rotational bands 
into damped rotation. Here, the emphasis will be on illustrative discussions of the ba
sic physics of damped rotation, continuing on to describe also in qualitative terms the 
current status and unsolved problems, with special emphasis on the information con
tained in fluctuations of E^, x E^ spectra. Shapes of damped spectra in two- and three 
dimensions are discussed by Silvia Leoni at this conference. 

Since the discrete spectroscopy is about to be able to address the region of heat 
energy for the onset of damping, in may be appropriate to outline properties of discrete 
bands, which will be relevant also for discussion of damped rotation. 

* permanent address: The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 
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The multitude of rotational bands in neighbouring nuclei allows for a systematic 
search for the elementary excitations, described by their parity, excitation energy and 
alignment. Both at normal and superdeformed shapes, such an analysis provides an 
overall success for the rotating mean field in describing the excitations [1], However, 
certain band properties require a consideration of how specific orbits pull on the overall 
shape of the nucleus, while other bands, such as the bands containing AI = 4 staggering, 
and identical bands point to couplings between the rotational motion and the elementary 
excitations which lie outside the standard rotating mean field treatment, and which are 
not yet fully understood. 

For the quantities we are concerned with here, an important property of mean field 
states is the additivity of the elementary excitations. Without specifically referring to 
mean field states, the question of the independence of excitations can be addressed 
experimentally by investigating the statistics of level distances. For angular momenta 
above 20 units, typically two to four level spacings for each parity-signature may be 
achieved, and their level distances generally confirm the independence of excitations [2]. 

With increasing heat energy, the energy spacings between the rotational bands will 
decrease exponentially, and one expects that interactions between them leads to a more 
complex picture with many cross-over transitions, and manifestations of level repulsion 
where two bands cross. In the presently known 10 to 20 rotational bands of typical rare 
earth nuclei, such properties are seen here and there, but not yet in any systematic way. 
By implementing fully the new generation of detector systems, the next 20 bands will 
be added on, going up to heat energy around 900 keV, where we expect a persistent and 
systematic occurrence of band mixing. 

2 Damped Rotation 
To learn about the region of rotational damping experimentally, we must at present 
analyse unresolved 7-spectra, the so-called quasi-continuum spectroscopy. Most of the 
damped decay will probably continue to be hidden from discrete spectroscopy. Indeed, 
in a rare earth nucleus around the modest heat energy U = 2 MeV, we are already at 
level number 200 of each of the four parities and signatures, the distance between levels 
being about 2 keV. The rotational decay out of each state branches out to about 25 
different transitions. The construction of a level scheme with such properties is well 
beyond the capability of the present- and near future detection systems. 

Based upon the success of the rotating mean field description of the low heat energies, 
the description of rotational damping takes cranked mean field states as basis rotational 
bands, providing the rotational E2 transitions. In this basis, the damping comes about 
through mixing. Eventually, at high heat energy, compound nucleus states arise, with 
GOE properties. 

The situation in warm rotating nuclei differs from that of non rotating nuclei in one 
important respect. The rotational decay probes the difference in mixing between two 
neighbouring angular momenta I and 7 — 2 (and, if one looks at £ 7 1 x E^ spectra, three 
neighbouring angular momenta [3]). Since this corresponds to a rather modest change 
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in the rotational frequency, the rotational decay in a way probes the differential of 
the mixing coefficients with respect to rotational frequency. Furthermore, the rotational 
decay competes favorably with the statistical transitions which attempt to cool down the 
nucleus. This allows for studying the differential mixing over several steps, keeping the 
heat energy, something which is completely excluded for strength function phenomena 
in non-rotating nuclei. 

2.1 Illustration of Damped Rotational Motion 
At finite temperature, the rotating mean field states acquire a spreading width, due 
to the coupling to the other mean field states, and finally into the energy eigenstates 
(compound states) of the rotating nucleus. The quantal strength function describing 
the rotational strength has been evaluated by Bent Lauritzen et, al. [4] The relation 
between the rotational damping width and the compound spreading width, derived in 
ref. [4], and later related to dephasing phenomena of collective excitations in condensed 
matter physics [5], can be illustrated by a simple picture of the damped rotation, figure 1. 
The compound spreading width of mean field states T^ measures the inverse of the time 
during which the nucleus can stay in one mean field state, before hopping to the next. 
This hopping motion results in a time-variation of the quadrupole field as illustrated in 
fig. 1, consisting of small segments of harmonic vibration, with frequencies %}^ 2w,,/, 
2w„» etc. The frequency distribution of this field is obtained by a Fourier decomposition, 
the width being the rotational damping width r r o ( . 

If the time between hops is very long, the test Fourier frequency will only in very 
rare cases match two neighbouring segments. Therefore, it should be chosen such as to 
trace only one of the segments, and it will then go out of phase with the next. The 
condition for this loss of phase from segment to segment is that 2AwaTM > 1, with Aw0 

being the dispersion of the distribution of rotational frequencies of the basis bands, and 
r^ = T" 1 is the average time spent within a basis band. Under this condition, the Fourier 
decomposition just gives back the frequency distribution of the basis bands: 

Trot « 2.35 x 2Aw0 (for 2Aw0 >T„) (1) 

where the factor 2.35 for a Gaussian distribution translates from dispersion to FWHM. 
If, conversely, the time between segments is very short, the harmonic test function for 
the Fourier analysis can stay in phase with the quadrupole field over many hops. After 
the time t, and on the average n = j - segments, a dispersion in the phase of the 
quadrupole field relative to the average is accumulated as a random walk. For a Fourier 
test frequency, which differs by the frequency 6u relative to the average, the accumulated 
phase variance after the time t is given by 

A^ 2 = (2Aw 0 ^) 2 - + 8uH2 (2) 

The condition on the frequency deviation Bui is that the second term remains small as 
long as the first term is smaller than one. Taking now 8w as the width of the Fourier 
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Figure 1: Skematic illustration of the time variation of the quadrupole field outside a 
nucleus undergoing damped rotation. In the top part of the figure, the hops between 
basis bands are infrequent, 2Awof„ « 1.8, and the width of the frequencey distribution 
of the field will be the same as that of the ingoing basis bands. In the bottom part of the 
figure, the hops between basis bands are frequent, 2Aw 0rw « 0.3, leading to a motional 
narrowing of the frequencey distribution of the field. 

analysis frequency distribution, one arrives at the following condition: 

6<St2 w (2Aw 0r„) 2 — « 1 (3) 

from which one obtains 

r r s t « 26u> * 2- = 2(2AW„) 2 T„ = 4 A w 0 ^ ^ (for 2Aw0 < r„) (4) 
t i w 

One sees that the frequency distribution in this case becomes more narrow because of 
the hopping between bands, and one speaks of motional narrowing. The above results 
(1) and (4) are in agreement with the strength function treatment of reference [4], so the 
simple picture of figure 1 explains in a natural way the more complete and consistent 
results. 

The figure also gives a qualitatively correct picture of the behavior of the quadrupole 
field. 

When one speaks of the damping of a nuclear vibration, the vibrational motion is 
actually damped into the underlying compound nucleus states, the field outside the 
nucleus is rapidly damped out. Most often, the nucleus decays by other modes, that is 
it stops vibrating before one full quantum of energy ftu>„;f, has been sent out into the 
radiation field. This is of course well known from the photo absorption on nuclei, which 
excites the giant dipole vibration, with a very large damping width. 
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When one speaks of the damping of the rotational motion, the nucleus keeps rotating 
together with the hopping motion, eventually emitting many quanta of rotational energy 
before slowing down considerably. In the rotational case, each basis mean field band 
is equipped with a rotational decay matrix element, and the coupling of such states 
preserves these matrix elements. The term "damping" in this case refers to the fuzzy 
distribution of harmonic frequencies of the quadrupole field, 

3 Flow line 
As just stated, the damped rotational motion can be studied over many transition steps. 
However, in experiments, we cannot freely select a frequency and temperature distribu
tion. Rather, we have to accept the rotational states as they are populated in the course 
of the 7-cascades following a (HI,xn) reaction, Decay cascade codes describing how the 
states at different heat energy and angular momentum are populated in the decay cas
cades have been operating for many years. However, by a simplified description, we may 
be able to gain insight into the essential properties of the 7 decay cascades [6]. Consider 
the total decay widths for rotational E2 and statistical El decay, and the average heat 
energy removed in one step of each of these decay modes. Realistic approximations are: 

TE2 = CE2I5 TEI = CEIT5 

U = aTi A.UEI*<E~I>EI=5T AUEi«0 (5) 

From these basic relations one can derive a transport equation for the average temper
ature during a decay cascade 

dT 15CEI «j/ 
T 5 4oc E 2 P ( ' 

This equation has the solution 

T=(^l)Xli I (7) 
\15CEJ (1 + C7«)>/4 V I 

so that the average heat energy during a decay cascade is given by 

„ _ / f e B y % P _ P 
u~\i5cE1J (i + ci*yp ~ '(l + c/i)^ w 

where C is an integration constant. 
Figure 2 shows solutions to this equation for some illustrative initial conditions, and 

for parameters relevant for a typical rare-earth nucleus. Going down the decay cascades, 
one sees that all solutions tend to converge towards the solution with integration constant 
C = 0, which defines an asymptotic flow line. For initial conditions above the asymptotic 
flow line, the solution is seen to converge rapidly within roughly the first jj of the cascade. 
The solutions to the average energy displayed in figure 2 can pictorially be describes by 
stating that the rotational decay width is able to keep the rotating nucleus warm. 
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Figure 2: The average heat energy of the flow function obtained by numerical solutions 
of transport equations (solid lines) are shown together with the analytical approximation 
described here (dashed lines). The initial angular momenta and average heat energies 
are (I0,U0) = (40,8) a), (50,8) b), (60,8) c), (70,8) d), (70,5.5) e), (70,4) e), (70,2) g). 
The curve labelled Uc, shows the heat energy as function of angular momentum where 
the El and E2 decay widths are equal. 

Within the same scheme, also the variance of the heat energy can be treated, with 
the result 

<?la -*• c2I3 for / -> 0 (9) 

and the convergence with decreasing heat energy is found to be even more rapid than 
for the mean value. Also the yrast feeding be treated 

- ^ * 5 > ^ 1 / 2 e ^ - 2 ^ <«> 

where the constants c-i and cy of the last two equations are functions of the basic constants 
CEI,CE2,« For a typical rotational rare earth nucleus, the values of the constants are 
c, = ( £ ) 2 , c 2 = ( i ) 3 , and c y = 0.13, in units of MeV and %. 

4 Fluctuations of two-dimensional 7-spectra 
Figure 3 shows a two dimensional .£,, x E-„ spectrum, as a landscape plot. The transi
tions from regular rotational bands can be recognized as ridges, running parallel to the 
diagonal of the plot at Em = E^. Such ridges are clearly visible on both sides of the flat 
region around the diagonal. Actually, the diagonal lies in the middle of a shallow valley, 
which goes down about 10 per cent relative to the surrounding smooth landscape. The 
ridges are superimposed on this smooth landscape. The occurrence of such landscapes 
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Figure 3: Perspective plot of a part of the two-dimensional Eyi x E^ spectrum for 
ESSA30 data on 1 6 8 Yb (left hand side) and as calculated in simulations with mixed 
bands (right hand side). The part of the spectrum corresponds to on the average 3 x 3 
rotational transitions. On the right hand side of the diagonal, the known resolved 
discrete band transitions have been taken out. 

and their interpretations in the damping picture is discussed by Silvia Leoni at this 
conference. It is important to realize that one has to go to two-dimensional spectra in 
order to be able to separate transitions from rotation along regular bands, which fall on 
the ridges, from damped transitions, which form a smooth spectrum, which can most 
cleanly be studied at the center of the valley at J271 = E^. 

Here, we shall focus on the roughness of the spectrum, as expressed mathematically 
through its fluctuations. As first pointed out by Frank Stephens [7], these fluctuations 
tell about the number of bands which pass through the relevant angular momentum 
region. By separately studying fluctuations on the ridge and in the valley, one can 
determine the effective number of transitions emitted along regular rotational bands, and 
from damped transitions, respectively. The analysis of fluctuations of nuclear spectra 
from non-overlapping states has been pioneered by Gregers Hansen and coworkers [8], 
and we take over the principles of their work for our fluctuation analysis. 

4.1 Method for Analysis of Fluctuations 
It is important that the transition energies and strengths for the nucleus under inves
tigation behave in a sufficiently random way. It should be such as if the nucleus has 
been picked from a random ensemble of nuclei, characterized by some average properties. 
These properties are in our case: 

(i) For discrete bands, the transition energy within an interval of width 4 is a ran-
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dom independent variable, whereas the transition strength varies smoothly from band 
to band. 

(ii) For damped transitions, the transition energies and strengths display GOE behavior, 
that is spectral rigidity for the energies, and Porter-Thomas fluctuations for the transi
tion strengths. The ensuing fluctuations are due to the transitions strength fluctuations. 

The fluctuations are normalized to the average spectrum, and the following expression 
can be derived [9] 

*-SH£+i (ID 
Here, p.2 »s the second moment (or variance) of the two dimensional spectrum, and fi\ 
is the first moment (the average). Neve is the number of recorded events within a j x | 
interval of the two dimensional spectrum, pjry is a dilution factor which arises because 
of the photopeak width of the detectors. 

When the response of the detectors are known, and the quantities N„e, pi, Mt are 
determined in an experiment, the effective number of decay paths Npath can be deter
mined, both for discrete bands (on the ridges), and damped rotation (in the middle of 
the valley). 

For meaningful numbers to be extracted, one further step has to be taken to sep
arate damped from undamped transitions. In the raw spectrum, the valley is crossed 
by strong stripes containing coincidences between one transition from a low-lying band 
and Compton scattered events. These stripes can be strongly reduced by subtraction 
of a suitable product spectrum, that is performing a so-called COR-subtraction, or by 
unfolding the spectrum. By unfolding, one runs the risk of introducing spurious fluctua
tions, but for good detectors these will be relatively weak. Further, for the fluctuations 
in the valley, the fraction of events containing one or two Compton scattered 7-rays 
has to be evaluated. A spectrum of Compton scattered transitions is truly continuous, 
but the actual counts contribute to pure count fluctuations, that is the second term of 
equation (11). The fluctuations on the ridge are in principle more straightforward, since 
the ridges only contain photopeak events, and they can be recognized as floating on top 
of the rest of the spectrum. Due to the additivity of superposed uncorrelated spectra, 
the ridge intensity and fluctuations can be separated from the background of damped 
transitions and Compton events, and analyzed separately. 

The reader may now have the impression that the original experimental two-dimensional 
spectra have been distorted and twisted beyond recognition by arbitrary procedures, be
fore one is finally able to determine the variance //2. This is, however, not the case. Each 
procedure constitutes a specific step on the way to separate coincidences between the 
four types of single 7-events, discrete band transitions, damped transitions, statistical 
decay transitions, and Compton scattered events. 
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Figure 4: The experimental number of decay paths for valley coincidences in 1 6 8 Yb is 
shown as function of the 7-ray energy (in keV). The solid, dashes and dotted curves 
show calculations of the number of decay paths, as explained in the text. 

4.2 Valley fluctuations 
Figure 4 shows the effective number of decay paths for damped transitions derived 
from valley fluctuations in two experiments. The error bars only show the principal 
uncertainty due to the randomness assumption of selecting the nucleus from an ensemble. 
This principal uncertainty is very well defined mathematically. In addition, systematic 
errors can arise through the definition of the smooth spectrum relative to which the 
fluctuations are measured, or introduced by the procedures just described, and they can 
roughly be estimated to be a factor 2 up or down. For the EUROGAM I data, the 
counting statistics is good enough to allow for a third coincidence, used to obtain a 
clean selection of the 7-rays, which eventually lead into the AB band in 1 6 8 Yb. From 
the ESSA30 experiment to the EUROGAM I, the intensity and the number of events 
Neve has increased by about a factor of 10, but still the older and the newer data agree 
on the number of decay paths within the systematic and principal errors. 

From a model of the damped decay, the number of decay paths can be calculated. 
The simplest case of a one-dimensional spectrum is here used for illustration 

( n P a t f c ) " 1 = 2 E < u , ' > 2 (12) 

where < W{ > gives the average probability for each transit .1, described by the initial 
state and the final state, within an interval of width | . This interval width provides 
the natural energy scale for rotational decay, covering two units of angular momentum. 
Each decay cascade emits on the average one transition within each | interval (and one 
set of coincidences within each | x | interval). 
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The curves on figure 4 are calculated with a somewhat more complicated expression 
than equation (12), taking into account damped coincidences. Also, they are calculated 
with standard expressions for the level density, and assuming an abrupt onset of damping 
at the heat energy Uo- The results display a strong dependence on Uo- One sees that 
by comparing ,he curves for onset energy 700 keV and 1 MeV, that the fluctuations 
put strong emphasis on the lowest heat energies which display damping. Whereas the 
region of 700 keV to 1 MeV only carries about 2 to 10 per cent of the flow intensity 
in the cascades, it carries more that half of the fluctuations. So, the valley fluctuations 
are primarily sensitive to the region of onset of damping. The dotted curve shows the 
result of a calculation, in which each state only decays to one final state, but then with 
wildly fluctuating second moments of inertia, to be able to place counts in the valley. 
The calculation for the dotted curve is not sensitive to the onset energy of moment of 
inertia fluctuations. 

For both the damped and undamped calculation, the increase in the number of decay 
paths with increasing 7-ray energy is caused by the increase in the average flow energy 
of the cascades with increasing angular momentum. The data on figure 4 clearly favour 
the explanation in terms of damped rotation. However, they also display a much weaker 
increase in the number of decay paths with energy. The larger number of decay paths 
at the low energies may be due to the presence of a fifty-fifty per cent admixture of 
l 6 7 Y b and 1 6 8 Yb for these energies. By gating on the AB band in 1 6 8 Yb, one is, able 
to select only this nucleus, and this is also seen to be effective at the lower energies. 
Higher up in 7 ray energy, one can see whether some selection of the decay paths which 
eventually feed into this band is effective. This seems not to be the case, except for at 
the highest energy around 1250 keV, which looks somewhat strange, and we do not have 
any explanation. 

4.3 K selection rules in feeding 
A much more dramatic manifestation of selection rules is furnished by the data on figure 
5 for 1 6 3 Er, where gates have been placed on either the yrast band or one of the high-K 
bands. 

The total number of decay paths as well as the gate on the yrast band show the 
same behavior as for I 6 8 Yb, but the gating on the high-K bands shows that pronounced 
K-selection rules must be operative in the feeding of the high-K bands. There are much 
less states available for feeding the high-K bands than the normal low-lying bands. 

4.4 Ridge fluctuations 
Figure 6 displays the number of decay paths on the ridge for 1 6 8 Yb, as function of the 
ridge number. Roughly speaking, the number of decay paths on the n'th ridge gives the 
number of rotational bands with proper rotational energy correlations surviving over 
n + 1 decay steps. The data for n = 2,3,4 give a consistent picture: it is very hard for 
bands to keep pure, unmixed and free from drastic changes in alignment or moment of 
inertia over 6,8 and 10 units of angular momenta. The drop from n = 1 to n = 2 is 
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Figure 5: The experimental number of decay paths for valley coincidences of two dimen
sional spectra in 1 6 3 Er . For the curves labelled "Yrast", "Kl", "K2" and "K4", an extra 
coincidence is placed on a specific low lying band. 

more problematic, as we shall discuss in the next section. Taking a reasonable average 
between n = 1 and n = 2, we reach the conclusion, that there exists in each angular 
momentum region about 20 to 25 undamped rotational bands. Both ridge and valley 
fluctuations agree on the heat energy for onset of damping, Uo « 700 keV. 

5 Discussion 
The present fluctuation analysis has been checked in many ways, with respect to the 
statistical properties. For example, the independence of the transition energies of re
solved bands with respect to those of the yet unresolved discrete bands has been checked 
by comparing fluctuations with or without removal of these bands. As the valley fluc
tuations are concerned, the constancy of the number of decay paths with respect to 
division of the data sets into subgroups has been checked. On the basis of these and 
other tests, it is fair to state that the experimental evaluation of fluctuations is a well 
defined procedure. 

The calculation of the number of decay paths on the basis of an abrupt onset of 
damping is much more questionable, and also the lack of precise knowledge of the flow 
properties of the decay cascades adds an uncertainty. Let us mention three significant 
problems: (i) The lowest lying bands of each parity-signature seem to gain a stronger 
part of the population relative to the other discrete bands than we estimate from the 
flow function for the lower heat energies, (ii) The presence of a correlated component 
of damped transitions underlying the ridge makes the clean separation of undamped 
and damped transitions in the ridge region questionable. This problem may underly 
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the jump in number of decay paths from the first to the second ridge on figure 6. (iii) 
The analysis of valley fluctuations assume a very abrupt onset of damping, with fully 
developed Porter-Thomas fluctuations of the transition strengths. Still, calculations tell 
us, that such fluctuations are only fully developed at heat energy 2 MeV [11], that is 
well above the heat energies, which are mainly responsible for the valley fluctuations. 

To address these problems within the band mixing model, a decay cascade code based 
on mixed bands is presently being developed. The right hand side of figure 3 displays 
the results of an early version of the cascade code. Results from such simulations can 
guide us in the understanding of the damped rotation in more details. Especially, they 
can provide a more direct connection between calculated and experimental spectra. For 
example, a visual comparison between data and simultions on figure 3 shows first of all 
an impressive qualitative agreement, and a closer look reveals that the discrete bands 
receive a too strong feeding in the simulations. 

A more quatitative comparison between data and simulations will still be concerned 
with average properties for groups of states and transitions, such as the rotational damp
ing width and the number of decay paths. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Rotational Plane Mapping method (RPM) it uied to analyie the ihape of the "central 
valley" of the 2- and 3-dimeniional 7-ray spectra. The method ii applied to triple data leti 
on 1 6 3 r m and 1MYb nuclei obtained with the NORDBALL and EUROGAM I arrayi. II 
one adopts the simple assumption of uncomlaiei damping, a simple relation between the 
measured width and depth of the valley can be given. This relation is not observed in the 
experimental results, furthermore, recent realistic band mixing calculations including 2-body 
residual interactions show the presence of rotational correlations extending into the region of 
damped motion, pointing to a more complex picture of the damping mechanism. 

1. Introduction 

It has been known for several years [1],[2] that the transition strength in the 
rotational decay of deformed nuclei is distributed over many final states at high 
excitation energy above the yrast line. This is called damping of the rotational motion. 
A model describing this phenomenon [3] showed how the rotational strength through 
each 252 decay step is spread over all the states of the same parity and signature 
within an interval defined as the rotational damping width r r o ( . In the interpretation 
of 7-7 coincidence spectra it was also assumed that the transition energies at a given 
angular momentum were selected from the B(E2) strength function independently of 
the preceeding transitions in the same cascade (uncorretated damping). 

In this contribution we will present experimental evidence which shows that this 
picture may be too simple, and that rotational correlations among successive transi
tions extend higher up into the damping region {correlated damping). This conjecture 
opens new perspectives in the study of the damping of the rotational motion, and it 
may shade some light on the gradual transition from regular to damped rotational 
motion, before a quantal chaotic motion can be assumed at excited energies > 2.2 
MeV [4],[5]. 

2. The Rotational Plane Mapping Method on 163Tm and 16BYb nuclei. 

A method, based on the simple picture of uncorrelated damping, was recently for
mulated [6],[7],[8],[9], aiming at separating the contributions from regular and damped 
rotational motion and to a determination of the damping width r r ot by a study of 
the shapes of the 2-D and 3-D spectra. It is called Rotational Plane Mapping method 
(RPM). 
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Figure 1: Double coincidence spectra produced by simple simulation calculations of 
100000 damped nuclear 7-ray cascades are shown in part a) and b). The damping 
width values TTa( = 30,60 keV and constant moment of inertia 9 ^ = 70 MeV - 1 hive 
been used. Perpendicular cuts across the £ 7 I = E^ diagonal and 60 keV wide are 
given in part d) and e). The round hills obtained using r r o t = 30 keV are completely 
smeared out for Trot = 60 keV, and only a very shallow valley survives. This suggests 
that, in the limit of TTOt > 4 /3 ' 2 ' , the spectrum can be reproduced by the analytical 
function shown in part c) and e). 

The 2-D coincidence spectra are characterized by a valley along the £?71 = E^, 
diagonal. If one assumes that the 7-ray transitions of the damped rotational cascades 
are uncorrelattd, the width and the depth of the valley can be simply related to the 
rotational damping width Trot, as illustrated by the simulation calculations of Figure 
1 a), b), d) and e). 

A set of analytical expressions, S' 2' and S®, have been worked out to describe the 
distributions of damped events in 2-D as well as 3-D coincidence spectra, if B{E2) 
strength functions of either Gaussian or Breit-Wigner forms are assumed. These are 
the two different shapes expected theoretically for the B{E2) distribution in the limit 
of low and high level density [3]. 

For a J3(J52) distribution of Gaussian shape, the following function SQ is found: 

3(2) ^,H^f^( 4<rL ) (1) 

where r r o f = errot\/8iji2. In the ( £ 7 l - £ 7 2 ) coordinate system the FWHMG and the 
depth DEPTHa of the Gaussian valley become: 

FWHMa = V2 r r o ( , DEPTHa « 0.7 
4 Trot (2) 

The two last equations tell us that, if the simple picture of uncorrelated damping 
is fulfilled, both the FWHM and the DEPTH of the valley can be used as a measure 
of the rotational damping width r r o ( , as shown in Figure 1 c) and f). 
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The analogous expression for the 3-D coincidence spectrum is: 

-;ji#)^M-^W-^h-K-^>l 
^ ( g ) ( ^ M - * - ^ + % ^ + w - - ' j ) » 

where £77m = (E^ + E^ + E^)/Z is the average transition energy. Expressions 
similar to equations (1) and (3) can be obtained starting from a B(E2) distribution 
of Breit-Wigner shape [6],[8]. 

Instead of using directly the 2-D and 3-D experimental spectra, it becomes par
ticularly useful to perform the analysis on the 3-D/2-D tilted rotational planes. The 
planes can be obtained dividing the rotational planet 

E,i-E,i = Nx(E^-Ey))±S/2 (4) 

with N=l,2,3 and 4, by the usual 2-D coincidence matrix. In this way one enhances 
the sensitivity of the method to the distribution of purely damped events [7],[9]. 
The thickness S of the planes corresponds to the dispersion in the second moment 
of inertia ( « 20 keV), and it assures that all the rotational correlations satisfying 
equation (4) are included in one of the planes. After removal of the known ridge 
structures, both the width and the depth of the 3-D/2-D valley can be fitted by the 
S( 3)/£( 2) function, averaging over the 4 planes iV = 1,2,3 and 4. As a consequence of 
these equations the combined valley has FWHM« 2 X y/2Ttoi for Gaussian functions, 
and FWHM« 2 X 2Trot for Breit-Wigner functions. 

The method was used to analyze the two different nuclei 1 6 3 Tro [9] sad 1 6 8 Ko [10]. 
The data sets have been obtained with the NORDBALL and EURO GAM I arrays, 
with the reactions 130Te(37Gl,5 - 4n) 1 6 2 - 1 6 3 Tm, E=166 MeV, and , 2 4 5n( 4 8 Ca,5 -
4 n)i67,i68y& ) E = 2 1 0 M e V ) ^ t h the final statistics of 2.5 xlO 8 and 8 x l 0 8 triple and 
higher fold events, respectively. The results obtained from the RPM analysis of the 3-
D/2-D valleys of the two nuclei are shown in Figure 2. In both cases the FWHM of the 
valley is rather constant and corresponds to a rotational damping width r r ai=80,100 
keV for 163Tm and 1GSYb respectively, if a Gaussian shaped function is used in the 
fitting procedure. These values are about a factor of 2 smaller than theoretically 
predicted [3]. The basic problem in this analysis is that the depth of the valley 
decreases as a function of transition energy. Expecially for £ 7 > 900 keV it does not 
agree with the measured damping widths. This means that the relations given by the 
analytical functions (1), (3), shown by the curves of Figure 2, are not satisfied. 

The latter results indicate that the simple picture of uncorrelated damping, at the 
basis of the RPM method, can not be used to properly describe the distribution of 
damped events in 2-D and 3-D spectra. 

3. Realistic Band-Mixing Calculations. 

The assumptions underlying the damping model are presently being investigated 
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Figure 2: The top part of the figure shows the experimental values obtained for the 
FWHM of the 3-D/2-D valleys as a function of the 7-ray transition energy for 1 6 3 Tm 
(left) and luYb (right). In the bottom the experimental values obtained for the 
corresponding depths of the valleys are shown. Both Gaussian (closed circles) and 
Breit-Wigner (open circles) functions were used to fit the data. The full drawn and 
dashed lines indicate the expected depth according to the Gaussian function (1) and 
(3) (solid lines), and to the similar Breit-Wigner expression (dashed lines). 

by realistic cranking and band-mixing calculations for rare-earth nuclei [S], [8], For 
each even spin value between I = 30ft and J = 60ft the first 1000 levels above yrast 
have been created by cranked shell model calculations. The residual interaction of the 
Surface Delta type has been introduced [10]. The lowest 500 mixed bands, up to « 
2.2 — 2.5 MeV excitation energy above the yrast line, are calculated independently for 
the 4 configurations, and the distributions of rotational transition strengths between 
spin I and (1-2) have been extracted. 

At least for the lowest 200 bands of each parity and signature, the band mixing 
calculations predict significant rotational correlations in the subsequent steps of the 
cascade. This is in conflict with the simple picture of uncorrelated damping, which 
is assumed by the RPM technique. This is illustrated in the example of Figure 3. 
The 2-D plot shows the coincidence pattern obtained selecting only 2 steps rotational 
decay of the angular momenta sequence 42 —> 40 —> 38 among the levels 11-40, 
counted from yrast and summing up the 4 parity-signature configurations of 16SYb. 
The diagonal cut of the 2-D pattern shows (Figure 3 b)), in accordance with the 
damping picture, how the average energy of the two transitions is spread over a 
large energy interval. The fit through a Gaussian function (full drawn line) gives 
FWHM=181 keV and Em l . t m=954 keV. However, the perpendicular projection on the 
(•E7i — 2572)axis (Figure 3 c)) shows two components of near Gaussian shapes centered 
around the energy expected for the ridge (£ 7 i — E^) = 4 / S ^ . The wide component 
has a FWHM=235 keV, while the narrow component has only a FWHM=49 keV. 
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Figure 3: The rotational correlations predicted by the band mixing calculations [5] are 
shown in the 2-D plot for the angular momenta sequence 42 -> 40 -» 38 for the group 
of levels 11-40 of 16aYb, corresponding to the excitation energy region 0.8 < E" < 1.4 
MeV, summing up the 4 spin and parity configurations. Figure b) and c) show the 
projections on the (JE71 + £ 7 2 ) / 2 and (E^ - E^) axis, respectively. As one can 
see, a strong correlation between the two transition energies can be observed in the 
difference as a narrow component, but not in the sum. 

A further investigation has shown that the narrow component mostly originate from 
contributions of the strongest components of the 2 steps decay (I+2)->I-» (1-2), while 
the weak components expecially contribute to the wide distribution, as illustrated in 
the left part of Figure 4. 

The intensity and the width of the wide and narrow components have been fitted 
using two independent Gaussian functions, as function of the excitation energy above 
yrast and for different values of spin. In general one observes that the wide component 
behaves as expected for damped transitions, having a FWHMw 200 - 400 keV « 
•y/JJIVo,, while the FWHM of the narrow part is « 50 - 80 keV. With increasing heat 
energy, the intensity of the narrow component decreases, and correspondingly the 
wide component grows. This is shown in the right part of Figure 4 for I = 40ft. 

This latter observation, together with the fact that the narrow component seems 
to be mostly originated from strong correlations along subsequent steps of the damped 
cascade, may suggest that a remnant of rotational correlations extends higher up well 
into the damping region, before the rotational motion becomes fully damped. 

5. Conclusions 

The study of the 2-D and 3-D spectrum shapes along the central valley by the 
Rotational Plane Mapping Method has shown that our present understanding of the 
complex mechanisms of the damping of the rotational motion is rather limited. Band 
mixing calculations clearly indicate that the simple picture of uncorrelated damping 
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Figure 4: The left side of the figure shows, for the group of level 11-40 at spin 
I = 40ft, the total ridge coming from 7-7 correlations (full circles), compared to the 
contribution from components with a probability larger then 0.2 (open triangles). 
Also shown is a sum of all the weak contributions smaller than 0.01. As one can 
see, the strongest correlations contribute mostly to the narrow part of the ridge. The 
intensity of the wide and narrow components at J = 40ft are shown as function of 
excitation energy in the right part of the figure. 

can not be fully accounted for, and that rotational correlations are still present in 
the region of the rotational damping. They manifest themselves as a narrow com
ponent in the strength function associated with the quadrupole rotational decay of 
two consecutive transitions (generating the so-called first ridge in a 7-7 coincidence 
spectrum, and so far related only to Trot)-

Attempts are being made to better understand to nature of the narrow component 
and to include rotational correlations into a more complex picture of the damping of 
the rotational motion. 
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Chaos in Nuclear Physics: 
Statistical Aspects of Excited Nuclear States 

Sven Aberg 
Dept of Mathematical Physics, Lund Institute of Technology, PO Box 118, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden 

Abstract: The hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic field is compared to the excited atomic nucleus. A simple 
model, based on random matrix theory, is utilised for the general description of level dynamics in mixed regular 
and chaotic systems. We find that different types of level statistics, such as nearest neighbour distributions 
(NND), Aa-statistics, wave function analyses, curvature distributions etc, show different sensitivity to the 
"chaoticity parameter*. The E2-decay of the excited, rapidly rotating nucleus is described as a descrete 
Markov process, and the fully chaotic situation is found to correspond to a diffusive decay where the variance of 
the excitation energy varies linearly with the angular momentum. Possible consequences in multi-7 correlation 
measurements are discussed. 

1 Introduction 
The hydrogen atom in a. strong magnetic field has become one of the standard examples 
for studying quantum chaos. The nice features of this problem include the possibility of 
performing accurate classical as well as quantum mechanical calculations (see for example 
[1, 2]) which in addition can be tested in experiments. Chaos in the classical problem is 
controlled by one scaling variable, c = Ei~3*3, where E is the energy and 7 is the strength 
of the magnetic field (in units of 2.35 • 10 s T). In fig.la the Foincare surface of section shows 
the behaviour of the electron moving in some classical orbits in the combined Coulomb and 
magnetic field corresponding to e = —0.25. It is seen that most parts of the phase space has 
become chaotic. The remaining non-chaotic orbits can be identified as "rotational" orbits, in 
which the electron moves approximately perpendicular to the magnetic field, (contrary to the 
"vibrational" orbits, where the electron moves along the magnetic field, and which already 
have become chaotic), see ref [2]. 

In fig. lb the corresponding quantum mechanical calculation shows how the energy levels 
behave as functions of the magnetic field strength at approximately the same value of e. 
The irregularity of the energy levels is obvious, and there is a clear tendency for most of the 
energy levels to avoid level crossings. However, the energy levels which have the largest slope 
move seemingly unperturbed. These states can be identified with the non-chaotic classical 
"rotational" orbits seen as regular in fig. la. We thus notice how classical chaos (related to 
breaking of constants of motion) is related to avoided crossing (breaking of "almost" good 
quantum numbers). In this case we can even follow how specific classical orbits become 
chaotic in the quantal spectrum. 

At e > — 0.13 all orbits are chaotic. By performing level statistical analyses of the quan
tum levels [1] one can identify the transition from order to chaos as a subsequent change of 
level statistics from Poisson (the eigen energies are randomly distributed following a Poisson 
process) to GOE (Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble; the features of the energy levels and eigen-
functions can be described by an ensemble of random matrices with Gaussian distributed 
matrix elements). This and several other examples led Bohigas et al to conjecture [3] that 
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Figure 1: Classical (Poincare surface of section) and quantum mechanical view (energy levels) 
of the hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic field. The scaled variable e is approximately the 
same in both cases, -0.25 and -0.20, respectively, which corresponds to a situation where chaos 
and order coexists. (From [2].) 

"the quantum mechanical version (in the semiclassical limit) of a classically chaotic system 
follows GOE-statistics". 

But what about the nuclear case? Assuming reflection symmetric shapes the single-particle 
motion in a deformed and rotating nuclear potential preserves parity and signature as good 
quantum numbers. Chaotic motion in the nuclear potential corresponds to the mixing of 
states within these symmetry classes. Like the rotational orbits in the H-atom case we can 
identify single-particle orbits which are much more persistent to the distortion, i.e. to the 
rotation and deformation. These are particularly the intruder orbits which originate from 
other oscillator shells than what is mainly seen around the Fermi surface, and consequently 
have a quite different structure. This effect is best seen at the superdeformation where orbits 
from high-N shells appear around the Fermi level. In fig.2 we see the very week interaction 
e.g. between the [770]l/2 orbital and the [521)3/2 orbital, while a strong interaction is seen 
e.g. between [651)1/2 and [642)5/2. This implies that the corresponding classical motion is 
much more regular for the high-N orbits than for other surrounding orbits. 

But, while the excitation spectrum of the H-atom corresponds to the excitation of the 
electron to different states in the one-body field, the excitation spectrum of the nucleus is 

• ' . . ' i . i . i 

1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1U 0.12 
Rotational frequency, a/coo 

Figure 2: Neutron single-particle levels at superdeformation plotted vs the rotational fre
quency. 
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much more complicated. In fact, only a small fraction of states correspond to excitations in 
the one-body field (the level density, plrlk ~ £ ,„ ) , while most excited states are many-body 
excitations {pu*ai ~ exp(a-s/E€XC)). Consequently, chaoticity in the nucleus is not explicitly 
determined by the shape or rotation of the potential, but rather by the residual interaction 
between the many-body configurations. The almost good quantum numbers may thus corre
spond to deformed (and rotating) shell model occupation numbers, and the force that break 
these "almost good quantum numbers" is (mainly) the residual two-body interaction. 

2 Level Dynamics 
In order to mimic the transition from "order" to "chaos" in the quantum spectrum we set up 
the following random matrix model [4]: 

H(I) = H0 + A-H1+I-A (1) 

where 

(#„)*€ W . \ / ! ) . (2) 

(tfi)i;6 ( l - * ; ) G ( 0 , y £ ) , (3) 

( A ) ( i € ^ ( 0 , ^ ) , (4) 

i.e. H(I) constitutes an ensemble of N-dimensional random matrices where H0 and A are 
diagonal and Hi is non-diagonal, all with Gaussian distrubuted matrix elements with mean 
value m and standard deviation <x, G(m,o~). The two parameters A and a A determine the 
properties of the system. By choosing A in the interval [0,1] we may study the smooth 
transition from Poisson to GOE. At A=0 we have if(0) = HPoUton and at A = l H(0) = HaoE. 
In this paper the external parameter, / , describes angular momentum, but it could as well 
describe other variables such as time, strength of a magnetic field, or the quadrupole moment. 
It is found [4] that A • N is an invariant. 

The eigenvalue problem 
H<t>i = Eik (5) 

is solved by numerical diagonalization of an ensemble of NxN matrices (as a standard we shall 
take N=400). When A = 0 the energy spectrum, Ei(I), corresponds to a set of unperturbed 
rotational bands (for simplicity we let the rotational bands have a linear dependence on 
angular momentum). The subsequently added interaction, A • H\, corresponds to a residual 
(many-body) interaction between the bands. In general, the slope, dEt/dl corresponds to 
(the negative of) the rotational frequency, but could in general be velocity, the quadrupole 
moment etc. The parameter, a^, controls the dispersion in slope, i.e. in rotational frequency. 
The curvature, &^Eijdl^\ consequently corresponds to - 1 / J<2), where jM is the dynamical 
moment of inertia, but could as well be "acceleration", magnetic susceptibility, etc. 

From several calculations (see e.g. [5, 6]) it seems as GOE properties appear when the 
nondiagonal matrix elements in average are of the size of the mean level spacing of the diagonal 
matrix elements, i.e. in the model above (at 1=0) when 

A ! F* ! A 1 
A-7J1~INJ*A~N' ( 6 ) 
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1 2 3 4 

Figure 3: Nearest neighbours distributions for different values of the mixing parameter A. 
The GOE and Poisson limits are shown for comparison. 

which implies that the GOE properties are expected at much smaller values of A than cor
responds to the full GOE. For N=400 we thus expect the GOE properties already when 
A * 0.02. 

In fig.3 the nearest neighbours distributions are shown for some different values of A. As 
expected, the GOE curve is reproduced for A > 0.02. If, on the other hand, we study the A3-
statistics (or quite similarly the variance of the A3-statistics) for A = 0.02 the corresponding 
GOE curve is followed up to a maximum value, Lmax ss 20, of the correlation distance, L, in 
the energy spectrum. For larger £-values A 3 ( i ) becomes larger than the corresponding GOE 
values. When a smaller A-value is used the deviations appear at a smaller Lmaz value. The 
reason for this final range of the GOE correlations is that the wave functions are localized. 
With a localization length (or spreading width) according to Fermis golden rule, r„ ss 2ir^0A2, 
there cannot be any GOE correlations between two wave functions when their mutual energy 

2.5/JIV 5irp„/>A2, that distance is larger than, say 2.5I\,. This gives Lm, 
excellently reproduces the calculated values of Lmax vs A, see ref [4]. The chaotic features of 
the wave functions are thus not global for A < 1, but we have rather an energy spectrum 
where the individual states show a (translational invariant) local chaos. By measuring Lmax 

in a realistic nuclear spectrum we thus indirectly measure the average size of the (residual) 
nuclear two-body interaction. 

It can be mentioned that the wave function components follow the Porter-Thomas dis
tribution when A > 0.1, i.e. for considerably larger A-values than for which e.g. the NND 
follows the GOE curve [4]. 

A dynamic feature that can be obtained from the energy level spectrum, Ei vs / , is the 
curvature. It was conjectured [7] that the curvature distribution shows a generic behaviour 
for the quantum chaotic spectrum: 

P{k) = C„(l + * 2 ) -<" / 2 + 1 ) , (7) 
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Figure 4: Curvature distributions for four different values of ^he mixing parameter, A =0.001, 
0.01, 0.1 and 1. As a comparison the expression for the gei.^'.c curvature distribution, eq.(7) 
with v=l, is shown in each figure. The curvatures are scaled and plotted on a logaritmic 
scale. 

where Cv is a constant, k is the scaled c irvature, fc = if (iro-Jp)-1, K being the calculated 
curvature, K = dF>E/dlW, cru the average dispersion in slope, and p is the level density. 
The curvature distribution thus only depends on the symmetry class, f = l , 2 and 4 for GOB, 
GUE and GSE, respectively. 

From our model (eqs.(l-5)) we may calculate the curvature distribution also for mixed 
systems, and in fig.4 scaled curvature distributions are shown for A=0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1. 
The generic distribution is not obtained until A w l , i.e. when the model corresponds to full 
GOE. It is interesting to note that in a realistic model of the excited high-spin states including 
a schematic two-body interaction, e.g. of :he superdeformed spin 50 + states in lsiDy [6], the 
energy spectrum shows GOE properties measured in terms of NND and A3 statistics, while 
the scaled curvature distribution strongly deviates from eq.(7); there are considerably many 
more levels with small curvatures than is expected from eq.(7). We shall also note that 
experimental j(2)-moments of inertia are obtained at finite differences in angular momenta. 
This implies a severe principal restriction on the possibility to experimentally reproduce the 
generic curvature distribution. 

3 Diffusion in the E2-Cascade 
The 7-cascade that follows a HI collision ifter neutrons and the statistical -y rays have been 
emitted, mainly consists of stretched E2-transitions. The additional cooling through El 
transitions is omitted in the present study. We thus focus on the excitation energy region a 
few MeV above the yrast line. 

We describe the occupation density of excited states with a given angular momentum and 
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parity by the colon vector, ~p, i.e. Pi(I) is the occupation density of the excited state i at 
spin / (and fixed parity). Obviously £ £ i pi(I) = 1 for all /-values. The evolution of the 
occupation density versus spin can be described by a transition operator, T 1 : 

p(i-2) = TIp(I), (8) 

where T 1 is represented by an NxN matrix with matrix elements 

(Tr).y = | < ti-2\M(E2)\ti > | ' (£,( /) - E^I - 2)) s , (9) 

where the matrix element simply becomes 

M = c(^-W'). (10) 
providing the E2 matrix element along an unperturbed rotational band is constant (=c) for 
all bands, and zero between different unperturbed bands, (ip1) is a matrix representation of 
the eigenvectors at spin / expressed in a basis of unperturbed bands. 

Starting at spin Jo with the occupation density 7>(I0) the occupation density at spin I0—2n 
becomes 

p(I0 - 2n) = T I o - 2 n • T I o - 2 n + 2 • TIop(I0). (11) 

Since jj(/ -r 2) only depends on T 1 and on J5(J) (and not on ~p(I + 2), etc) the Markov 
condition is fulfilled, and since EyLiCl'i/) = 1 for all t-values, T 1 is a statistical transition 
matrix. In general T 1 / T I + a which means eq.(ll) describes a non-homogeneous process. If 
we neglect the ^-dependence in T, and furthermore assume that T 1 « T I + 2 = T, we have 
a time-homogeneous Markov process, i.e. the time- or angular momentum-evolution of the 
occupation density can be written as a mapping 

p(I0 - 2n) = Tnp(h). (12) 

The transition matrix, T, then completely determines the process. 
We can distinguish between three different cases which are illustrated in fig.5: a) A non-

chaotic process corresponding to a localized transition matrix, b) A chaotic process with a 
delocalized T, and c) A chaotic process but with a localized T. In case a) the "chaoticity" 
parameter is small, A = 0.001, implying that the band crossings are more or less ignored. 
Consequently, the E2-transitions mainly occur along well-defined rotational bands. For a A-
value corresponding to chaotic states, that is used in b) and c), each state at a given /-value 
is completely mixed (ergodic states). This implies that the decay is spread out over several 
daughter states, and the transition matrix is strongly delocalized as is seen in fig.5b. If, 
however, the wave function has not changed sufficiently much when / is changed to / — 2, 
the overlap < ^i(/)|V»j(Z — 2) > « Sij, and the transitions mainly occur along bands without 
any level crossings. This means large transition matrix elements along the diagonal of T, 
see fig.5c. The latter situation appears when a A is small, and it corresponds to a dynamical 
process with completely chaotic states but with regular decay. This can be characterized as 
a "supression of chaos" [6]. Case c) can be related to the phenomenon "motional narrowing" 
[8,6], 

A consequence of the above analysis is that the diffusion of energy (the variance of occupied 
excited states) shows a basically different variation with angular momenum when the level 
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Figure 5: Transition matrices (I = 2 -• I = 1) for the three typical cases discussed in the 
text: a) A = 0.001, crA = 1, b) A = 0.1, a A = 1 and c) A = 0.1,0A = 0.1. In each case the 
transition propabilities are plotted on the height scale and the initial and final state numbers 
on the x- and y-axis, respectively. Note the difference in scale. 

spectrum is chaotic or regular: 

t/ / c \ / ( / _ / o ) if chaotic spectrum , . 
Var(Ene) ~ | ( / _ / o j , . f r e g u k r s p e c t r u m (13) 

We thus expect an angular momentum (or time) evolution behaviour similar to what is 
obtained for other disordered systems, as e.g. the kicked rotor or Brownian moton. The 
behaviour given by eq.(13) is also obtained in numerical simulations of a more realistic model 
with realistic many-particle configurations obtained from cranking model calculations and 
with a (schematic) residual two-body interaction [6]. In this case the effect of the E* factor 
was tested as well as a release of the condition of spin independent transition matrices. The 
behaviour of eq.(13) was found to remain. Studying the total energy diffusion (i.e. the spread 
in Eyi + Ey2 + ...) vs angular momentum in multi-7 ray measurements could thus be a way 
to distinguish between a regular and a chaotic energy spectrum. 
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Decay frost Superdeformed to Normal States: Measured and 
Calculated Spactra of tha Connecting y raya* 

T. L. Khoo 
on bebslf of collaborators from 

Argonne, Berkeley, Bonn, CSNSM-Orsay, Daresbury, Davis, 
IPN-Orsay, Livermore, Liverpool, Lyon, York 

The talk given at the conference synthesizes different 
investigations on the decay from superdeformed (SD) bands. Each 
work, performed by different collaborations, is described in the 
following three pages; names of the coauthors are given there. A 
further discussion of the spectrum from decay out of the SD band 
in 1 9 JHg is given by Henry et &11. 

Spectra of the Y rays connecting SD and normal states in 
i9s,i9«,i9lHg h a v e been extracted from measurements performed at 
EUROGAM I and GAMMASPHERE (Early Implementation Phase). The 
spectra are found to have a quasicontinuous component and sharp 
peaks from the vicinity of the normal yrast line. The spectra 
define: 
(a) the mechanism for decay out of the SD well; 
(b) the average number of steps in the decay; and 
(c) the excitation energies and spins of the SD states. 
Structure in the quasicontinuous component arises from a 
superposition of statistical y rays and transitions which are 
emitted near the yrast region. The spectra have similarities 
with the Y spectrum emitted after neutron capture. Both cases 
are examples of statistical decay from a sharp highly excited 
level. 

The structure in the quasicontinuous component is 
qualitatively reproduced in calculations of statistical decay 
from SD states, which is due to mixing with a sea of dense normal 
states. Fluctuations of the level density arise as the number of 
excited quasiparticles increases in a step-wise manner. These 
fluctuations and a pairing "gap" (region of depleted levels) give 
rise to structure in the decay-out spectra, which is more 
pronounced in an even-even nucleus than in a odd-even nucleus, 
where the "gap" is filled. These expectations are in accord with 
the measured spectra, which show more structure in 1 9 2' 1 9 4Hg than 
in 1 9 1Hg. 

*R. G. Henry et al, Phys. Rev. Let. 73, 777 (1994). 
"Work supported by U.S. Dept. of Energy under Contract Nos. 

W-31-109-ENG-38, DE-FG02-87ER40346,W-7405-ENG-48, DE-AC03-
76F00098, the National Science Foundation, SERC (UK) and IN2P3 
(France). 
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DECAY FROM SUPERDEFORMED TO NORMAL STATES IN 192Hg: 
SPECTRUM OF CONNECTING 7 RAYS 

T. Lauritsen", R.G. Henry", T.L. Khoo", I. Ahmad", M.P. Carpenter", B. Crowell", 
T. Dossing"', R.V.F. Janssens", F. Hannachi*, A. Korichic, C. Schuck6, F. Azaieze, C.W. 
Beausang'', R. Beraud', C. Bourgeois0, R.M. Clark', I. Deloncleb, J. Duprat", B. Gall4, 
H. Hubel', M.J. Joyce', M. Kad», Y. Lecox", M. Meyer", E.S. Paul"*, N. Perrin6, N. 
Poffed, M.G. Porquet*, N. Redon", H. Sergolle0, J.F. Sharpey-Schafer'', J. Simpson*, 
A.G. Smith', R. Wadsworth', P. Willsau* 

We have used a new approach to study the decay out of SD states: instead of trying 
to decipher the highly fragmented individual decay pathways, we extract the spectrum 
of all 7 rays following the decay. SD states in 1 M H g were populated in the l 6 0 Gd( 3 6 S,4n) 
reaction with a 159 MeV beam from the SERC Daresbury Tandem Accelerator and 7 
rays were detected with the EUROGAM array. The 7 spectrum coincident with pairwise 
gates on SD lines was measured. A distinction between 7 rays which precede and follow 
the SD band is made on the basis of the Doppler shift, where possible. (7 rays from 
the decay out of the SD band are emitted after the evaporation residues are stopped 
in a backing.) However, the spectrum of statistical 7 rays feeding the SD band has to 
be calculated, using a model which is able to reproduce all observables connected with 
feeding of SD states. 

The spectrum (see Fig.) of 7 rays connecting SD and normal states has a statistical-
like distribution, with a superposed prominent bump between 1.3 and 2.2 MeV, as well 
as sharp normal yrast transitions (not shown in Fig.). The average number of steps from 
the SD band to the normal yrast line is 3.2 ± 0.6; the SD state from which the decay 
predominantly occurs has excitation energy above the yrast line of 4.3 ± 0.9 MeV and 
its spin is 10.1 ± 0.7 h. The statistical-like decay spectrum shows that a SD state decays 
by coupling with the dense sea of normal states in which it is embedded. The 7 spectra 
corresponding to the different stages of the 7 cascade through a SD band directly reveal 
an unusual sequence of chaos, order, chaos and order. In particular, the sudden transition 
from equally-spaced sharp SD lines to a thermal decay spectrum shows a transition from 
a cold ordered SD system (isolated within a secondary well) to a hot chaotic one (in the 
primary well). m M m 

Fig. 1: Spectrum of 7 rays connect
ing the SD and normal states in , 9 2 Hg. 

«o 1x0 xco a n aoo 
ET{1»V) 

"Argonne National Laboratory; fcCSNSM-Orsay, cIPN-Orsay; 'Liverpool; eIPN Lyon; 
'York; »Bonn;*SERC, Daresbury; "Oxford; 
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Spectra from Decay out of Superdeformed Bands in 1 M H g and 1 9 1 H g * 

R. G. Henry,* T. L. Khoo,a T. Lauritsen * T. Dossing,8 D. Gassmann,a L Ahmad,a 

D. BlumenthaL* M. P. Carpenter,1 B. Crowell,* S. Harfenist,4 R. V. F. Janssens/ 
D. Nisius*.0 J. A, Becker," M. J. Brinkman,0 B. Cederwall,d M. A. DeleplanqueP 
R. M. Diamond^ J. E. Draper.e C. Duyar.e P. FallonA E. A. Henry c R. W. Hoffp 
J. R. Hughes," L Y. LunA E. Rubel e F. S. Stephens a and M. A. Stoyei" 

The spectrum connecting superdeformed (SD) and normal states in 1 9 2 H g (Ref. 1) 
contains a quasicontinuous component on which is superimposed a broad bump. It is 
proposed (Ref. 2) that this clustering of transition strength is due to pairing, which leads to 
a region ('gap') of depleted level density up to -1.2 MeV above the yrast line. A 
prediction of this model is that the bump should be pronounced in an even-even nucleus, 
where there is a significant reduction of levels in the 'gap' and significantly weaker in an 
odd-even nucleus, where levels fill the 'gap'. 

To test this prediction, we have extracted the spectrum of Y rays coincident with pairwise 
gates on SD lines in 1 9 4 H g and 1 9 1 H g , with the expectation that the bump should be 
significant in only the former case. In each case, measurements were performed with 
GAMMASPHERE. Reactions used were >50Nd(^Ca,4n)W<Hg, lWYb(22Ne,5n)W»Hg, 
and 130Gd( 36S,5n)mHg, with beams from the LBL 88" Cyclotron. The data analysis on 
1 9 4 H g is almost complete, while that on 1 9 1 H g is still in progress. The spectra coincident 
with the yrast SD bands in W2,»+Hg are nearly idendcal above 1 MeV, with prominent 
bumps between 1.4 and 2.2 MeV-see Fig., where die spectra are normalized to be correct 
for an A2 of -0.12, appropriate for only statistical decay. In contrast, preliminary analysis 
on 1 9 1 H g shows that this bump is significantly attenuated. Hence, the tentative indication 
is that pairing may indeed lead to observable effects in die spectra following decay out of 
SD bands. This raises the hope that the decay out of SD bands may now provide a tool for 
studying die reduction of pairing in excited nuclear states. 

The remarkable similarity between die spectra of 1 9 2 H g and 1 9 4 H g for By > 1 MeV 
supports die suggestion (Ref. 1) that die decay between SD and normal states is a 
statistical process, which leads to some interesting ramifications, e.g. for inferring die 
spins of SD band members. 

Another observation from die 1 9 4 H g spectrum is that die high-energy edge of a strong 
broad E2 peak around 700 keV shows approximately full Doppler shift This means mat 
this structure is from excited SD bands which feed die yrast SD band. 

1. T. Lauritsen et al, abstract to this Conf. 
2. T. Dossing et al, abstract to this Conf. 
*Work supported by U.S. Dept of Energy, 
under Contract Nos. W-31-109-ENG-38, 
DE-FG02-87ER40346, W-7405-ENG-48, 
DE-AC03-76SF00098 and by the National 
Science Foundation. aArgonne National Lab., 
''Purdue University; "Lawrence Livermore Lab. 
^Lawrence Berkeley Lab., eUniv. of California 
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CALCULATION OF THE SPECTRUM OF STATISTICAL 7-RAYS 
EMITTED IN THE DECAY-OUT OF SUPERDEFORMED B A N D S 

T. During, T. L. Khoo, T Lauritten, I. Ahmad, D. Blumenthal, M. P. Carpenter, B. 
Crowell, R. G. Henry, R. V. F. Janiseni, and D. Niaini 
Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA 

The energy ipectra of 7 rayi depopulating tuperdefonned bands are calculated 
in two models, both based on the decay occuring through mixing with a near-lying 
normal state 4.3 MeV abore the yraat line. In one modd, we perform a Monte Carlo 
simulation of the 7 cascade, with an additional single last-step transition from around 
1.7 MeV above the normal yrast line. The second modd is based on a theory which 
self-consistently treats the weakening of pairing corrdations with increasing number 
of quasipartide exdtations. Many-quatiparticle exdtations are generated using a 
single- partide spectrum with equidistant spacing. Pairing corrdations axe treated 
in various schemes: BCS, number projected BCS, and diagonalisation of the states 
after number projection. 

Fig. 1 shows the experimental spectrum [1] for 1 9 J Hg, together with spectra cal
culated with the statistical Monte Carlo simulation and with the BCS approximation 
for even-even and for odd-odd systems. The strength of the pairing interaction is 
chosen to produce a BCS gap parameter A = 0.8 MeV in the ground state of the 
even systems, and the spadngs of the neutron and proton single partide spectra are 
0.29 and 0.41 MeV, respectivdy. It is found that the bump around 1.3 MeV seen in 
the spectrum is more pronounced with increasing pairing strength. Furthermore, it is 
strong in an even-even nudeus, but becomes rapidly attenuated in the odd-even and 
odd-odd systems. The bump arises from a combination of piling up of the spectra 
from the sequential steps of the deexdtation cascade and from clustering in energy 
of transitions across the pair 'gap' in the even-even system. Preliminary calculations 
without pairing, but with a gap in the single partide spectrum at the Fermi energy, 
produce smooth spectra without a bump. 

Ht+UM 

Fig. 1: Statistical spectra from decay-
out the SD band in 1 S 2 Hg [1]; exper
imental spectrum [l] and calculated 
spectra from statistical Monte Carlo 
model (thick line) and from the pair
ing modd for even-even (thin line) and 
odd-odd (dashed) systems. 
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Decay of the 1 9 4 Pb Superdeformed Band 

M.J. Brinkman* 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

Livermore, California 94550 

Abstract: Three experiments using the I 7 4Yb(2 5Mg,5n) reaction at a beam energy of 130 MeV have been performed 
utilizing the Early Implementation of GAMMASPHERE. The goal of these experiments was to study the decay of the 
known superdeformed states in 1 9 4 Pb to the normal low-lying levels in this nucleus. The statistical decay of this 
band appears to be suppressed with respect to its , 9 4 Hg isobar. A single discrete transition at 2.746(2) MeV in 
coincidence with both the superdeformed band and the normal states through which it decays has been identified in 
these experiments. The evidence for this transition and a discussion of its placement will be presented. 

1. Introduction 

Despite a wealth of experimental information on the superdeformed (SD) nuclei in the A ~ 190 
mass region [Fi94], a number of the most fundamental properties of these structures remain 
unmeasured. Macroscopic quantities such as the excitation energy and the well depth of the 
second minimum and the width of the barrier separating the SD and the low-lying ground state 
minima remain unmeasured quantities as do fundamental microscopic parameters such as the 
spins and the parities of the SD levels. Direct experimental measurement of these quantities 
requires the that the decay pathways linking SD and low-lying normal states be observed. 

The SD bands in the A ~ 190 mass region all have a similar intensity curve. The intensity of the 
SD bands increase with decreasing spin at the top of the bands until an intensity plateau is 
reached at intermediate spins. The intensity of the bands then stay approximately constant until 
they abruptly depopulates within one to two transitions. The SD band intensity non-
preferentially populates a number of the low-lying normal states. This observation, coupled with 
the fact that previous experiments which have attempted to identify the SD decay pathways in 
the A ~ 190 mass region have been unsuccessful, has served as the primary piece of experimental 
evidence that the SD states decay via a statistical process. 

The I 9 4 P b nucleus was chosen as an optimal candidate for observing discrete decay of a SD band 
for five reasons. 1) l 9 4 Pb has a well-studied, strongly populated ground state SD band 
[Br90,Th90,Hii90]. 2) All Pb isotopes are singly magic in the ground state serving to reduce the 
level density in the continuum through which decay of the SD band will proceed. 3) The " 4Pb 
SD band exists to low angular momentum which reduces the number of possible decay 
pathways. 4) The low-lying nuclear structure of 1 , 4 Pb is well understood from both Hl.xn 
[Fa91,Br91] and p-decay studies [vD87]. 5) Long-lived isomers isolate the low spin (< 12 h) 
normal states from the high spin structures. 

2. Experimental Details 

Three experiments were performed using the Early Implementation of Gammasphere. In each of 
these three experiments three thin (-500 Wcm2 each), stacked self-supporting foils of 
isotopically enriched 1 7 4 Y b were bombarded by a 130-MeV 2 5 Mg beam. The predominant 
channels in this reaction were n n w s p b m^ i92j{g with approximate relative production yields of 
10%, 60%, 20%, and 7%, respectively. Of particular importance is the relatively low yield of 
1 9 2Hg created in this reaction because the most intense " 2Hg superdeformed band has energies 
that are identical (within -0.5 keV) to those in the l 9 4Pb band over a range of angular frequencies 
froml00keVto280keV. 

* Current Address: Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 
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Table I: 
Ey (keV)a J"i -> l*frc I(SD)d I(2746)e.f 

170.7 8->6 64(9) ?g 
178 (8-)-»7- 9(4) — 

214.1 10->8 85(6) 82 (15) 
257.3 I2-* 10 100(3) 96(15) 
261 (8-)->7- 6(3) — 
281 5"-* 4+ 41 (10) — 

299.2 14-* 12 99(2) 98(10) 
302 8+-* 6+ ~8 — 

340.3 16->14 98(2) 103 (14) 
380.7 18-* 16 101 (2) 124(18) 
420.2 20-* 18 100(2) 75 (22) 
421 7--»5- 23(6) — 

458.4 22-* 20 78(3) 84 (13) 
496.0 24->22 82(3) 47(12) 
532.6 26-»24 64(2) 65(12) 
568.8 28-* 26 55(5) 60(13) 
576 4+->2+ 77(6) 105 (13) 
595 6+->4+ 21(6) 94(14) 

603.7 30-* 28 33(4) 55 (18) 
638.3 32-* 30 34(4) 45(19) 
672 ?->2+ 3(2) — 

672.6 34-* 32 18(2) 22(14) 
965 2+->0+ 78(9) 95 (14) 
1308 2 2+-*0+ 24(4) - 1 

Figure 2: Spectra from 1 to 3 MeV created by the 
method described in Section 4 of the text. 
a) Spectrum associated with the l 9 4 Hg SD band. 
b) Spectrum associated with the l ! MPb SD band. 

per channel to eliminate statistical 
fluctuations, normalized to the total number 
of counts between 3 and 4 MeV, and the 
background spectrum is subtracted from the 
peak spectrum. 

For , 9 4 Hg this simplified analysis technique 
provides spectra that are qualitatively similar 
to those shown in references He94 and 
Kh94, with the exception of the exponential 
portion of the spectra at high energies which 
is over subtracted (by definition) in our 
method. In figure 2 we provide excerpts of 
spectra generated using our technique for 
both 1 9 4 Hg and l 9 4 Pb in the region of the 
"noticeable bump." As can be seer, in 
comparing these spectra, the bump which 
appears quite readily in the l 9 4 Hg is absent 
from the , 9 4 Pb spectrum. 

The presence of the bump has been interpreted to be caused by the redistribution of energy levels 
due to ground state pairing. If this interpretation is correct, it is not surprising that 194Pb, being 
singly magic, would show a marked reduction in this feature compared to "4Hg. To the extent 
that this moderate energy bump is characteristic of the overall statistical part of the decay of the 
SD bands, however, the statistical contribution to the decay of the 194Pb band appears to be 
suppressed. 

a) Superdeformed bands members given to 0.1 keV 
b) Putative spins of SD band members from spin fa 

analysis lBe90) 
c) Spins and parities of low-lying normal levels from 

reference [VD87] 
d) Relative intensity from double-gated triples 

spectrum normalized to the 257.2-, 299.2- 340.3, 
and 380.7-keV transitions 

e) Relative intensity in the background subtracted 
gate on the 2746-keV transition normalized to the 
299.2- and 340.3-keV transitions. 

0 — denotes a state for which an upper limit of 2 5% 
can be placed, 

g) Data does not allow a determination whether this 
transition is seen. 
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Figure 1: The l 9 4 Pb SD band in a double-gated triples spectrum. The SD band members are denoted by *'s and the 
known low-lying yrast lines in coincidence with the SD band ore denoted by Y's. 

The first experiment was used to provide potential candidates for discrete transitions connecting 
the superdeformed and normal states. The second experiment provided an independent 
verification of the candidate transitions, while the third was used as a final cross-check. During 
all times in our analysis we have kept separate the three data sets. The discussion that follows 
will focus on the results from the largest data set (i.e., the second experiment). 

Thirty-two Compton-suppressed detectors were in place for the second experiment with 15 
located a backward angles (three rings of five detectors each at 173°, 147°, and 143° with respect 
to the beam), 13 detectors at forward angles (two rings of five detectors at 13° and 33°, and three 
detectors at 37°), and four detectors at 90°. The second experiment was consisted of twenty 
eight-hour shifts of beam time during which 1.3 x 108 unfolded triples events were recorded. 

In Figure 1, we present the background subtracted spectrum produced by summing all unique 
pairwise combinations of gates set on the known members of the , 9 4Pb SD band from the second 
experiment. In this spectrum the most intense SD transitions have approximately 40,000 counts. 
Also seen in coincidence are a number of low-lying normal states through which the SD band 
depopulates. 

3. Simple Observables 

There are two observables that can be extracted from the data in a relatively straightforward 
manner. These are the average spin at which the SD band depopulates and the average spin at 
which the SD intensity reenters the low-lying level scheme. In Table 1, we summarize the 
relative intensities of all known transitions in coincidence with the " 4 Pb SD band. From the 
results presented in Table 1 the value of 
the average depopulating spin is found to be 7.0 ± 1.1 ft. The average spin at which the SD band 
intensity re-enters the normal states is found to be 5.3 ± 1.2 ft. The difference of approximately 2 
h angular momentum between the SD depopulation and the re-entrance of its intensity is in good 
agreement with similar values found in other studies [He94] and is in qualitative agreement with 
what is expected from both statistical and discrete decay processes from the SD band. 

4. Statistical Decay 

Recently an Argonne led collaboration has undertaken studies of the complete spectrum of y-rays 
associated with the decay of the SD bands in the Hg isotopes to study the statistical decay 
properties of the SD bands [He94,Kh94]. Of particular interest is a "noticeable bump" between 
1.3 and 2.2 MeV that has been associated with the final step in the decay of the SD bands. 

We have undertaken a grossly simplified version of this type of analysis in order to make 
qualitative comparisons between the decay of the , 9 4Pb SD band and its isobaric complement 
I 9 4Hg. The method we have used is to construct double-gated triples spectra of the SD band in 
question and an associated background spectrum. These spectra are then compressed to 16 keV 
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E v (k«V) 
Figure 3: The 1 9 4 Pb SD band in coincidence with the 2.746(2)-MeV transition. The SD band members are denoted 

by ""s and the known low-lying yrast lines in coincidence with the SD band are denoted by Y's. 

5. Discrete Decay 

We have searched for high-energy transitions in coincidence with the known SD band members 
as candidates for discrete transitions connecting the SD and normal states in l 9 4 Pb. Since this 
analysis takes place at the limits of existing experimental sensitivity, we have four independent 
criteria that must be met for a transition to be considered a viable candidate. 1) A proposed 
candidate must appear in all three data sets and its intensity must be consistent with the intensity 
of the SD band. 2) The candidate must track the intensity of the SD band members under a 
number of different gating conditions and background subtraction variations. 3) The full-width 
at half-maximum of the peak, corrected for the energy of the transition, must be consistent with 
the measured values of other peaks. 4) The peak was checked to ensure that it was not visible in 
the total projection to eliminate the possibility of a strong transition "leaking" through the gating 
and background subtraction requirements. 

During the above analysis a single transition in the energy range of 2-4 MeV was found that met 
the above requirements. This transition has an energy of 2.746(2) MeV and a 4o significance. 
Although not seen in a total projection (see criteria 4, above), we have set a 10 keV wide gate on 
this transition in a raw Ey-Ey coincidence matrix. Two 40 keV background gates were set 
starting at 60 keV below the low energy edge and 20 keV above the high energy edge of the peak 
gate, respectively. The spectra resulting from these two background gates were summed together 
and normalized to ~85% of the total number of counts in the peak spectrum. This summed and 
normalized spectrum was then subtracted from the peak spectrum, and a portion of the resulting 
spectrum is provided in Figure 3. 

Clearly visible in Figure 3 are all 11 members of the 1 9 4Pb SD band in the range 214.1 keV < Ey < 
638.3 keV. We are unable to determine whether the 8 ->6 SD band transition at 170.7-keV is in 
coincidence with the transition at 2.746-MeV transition due to an unresolvable clump of 
intensity centered near the appropriate energy. 

A similar procedure to the one described above was performed with the peak and background 
gates shifted down and up by 20 keV. For the spectra gated on 2730 keV (2770 keV) a total of 2 
(4) peaks were found with energies corresponding to the SD band members, 6 (3) regions were 
found that were negatively correlated with the known SD band members, and the remaining 3 (4) 
regions were near the average background. From this study we find that the peak at 2.746 MeV is 
in coincidence with the SD band, and that this is not a general feature of this energy region. 

In Figure 3 we have also marked the transition energies of the known low-lying normal states 
through which the SD band depopulates. In clear coincidence with the 2.746-MeV transition are 
the 595- and 576-keV transitions corresponding to the 6* -> 4 + and 4* - > 2 + low-lying 
transitions. Although not shown in this spectrum the 965-keV 2* -> 0+ is also in coincidence with 
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the 2.746-MeV transition. A complete list of normalized intensities in coincidence with this 
transition is provided in Table 1. Of particular interest is the lack of evidence for both the 280-
keV transition which runs parallel to and the 302-keV transition which directly feeds the 595-
keV transition. Furthermore, within errors the 595-, 575- and 965-keV transitions each contain 
the full intensity of the SD band. Thus, it is clear that the 2.746-keV transition preferentially 
feeds the low-lying 6 + state. 

With direct experimental evidence that the 2.746-MeV transition feeds exclusively into the low-
lying 6+ state, we can eliminate the possibility that it is the first step in a purely statistical decay 
of the 1 9 4 P b SD band, which should non-preferentially populate all low-lying normal states in 
coincidence with the band. While it is possible that this transition is a direct single step transition 
which connects the SD and normal structures, the available experimental evidence does not rule 
out the possibility that it is a single member of a multi-transition cascade depopulating the SD 
structure. If this is the case, however, the 2.746-MeV transition must lie near the final step of the 
cascade chain since no branching to multiple low-lying states is observed. 

Since the low-lying 6+ state has an excitation energy of 2.135(1) MeV, we can assign a 
minimum excitation energy for the SD level which depopulates through the 2.746-MeV 
transition (i.e., either the spin 8 or 6 superdeformed level) to be 4.881 (2) MeV. By extrapolating 
the SD band to a spin of 0 h, the bandhead excitation energy is either 4.471 or 4.641 MeV 
assuming tiie depopulation of the SD spin 8 or 6 level, respectively. 

We have been unable to measure the transition multipolarity. Assuming that the 2.746-MeV 
transition is a stretched E2, it carries 6(2)% of the full superdeformed band intensity. 
Furthermore, if this transition is in direct competition with the SD 8 -> 6 transition, the 2.746 has 
a B(E2) = 4 x 1(>4 Wu. Assuming L = 1, this transition carries 10(3)% of the band intensity and 
would have B(til) = 1 x 10 4 Wu. 
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Decay of the highly deformed band in the nucleus 1 3 7 N d 
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Abs t rac t : Transitions linking the highly-deformed band to low-deformation 
states have been established in mNd. Spin and parity have been assigned to the 
band confirming that it is built on a uii3i2[660]l/2* configuration. The sudden 
termination of the highly-deformed band atF= 29/2* is explained through the 
disappearance of the second minimum in the potential energy surface. 

Several superdeformed (SD) or highly-deformed (HD) rotational bands have been 
discovered in recent years in the Cerium-Neodymium region. These bands originate 
from a secondary prolate minimum in the potential energy surface at /?2=0.35-r0.40, 
which is associated with the occupation of the i / i i 3 / 2 [660]l /2 + intruder orbital [1]. 
Many features of the HD rotational bands are analogous to those of the SD bands 
in the A=150 and A=190 mass regions. One such feature is the sudden depopu
lation of the bands to levels at normal deformation. The depopulation appears to 
be fragmented in many pathways and is therefore very difficult to detect. Many 
attempts have been made in order to identify discrete transitions linking the states 
in the SD energy minimum to the normal-deformed (ND) structures. In the A=130 
mass region the deformation in the second minimum is somewhat smaller than in the 
heavier mass regions and furthermore, the ND states have also a relatively large pro
late deformation /32=0.20-r0.25. Therefore, it is likely that the decay-out of the SD 
structure to the ND one proceeds by means of a small number of discrete transitions 
which should then be sufficiently strong to be observed experimentally. The advent 
of the new generation of large detector arrays has greatly improved the sensitivity in 
detecting weak transitions and by now the decay-out of the HD bands in the nuclei 
1 3 3 Nd [2] and 1 3 5 N d [3] has been studied in such a detail that the excitation energy 
and the spin of the bands could be firmly established. These experimental results 
prove definitely the predicted i j 3 / 2 character of the HD bands. In 1 3 3 N d the decay 
of the HD band has been explained, also in a quantitative way, in terms of an acci
dental mixing of the HD states with the ND levels [2]. Within this interpretation it 
is also understood why the band ends at spin 17/2 + . A different interpretation of 
the decay-out has been given in 1 3 5 N d where the HD band ends at spin 25 /2 + and 
no mixing with ND levels has been observed; the sudden disappearance of the band 
seems here to be related to the disappearance of the HD potential energy minimum 
as indicated by Total Routhian Surface (TRS) calculations [3]. 

With the purpose of understanding in a more systematic way the decay-out mech
anism of the HD bands in the mass A = 130 region, we have studied the heavier odd 
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isotope 1 3 7 N d where such a band was identified some time ago [4], From a life
time measurement using the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method [5] a deformation 
of 02= 0.22 has been extracted which is the smallest among the HD bands in this 
region. Calculations which consider the occupation of the iu/2 orbital give for I 3 7 N d 
a deformation 02 of 0.27-0.29. Since the measured value is much lower, the possibil
ity of the occupation of the (19/2 has been also suggested [5]. The knowledge of the 
parity of the levels in the HD band is therefore essential if we want to discriminate 
between the two different possibilities. 

1100 1200 1 3 0 0 Energy (keV) 
Fig. 1. a) High energy part of a doubly gated spectrum, with gates set on 

transitions in the HD band of137Nd, obtained in the il0Pd + 3 0 5 J reaction using 
thin self-supporting targets, b) Same as a) but for the U3Sb -/- 1 9 F reaction and 
with a gold-backed target. Transitions belonging to the HD band are labeled with 
full dots; transitions connecting the HD band to the ND states are labeled with 
their energies. 

We have studied the 1 3 7 N d nucleus trough the n o P d ( 3 0 S i , 3 n ) reaction at a beam 
energy of 125 MeV. Actually, this beam energy has been chosen for the study of 
HD bands in the nuclei 1 3 6 N d and 1 3 6 P r but the 1 3 7 N d nucleus is also populated 
with appreciable cross-section. The GASP array with 40 Compton suppressed Ge 
detectors and the BGO ball has been used for a standard coincidence measurement, 
where only triple or higher fold events have been collected. Two different experiments 
have been performed with the 3 0 Si beam, one with a gold-backed I 1 0 P d target and 
one with a stack of thin U 0 P d foils. The first experiment was mainly aimed to the 
establishment of the level scheme of 1 3 'Nd , as only few levels were known in the 
literature [6]. The HD band of 1 S l N d is populated in this reaction at the same level 
as that of the 1 3 l i Nd nucleus which is however the dominant reaction channel. This 
fact confirms earlier results on the odd-even dependence of the population of the HD 
bands in Nd nuclei. By proper selection of the BGO ball parameters aud using the 
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triples data we could obtain very clean spectra for both bands. In Fig. la we show 
the high energy part of a doubly-gated spectrum, with gates set on all transitions 
previously assigned to the 1 3 7 N d band. In that spectrum it is evident that the band 
is in coincidence with a few transitions in the energy range 1-1.5 MeV. These high 
energy transitions appear as sharp lines in the backed target experiment where, in 
the same energy range, the transitions of the HD band are completely smeared by 

Doppler broadening. From this evi
dence we concluded that those tran
sitions lie at the bottom of the band 
and that they link the HD band to 
the ND states. In order to better 
characterize the linking transitions 
we have performed a new experiment 
with the reaction m S b + 1 9 F at 97 
MeV. Only a gold-backed target has 
been used in this case. Fig. lb shows 
a portion of a doubly-gated spectr
um with gates set on some of the 
low lying HD band transitions. Now 
only the linking transitions are ap
parent in the spectrum, since the HD 
band E2 transitions are completely 
broadened during the slowing down 
process in the gold backing. With 
the high statistics obtained in the 
1 9 F experiment, we could establish 
clear coincidence relationships betwe
en four of the newly found linking 
transitions and some other transi
tions belonging both to the HD band 
and to the ND part of the scheme. 
These four transitions (1330, 1369, 
1382 and 1412 keV) could be rather 
easily placed in the level scheme thus 
fixing unambiguously the excitation 
energy of the HD band in m N d (see 
Fig. 2). From the analysis of the 
angular correlation data (using the 
detectors at 36° with respect to the 
beam axis against those at 90°) a 

AI=1 character was derived for these four transitions. Furthermore their anisotropy 
is similar to that of known Ml transitions and is much larger than that of other 
El transitions which are also seen in the reaction. This fact implies that the high 
energy linking transitions have mixed M1+E2 character. Spin and parity 29 /2 + 

could therefore be fixed for the lowest level of the HD band at 4884 keV, thereby 
proving the 113/2 character of the HD band of this nucleus. 

Several other transitions which are likely to connect the HD 'Hand to the ND 

7 7 N d 6 0 

Fig. 2. Partial level scheme of i37Nd 
showing the bottom of the HD band 
and the transitions linking the HD band 
to the normal deformed states. The 
width of the arrows is proportional to 
the coincidence intensity when gating 
on the HD band. 
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Fig. V. Excitation energy versus spin for the HD bands of 13 

1 3 7Nd. The yrast lines, which for 133Nd and 13SNd a~e almost 
the HD bands of 133Nd, l35Nd and 

coincident, are 

levels are also seen in the data but we could not place them in the level scheme. 
As a matter of fact, the four linking transitions of Fig. 2 account for only « 25% 
of the band intensity. We note here that in the case of 1 3 3 N d , where the HD band 
has the lowest excitation energy, the complete decay-out of the HD band has been 
determined whereas in 1 3 5 N d , where the HD band is at an intermediate excitation 
energy with respect to 1 3 3 N d and 1 3 7 Nd, the known linking transitions account for 
R5 70% [3] of the HD band intensity. It seems from this result that an almost linear 
relation exists between the missing intensity and the excitation energies of the HD 
band with respect to the ground state. This fact simply states that, with increasing 
excitation energy the number of paths open for the decay out of the band is also 
increasing, with the consequence that it becomes difficult to detect them all. 

In Fig. 3 we report the excitation energy of the HD bands of 1 3 3 Nd, 1 3 S N d and 
1 3 7 N d together with their yrast lines. A fact which is immediately evident from 
that figure is that the HD bands, which are yrast and therefore strongly populated 
at higher spins, cross the ND yrast line at different points of the E^-I plane and 
that they continue down to lower spins until they lie = 600 keV above yrast where 
they suddenly disappear. The lowest spins (17/2+ for 1 3 3 Nd, 25/2+ for 1 3 5 Nd and 
29/2 + for 1 3 7 Nd) reached by the HD bands seem, from this picture, to be simply 
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related to their excitation energy above the yrast line. As already mentioned in the 
introduction, for 1 3 3 N d a convincing explanation of the decay-out process through 
mixing of levels has been given [2]. This interpretation does not hold for the two 
heavier Nd nuclei and especially for 1 3 7 N d where the established decay-out proceeds 
through rather strong Ml transitions. We have performed TRS calculations for 1 3 7 N d 
and found that at high rotational frequencies it has a triaxial minimum (ft =0.27, 
7 « 15°) associated to the il3/2 configuration. With decreasing frequency the shape 
changes to a more prolate one (ft =0.29, 7 « 2 ° ) . The prolate minimum disappears 

X=p2cos(y+30) 

Fig. 4- Total routkian surface calculations for the lowest (n,a)=(+,+l/2) 
configuration in 1 3 T Nd at two rotational frequencies. The prolate minimum 
at ftwO.SO is associated with the 113/2 configuration. At the lower frequency 
a triaxial minimum (02=0.18, •yfa-Sff'), associated with the odd neutron in a 
N=4 configuration, appears. 

at ftw« 0.3 MeV where a triaxial shape (ft =0.18, 7 « —30°), associated with a 
N=4 configuration, minimizes the total energy of the nucleus (see Pig. 4). This 
is exactly the point where the HD band in 1 3 7 N d disappears. A similar behaviour 
is seen also in 1 3 5 N d [3] where, in the same way, at lower frequencies the prolate 
minimum associated with the HD band changes towards an oblate one. 

In conclusion, we established the decay-out of the HD band of 1 3 7 N d and confirmed 
its predicted i 1 3 / 2 character. Unlike 1 3 3 N d where the HD bands does not continue 
at lower spins because of an accidental mixing with ND states, in 1 3 7 N d the band 
ends at spin 29 /2 + and hues 0.3 MeV since the second minimum associated with 
HD band disappears at that point. 

'* Permanent address: Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Bucharest, 
Romania 
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Abstract: We have studied the high energy gamma ray from the decay of highly 
excited mHs nuclei and their daughters. A difference technique was used to 
isolate decays ocurring in the conglomerate system prior to fission. Strong dipole-
collectivity is observed. From the yield of pre-fission gan.ma rays a lifetime for 
the Hs compound nuclei can be derived. 

1 Introduction 
Important efforts have, in the past two decades been devoted to synthesizing el
ements with charge number in excess of 100, the so-called superheavy elements. 
The experimental approach has been based on the fusion of heavy targets with 
projectiles with A=40-50 at energies near the barrier and the subsequent iden
tification of the meta-stable residues. The used reactions have been designed to 
populate cold compound nuclei with the objective of reducing the probablity of 
fission and the evaporation of particles. The usage of low energy reactions and 
heavy projectiles has however the consequence of severely limiting the production 
cross section. The current record in the identification of heavy elements presently 
rests with the identification of a handful of residues of element 109. 

Although the meager production cross section makes it virtually impossible to 
study in any detail the properties of these elements it may nevertheless be possible 
to obtain some nuclear structure information on such heavy nuclei by producing 
them in fusion reactions using energetic heavy ions. In such a case one must pay 
the price that the nuclei are produced at high excitation energy and evaporate 
numerous particles. On the other hand it turns out that the fusion cross sections 
between the reaction partners is very strongly enhanced when using beams with 
energies in excess of 7-8 MeV/nucleon. Furthermore, as has emerged from the last 
10 years of fission research, fission is a slow process that predominantly occurs 
rather late in the cooling of the heavy system. Thus the system is expected to 
hold together for a significant amount of time so that it can be studied before it 
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fissions, for example by measuring the gamma ray emission asociated with the 
decay of the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) built on the excited states of the 
system. This radiation is known to contain information on various aspects of 
excited nuclei such as their collectivity, sizes, shapes, fluctuations and timescales. 
[1.2] 

2 Experiments 
Figure 1 shows the basic idea of the experiments that we have carried out in order 
to study the emission of GDR gamma rays from JjJJ/Ja nuclei and its daughters. 
The upper panel shows the experimental arrangement at the SARA accelerator in 
Grenoble. The high energy gamma rays from the GDR decay were recorded in the 
8 large BaFt detectors of the HECTOR collaboration [3] that were placed at 40 
cm from the target in a plane perpendicular to the beam. An array of 7 small of 
BaF2 was located upstream close to the target, inside the scattering chamber, and 
served as a time trigger. In order to define the reaction mechanism and hence also 
the initial excitation energy of the formed nuclei, we have concentrated on events 
leading to symmetric fission. The fission fragments were detected in 4 position 
sensitive parallel plate avalanche counters (PPAC) located slightly forward of 
the target. In the experiment we determine the flight time and direction of 
the fragments. This allows us, based on the knowledge of the CM velocity and 
assuming that the mass of the fragments adds up to the total mass, to calculate 
the mass split, the kinetic energy of the fragments and their angle of turning in 
the CM frame. 

A main problem in the analysis of measured GDR gamma ray spectra from 
reactions involving fissioning nuclei is that the GDR gamma rays can be emitted 
not only from the compound system prior to fission but also by the excited 
fragments after fission. Since the resonance energy scales as roughly EQDR = 
7 9 A - 1 ' 5 , the GDR centroids in the system with mass A and in the fragments 
with mass A/2 will be separated by about 3-4 MeV. As typical GDR width in 
hot nuclei are of the order of 6-10 MeV this energy separation is not sufficient to 
disentangle the two contributions. It is possible to analyse the entire spectrum 
with the aid of statistical model calculations that incorporate the decay of the 
primary system and of the fragments (see talk of Peter Paul at this meeting). 

We have chosen a different approach, as illustrated in the bottom part of 
fig. 1. The main idea[4] is based on the expectation that, since fission is a slow 
process, it only occurs after the conglomerate system has cooled significantly by 
(the faster) particle evaporation. This makes it possible, in principle, possible to 
cancel out the post fission GDR emission by comparing gamma ray spectra from 
two reactions at different energies. Indeed, if the initial excitation energy of both 
compound nuclei is sufficiently high, emission from the fragments produced in 
both reactions will be similar. Thus a subtraction of the two total spectra should 
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6DR IN SUPEEHEAW ELEMENTS 

Figure 1: Top: the HECTOR array at the SARA accelerator in Grenoble. Bot
tom: Schematic illustration of the concept of the experiment (see the text). 
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272 MeV 37QI + 232Th 
Stony Brook exp. 

Figure 2: Left: distribution of total kinetic energy vs. fragment mass for two 
paraticle detected in a pair of PPAC. Right: Gamma ray spectra in coincidence 
with various gates on the TKE-mass distribution. 

result only in the part not common to the two reactions, i.e. the additional 
gamma rays emitted before fission by the hotter system. This argument assumes 
that the typical excitation energy at which fission starts to play a role does not 
depend significantly on the initial excitation energy. This seems indeed to be the 
case, as may be seen from analyses of pre- and post-fission neutron multiplicities 
[2]. In the less than ideal situation where fission is an a competing channel at 
high excitation energy for one or both reactions, the situation will be less clear 
and the post-fission contribution will not cancel out entirely (lower two panels in 
the right side of figure 1). 

That indeed the selection of symmetric fission events leads to the highest ex
citation energies (fusion-fission) can be seen from the gamma ray spectra, shown 
in fig. 2 that have been gated by different regions of the total kinetic energy and 
fragment mass. 

In order to test these conjectures we have studied the reaction *°Ar + 2 3 2 

Th —» 17iHs at bombarding energies 6.8, 10.5 and 15.5 MeV/nucleon using the 
SARA accelerator at the ISN in Grenoble. These reactions form Hassium com
pound nuclei with excitation energies around 105, 230 and 380MeV, respectively. 
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3 Results 
3.1 The pre-fission spectrum 
The comparison of the total gamma decay spectra at the three bombarding en
ergies is displayed in fig. 3. All spectra are in coincidence with the detection 
of symmetric fission in the PPAC's. Spectra have been normalised based on the 
measured absolute gamma ray multiplicities per reaction. 
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Figure 3: Measured gamma ray spectra in coincidence with binary symmetric 
fission. Left: E{*°Ar)= 6.8MeV/u and 10.5 MeV/u,; right: E(*°Ar)= 10.5MeV/u 
and 15.5 MeV/u. Difference spectra are also shown. 

The left hand side show the comparison of the spectra at the two lower bom
barding energies (6.8 and 10.5 MeV/nucleon). The difference between the two 
gamma ray spectra is shown on a logantmic scale in the upper panel and in a 
linear representation in the lower panel. The latter has been obtained by dividing 
the difference spectrum by the spectrum of lower energy. Although the counting 
statistics in the reaction of lower energy are poor above 15 MeV it is nevertheless 
clear that some pre-fission emission is present. It also apppears that fission still 
competes at these energies as may be recognized by the rise in difference yield 
around 15 MeV (the expected energy of the GDR in the fission fragments). 

The situation is much clearer in the comparison of the two higher energies 
(10.5 and 15.5 Mev/nucleon) shown in the right hand side of fig.3. In this case it 
appears that the post fission yield indeed cancels out in the subtraction, disclosing 
clearly the presence of the pre-fission GDR component. 

This idea is strongly supported by the comparison of the same spectra with 
statistical model calculations show in fig. 4. The overlaid curves show the ex-
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Figure 4: Same figure as in the right hand side of figure 3, but now with su
perimposed statistical model calculations of the gamma decay in a nucleus with 
A=272. 

pected gamma ray spectra for the pre-fission contribution, calculated at excitation 
energies between 230 and 380 MeV. The GDR centroid is 12.2 MeV in perfect 
agreement with the extrapolation of the ground state systematics. The width is 
7 MeV. We will not quote a number for the absolute pre-fission multiplicity at 
this stage of the analysis, although it appears that it may be somewhat reduced 
as compared to the full statistical model expectation. A possible reason for this 
could be a quenching of the collective strength above E* « 300Af eV as is ob
served in the A=100 region [1], If such a quenching occurs at about the same 
excitation energy in this mass region (thus at much smaller excitation energy per 
nucleon than in the mass 100 region) it would have the interesting consequence 
of supporting the notion of a characteristic time for the building of a collective 
vibration determined by the balance between the neutron width and the intrinsic 
GDR width [1]. 

3.2 The pre-fission angular distribution 
As a further check that we are indeed dealing with dipole radiation we have 
measured the angular distribution of the emitted gamma rays with respect to 
the direction of the total angular momentum [lj. This is equivalent to measuring 
the angular distribution with respect to the fission axis, exploiting the fact that 
the same gamma ray detector measures two angles, depending on which pair of 
PPAC's have fired (see fig. 5). The lower part of the figure shows the expected 
anisotropics for different nuclear shapes and orientations. The likely ones are PC 
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Figure 5: Conceptual plot of the idea underlying the angular distribution mea
surement with respect to the direction of the total angular momentum of the 
fissioning nucleus. The lower panel shows the expected anisotropies for various 
nuclear shapes and orientations. 
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Neutron pile-up 
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Algorithm for oile-up correction: 

50 - measured spectrum, F(x) - folded 
spectrum 

D0 = F{S0)-S0 
51 = SO - DO 
D1=F(S1)-S0 
52 = SO - D1 

Dn = F(Sn)-S0 
if Dn=0 => Sn - unfolded spectrum 

Figure 6: Illustration of the neutron-gamma pile-up problems discussed in the 
text. With the listed algorithm the gamma ray spectra can be efficiently and 
accurately unfolded. 
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GDR gamma ray Anisotropy: 272Hs 
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Figure 7: Measured gamma ray anisotropies with respect to the direction of 
the total angular momentum for the total spectra at 10.5 and 15.5 MeV/u (top 
panel), and for the difference (bottom panel). 

(prolate collective) and ONC (oblate non-collective). 
It turns out that before this is possible it is necessary to correct the measured 

spectra for neutron-gamma pile up arizing from the very special geometry of 
the experimental arrangement. Indeed, post-fission neutron emission is strongly 
focused along the direction of fission leading to a distortion of the spectrum at one 
angle. Fig. 6 illustrates the situation and lists a simple algoritm that can be used 
to unfold the spectra based on the knowledge of the shape and multiplicity of the 
measured neutron spectra. This rapidly converging routine has been satisfactorily 
checked against an efficient hardware pile-up rejection in a subsequent experiment 
[6]-

The resulting anisotropies with respect to the angular momentum direction 
for the total spectra at 10.5 and 15.5 MeV/nucleon and for the corresponding 
difference spectrum are shown in fig. 8. A pattern of the measured anisotropies 
consistent with dipole emission from the expected liquid drop shapes for a high 
mass system is observed. The magnitude of the anisotropy, for the difference 
spectrum, is close to the expected asymptotic limit of 2 around E1 K 8 MeV. 
This suggests that the role of thermal and orientation fluctuations is small as 
might be expected as the difference spectrum most likely correspond the very 
high angular momenta of the compound nucleus (RS 100ft). 
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4 Outlook 
We conclude that we can isolate the pre-fission GDR in hot Hs nuclei and their 
daughters using the described difference tecnique. A key to the success of this 
procedure is the usage of reactions with high projectile energies that ensures high 
fusion-fission cross section and populates nuclei at excitation energies at which 
fission does not yet compete. 

We find that the excited Hassium nuclei exhibit a significant dipole collectivity 
with GDR parameters consistent with those extrapolated from the ground state 
systematics. 

From these measurements we can also infer directly a lower limit for the 
lifetime of the excited superheavy nuclei. This is illustrated in figure 8 which 
shows the expected lifetime of the system (given by the neutron evaporation 
lifetime) as a function of the excitation energy (temperature) of the system. We 
observe no fission competition down to about 200 MeV. Thus the lifetime must 
be quite a bit longer than 10~" seconds. We observe some pre-fission yield down 
to at least 100 MeV. Thus the lifetime must be around 5.10" 2 1 to 10 - 2 ° seconds. 

As a closing remark we speculate as to the possibility of exploiting the strongly 
enhanced fusion cross sections and the rather long fission lifetimes to populate the 
predicted island of stable superdeformed nuclei around Z=114. In this case a hot 
system should be formed with an excess of particles that will evaporate during 
the cooling of the system. We consider the possibility that the GDR gamma 
ray emission in the last stages of the cooling might further increase the fission 
survival possibility. 
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Figure 8: Lifetime for neutron emission as a function of the E* of the compound 
nucleus calculated for 2 values of the level density parameter a. Excitation ener
gies of the nuclei produced in the reactions are indicated. 
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Fission and Internal Pair Studies 
of Hot Giant Resonances 
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The Giant Dipole Resonance is a fundamental collective mode whose basic pro
perties are now well understood in hot nuclei up to temperatures of a few MeV. Its 
vibrational energy and intrinsic strength are essentially unaffected by temperature. 
Thus the rate of GDR 7-ray emission in a hot compound nucleus can serve as a clock 
for competing nuclear decay processes. One of the most interesting application is the 
study of the time scale of nuclear mass flow in the fission process, as a function of 
nuclear temperature. This subject has been pursued in very heavy nuclei with a series 
of experiments using 7-ray-fission coincidence studies to explore the slowing down of 
the fission process due to nuclear viscosity [1]. In these studies the time scale of the 
fission flux build-up inside the barrier, the flow across the fission barrier and the flow 
from saddle to the scission point can all be expressed by the linear friction coefficient 
7 which may differ inside and outside of the saddle. Fig. 1 shows the reliability of the 
method for the case [2] of hot 2 2 4 Th. The 7-ray spectrum in coincidence with fission 
fragments must be decomposed into the contribuiion emitted from the CN inside and 
outside the saddle, and the spectrum emitted from the hot fission fragments. Fig. 1 
indicates how well the residue left after subtraction of the fission fragment spectrum 
is fitted by the GDR spectrum from the hot CN, with the friction coefficient 7 as 
major fit parameter. One obtains 7 = 10 indicating a strongly overdamped mass flow 
(7 = 1 = critical damping). In addition 7-ray-fission coincidence measurements allow 
determination of the shape and deformation of the emitting system from the 7-fission 
angular correlation. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the correlation produced by a 
collective prolate (or non-collective oblate) deformed compound system. 

Such large damping puts our theoretical understanding of nuclear dissipation to 
the test. It is clear from a comparison of the hot time scales with those in cold nuclei 
that, somehow, this strong dissipation must inv 'ire a temperature dependence of 7. 
One-body dissipation which is the widely accepted damping process can just barely 
account for the dissipative strength, but it has a very weak temperature dependence. 
Two-body viscosity has a strong temperature dependence but is so far believed to be 
much too weak to account for the large damping. As large damping at high excitation 
energies is now widely accepted we report on recent experiments that demonstrate 
rather directly the strong T dependence of 7. Fig. 2 shows the example of 2 4 0 Cf 
formed in the reaction 3 2 S + 2 0 8 P b at 200 and 230 MeV [3] . At the lower energy the 
7-ray spectrum is fitted perfectly with a statistical calculation wthout any dissipation, 
and the correlation shows no clear evidence for the presence of the CN system. This 
means that no GDR 7-rays are seen from the hot CN before it fissions. However, 
only 30 MeV higher, the 7 spectrum shows a clear excess indicating the presence of 
dissipation and a strong correlation indicates the presence of 7-rays from the deformed 
long-lived CN. 

A more complete analysis is possible [4] for the system l 6 0 + 2 u 8 P b which forms 
2 2 , , Th. In this case, in addition to the 7-multiplicity, the fusion evaporation cross 
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section [5] as well as the pre- and post-fission neutron multiplicity have been measured 
and all of these are affected by nuclear viscosity. Fig. 3 shows a statistical model fit 
first again without dissipation (dashed lines). Below 100 MeV bombarding energy 
the non-dissipative model explains the fusion-evaporation cross section as well as the 
7-ray spectrum. However, above ~ 100 MeV these fits underpredict the 7-ray yield 
and the fusion evaporation cross section. Introducing the dissipation coefficient as a 
free parameter one obtains excellent fits (full lines) with a parameter 7 that increases 
rapidly above 100 MeV. The resultant temperature dependence is indicated in the 
bot tom panels of Fig. 3 and can be fitted with either a linear or quadratic dependence. 
This strong dependence is a challenge to the theory. 

Several recent theoretical a t tempts have been successful in explaining this rise, 
as well as the size of dissipation, e.g. by introducing large rotation into the two-
body dissipation models (and indeed, all these experiments produce the CN at high 
angular momenta) . In a more general (albeit speculative) a t tempt to understand 
this T dependence we draw attention to the analogy with the dissipation in liquid 
3 H e . There the attenuation of a sound wave (this is an semi-infinite system) increases 
at first like T 2 until dissipation becomes so strong in the interior that the wave 
changes from zero-sour4 to regular sound. From that point on dissipation decreases 
as T - 2 . Although the analogy is flawed because the nucleus (even Th) is not a very 
large system and the nuclear medium is a very dilute Fermi liquid, nevertheless the 
experimental similarity is intriguing and raiy perhaps guide further experiments. 

For example, as the sound wave changes from zero-sound to first sound, the wave 
velocity changes from the Fermi velocity to the sound velocity in nuclear mat ter 
v , = l / \ / 3 • vp. This affects strongly the energy of another fundamental mode of 
nuclear mat ter , the isoscalar Giant Monopole Resonance (GMR). In both infinite 
nuclear mat ter and in finite nuclei, its energy is proportional to the wave velocity 
and would therefore strongly decrease as dissipation increases. This decrease is much 
more than what is predicted by finite-temperature regular particle-hole calculation. 

Experimentally the GMR in hot nuclei might be detectable through a measure
ment of internal e + — s~ pair conversion. Observing the pairs in good angle resolution 
allows the separation of the L=0 mode from higher L modes. Two detectors have 
been developed over the last few years which are designed to measure internal pairs 
from giant resonances with high efficiency. These are the PEPSI detector [7] from 
KVI (an adaptation of an orange spectrometer) and the open-geometry plastic phos-
wich pair detector from Stony Brook [8]. Both detectors are taking data and have 
demonstrated quite successfully that internal pair conversion from giant resonances 
can be quantitatively detected. Unfortunately, as Fig. 4 shows [6], about a factor of 
1000 has to be overcome to see the GMR against the internal pair conversion of the 
GDR. However, experimental progress has reduced the goal to about a factor of 4 (in 
light nuclei where isospin can help) to < 100 in heavy nuclei. We present here some 
results form the reaction 1 9 F + 1 8 1 T a - > 2 0 0 P b at a low beam energy of 95 MeV cho
sen to eliminate fission [9]. Fig. 5 gives the transition energy spectrum of pairs. This 
spectrum is in quantitative agreement with the experimental GDR 7-ray spectrum 
multiplied by the energy dependent E l internal pair conversion coefficient (indicated 
by dots). The excess peak at 6 MeV is the remainder of the strong 0 + —> 0 + tran
sition. Fig. 6 demonstrates that the detailed kinematic variables of the pair decay 
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are well understood. These include the e + — e"-correlation (a) which shows the El 
character of the pair transition, the energy sharing between the pair partners (b), the 
net momentum orientation relative to the beam (c) and the di-hedral angle between 
the pair plane and the reaction plane (d). All of these depend in detail on the AL 
of the transition. The GEANT simulations which include the detector geometry de
scribe these histograms well. These first results hold out the hope that, with better 
statistics, one may apply additional cuts to reduce the El "background" in favor of 
EO transitions. Such experiments are now in progress. 

In summary, GDR experiments demonstrate conclusively an energy threshold for 
strong dissipation in the range between E*= 50 to 80 MeV (temperatures between 
1.2 and 1.4 MeV) with a temperature dependence proportional to T or T a . If this 
behavior signals the transition from zero-sound to first sound in the nuclear interior, 
it could have implications for nuclear compressibility. Attempts to study dissipation 
in the properties of the nuclear compression mode at finite temperatures through 
internal pair decay have made experimental progress and have reached a level of 
technical maturity. However, actual observation of the GMR is still one to two orders 
of magnitudes away from reality. 
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Figure 1: Decomposition of the GDR 7- Figure 2: GDR energy spectrum and 7-
ray spectrum in 2 2 4 T h into pre- and post- fission angular correlation in the 
fission 7-rays (top). The center panel 3 2 S + 2 0 8 P b -» 2 4 D Cf reaction, at two closely 
shows the CN contribution and a fit with spaced bombarding energies, 
a dissipative statistical model. 
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Figure 3: Analysis of fusion-evaporation , pre- and post-fission neutron multiplicities (top 
left) and 7-ray spectrum (top right) with a statistical mode! without (dashed lines) and 
with (full lines) dissipation. The extracted dissipation coefficient 7 FIT a n d its temperature 
dependence is shown in the bottom panels. 
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Figure 4: Top panel: 7 spectrum from the Figure 5: Experimental internal pair 
GDR observed in the 1 9 F + 1 8 1 T a reaction transition spectrum observed in the I 9 F 
[10] and fit with a statistical code. + , 8 1 T a -* 2 0 0 P b reaction (histogram) 
B o t t o m panel: Internal pair transition and the spectrum predicted from the 
spectrum calculated for L = l ( top) , L = 2 pair-converted experimental 7-spectrum 
(center) and L = 0 (bottom) giant reso- (points) , 
nances in the same reaction. 

Figure 6: Comparison between various experimentally observed (histograms) e + - e~-
correlations and energy sharing and G E A N T simulations (points). The various panels are 
explained in the text. 
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Periodic Orbits and New Shell Structure Generated by a Combination of 
Quadrupole and Octupole Deformations 
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1. Introduction 

In this talk, we would like to present a simple model in which a prominent shell structure 
emerges for a combination of quadrupole and octupole deformations. We shall then discuss the 
origin of such a new shell structure in terms of the periodic orbits and their bifurcations. 

Importance of shell effects for the occurrence of reflection-asymmetric deformed shapes 
have been lively discussed in various region of nuclei [1,2] and also in micro-clusters [3,4]. 

According to the semi-classical theory, the shell structure, i.e., the oscillating structure in the 
single-particle level density is generated by classical closed orbits with short periods. Thus, our 
task is to identify important periodic orbits and study how they are born and how their properties 
change as function of deformation parameters. 

This subject is deeply related with the general subjects of quantum chaos; in particular, quan
tum manifestation of bifurcation phenomena in classical Hamiltonian dynamics. We would like 
to emphasize that, although "quantum chaos" in the chaotic limit has been much discussed, bi
furcation of periodic orbits is characteristic for mixed systems where regular and chaotic motion 
coexist and remains largely unexplored. Finite quantum systems possessing both quadrupole 
and octupole deformations are situated in an intermediate region between regular and chaotic 
systems [5,6], and therefore provide us with a very good opportunity to study, from both theory 
and experiment, this important subject. 

2. Model 

Let us consider the reflection-asymmetric deformed oscillator Hamiltonian 

h = m + \M(^{x2 +y2) + \Mm*zl ~ XioM(^[r2y3o]"' (' ) 

where the double primes denote that the variables in square bracket are defined in terms of 
the doubly-stretched coordinates *}' = (C0j/(0o)x,-. We calculate classical periodic orbits and 
quantum energy spectra for this Hamiltonian as functions of the deformation parameters 8 o s c = 
(COi - ©i)/d> and Xya. 
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3. An Example 

In the previous work [7], we discussed the superdeformed case with the frequency ratio 
(Ox/tot = 2. Today, we first show the result [8] for an irrational ratio Wx/tfife = V3. 

A new shell structure 

Figure 1 shows the single-particle spectrum calculated as a function of A,30. There is no 
prominent shell structure at X3 0 = 0 because of irrationality of the frequency ratio. However, 
a significant shell structure appears at Xm a 0.3. The oscillating level density smoothed by 
means of the Strutinsky method is shown in Fig. 2. A prominent shell structure is clearly seen. 
Evidently, this new shell structure is generated by an octupole deformation superposed on the 
quadrupole deformation. You can also notice a supershell pattern associated with the inter
ference between classical periodic orbits with the periods T a 2jt/a)± and 2n/oo2, which we 
discussed in the previous work [7]. 

*30 e [ " 0 ) J 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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Classical periodic orbits and bifurcations 

Figure 3 shows some periodic orbits for X30 = 0.3. We have found that the orbit named PB 
(planar B-type) is bom at A30 — 0.29 due to the bifurcation of orbit IL (isolated linear orbit 
along thez-axis). Likewise, orbits PC and PD are bom by the bifurcation at Xw ^ 0.28. 

To see how these bifurcations occur, let us examine the Poincare" surface of section. Due to 
the axial symmetry, our system is two dimensional with cylindrical coordinates (p,z) having a 
fixed angular momentumpv. Figure 4 are the Poincare" sections (p,p p) with z = 0,p r < 0, and 
p v = 0. The origin corresponds to the orbit 1L, which is stable at X3 0 = 0.28 and accompanies 
tori about it. These tori are significantly distorted until the bifurcation occurs at X.3U = 0.283. 
Thus, at X30 = 0.29 we find a pair of islands (associated with the stable orbit PD) and a pair of 
saddles (unstable orbit PC). At A.30 = 0.292, another bifurcation occurs generating a new pair of 
islands (seen for Am = 0.3) associated with the stable orbit PB. Then, the central torus becomes 
unstable. 
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Classical-quantum correspondence 

To find the link between the quantum shell structure seen in Figs. 1, 2 and the properties 
of the classical periodic orbits, let us consider the Fourier transform of the single-particle level 
density £(E; XM) = £ „ 6(E-En), 

F(s) = J~dE-j=g(E)ehB. (2) 

According to the Gulz wilier trace formula, the oscillating part of the level density is represented 
as a sum of contributions from periodic orbits. Combining this with the scaling property of our 
Hamiltonian //(ap.ctq) = a 2f/(p,q), we expect that the Fourier transform will exhibit peaks 
at the periods of the classical periodic orbits, the height of each peak representing the intensity 
of the contributing orbit. 

Figure 5 shows absolute values of the Fourier transform as a function of both s and X30. 
Let us notice that the peak at s ^ \/3 (in unit of T± = 27t/o)i) significantly grows up with 
increasing octupole deformation, and reaches the maxima at X.30 = 0.3 ~ 0.4. This value of s 
just corresponds to the periods of the newly born orbits PB, PC and PD. In this way, we find a 
nice classical-quantum correspondence. In particular, the prominent shell structure at X30 cs 0.3 
may be regarded as a quantum manifestation of the bifurcations of classical periodic orbits. 

Figure 5 
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4. Contour Map of the Shell-Structure Energy 

Next, let us investigate how the shell structure changes when both the quadrupole and oc-
tupole deformation parameters are varied. As a measure of the intensity of shell effect, we 
define 

4 H 1 p, "»» N<Nm„ 
(3) 

where Estl(N) is the shell structure energy for particle number TV. 

Figure 6 shows a contour map of /Sh. The significant maxima on the horizontal axis at 50Sc = 
-0.75,0.0,0.6 and 0.86 correspond to oblate-superdeformed, spherical, prolate-superdeformed 
and hyperdeformed shapes, respectively. The thick lines represent the points where various 
kinds of bifurcation occur. We see that some thick lines run along the ridges of the 7sh-contour, 
indicating the significance of their contributions to the shell effect [9]. 

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Figure 6 
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5. Concluding Remarks 

We have discussed the origin of the shell structure appearing in a reflection-asymmetric de
formed oscillator potential in terms of classical periodic orbits and their bifurcations. It would 
be an interesting future subject to study how the nice classical-quantum correspondence found 
for the Hamiltonian (1) persists in more realistic Hamiltonian like Woods-Saxon potential in
cluding the spin-orbit term. 
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Abstract: An excited superdeformed (SD) band has been observed in 1 8 0Hg which 
decays to the lowest-energy (yrast) SD band rather than to the less deformed 
states as observed in most known SD bands in the A-ISO and A-190 regions. The 
most plausible interpretation of this very unusual decay pattern associates this 
band with a collective structure built on an octupole-vibrational phonon in the SD 
well. 

A major focus of current research with large arrays of gamma-ray 
detectors is to map out the spectrum of single-particle excitations in 
superdeformed nuclei in the A-150 and A~190 regions. Surprisingly, 
however, no excitations have been identified consisting of vibrations about a 
superdeformed equilibrium shape, despite predictions of marked octupole 
softness in both regions. This softness is calculated [1] to extend to the nr>n-
axially symmetric modes with K=l,2 and 3, which are less often energetically 
favored at normal deformations. For the K=0 and 1 modes, it has been 
suggested [2] that the bands containing an octupole-vibrational phonon could 
be experimentally distinguished by an unusual decay path, through 
extremely strong (-10*2 W.u.) El transitions leading to the lowest-lying band. 
Among the A-190 nuclei, 1 9 0 H g is predicted [1] to be one of the softest with 
respect to the K=0 and K=l octupole deformations. 

In the present experiment, superdeformed gamma-ray cascades 
resulting from the reaction ^OkK^S^njWOHg were observed with the Early 
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Implementation phase of GAMMASPHERE, using beams provided by the 
LBL 88-inch cyclotron striking a stack of three self-supporting 0.5 mg/cm2 Gd 
foils. An event was recorded whenever three or more Compton-suppressed 
Ge detectors fired within 50 ns of one another. The resulting 660 million 
events were sorted into a three-dimensional histogram,[3] and doubly gated 
one-dimensional spectra were created using the method of background-
subtraction described in ref. [4]. 

400 500 600 
E (keV) 

Y 
Fig. 1 . Background-subtracted spectrum created by 
summing combinations of gates on the vacuum and 
excited superdeformed bands in 1 94lg. Asterisks mark 
transitions in the excited band. 

Unexpectedly, the spectrum in coincidence with the previously 
observed [6] lowest-lying superdeformed band in 1 9 0 Hg revealed a new 
superdeformed band (fig. 1), populated approximately ten times more weakly, 
which proved to decay to the first band with high probability. The branching 
ratios of the 576, 543 and 512 keV transitions in the excited band (fig. 2) 
relative to the corresponding probabilities of depopulation to the vacuum 
band were measured to be 3(1), 1.2(3) and 0.8(2), respectively, in dramatic 
contrast to the usual pattern of decay of superdeformed states, in which each 
band remains aloof from the others until its flux spills out into the normally 
deformed states. Gating on pairs of transitions in the new band, without any 
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requirement of a coincidence with lines in the vacuum band, allowed the 
determination of a probability of only 4±31% for the usual type of decay, 
directly to the normally deformed well. 

Assuming that the transition 
quadrupole moment of the new band 
is equal to the 18(3) eb moment of 
the vacuum band,[6! the extracted 
partial half-lives of the out-of-band 
branches are 110(30), 120(30) and 
180(80) fs. These transitions have 
themselves tentatively been 
identified in the spectra. Although 
the proposed lines (fig. 2) are 
unfortunately all doublets with other 
transitions associated with 
superdeformation in 1 9 0 Hg, they 
have been picked out through an 
examination of centroid shifts and 
patterns of coincident intensities, as 
described in ref. [5]. With these 
energies in hand, the strengths of 
the transitions are found to be about 
lO-2, 1, or 103 W.u., respectively, if 
they are of El, Ml, or E2 character. 
Ml or E2 strengths such as these 
would be orders of magnitude larger 
than those expected for 
configuration-changing transitions in 
a deformed nucleus [7]. (The 
mechanism suggested in ref. f8] for 
the occurrence of very strong Ml 
transitions between signature 
partners cannot apply here, 
assuming that the lowest-lying band 

corresponds to the BCS vacuum, with K=0, in the superdsformed well.) The 
extracted El strengths, in contrast, are very close to those predicted in ref. [2] 

Fig. 3. Partial level-scheme of 
states in the SD well of1 9 0 Hg. 
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Fig. 3. Moments of inertia of 
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for transitions from the superdeformed K=0 one-octupole-phonon state to the 
0+ superdeformed state of 1 9 2 Hg. 

The 3 < 2 > moment of inertia of the new band is also unusual (fig. 3). In 
all other superdeformed bands in even-even nuclei in the A-190 region, 3 < a ) 

shows a uniform behavior of rising gradually as a function of rotational 
frequency, and the magnitude of 3 < 2 ) varies slowly from nucleus to nucleus 
[9]. The larger 3 ( 2 ) of the new band is consistent with the enhanced 
deformation calculated in ref. [2] for the K=0 octupole-vibrational state in 
1 9 2 H g at zero rotational frequency. The near constancy of 3 ( a ) may be due to 
blocking of the rotational alignment of neutrons, since the neutron J15/2 state 
nearest the Fermi level is occupied in many of the two-quasiparticle states 
which are available to form the microscopic structure of an octupole-
vibrational state in this nucleus. 

The octupole-vibrational picture, then, appears to be a consistent one 
for the description of the many unusual properties of this superdeformed 
band, but it should be stressed that this is only one possible scenario. It is 
also hoped that a more definitive measurement of the gamma-ray energies of 
the inter-band transitions will be achieved in experiments in the near future. 
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Introduction 
The nucleus 2 3 2 Th is particularly well suited for an investigation of multi-phonon ex
citations since it shows well developed rotational bands built on low-lying one-phonon 
vibrational excitations and two-phonon states are predicted below the pairing-gap 
energy ( E M «1.6MeV). In a recent publication [1] a rotational band built on a 4 + 

state at 1414 keV was reported in 2 ; i 2 Th. This state shows all the characteristics of 
a nearly-harmonic two-phonon 7-vibrational state: (i) the excitation energy of the 
band-head is about twice the excitation energy of the 2 + 7-vibrational state; (ii) the 
band decays exclusively into the 7-band and (iii) the reduced transition probabilities 
B(E2) - deduced from the Coulomb-excitation strength - and decay branching ratios 
are in agreement with the values expected for a harmonic surface-vibration. Since 
the excitation energy is close to the pairing-gap it is expected that contributions of 
individual quasi-particle excitations are small. 
In reference [1] the collectivity of the 1414 keV state in 2 3 2 Th was determined from 
Coulomb-excitation calculations which reproduce the intensities of the observed 7-
decays. This method is sensitive to all matrix elements which contribute significantly 
to the population of the state of interest. In particular, the B(E2) value will be 
affected by an additional E4-strength which cannot be ruled out by measuring the 
7-ray intensity only. Furthermore, the existence of unidentified higher-lying levels, 
e.g. multi-phonon states, will affect the observed strength of the two-phonon state. 
In this contribution we report on a direct lifetime measurement using the recoil-
distance method (RDM) and a new search for two- and multi-phonon states in 2 3 2 Th 
with the Ga.Sp. spectrometer. The latter experiment became possible because of 
the high efficiency of the new 4ir Anti-Compton Ge spectrometers which is now large 
enough to measure coincidences between the few 7-1-ays depopulating the multi-
phonon excitations. 

The Recoil-Distance Experiment 
Coulomb-excitation of 2 3 2 Th was performed with a 410 MeV 9 0 Zr beam provided 
by the heavy-ion accelerator facility at the MPI fur Kernphysik, Heidelberg. A 
natural thorium target of 2 mg/cm 2 thickness and a gold retardation foil of 4 mg/cm 2 

thickness were stretched and mounted in the Bonn plunger device [2]. We modified 
the standard RDM by replacing the stopper foil with a thin 'retardation' foil in 
which the recoiling nuclei are slowed down. This produces two components in the 
7-ray spectrum, corresponding to the different velocities. By a proper choice of the 
thickness of the retardation foil the partially-shifted component can be placed at an 
uncontaminated position in the spectrum. 
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Figure 1: Gamma-ray spectra of the 4+, -> 2+ transition for the three foil distances 
of 21, 47 and 180 îm (from the top) corresponding to the time-of-flight values given 
in the figure. 

Since the excitation probability of the two-phonon state is only a few percent, its 
decay 7-rays were selected from a severe background of stronger transitions by the 
Heidelberg-Darmstadt Crystal Ball (CB) spectrometer [3] with 153 Nal(Tl) detec
tors. To identify the Doppler-shifted components in the 7-ray spectrum a Ge detector 
was mounted at 0°. The back-scattered projectiles were detected in a segmented an
nular Si detector covering an angular range from 122° to 150° with respect to the 
beam direction to enhance collisions with small impact parameters. 
Measurements were performed at three different distances between target and re
tardation foil of approximately 20, 50 and 180 /im. To determine the time-of-flight 
between the two foils from the experimental data we used the known lifetimes [4] 
and B(E2) values [5] within the ground-state band of 2 3 2 Th. From a comparision of 
the measured intensity splitting in the ground-state band transitions with a simu
lated decay-path time-of-flight values of T/=1.55(8), 3.48(9) and 13.0(5) ps could be 
deduced. In the data acquisition partide-7-ray coincidences between the Si and the 
Ge detector were recorded together with the data from the CB. At a beam intensity 
of 0.2 pnA 3.3, 2.4 and 2.0-106 events could be recorded as. the three distances. 
The previous Coulomb-excitation measurement [1] has shown that the 1414 keV state 
decays exclusively into the 7-band. To enhance this decay in the Ge spectrum the 
7-ray of the subsequent decay of the 2+ state was demanded in the CB together with 
the additional requirement that no other 7-rays were recorded in any CB detector. 
With this gating rather clean Ge spectra dominated by the decay of the 4+^ state 
could be extracted as is shown in fig. 1. In the spectrum taken at the largest distance 
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(lower part of fig. 1) only the fully-shifted ('fast') component of the decay is seen at 
658 keV. Thus contaminations can be excluded in the region around 649 keV where 
the partially-shifted ('slow') component is expected. This distance was also used to 
select the optimal gating conditions described above. For the smaller distances the 
partially-shifted component of the decay clearly develops. The intensities deduced 
from these spectra are compiled in table 1. 
To determine the lifetime from these 7-ray intensities the integrated decay intensi
ties were calculated for a given time-of-flight as a function of the lifetime assuming 
a prompt feeding of the two-phonon state. This assumption is justified since higher-
lying states which subsequently feed into the two-phonon state are weakly excited 
[1] and further suppressed by the gating conditions. The only deviation from an 
exponential decay which has to be taken into account is the time dependence of the 
angular correlation. For the decay of the two-phonon state the unperturbed angular 
correlation has been measured in a thick-target experiment. The time-dependence 
of the angular correlation caused by the vacuum deorientation effect was described 
within the parametrisation of Abragam and Pound [6] which has been used success
fully to describe the tleorientation of the ground-state band in M 1 T h [7], With these 
assumptions lifetime values as given in table 1 were extracted. 

T/ [ps] V' jast 1 slow * flow 
r [ps] 

1.55(8) 155 (21) 227 (24) 0.68(12) 3.24(54) 

3.48(9) 170 (17) 73 (20) 2.33(70) 3.13(65) 
13.0(5) 224 (16) 0(10) — — 

Table 1: Intensities of the fast and slow component in the decay of the two-phonon 
state, as measured at the three distances, and the deduced lifetime values. 

From their weighted average we obtain for the lifetime of the 4+̂  state in 2 3 2 Th 

7(4+,) = 3.2 ±0.4 ±0.5/is 

The first error is the statistical uncertainty while the second one includes the un
certainty in the parameters of the angular correlation [7] as well as the estimated 
influence of small time-dependent variations in the distance between the two foils. 
From the measured lifetime we deduce the reduced transition probability using the 
known branching ratios [1] of the decay of the 1414 keV state 

B(E2; 4+7 -> 2+) = 0.15 ± 0.04 e2b2 

This value is typical for vibrational excitations in actinide nuclei and supports the 
interpretation as a two-phonon excitation. Within the experimental uncertainty it 
is also consistent with the result deduced from the Coulomb-excitation yields [1]. 
Hence, any additional E4-strength which would result in a smaller B(E2) value from 
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the Coulomb-excitation measurement, is inconsistent with the lifetime measurement, 
because the E4 matrix element does not contribute to the decay probability. There
fore a large E4 contribution to the excitation of this K=4 state can be ruled out and 
its interpretation as a hexadecupole vibration becomes unlikely. 
For the one-phonon 2+ state a B(E2) value has been deduced from Coulomb-
excitation with Q-particles [8] 

B(E2; 2+ -> 0 + ) = 0.0294 ± 0.0014 e 26 2 

which leads to the following ratio of B(E2) values 

H [ t 2 ) ~ fl(£2;2+-*0+) ~ °A ± M 

While for harmonic surface vibrations in a deformed nucleus a ratio of R(E2) = 25/9 
fts 2.8 is expected, e.g. from the rotation vibration model (RVM) [9], the measured 
collectivity is somewhat larger. 
Although this simple model neither takes into account any unharmonicities of the 
vibrations, it should be pointed out, however, that unharmonicities usually decrease 
the collectivity. It would be very interesting to see whether more refined approaches 
can reproduce not only the measured excitation energy and decay pattern, but also 
the slight enhancement in collectivity of the two-phonon state. 

The Ga.Sp. experiment 
The second experiment was performed at the LNL Legnaro using the 4TT array Ga.Sp. 
with 40 HPGe detectors and SO BGO crystals and the PYRAMID array [10] of 
parallel-plate counters covering the backward hemisphere (80° < Qui, < 160°) for the 
detection of scattered projectiles. Here, a 1.7 mg/cm 2 2 3 2 Th target was bombarded 
with a 265 MeV S 8Ni beam with an intensity of up to 9pnA. In the data acquisition 
particle-77 coincidences between the PYRAMID array and the Ge detectors were 
recorded. After a careful Doppler-shift correction with respect to the direction of the 
recoiling nucleus and subtracting random coincidences a 77 coincidence matrix with 
9-106 events could be sorted. 
While the analysis of this run is still in progress we present the first results concerning 
multi-phonon states [11]: 
The known two-phonon K*=4+77-band can be extended, possibly to a 10+ state 
at 2039 keV. Higher lying states which decay into the 77-band are only very weakly 
excited. A new state at 1054 keV is observed which decays exclusively into the one-
phonon /?-band. Its excitation energy is larger by a factor of «1.4 compared to the 
one-phonon state, while for a harmonic two-phonon vibration approximately twice 
the excitation energy is expected. 
Most promising are coincidences with decays of the K' r =0 _ octupole band as is 
shown in fig. 2. In addition to known decays out of the K" = l~ octupole band some 
new states were found which fit perfectly into Coriolis-mixing calculations for these 
bands. The search for the missing K=3~ member of the octupole quadruplet is still 
in progress. The group of lines marked in fig. 2 lead to three new states at 1353 
keV, 1387 keV and 1467 keV which are excellent candidates for the 0 + , 2+ and 4 + -
members of a K"=0 + two-phonon octupole band. These spin assignments still have 
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Figure 2: Gamma-ray spectra gated on transitions depopulating the K*=0~ octupole 
band. Lines indicated with an (*) are decays from a new band, possibly the K*=0 + 

two-phonon octupole band. 

to be proven by the angular correlations, but are very likely from the decay pattern. 
The band would have nearly the same moment of inertia as the K' r=0" one-phonon 
octupole band. The excitation energy of the band head is nearly twice the energy of 
the K = 0 - one-phonon band (Eo=702.1 keV). 
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The nature of drip-line nuclei, i.e., weakly bound nuclei with extreme isospin values, is one 
of the most exciting challenges today, both experimentally and theoretically. The coupling 
between bound states and the particle continuum invites strong interplay between various aspects 
of nuclear structure and reaction theory. Perspectives for new physics far from stability are 
discussed. 

1. Introduction 

There are many examples of nuclear exotica that attract our attention, e.g., nuclear 
states at extreme angular momenta, extreme deformations, and extreme excitation ener
gies. In this presentation, we shall concentrate on yet another limit of nuclear structure at 
extreme conditions. Namely, we shall discuss some aspects of physics of drip-line nuclei. 
Thanks to exotic (radioactive) ion beam (RIB) facilities, we are on the verge of invading 
this new territory in an unprecedented way. 

From the theoretical point of view, spectroscopy of exotic nuclei offers a unique test 
of those components of effective interactions that depend on isospin degrees of freedom; 
because of dramatic extrapolations involved, it invites a variety of theoretical approaches. 
Since the parameters of interactions used in the usual shell-model or mean-field calcula
tions are determined so as to reproduce the properties of known nuclei, the parameters 
may not always be proper in the calculation of drip-line nuclei. One hopes, however, that 
spectroscopy of exotic nuclei, by means of radioactive ion beam techniques, will lead to 
a better determination of forces, at least those interaction components that depend on 
isospin degrees of freedom. 
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2. Unique features of drip-line nuclei 

Experiments with radioactive beams will make it possible to look closely into many 
exciting aspects of the nuclear many-body problem. Although an experimental excursion 
into new territories of the chart of the nuclides will offer many excellent opportunities for 
traditional nuclear structure (new regions of quadrupole and octupole deformation, new 
regions of shape isomers, including superdeformations, i.e., "old" physics in the "new" 
regime), there are also many unique features of exotic nuclei (weak binding, large diffuse-
ness, large spatial dimensions) that define "new" physics in the "new" regime. 

Some of the topics related to RIB physics are schematically presented in Fig, 1. On 
the neutron-rich side, there appears a region of neutron halos, loosely bound few-body 
systems (see Ref. [1] for a review). A classic example is n L i , which was investigated 
at Berkeley by Tanihata et al, in 1985 [2], and explained theoretically by Hansen and 
Jonson [3] in terms of a spatially extended three-body Borromean system consisting of 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of new phenomena to be explored with the help of 
exotic beams. 

the 9Li core and two valence neutrons. In the heavier neutron-rich nuclei, where the 
mean field is better applicable, the separation into a "core" plus "valence-space" nucleons 
is not too meaningful. However, also in those nuclei the weak neutron binding implies 
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large spatial dimensions and the existence of the neutron skin (i.e., a dramatic excess of 
neutrons at large distances). The relation between the weak binding and the neutron 
skin is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the neutron and proton densities for I32.i50,i72gn 

calculated [4] within the Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov (HFB) approach with the SkP effective 
interaction. 

Figure 2. Neutron and proton densities for neutron-rich Sn isotopes calculated with the 
HFB-SkP approach. From Ref. [4]. 

As a consequence of the very diffuse neutron density, the self-consistent mean field of 
neutron drip-line nuclei is expected to be markedly different compared to nuclei close to the 
beta-stability line. The presence of the neutron skin implies a strong isovector dependence 
of the average potential and the appearance of a completely new shell structure (see 
discussion in Sec. 4). 

On the proton-rich side, physics is different but equally interesting. Because of the 
Coulomb barrier which tends to localize the proton density in the nuclear interior, the 
existence of proton halos is rather unlikely (maybe except for the very light nuclei). On 
the other hand, just because of the Coulomb barrier, nuclei beyond the proton drip line are 
quasibound with respect to proton decay. The associated lifetimes, ranging from 10 - 6 s to 
a few seconds, are sufficiently long to obtain a wealth of spectroscopic information. Unlike 
the alpha decay process, which is difficult to interpret because of the formation process, 
proton radioactivity is an excellent example of quantum-mechanical tunneling. Lifetimes 
of spherical proton emitters directly provide an indication of the angular momentum of 
the quasibound proton [5]. Experimental and theoretical investigations of proton emitters 
(or di-proton emitters such as doubly-magic 4 8Ni) will open up the wealth of new physics 
associated with the residual-interaction-coupling between bound states and extremely 
narrow resonances in the region of very low density of single-particle levels [6]. In this 
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context, studies of deformed proton emitters (Nilsson scheme built on bound states and 
resonances!) are of particular interest. 

The closeness of the Fermi level to the particle continuum makes the theoretical de
scription of drip-line nuclei a very challenging task. To put things in some perspective, 
Fig. 3 displays the average potential wells, characteristic of a typical beta-stable system 
( 1 2 0 Sn), a neutron drip-line system ( 1 5 0Sn), and a proton drip-line system ( 1 0 0Sn). While 
the low-energy structure of 1 2 0 Sn is almost exclusively determined by the particle-hole 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration [7] of coupling between bound states and particle contin
uum in drip-line nuclei. The potential wells are represented by the average Woods-Saxon 
field (plus Coulomb potential for protons). 

or pair excitations across the Fermi level from bound states to bound states, the lowest 
particle-hole or pair modes in drip-line nuclei are embedded in the particle continuum. 

Pairing correlations play a very special role in drip-line nuclei. This is seen from ap
proximate HFB relations between the Fermi level, A, pairing gap, A, and the particle 
separation energies. For instance, the neutron separation energies Sn and S'2n are given 
by [8, 9] 

Sn « - A , - A , (1) 

S2n « -2A„, (2) 

which leads to the following conditions for the one-neutron and two-neutron drip-lines: 

Sn = Q =s> An + A = 0, (3) 
S 2 n = 0 = > A„=0 . (4) 

In particular, condition (3) nicely illustrates the crucial role of the pairing interaction for 
determining the one-neutron drip line; it shows the equal importance of the single-particle 
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field characterized by A (determined by the particle-hole component of the effective inter
action) and the pairing field, A (determined by the particle-particle part of the effective 
interaction). 

Needless to say, the physics of exotic nuclei has strong astrophysical implications, es
pecially in the context of the r-process [10, 11] and rp-process [12] mechanisms. Nuclear 
masses, decay rates, and cross sections are the basic quantities determining the results of 
nuclear reaction network calculations. 

3. Old models in new regime 

Because of the closeness of the particle continuum, the traditional models of nuclear 
structure used to calculate masses, deformations, and pairing properties (such as shell 
correction method, BCS approximation) become very inaccurate or simply wrong when 
approaching the drip line. Consequently, any tool of nuclear structure theory that aims 
at describing many-body correlations starting from the mean-field-based single-particle 
basis (such as shell-model, BCS, RPA, etc.) has to be modified in the new regime. 

As discussed above, due to the scattering of nucleons from bound shell-model orbitals 
to unbound states, the standard shell-model treatment (based on the splitting of a Hamil-
tonian into a one-body single-particle term and a two-body "residual interaction" term) 
seems inappropriate when applied to drip-line nuclei. For weakly bound nuclei, con
tinuum states have to be taken into account explicitly. The resulting continuum shell 
model (CSM) [6, 13, 14] properly takes into account decay channels; in the CSM there 
are no effective one-body potentials, the interaction has a two-body character and the 
single-particle energies are calculated self-consistently. 

In the mean-field calculations, the most important residual interaction is the pairing 
force. This interaction plays a unique role in loosely bound nuclei due to the scattering of 
nucleonic pairs from bound states to the positive-energy particle continuum. In the BCS 
or BCS-like methods based on quasibound states, this leads to the presence of a "particle 
gas" surrounding the nucleus [15]. Indeed, the BCS wave function can be explicitly 
decomposed into contributions from bound states and quasibound states: 

* B C 5 = n ( t f + K o M ) n ( ^ + ^ H ) I ° > - (5) 
l'.«i<0 J>J>0 

While the bound-state-part in (5) represents the localized wave function, i.e., it decays 
asymptotically, the second part represents the contribution from quasibound states and 
leads to non-localized densities with incorrect asymptotic behavior. Indeed, although the 
nuclear densities eventually vanish at large distances by construction (finite size of the 
basis, finite size of the box in which calculations are performed), the wave functions of 
positive-energy states are not properly localized inside the nuclear volume. This problem 
is overcome in the HFB method with a realistic pairing interaction in which the coupling 
of bound states to the particle continuum is correctly taken into account [15]. 

Figure 4 displays theoretical two-proton separation energies, 5 2 p , for the even-even 
JV=18, 20, and 22 isotones obtained in the HFB uid HF+BCS calculations wth the SkP 
effective interaction of Ref. [15]. In the HF-f BCS variant, the self-consistent pairing gaps 
obtained from the HFB calculations were used within the fixed-gap approximation. The 
position of the proton drip line is consistent with the experimental measurements by Borrel 
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et al. [16] and the analysis by Brown [17] based on the isobaric mass multiplet equation. 
In particular, the nucleus 4 6 Fe has been found to be bound to two-proton decay while 4 2 Cr 
and 4 8 Ni - not. The values of 52,, obtained in the HFB and HF+BCS calculations are very 

18 20 22 24 26 28 
Proton Number 

Figure 4. Two-proton separation energies for the even-even JV=18, 20, and 22 isotones 
predicted in the HFB and HF+BCS calculations with the SkP interaction. 

similar. However, the agreement does not extend to other quantities such as radii [15]. 
The effect of the unphysical proton gas is clearly seen in the behavior of the charge radii, 
rc. As seen in Fig. 5, in the HFB calculations the charge radii behave very smoothly as a 
function of Z. On the other hand, in the HF+BCS model there is a dramatic increase in 
rc for the proton-rich nuclei resulting from the unphysical occupation of positive-energy 
quasibound states (see also the discussion in Ref. [18]). It is worth noting, that the 
oscillatory behavior of rc (resulting in kinks at the proton subshell closures at Z—li, 
20, and 28) in the HF+BCS variant reflects the variation of the proton pairing gap with 
particle number. 

The microscopic-macroscopic method (shell correction approach) is a very useful tool 
for calculating nuclear masses, deformations, and barriers. In the recent Ref. [7], a shell-
correction method was applied to nuclei far from the beta stability line and its suitability 
to describe effects of the particle continuum was discussed. Although there had been some 
suggestions in the past on how to generalize the Strutinsky averaging procedure for finite 
potentials [19], no entirely satisfactory answer seems to exist. 

The shell correction can be calculated by taking the difference between the sum of 
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Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 4 but for the charge radii. In the HFB calculations, the values 
of r c vary very smoothly with Z and they do not seem to be influenced by the weak 
binding, i.e., there is no indication for the proton halo. The arrows indicate the proton 
subshell closures at Z=14, 20, and 28. 

occupied levels and the average value, i.e. 
- A 

.E.heii = £ . . P . - £ . . P . = ! « . - / tg(t)d*, 
• •'—00 

(6) 

where A is the smoothed Fermi level and g is the mean single-particle level density. For 
finite-depth potentials, the integral in Eq. (6) should be replaced by a sum over bound 
single-particle states and an integral over positive-energy single-particle continuum. In 
many cases, however, the effect of the continuum is simulated by using the positive-energy 
quasibound states [20]. In the following, the Strutinsky averaging procedure including 
quasibound states will be referred to as the standard averaging method (SAM). 

A proper treatment of resonances is not an easy task, especially for deformed systems. 
A viable approach is the semiclassical averaging based on the partition function method 
(Wigner-Kirkwood expansion, WK), proved [21] to be equivalent with the Strutinsky 
approach. In the semiclassical approximation, the Fermi energy, Aac, is determined by 

N: *m (7) 
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and the smoothed energy of the system is 

£« = iv^ K -£^ , m (8) 

where £ denotes the Laplace transform and Z is the semiclassical partition function 

2 
Z(fi) = J j / e - * * (l + few, + ft2u>2 + ...) d*pd\ (9) 

where Hc is the classical one-body Hamiltonian of the system and the w's are defined 
i<i terms of the one-body potential. The partition function method was shown to be an 
excellent tool for computing the average single-particle energy [22-24]. 

The predicted two-neutron separation energies for the neutron-rich tin and lead isotopes 
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The two-neutron separation energies (top) 

Mass Number 
142 150 158 i i i ( i i i T ' ' ' I*' ' *~l ' '"' "|'"P"i i ' 1 ' 

166 

- • - W K 
••©••• S A M 

gn) 
•o. 

rna&h w? 
92 100 108 116 

Neutron Number 

Figure 6. Two-neutron separation energies for the even neutron-rich tin isotopes pre
dicted in the shell-correction method with the WS average potential and the Yukawa-plus-
exponential macroscopic model. The results based on the semiclassical Wigner-Kirkwood 
method (solid line, WK) are compared with those obtained using the standard averaging 
(dotted line, SAM) including quasibound states. From Ref. [7]. 

were computed directly from calculated binding energies of even-even nuclei. As seen 
in Figs. 6 and 7, the influence of the continuum on the calculated positions of driplines 
is quite significant. The two-neutron separation energies calculated in the WK method 
are systematically lower than those obtained in the SAM and the difference approaches 
-1 .6 MeV at JV=106. This difference results in a shift in the position of the two-neutron 
drip line. According to the semiclassical approach, the nucleus 1 5 6 S n 1 0 6 appears at the 
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two-neutron drip line, while in the SAM calculations there are several (~5) more stable 
even-even tin isotopes expected. 

For the lead isotopes the Fermi level in the WK method becomes positive at jv"~175, 
and consequently no solution to the particle number equation (7) can be found. At the 

Mass Number 
234 242 250 258 266 

2 
A 2 CA 

152 160 168 176 184 
Neutron Number 

Figure 7. Same as in Fig. 6 except for the neutron-rich lead isotopes. 

same time, the value of 5j„ for A'~174 is still positive (Fig. 7) and equal to about 1.7 
MeV. This constitutes a contradiction because, according to Eq. (2), the values of Sin 

and An should vanish simultaneously at the two-neutron drip line. In the self-consistent 
theory (e.g., HF+BCS or HFB), the Fermi energy is equal to the derivative of the total 
energy (ground state energy of the even-even system) with respect to the particle number. 
However, in the shell-correction method this relation is violated due to the particle-number 
inconsistency inherent to the macroscopic-microscopic model. Indeed, in the microscopic-
macroscopic method, one can introduce five different Fermi energies, namely, 

Atot — ^macr — A + Aj,p, + 6 A, (10) 

where Atot is related to the neutron separation energy, A m a c r represents the macroscopic 
Fermi energy, A (or Asc in the WK method) is the smoothed neutron Fermi energy, As,p. 
is the neutron Fermi energy of the single-particle model (e.g., obtained from the BCS 
equations), and 6X contains contributions from the smoothed pairing energy and the 
proton shell correction. In self-consistent approaches based on the two-body Hamiltonian, 
the requirement A t o l = A,.p. is fulfilled automatically. In the shell-correction method this 
requirement can be referred to as the Fermi-level self-consistency condition: 

Xm**(Z,N) = \(Z,N) or T(Z,N) = XSC(Z,N) 
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for the SAM or WK methods, respectively. The parameters of the microscopic model are 
usually adjusted to selected single-particle properties of nuclei close to the beta-stability 
line, and the parameters of the macroscopic model are found by a global fit to masses 
and fission barriers. Therefore, it is not surprising that when extrapolating far from 
stability, the particle-number dependences of A m M r and A are different and, consequently, 
the relation between the Fermi energy and the separation energy is lost. 

4. Shell structure of exotic nuclei 

A significant progress has been achieved in theoretical description of shell structure 
near the particle drip lines. Recent analysis based on the HFB approach [25] indicates 
that there is a significant isospin dependence of spherical shell effects in medium-mass and 
heavy nuclei. Figure 8 shows the expectation values of the single-particle Hamiltonian 
in the canonical basis for the .4=120 isobars. For the isobaric chain of /1=120, the 
neutron Fermi energy approaches zero near N=S2, As seen in Fig. 8, the JV=82 shell 
gap dramatically decreases near the neutron-drip line. This effect is primarily caused 
by a lowering of single-particle (canonical) energies of low-,;' orbitals relative to those of 
high-,;' orbitals. Such an effect results from a strong interaction between bound orbitals 
and the law-j continuum, whereas the interaction with high-j resonance states is much 

A=120 isobars, HFB (SkP) 

(MeV) 

0 

-10 

60 70 80 
Neutron number 

Figure 8. Spherical single-particle levels for the .4=120 isobars calculated in the SkP HFB 
model as a function of neutron number. Solid (dashed) lines represent the orbitals with 
positive (negative) parity. From Ref. [25]. 
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less effective in modifying bound orbitals. For heavier systems with N>82 there are more 
high-j orbitals in major shells and the lowering of low-j subshells (which, in addition, are 
located at the top of shells) is not sufficient to close the gaps completely. According to 
calculations, the disappearance of shell effects at the neutron-drip line is only expected 
in the systems with N<82. At the proton-drip line, the quenching occurs only for light 
systems with Z<28, because the Coulomb barrier prevents the low-j continuum from 
approaching bound states. 

An interesting result of Ref. [25] was the observation that, due to the large diffuseness 
of the neutron density and central potential, the single-particle spectrum of neutron-
drip-line nuclei resembles that of a harmonic oscillator with a spin-orbit term. In the 
following work [4], it has been suggested that the weakening of shell effects in drip-line 
nuclei results from a correct treatment of pairing and the continuum. In particular, the 
density dependence of pairing interactions seems to play a crucial role. 

S. Exotic modes 

The presence of the spatially-extended neutron skin implies the existence of low-energy 
isovector modes in neutron-rich nuclei. Two such modes are illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 9. The middle diagram shows the low-energy electric isovector dipole mode associated 
with vibrations of the neutron skin with respect to the rest of the system ("pygmy" 
resonance). The r.h.s. diagram shows the system with very different static quadrupole 
deformations for protons and neutrons. Such a nucleus, if it exists, is expected to have 
very interesting rotational behavior and unusual magnetic properties. 

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of collective modes associated with the neutron skin. 
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Recently, systematic self-consistent calculations for neutron-rich nuclei around magic 
44S28 were performed using Skyrme Hartree-Fock and relativistic mean field (RMF) meth
ods [26]. The calculations suggest strong deformation effects in this region due to the 
hl2~~*fp core breaking. In particular, the magic nucleus 44S28 is predicted to be deformed 
in both models. Strong quadrupole isovector effects were obtained in deformed sulfur 
nuclei far from stability. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 which shows the difference between 
predicted neutron and proton deformations, A/JjS/JJ — /?£• The deformations were de
fined by means of the standard relation between the quadrupole moment, Qa, and the 
rms radius, (fp). For instance, the proton quadrupole deformation is given by 

Ql = y^Z<r»>#. (12) 

Similarly, one can extract quadrupole deformations of neutron (/32

l) and mass (/Jj4) dis
tributions. It is seen that when approaching the neutron drip-line, the values of 0% are 
systematically smaller than those of the proton distribution. An opposite effect is seen 
around the proton drip-line. The largest difference, |A^j|~0.10, is obtained in the RMF 
model for S 4 S . The behavior of A/?2 can be partly attributed to the isotonic behavior of 
rms radii. Indeed, the value of Q0 depends both on the angular anisotropy and the radial 
dependence of the nucleonic density. In the drip line nuclei, due to spatially extended 
wave functions, the "radial" contribution to Q„ might be as important as the "angular" 
part. The insert in Fig. 10 illustrates the dependence of the Q2/QI ratio on the N/Z 
ratio. The lack of shell fluctuations in Q*/Ql in the RMF model at iV>26 is consistent 
with the calculated large prolate deformations. Interestingly, above iV=28, A/?2(RMF) 
decreases steadily with neutron number, while the Qj/QJ(RMF) ratio intersects the N/Z 
line (rigid geometric limit) only at JV>34. 

New pairing modes are expected to show up in medium-mass N=Z nuclei. In fact, 
the role played by the T=0 pairing depends strongly on the neutron excess. For N=Z 
systems the T=0 pairing mode is more important than a T=l mode (see Ref. [27] for 
review). For nuclei with small neutron excess,N-Z—'l, a T=0 pairing is comparable to a 
T=l pairing [28] and for heavier N>Z nuclei, where protons and neutrons at the Fermi 
surface are in different spatial states, a T=l pair field dominates. 

6. Summary 

The study of matter with radioactive beams of nuclei is one of the most exciting chal
lenges of low-energy nuclear physics today. The present review has been focused on the 
microscopic structure of exotic nuclei far from stability. Although we mainly concentrated 
on the ground-state properties, the physics of excited states in loosely bound systems is 
extremely interesting and difficult. Theoretically, it will demand new approaches, approx
imations, and techniques. Experimentally, the combination of radioactive ion beams and 
the new-generation multidetector arrays should open up many new avenues of exploration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The observation with large 7-detector arrays of triple and higher fold coincidences between 

7-rays which occur in the decay of prompt fission fragments is a powerful tool for probing the 
mechanism of fission and the structure of neutron-rich fission fragments. Low-energy fission. 
such as spontaneous fission or fission induced by slow neutrons, produces the most neutron-rich 
fragments and this paper is only concerned with low-energy fission. Measurements on the prompt 
7-rays gives details of the fragments' mass, charge and spin distributions as well as determining 
yrast and near-yrast decay schemes, and the former, global, information can be related to model 
predictions of mass splits and mechanisms of spin generation. There is thus much to be learned 
from prompt fission 7-rays but since the conference is chiefly concerned with nuclear structure and 
spectroscopy this paper will concentrate solely on those topics. Before proceeding to specific items 
a few remarks on low-energy fission will put the array experiments in perspective: (i)The average 
spin in the prompt 7-emitting fragments is ~ 7-8ft. The spin distribution is skew and the highest 
spin state from which transitions can be placed in a particular decay scheme depends upon the 
yield of the species studied and the sensitivity of the 7 array. With EUROGAM 1 [1] transitions 
from states with spin ~16ft have been observed in strongly produced fragments; (ii)Over 200 
separate fragments are produced in spontaneous fission with yields greater than 0.1%. The very 
large number of 7—rays produced makes use of a high-sensitivity array essential for disentangling 
effects in identified nuclei or fragment pairs; (iii)The average number of neutrons emitted per fission 
in the decay of 2 4 8 Cm, for example, is 3.2. The average N/Z ratio for a 7-emitting fragment is 
thus ~ 1.55. With EUROGAM 1 data the most neutron-rich isotopes studied so far have been 
1 0 4 Zr (N/Z = 1.60) and 1 5 0 Ba (N/Z = 1.68). 

In the following sections of this paper we discuss three aspects «f the nuclear structure of 
neutron-rich nuclei, studied using EUROGAM 1 to detect prompt 7--rays from the fission of 
2 4 8 Cm. A source of strength ~2^Ci was made by embedding curium oxide in a potassium chloride 
pellet. This was placed in the centre of the EUROGAM 1 array, which consisted of 45 suppressed 
Ge detectors augmented by 5 LEPS detectors. Construction of three-dimensional histograms 
containing triple-7 coincident events enabled the fast creation of one-dimensional spectra of 7—rays 
in coincidence with any two supplied gating energies, thus maximising the selectivity needed to 
separate the decays in fragments being studied from decays in the many other products of the 
fission process. 

3. LIFETIMES IN Nd ISOTOPES 
Lifetime measurements of medium to high-spin nuclear states (with spin quantum number I 

> 10) have in the past been confined to neutron-deficient nuclei produced in fusion-evaporation 
reactions, and the stable species excited by Coulomb excitation; states with lifetimes less than 
~ 2ps have been measured using the DSAM, modified to measure the lifetimes of states with 
12 > I > 16 in the fragments from spontaneous fission. 

The technique previously described [2][3] for identifying new neutron-rich isotopes from 7-ray 
coincidence data was used to identify transitions in 1 5 6Nd. These transitions were then used as 
gates to generate the partial level scheme shown in Fig.l. Previously the ground state band of 
1 5 2 Nd was known up to spin I = 8[4][5], and that of 1 M Nd also to spin I = 8(6]. The previous level 
schemes for both these nuclei have been confirmed and extended and these are also shown in Fig.l. 
The average quadrupole moment of the low-spin 2*. 4* and 6* levels in 1 5 2 Nd (populated in the 
>i— decay of l 5 2 Pm) has been inferred from electronic-timing measurements of state lifetimes [7] 
to be 6.09(11) el). 

At spins above I = 10 symmetrically broadened liueshapt's were observed for 7 rays emitted 
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from states with lifetimes in the range 1-2 ps, ie comparable to the stopping time of the fission 
fragments in the pellet. 
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Fig. 2 Lineshapes in the 7-ray energy spectra 
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To determine the state lifetimes from the Doppler broadened lineshapes the velocity history 
of the Nd fragments as they stop in the source pellet was simulated using electronic and nuclear 
stopping powers given by the computer code ZBL [8]. The initial fragment kinetic energy distribu
tion was assumed to be Gaussian with its centroid and width taken from Ref. [9], The simulation 
produced a two-dimensional data matrix which was used in conjuction with a simulation of the 
decay process to generate lineshapes that were compared with the experimental data. 

The lineshapes in each of the nuclei i52.i54,i56Nd between spin I = 12 and 16 were fitted 
separately with a simple decay model that assumed a rotational band with a constant intrinsic 
quadrupole moment (Q) which was varied to obtain the bist fit to the data. To account for 
feeding of the 1 = 16 states, each band has had its rotational energy sequence extended with three 
fictitious transitions which were assigned the same quadrupole moment as the observed band. 
Sidefeeding of the I = 12 and 14 states was determined to be about 30 percent of the appropriate 
decay intensities from the integrated photopeak areas in the 7-ray spectra. In spontaneous 
fission, where the fragments are formed at rather low spin and excitation energy, the sidefeeding 
of the yrast states is thought to be direct and fast compared to the lifetimes of the medium 
spin yrast states. In the model the sidefeeding intensity was assumed to be a result of prompt, 
direct feeding (feeding time = 0 ps). The fictitious continuation of the band was also assumed 
to have 30 percent prompt sidefeeding to each level. Fig. 2 shows the lineshapes in is2.is-i.iae5jfcj 
with resulting fits superimposed upon the data. In the fitting procedure the data and simulated 
spectra were compared over regions that included the lineshapes but excluded the large regions of 
background between them. The quadrupole moments along with their statistical uncertainties are 
5.88±0.08eb ( '"Nd), o.75±0.10eb ( 1 M Nd) and 5.33±0.16eb ( l 5 0 Nd). These results are subject to 
systematic errors due to uncertainties in the stopping powers (contributing an uncertainty of about 
10 percent to the transition cmadrupole moments) and in the way that the feeding is modeled (the 
introduction of a long, 200 fs delay in the sidefeeding increases the solution quadrupole moments 
by about 3 percent). Due to these systematic errors it can only be noted that, for I M Nd. Q(I 
= 12 - 16) is consistent with Q(l = 2 - (i). However, its the same model and stopping powers are 
used for each of the throe isotopes it is expected that these results are a reliable measurement of 
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their relative quadrupole moments in the spin range I = 12 - 16. 
As seen in Fig. 1, the energies of the J" = 2+ levels decrease as neutrons are added. It 

may seem surprising therefore that the deduced Q of l 5 6 Nd is smaller than thobe of 1 5 4 Nd and 
1 5 2 Nd. The data on Fig. 1 allow one to calculate the variation of the dynamic moment of inertia 
( J 1 2 1 ) of the Nd yrast bands with rotational frequency (ftu;). In the spin region where Q has been 
determined (I = 12-16), J ( 2 ) for I 5 6 Nd is lower than those of the other isotopes. The gradual 
increase in Ji2) with ftw for all three isotopes suggests a strong interaction between crossing g and 
s-bands, with yrast states slowly attaining the structure of the s-band. The present measurements 
suggest that the s-band in 1 5 8 Nd has a lower deformation than those of 1 M N d and l 5 2 Nd. 

3. TWO QUASI-PARTICLE BANDS IN A ~ 100 NUCLEI 
The EUROGAM 1 data were of high enough quality to enable near-yrast rotational bands built 

on two quasi-particle excitations in even-even nuclei near A = 100 to be studied. Fig. 3 shows a 
partial decay scheme determined for 1 0 S Zr. Rotational bands of very regular behaviour and AI = 
1 are observed with band-heads at 2260 and 1821 keV in 1 0 0 Zr and l o a Zr respectively, and are also 
seen in 1 M M o and , 0 , Mo. The decay pattern of the band-head and the spacings of the levels in 
the 1 0 2 Zr band support the I" assignments of 4". These assignments also correspond to the lowest 
near-yrast two quasi-neutron (2qi>) excitation anticipated on the basis of the ordering of levels in 
the Nilsson diagram, calculated with parameters chosen to fit observed trends in this region[3), 
and on the /3 ~ 0.35 quadrupole deformation in I 0 2 Zr as deduced from measured 2]1* and 4J" level 
lifetimes[10,ll). The 4" band-head in 1 0 2 Zr is assigned to the configuration 3/2+[411]©5/2_[532]. 
Further support for tis assignment comes from the agreement between the size of the parameter 
(gK-gfl)/Qo for the 2qi/ band (as determined from 7-ray branching ratios) and the individual 
values[3) for the bands based on the 3/2+ and 5/2" levels in 1 0 >Zr. This is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3 Partial decay scheme for 1 0 2 Zr. 
Fife. 4 Sizes of the parameter (gK-gn)/Q 0 for bands in 1 0 l Zr. 1 0 3 Zr and 1 0 2 Zr its deduced from 
7-ray branching ratios: (a) for the |411 > 3/2+ band in 1 0 1Zr: (1>) for the |532 > r,/2~ bands in 
""Zr (squares) mid ""Zr (circles); (c) for the 4" band in 1 0 2Zr. 
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The excitation energies of these identified 2qv excitations, together with the positions of the 
3/2+ and 5/2" levels in 1 0 1 Zr, were used to determine the strength G of the pairing interaction, 
giving the first direct measurement in such neutron-rich nuclei. There is a question about the 
proper size of the strength G. Strutinsky-type calculations[12] of the potential energy surfaces 
(PES) require a value smaller than given by usual prescriptions in order to reproduce the large 
deformations observed in the ground states of the Sr and Zr isotopes with neutron number N> 
60. Microscopic calculations(13) also effectively use a small pairing strength when reproducing 
ground-state properties in this region. 

Fig. 5 shows the value of G which reproduces the excitation energy of the 4" 2qv level in 
l 0 2 Zr , plotted as a function of the parameter s which gives the extent of the axially symmetric 
quadrupole deformation. Values of g between 0.25 and 0.35 (0.27 < 0 < 0.38) give agreement with 
the positions of the 3/2+[411] and 5/2" [532] levels observed [3) in 1 0 1Zr. The calculations also 
predict that, of the many bands based on two quasi-particle excitations, levels in the band based on 
the 4" 2qj/ state are yrast, and are thus those expected to be observed in the present experiments. 
The upper line on Fig. 5 gives G values calculated without any spin-spin interaction influencing the 
2qi/ excitation energy; the lower line assumes a 200 keV upward shift of the excitation energy due 
to this effect. The value of the pairing energy <5„ determined from calculated neutron separation 
energies in "»-H»Z r u s i n g ^ _ 0 3 5 a n d t h e l o w e r v a , u e o f Q Q n p . g g ^ e q u a J t Q u M ( j V ^ .^ 
reasonable agreement with the value of ~ 0.8 MeV obtained from the masses (14] of ioo-"»Zr. 

A closely similar value of G is found for 1 0 0 Zr, and agreement also obtained between calculated 
Sn of 1.3 MeV with the value of ~ 1.1 MeV obtained from masses. The preliminary conclusion of 
the analysis is thus that the neutron pairing strength G is close to 20/A MeV, as found in other 
regions of the nuclear chart, but larger than the value used in recent calculations of potential 
energy surfaces. 
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Fig 5 Values of the pairing strength G which fit the observed position of the 4~ band-head in 
1 0 2 Zr. Units of G are MeV x A. 
Fig. 7 Experimentally determined B(E2) ratios divided by predicted ratios for the transitions 
indicated along the x-axis 

4. THE ROLE OF TRIAXIALITY IN RU ISOTOPES 
To date there is little good evidence in known even-even nuclei of levels with properties which 
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follow closelv those expected for rotations of ground state? with stable triaxial deformations. The 
excitation energy E(2t) is an indication of the strength of triaxial-driving nucleon correlations; if 
E(2j) is much less than the pairing gap (typically ~ 2 MeV in the region of neutron-rich nuclei 
near A = 100) the tendency towards triaxiality is strong. The even-even l 0 8 _ 1 M R u isotopes have 
some of the lowest known E(2.j") values and are among the best candidates for close examination 
of the degree to which nuclear ground states can adopt rigid, axially-asymmetric shapes. 
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Fig. 6 Partial decay schemes for l ° 8 ' 1 1 0 Ru and l l 2 Ru. 

Previous work [15] on stable Ru isotopes suggested a phase transition from near-spherical 
nuclei to soft tiiaxial-rotors as the neutron number increased. Later data [16] on 1 0 6 Ru and l 0 8 Ru 
suggested triaxial deformations with increasing rigidity. Recent experiments [17] on low-spin levels 
in 1 0 8 , 1 1 0 Rsi and 1 I 2 Ru confirmed this trend. As in Ref. [16], level spacings and 7-ray branching 
ratios of the 2J" and 3j" levels were in reasonable agreement with the RTR model. 

Fig. 6 shows partial decay schemes for even-even 1 0 8~"'-'Ru; less extensive data were deter
mined for the new isotope 1 1 4 Ru. The spin and parity assignments on Fig. 6 are based on previous 
work [16,17] and on the observed decay paths of the levels. In addition, the angular correlations 
measured for pairs of 7 rays which start from levels with spins I < 7ft, and which connect AI = 
2 states, are consistent with stretched electric quadrupole (E2) transitions. The decay schemes of 
Fig. 6 have many features in common with schemes for rotations of triaxial ground states. The 
values of the parameter 7 deduced from the excitation energies E(2f) and E(2t) are consistent 
with those deduced from the 7-ray branching ratios of the 2.t levels for 1 0 8 Ru and "°Ru. and in 
reasonable agreement for 1 1 1 !Ru. The former set of 7 values are 22.5°. 24.2". 26.-1° and 27.2° for 
A = 108. 110, 112 and 114 respectively; the latter set are 22.7(2)°. 23.9(3)° and 25.4(2)° for A = 
108, 110 and 112 respectively. Branching ratios could not be determined for "''Ru because of the 
near-equality of the energies of the 2* to Oj1" and 3J" to 2.1" transitions. The excitation energies 
E(3f) and E(4J") are in good agreement with the RTR predictions. The spacings of the remaining 
levels are not in good agreement overall with the pure RTR model, which predicts over the above 
range of 7 values a level staggering which is not observed 

The main area of agreement between the present data and the .simple RTR lies in the observed 
ratios of reduced E2 transition probabilities B(E2). These were deduced from measured 7-ray 
branching ratios on the assumption that all decays were pure E2. as wotdd be the case lor rotational 
levels and as observed [10] to a good approximation in ""'Ru and '""Ru. Fif>. 7 shows these ratios 
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plotted in units of the ratios predicted [18] by the RTR. The predictions for each isotope used 
the 7 value obtained from the appropriate 2* and 2j" excitation energies, with an error of ±0.5° 
assigned in each case. There is good overall agreement. Where branching ratios were too weak to 
be observed, experimental limits were also in agreement with predictions. The predicted B(E2; 
5," —• 4+) is very small compared to others. Because of this any discrepancy between theory and 
experiment for ratios involving B(E2; 5J" —> 4j") can be removed without significantly affecting 
other comparisons by postulating a small magnetic dipolc contribution to the Al = 1 7-ray 
transitions. 

Confidence in the reality of axiully symmetric shapes arises both because of level properties 
and because of the agreement between experiment and PES predictions of deep minium at the 
expected places. Similar agreement is anticipated for nuclei which may have axial asymmetry, but 
the results of Ref. [IT] which predict only shallow minima at non-zero 7 values do not suggest 
rigid axial asymmetry in the Itu isotopes studied. Macroscopic-microscopic PES calculations [12] 
predict 7 values near 20°, but in order to reproduce the large deformations observed in the neutron-
rich Sr and Zr isotopes, require an unexpectedly small pairing interaction to be used. The data 
presented here encourage further theoretical work on the neutron-rich nuclei near A = 100. 

The results presented in this paper are the work of several collaborators; J L Durell, C J 
Pearson, W R Phillips, J A Shannon, A G Smith, W Urban and B J Varley from the University 
of Manchester; I Ahmad, C J Lister, L R Morss, K L Nash and C W Williams from Argonne 
National Laboratory; N Schulz, E Lubkiewicz and M Bcntalcb from CNRS, Strasbourg; and N 
Rowley and K Jain from the Universities of Manchester and Surrey. 
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Separation and Identification of 1 0 0Sn at the GSI Projectile 
Fragment Separator FRS 

R. Schneider, J. Friese, J. Reinhold, K. Zeitelhack, T. Faestermann, R. Gernhauser, 
H. Gilg, F. Heine, J. Homolka, P. Kienle, H. J. Korner 

Physik-Dcparlmcnt E12, Tcchnischc VJnivcrsitat Miinchcn, D-85747 Garching, Germany 
H. Geisscl, G. Miinzenberg, K. Siim merer 

Gesellschaft fiir Schwerioncnforschung, P.O. Box 110552, D-61220 Darmstadt, Germany 

The region of nuclei around the doubly-magic shell closure at N=2=50 has been 
studied for a long time involving large experimental efforts, mainly undertaken at 
on-line mass separators (see Ref.[l] and references therein). Nevertheless, the isotope 
1 0 0 Sn has yet remained undiscovered. The lightest Sri isotopes studied so far were 
1 0 3 Sn [2] and 1 0 1 Sn [3j. In both cases the observation was facilitated by the /?p-decay 
of these isotopes, whereas for 1 0 0 Sn /J-derav is expected [4]. For the neighbouring 
nuclei, these hindrance factors can be studied only for more complicated multiparticle-
multihole configurationa. 
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for the separation and identification of K10Sn and neighbour
ing isotopes at the fragment separator FRS. 

The systematic studies of high-energy Xe projectile fragmentation performed pre
viously in our collaboration [5] have encouraged us to attempt the identification of 
1 0 0 Sn with this novel technique. In particular, we hoped to benefit from an en
hancement of measured cross sections for 1 2 9 Xe fragments [5] compared to the EPAX 
formula [6]. In our experiment, "-ve used a l 2 4 Xe beam of 1095 A-GeV from the GSI 
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heavy-ion synchrotron SIS impinging onto a 6 g/cm 2 beryllium target. The 1 0 0 Sn frag
ments were separated and identified in-flight with the GSI fragment separator FRS 
[7]. We achieved both, a clean spatial separation essentially free from background, 
and an in-flight identification with respect to nuclear charge and mass without ambi
guities due to different ionic charge states which pose problems at lower bombarding 
energies. First results from this experiment have been published [8]. Almost simulta
neously with our discovery, 1 0 0 Sn has been observed at the LISE separator at G ANIL, 
using intermediate-energy projectile-fragmentation of 58 A-MeV 1 1 2 Sn [9], 
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Figure 2: Energy-deposition vs. M/Q measured in the final focal plane F4 of the FRS for 
a setting corresponding to 1 0 0Sn. Note the strong suppression of 1 0 2 Sn and 1 0 1 In despite 
there larger cross sections. 

A schematic lay-out of the FRS and the detectors used to identify the fragments 
in our experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A thick wedge-shaped aluminum degrader of 
6.3 g/cm 2 in the midplane of the FRS ("F2") was used to achieve isotopic separation 
of the fragments and to focus them achromatically at the final focal plane ("F4"). 
For decay studies one selected isotope was implanted into a stack of silicon detectors 
mounted at F4. The isotopic identification in-flight was achieved by combining the 
magnetic rigidity analysis with multiple time-of-flight and energy-deposition measure
ments. The energy deposition of the ions (marked "A£" in Fig. 1) was measured 
with the help of a four-anode ionization chamber placed at F4 in front of the implan
tation detector. The resolution obtained with the ionization chamber amounted to 
Z/A.Z ~ 150. Velocities were measured in the second quarter of the FRS ("TOF]" in 
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Fig.l) and behind the achromatic degrader ("TOF2"). Nuclear-mass-to-charge ratios 
M/Q were determined from the measured flight times and positions at F2 and F4. A 
resolution of ^ ^ ~ 6 • 10~3(FWHM) was obtained. 

The absolute M/Q calibration was verified by separating well-known, abundant 
fragments and implanting them into the .silicon detector stack. As an example, about 
70 nuclei of the a emitter 1 0 8 Te were implanted into the desired silicon slice and 
identified by observing correlated a decays with Ea = 3.32 MeV. 

Fig. 2 shows a scatter plot of AE vs. M/Q obtained with the FRS setting for 
1 0 0 Sn. The individual isotopes are clearly resolved. We attribute 7 events to the 
isotope 1 0 0 Sn. The majority of the events are assigned to 1 0 1 Sn [3], the new isotope 
" In , and , 0 0 I n [10]. The four events at M/Q ^ 2.0 and AE a 960 a.u. in Fig. 2 are 
preliminarily attributed to 9 8 ln . 

The data shown in Fig. 2 have been accumulated in 277 hours of beam time 
during which a total of 1.7 • 10 1 3 projectiles hit the target. The preliminary effective 
production cross section for 1 0 0 Sn of 5 pb is based on calculated effective transmission 
values which include the ion-optical transmission and the absorption in all layers of 
matter downstream from the target [11], Secondary production in the target has 
not been taken into account. The experimental transmission values will be extracted 
from a more detailed analysis of the data. The preliminary cross sections for 1 0 0 Sn 
and neighbouring isotopes agree surprisingly well with the prediction from the EPAX 
systematics [6], which means that the enhancement observed for 1 2 9 Xe fragments is 
absent for 1 2 4 Xe fragments (see Fig. 3). This could be related to the smaller number 
of bound levels in nuclei above 1 0 0 Sn through which the evaporation cascade towards 
1 0 0 Sn passes. 

event 
# 

/3-energy 
of , 0 0 Sn 
[MeV] 

measured decay times [s] event 
# 

/3-energy 
of , 0 0 Sn 
[MeV] 

, 0 0 Sn 1 0 0 In 
r = 9s 

1 0 0 Cd 
r = 90s 

1 
2 
3 
4 

0.7 
1.6 
1.4 
2.7 

0.716 
1.208 
1.219 
0.655 

6.6 

13.3 
36 
35 
69 

5 
6 
7 

1.5 
1.6 

0.98 
3.02 9.1 

26 

Table 1: Decay events following the implantation of I 0 0 Sn nuclei in the Si-strip implantation 
detector 

A first analysis of decay events following the implantation of seven 1 0 0 Sn nu
clei into the stack of Si detectors at F4 reveals that four of them are particularly 
safe candidates because they (i) have been observed with extremely low random-
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background rates, and (ii) show two or more signals from the sequence of mother-
daughter-granddaughter decays (see Table 1), including one (event number 3) where 
all three generations are present with the right delay times. From these decay events 
(which corroborate independently their assignment to 1 0 0Sn) we deduce a half-life of 
1 0 0 Sn of 0.66io!M *• This half-life is in excellent agreement with the one predicted 
by Rykaczewski et al. [12] of 0.6 s. It agrees also with the more recent calculation 
of Brown and Rykaczewski [4] of 0.53 sec, thus corroborating in some sense their 
GT hindrance factor of about 4. In agreement with the latter theoretical study, all 
our decay events involve /?-decay, excluding a significant contribution of /3-delayed 
proton-emission. 

100 105 110 115 120 125 

Fragment Mass Number A f 

Figure 3: Cross sections for the formation of Sn isotopes in high-energy projectile-
fragmentation reactions with AXe projectiles of different neutron excess (Ref.[5] and this 
work). The results for 1 2 4Xe are from the on-line analysis and therefore very preliminary. 
The curves are the predictions of the EPAX parametrization [6]. 

We conclude that despite the small number of events observed in our study, the 
low background rates together with the high granularity of our implantation detector 
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allowed to measure the half-life and the principal decay mode of 1 0 0 Sn with consider
able accuracy. Similar results will be obtained for the new isotope 104Sb and the decay 
of 1 0 5 Sb where a small ground-state proton-emission branching has been observed [13]. 
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The N = 40 neutron subshell closure in the 6 8 Ni nucleus 
R.Broda 1. B.Fornal1, W.Krolas1, T.Pawlat1, D.Bazzacco2, S.Lunardi2, 
C.Rossi-Alvarez2, R.Menegazzos, G.de Angelis3, P.Bednarczyk3, 
J.Rico3, D.De Acuna3, P.J.Daly4, R.H.Mayer4, M.Sferrazza4, 
H.Grawe", K.H.Maier5, R.Schubaxt6 

The well known level structure of 9 0Zr [1] clearly demonstrates the subshell closure at 
Z = 40 proton number. The lowest excited state is the 1.76 MeV 0 + level, the first 2 + 

excitation appears at 2.19 MeV and the particle-hole (pf/jifs/j) 5" excitation comes down 
in energy below the 4 + state and shows up as a long-lived isomer, In all nuclide chart 
there are only two nuclei, which give a realistic chance to look for similar features at the 
neutron number N = 40, Both of these nuclei lie very far from the stability line and are 
not easily available for spectroscopic investigation. The first one, the extremely neutron 
deficient Z = N = 40 *°Zr, was produced recently using the heavy-ion fusion reaction 
and a highly selective experimental setup [2], It was found to be strongly deformed and 
did not show any trace of shell closure signature. The other candidate with the N = 40 
neutron number and closed proton shell is the MNi nucleus. It lies relatively close to the 
stability line, but it is located on the neutron-rich side, and it cannot therefore be produced 
by fusion-evaporation reactions. In fact, the only known excitation in M Ni, a 0 + state at 
1.77MeV was assigned using the 7 0Zn( 1 4C, 1 6O) two-proton transfer reaction [3]. Whereas 
any experimental information on higher spin states was absent, the discussion of subshell 
closure and possible similarity to the 9 0Zr case was rather limited. In our effort to identify 
higher spin excitations in 6*Ni, we used deep-inelastic reactions induced by 6 4Ni projectiles 
on heavy target nuclei. 

Recently we exploited such processes to study the neutron-rich Ni isotopes produced in 
2 0 8 Pb + 350 MeV M Ni collisions [4]. The experiment performed at the HMI Berlin, using 
the thick 2 0 8 Pb target and the OSIRIS 12 gamma detector array had much broader scope. 
It also involved spectroscopic investigation of nuclei in the 2 0 8 Pb region and included more 
complete study of the 2 0 8 Pb + M Ni coliding system. Specifically, the in-beam and off-beam 
(pulsed beam) coincidence data as well as subsequent radioactivity measurements alowed us 
to determine nearly full distribution of the production yields of almost 300 nuclei produced 
in quasielastic and deep-inelastic processes. At the 350 MeV 6 4Ni beam energy, which is 
approx. 40 MeV above the Coulomb barrier, but significantly below the extra-push energy 
needed to fuse the system, these processes exhaust nearly all of the total reaction cross-
section. A schematic distribution of the production yields obtained for this system in the 
light fragment region is shown in Fig. 1. As expected from the trends governing the mass and 
charge transfer in deep-inelastic collisions, the observed distribution covers a broad region 
of nuclei and involves many neutron-rich products. In particular the population of neutron-
rich nickel isotopes extends to the 6 9Ni isotope; this opened a way to perform spectroscopic 
study for isotopes populated with higher yields. The measured 7-7 coincidences allowed 
us to extend significantly the level schemes of A — 64 to 67 nickel isotopes as presented in 
Ref. [4]. 
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2 Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universita and INFN, Padova, Italy 
3 INFN Laboratori Nazion&lj di Legnaro, Italy 
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6 Universitat Gottingen, Germany 
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Figure 1. Light fragment production yields in 2 0 8 Pb + 350 MeV 64Ni collisions. 
In that experiment the production of 6 8Ni was clearly indicated, but no 7-ray could 

be positively identified with this isotope due to insufficient statistics. To imp.'ove the 
experimental conditions we performed at the INFN Legnaro a similar measurement for 
the 1 3 0 Te + 6 4Ni system, using the much more powerful GASP multidetector array. The 
275 MeV 6 4Ni beam bombarded a 1.2 mg/cm2 1 3 0Te target located in the array center and 
placed on a 14 mg/cm2 2 0 a Pb backing to stop all reaction products. The 7-7 coincidences 
were stored without any restriction on the multiplicity and the beam was pulsed with 200 ns 
repetition time in order to separate the prompt and delayed events. 

In our search we were guided by simple shell model expectations that the 6 aNi level 
spectrum, lik" that of 9 0Zr, should feature a long-lived 5" isomer as well as a significant 
increase of the 2 + excitation energy as compared to the lighter Ni isotopes. Inspection of the 
appropriate energy region of the 7-7 coincidence data revealed a cascade of two coincident 
transitions of 814 keV and 2033 keV energy, which matched expectations perfectly for the 
5~ -+ 2 + -» 0 + yrast cascade in 6 8Ni. Both transitions follow the decay of the long-lived 
isomer and they appeared in both, the 2 0 8 Pb and 1 3 0Te target experiments with intensities 
consistent with the expected production yields of the 6 8Ni isotope. In order to clarify 
the isotopic identification, we performed a 7-7 cross-coincidence analysis of the superior 
statistics GASP data for the 1 3 0Te + 6 4Ni reaction system, and the key results are presented 
in Fig. 2. When a gate was set on a known strong transition of a specific Ni product, the 
coincidence spectrum showed not only other 7-rays of that Ni nucleus but also known 7-
rays belonging to various Te partner products occurring simultaneously in the exit channel. 
Approximate yields of the Te products could be estimated from the 7-ray intensities (Fig.2). 
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For example, at the top of Fig. 2 the tellurium 
isotope yields in coincidence with the 6 4Ni 1346 
keV 7-ray demonstrates, apart from the predom
inant inelastic scattering process, that MNi ap
pears frequently in the exit channel accompanied 
by Te partners lighter than 1 3 0Te; apparently, 
processes involving up to four neutron evapo
ration contribute substantially. Moving down 
in Fig. 2, for each heavier Ni isotope, the pat
tern of tellurium reaction partners shifts towards 
lighter mass with a characteristic sharp cut-off 
at the high mass end in line with the A = 194 
total mass of the system. For 8 ,Ni, shown at 
the bottom, the long-lived isomer restricts the 
cross-coincidences observed to events in which 
the direct, prompt population of the presumed 
2033 keV 2+ state takes place. Nevertheless, the 
high statistics of the GASP data for the 1 3 0Te 
+ 6 4Ni system allowed us to establish prompt 
coincidences between the 2033 keV line and sev
eral transitions of Te isotopes with mass numbers 
A = 126 to 122. 

This pattern of Te partner products settles the assignment of the 2033 keV transition 
to the 6 8Ni nucleus, which is formed by a transfer of at least four neutrons to the M Ni 
projectile and subsequent evaporation of zero to four neutrons from the primary products, 
The above result established also the ordering in the 814-2033 keV isomeric decay cascade, 
the 814 keV must be the expected 5" -» 2+ E3 isomeric transition. In order to strengthen 
this assignment we performed a separate experiment to measure the half-life of the isomer. 
This experiment was also performed with the GASP array at the INFN Legnaro, using the 
same 1 3 0Te + 6 4Ni system and the beam pulsing in the range from micro- to milliseconds. 
Along with the 7-7 coincidence data, single counts from all detectors were stored in the 
off-beam periods as a function of time. This singles data were clean enough to observe 
the isomeric decay and to select the beam pulsing condition (3 ms - on, 10 ms - off) for 
the main run used in the half-life determination. The obtained decay curves are displayed 
in Fig. 3. The weighted average gave the isomeric half-life of 7 \ / 2 = 0.86(5) ms, which 
indicates the 0.022 W.u. retarded 814 keV E3 transition and practically excludes the M2, 
M3 or higher multipolarity assignments. In all energy range there was no other line which 
could be attributed to the same isomer decay; specifically the upper limit of 3 % was set 
for the intensity of the presumed E5 cross-over transition. We concluded that the present 
results with high probability establish the expected 5* isomer in 6 8Ni decaying by a two 
transition E3-E2 cascade to the 0 + ground state. 

The high energy section of the prompt coincidence spectrum taken with the 2033 keV 
gate revealed the 1114 keV line; it is much weaker than the strong 814 keV isomeric transi
tion, but clearly belongs to the nucleus and was also observed in the 2 0 8 Pb target experiment. 
It established yet another state in 6 8Ni, lying 300 keV above the 5" isomer. 
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Figure 2. Distributions of Te isotopes 
established from 7 cross-coincidences 
with the indicated gamma lines from 
MNi to 6 8Ni. 
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Prom the systematics we assigned tentatively this 
state as the 4 + excitation, although the 3~ assignment 
cannot be excluded. 

In Fig. 4 the systematics of the lowest excited sta
tes in even nickel isotopes is displayed. The present 
results for the **Ni isotope are outlined and compared 
with the shell model calculations shown to the right. 
The observed increase of the "Ni 2 + state energy, 
by more than 600 keV compared to the MNi, indi
cates a significant subshell closure at neutron num
ber N as 40. The 5" excitation, attributed predom
inantly to the pi/sffs/3 configuration, moves down in 
energy when the subsequent neutron pairs shift the 
Fermi level towards the gt/j orbital, As expected it 
attains the minimum energy at N = 40 and becomes 
isomeric, which is very well reproduced by the calcu
lations. 

The shell model calculations shown in Fig. 4 have been discussed in detail in Ref. [4], 
Taking an inert M Ni core and a p ^ , /s/s, Pi/s, Qe/i truncated model space, two approaches 
were used; one with a schematic modified surface delta interaction (MSDI) and the other 
(S3V) with realistic two-body matrix elements derived by Sinatkas et al. [5]. The results 
of the S3V approach generally better agree with experimental levels and for 6 8Ni they are 
presented in Fig. 4. The observed excellent agreement of the four known experimental levels 
with calculated ones nicely supports our spin-parity assignments. 
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Figure 3. Decay curves for the 5" 
68Ni isomer. 
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In the same time it is worthwhile to note that the calculated high spin 6 + , 8 + and 
7" states give a clear warning for future experimental attempts to locate these states. 
The gl/3 8 + state might well be a long-lived isomer, which would significantly obscure the 
identification procedure. 

Important result of the present work is the measured half-life of the 5" isomer, which 
gives the B(E3,5" -> 2+) = 6.0(3) e !(fm)8 = 0.022 W.u. The calculated B(E3) value within 
the S3V approach for the E3 neutron effective charge le gave the value of 0.023 W.u., which 
is in surprisingly close, and probably accidental agreement with experiment. A correspond
ing E3 transition known in the »°Zr is 10 times faster with B(E3) = 0.22 W.u. [1], The 
shell model calculations performed in an identical way for 9 0Zr indicate that the structure 
of the involved 5" and 2 + states is very similar to the "Ni case and cannot account for 
the observed difference in the transition speed. The most probable explanation must be 
attributed to the much larger E3 effective charge for protons and to the different amplitudes 
of the 2 + x 3" component in the Zr and Ni S" state structure. This collective component 
is not included in the shell model calculations, but the lower energy of the 3" excitation in 
Zr isotopes as compared to Ni nuclei may cause its more significant role in the 9 0Zr case 
and enhancement of E3 transition. 

In conclusion, we have shown that the structure of neutron-rich nuclei can be successfully 
studied using the deep-inelastic processes in heavy-ion collisions. We have identified three 
new states in the 6 8Ni, which establish this isotope as the spherical shell model nucleus and 
indicates a significant subshell closure at the N = 40 neutron number. 

Further analysis in progress and future experiments are now directed towards a search 
for higher lying states in "Ni and attempt to locate the 8 + g$/t excitation. The perspectives 
to extend the search to even more neutron-rich Ni isotopes look also promising. 

This work has been supported in part through the agreement on scientific cooperation 
between Poland and Italy and between Poland and Germany and by the Polish Scientific 
Committee under grant no. 224319203. 
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Neutron rich nuclei are of particular interest since they might reveal new aspects of nuclear 
structure associated with an excess of neutrons, such as neutron skin and new shell structure and 
modes of excitation [1], However, these nuclei have been very difficult to study until now, due to the 
lack of sensitivity of the available gamma-ray detector arrays. Currently, nuclear high spin states are 
produced almost exclusively by heavy ion induced fusion reactions and in a few cases by Coulomb 
excitation. Fusion reaction forms compound nuclei with angular momentum as high as 70 H. However, 
with a stable beam and target, only neutron deficient nuclei can be produced by fusion reactions. 
Coulomb excitation can be used to study stable nuclei, and in deformed nuclei states with spin up to 
30 can be populated. So far, high spin states in neutron rich nuclei and most of the odd-even and 
odd-odd nuclei near the stability line have not been studied due to the lack of suitable nuclear 
reactions. Deep-inelastic reactions have been shown to produce a high multiplicity of gamma-rays [2]. 
In reactions of rare-earth beams with rare-earth targets, a multiplicity of 40 has been observed [3,41. 
In addition, neutron-rich nuclei such as Tm, Yb, and Lu have been identified from p-y spec
troscopy following Xe on W reactions [5]. Attempts have been made to use deep inelastic reactions to 
produce and study high spin states. Recent experiments have shown that states with spin up to 20 have 
been observed in an in beam study [6], and isomers with spin 10 have been identified in off-beam 
studies [7]. Since these reactions produce many final nuclei, a high efficiency gamma-ray detector 
array, such as Gammasphere, is needed to resolve the cascades through high fold coincidence 
measurement. 

To test the feasibility of using deep-inelastic reactions to populate high spin states in neutron-
rich products, we have carried out the reaction 4 8Ca + ' Yb at beam energies of 250 and 275 MeV. 
A self-supporting metallic target with a thickness of about 1 mg/cm2 was bombarded with a beam of 
2pnA from the 88" cyclotron at LBL. A thin target was used to allow both the projectile- and target
like fragments to decay outside the target so that gamma rays from short lived high-spin states can be 
observed as sharp lines after Doppler shift correction. An annular Silicon strip detector with an inner 
diameter of 2 inches and an outer diameter of 4 inches was used to detect the scattered fragments. This 
detector covered polar angles from 55° to 67° with 16 concentric strips on the front surface and the full 
range of azimuthal angles with 16 sectors on the back surface. The early implementation of Gam
masphere with 36 detectors-was used to detect the gamma-rays. Coincidence events witfi at least one 
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fragment and two clean gamma rays detected were taken at a rate of 1000/sec. 

The velocity vector of the target-like product was calculated from the measured energy and 
angle of the projectile-like product assuming a 2-body reaction and the Doppler-shift correction of the 
gamma rays was based on this vector and the direction of the gamma ray. Two- and three-fold gamma-
ray-coincidence data were analyzed to determine level schemes. So far, gamma rays from Er, Tm Yb 
and Hf nuclei have been identified from this data set. Figure 1 shows the spectra of even-even nuclei 
from the two-fold data, and figure 2 compares the spectra of 1 7 8 Yb from single gated two-fold and 
double-gated triple data. It is obvious that in order to study the weakly populated nuclei such as 1 7 8 Yb 
the three-fold data are essential. The production cross sections of these nuclei, determined from the 
gamma ray yields of the low spin states are shown in Figure 3. About 10 nuclei around the target 1 7 6 Yb 
have been identified. As expected, the distribution drifts from the target in the direction of smaller 
neutron and proton number. Nuclei with more neutrons or protons than the target have smaller yield 
than nuclei with fewer neutrons. This is partly due to the equilibration of the neutron-to-proton ratio 
of the projectile and target and partly due to the evaporation of neutrons from the excited fragments. 
With this setup, we were able to study nuclei produced with a cross section as low as 0.1 mb/sr. It is 
estimated that about 20 projectile-like nuclei and a comparable number of target-like nuclei are pro
duced with cross section greater than 0.1 mb/sr. So far, some even-odd and odd-odd nuclei, such as 
1 7 3 Yb and , 7 4 Tm (which are expected to be produced from the systematics of the yield distribution), 
were not identified because very little is known about their level schemes. 

The gamma-ray yield of even-even Yb nuclei as a function of spin is shown in figure 4. It can 
be seen that states with spin as high as 20 can be populated in this reaction. The yields decrease when 
the spin increases at about the same rate for all nuclei except for 1 7 6 Yb which has a higher yield at low 
spin most likely due to additional contributions from quasi-elastic reactions (e.g. Coulomb excitation). 
Before this study, only a few transitions in the yrast band were known in 1 7 S - 1 7 7 Yb and 1 7 8 Yb. This 
work extended the yrast band of 1 7 8 Yb to spin 12 and both signatures of yrast bands i n , 7 S ' 1 7 7 Yb to spin 
about 20. 

Figure 5 shows the moment of inertia of the Yb nuclei as a function of rotational frequency. 
The new results of 1 7 8 Yb give a rather flat moment of inertia curve which indicates a small value for 
the interaction strength of the ii3/2 neutron AB crossing. The expected sharp backbend is likely occur 
just above spin 12. It would be interesting to observe higher spin states with more statistics or using a 
reaction which makes products with higher angular momentum. 

In conclusion, we have established that with a high efficiency gamma-ray array, it is possible 
to study neutron rich nuclei produced in deep inelastic reactions. These reactions extended the range 
of nuclei for high spin structure study in the neutron rich direction by about 10 neutron numbers. With 
more powerful gamma ray detector arrays being constructed, it will soon be possible to increase the 
sensitivity by a factor of 10. We are also planning to use a heavier projectile to bring more angular 
momentum into the products. 
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IMPRESSIONS I 

J F Sharpey-Schafer 
Oliver Lodge Laboratory, The University, Liverpool, L69 3BX, UK 

My first impression of this conference is that it has been a VERY GOOD 
MEETING! This has been partly due to the great enthusiasm of the participants and the 
excellence of the physics they have been presenting, but also due to the very pleasant 
surroundings and the perceptive skills of our hosts, the Conference Organisers. 

I was delighted by the many new things I learnt at this conference. Not only new 
physics but even new ploys of conferencepersonship (TLK please note!). There were many 
such ploys but I will mention only a few, which I formulate as: 

Sharpcv's Rules: 

1. (first day) "If you are not sure you have understood the question, ask for it to be 
translated into Russian". In these circumstances I at least will then be utterly sure 
that I have indeed not understood the question. 

I 
n. (yesterday) "Don't read what is in Teng Lek Khoo's mind". This is a quote from 

Robert Janssens and was triggered by Teng Lek's enthusiasm running away with 
him causing him to receive a delegation of three irate persons. 

p. (reminder) "Buy David Radford a pint". The 7-ray spectroscopy community owes 
a large debt to David Radford of Chalk River Laboratories, who has unselfishly 
supplied his **** 8R data analysis software [1] to a!! and sundry. He has even 
overcome the difficulties caused by different versions of th~ utterly standard UNIX! 

There were many excellent talks at this conference and 1 have only time to mention 
a sub-set which made a particular impact with me personally. 

The conference started with Ben Mottelson who seems to have taken a new lease 
of life since his involvement with ECT* in Trento. No doubt he has been inspired by the 
ambience, flair and culture of Italy. Not only nuclear physics, but physics in general, owes 
a great deal to Ben for his many contributions to our subject. But most impressively he 
has, over many years, inspired so many of us with his enthusiasm and love of a really 
intriguing problem to solve. We all witnessed this in his talk, the first of this conference, 
on the staggering of energy levels in some superdeformed bands [2], 

Thomas Dossing has also been inspired [3]. In his case by the ambience, flair and 
culture of Chicago. At last we had a clear insight into the effects of rotational damping in 
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the Y-ray continuum. The nub of his message was that: "Rotation keeps the nucleus warm". 
Sylvia Leoni went on to discuss experiments testing Thomas' theories. She makes an 
excellent job of putting over very complex analysis succinctly and very quickly. She is 
helped in this by the fact that she can speak at least twice as fast as her mentor, Bent 
Herskind. I understand that Sylvia was trained by her mother who can still speak twice as 
fast again as Sylvia! More importantly, a new phenomenon had been observed [4]: that 
there =re strongly correlated decays in the continuum. 

The Al = 4 staggering of superdeformed energy levels discussed by Mottelson and 
Pavlichenkov is very complex to establish experimentally. A clear and accurate picture of 
the difficulties and results was given by Bo Cederwall. But, in masterly form and 
maintaining a very long standing reputation, Joe Hamilton pointed out that almost similar 
effects could be seen in data on normally deformed nuclei taken by himself and his 
colleagues some 10 to 15 years ago. 

The discovery [5] of discrete superdeformed states in 1 5 2 Dy had an enervating effect 
on nuclear spectroscopy. Firstly, it turns out that different regions of superdeformation in 
the nuclear chart have very different properties and physics. Secondly, it caused us all to 
look at nuclei of ANY shape in a new and more critical light. This has inspired us to look 
for new phenomena, other than superdeformation, and to return to look at some of the old 
results from a new angle. 

A new area of superdeformation near A = 80 has been found by the Oak 
Ridge/Washington University groups [6,7] and was discussed by Dave Cullen and 
Demetrios Sarantites. The systematica of the bridging superdeformation between A = 130 
and A = 150 has been investigated by the McMaster/Chalk River groups using the 8jt 
spectrometer. These data for N = 80 were discussed [8] by Simon Mullins. The glimpse 
of hyperdeformation seen by the Chalk River groups [9] in the , 2 0Sn( 3 7Cl,pxn) reaction was 
confirmed in an experiment at GA.SP discussed [10] by Giuseppe Viesti. Clearly the new 
very efficient Y-ray spectrometer arrays will have to devote a special effort to determine if 
this sighting is real or a mirage. 

Paul Nolan reminded us that actually the FIRST discrete superdeformed band was 
seen [11] almost 10 years ago in 1 3 2 Ce. Recently excited and identical superdeformed 
bands have been seen [12] in the A = 130 region. The observation and understanding of 
the decay out of the superdeformed bands in the A = 130 region has been a triumph for the 
Legnaro/Padua groups using GA.SP. Santo Lunardi showed the most beautiful systematics 
of level mixing in the decays out of superdeformed bands in 1 3 3 - 1 3 5 ' 1 3 7 Nd. 

A wealth of data has been taken in the last few years on excited bands in the 
superdeformed wells of A - 150 nuclei. This was illustrated [12] by Con Beausang who 
showed several weakly excited SD bands in 1 5 Z Dy. These data establish 1 5 2 Dy as having 
a doubly magic superdeformed configuration and give clues to the lowest particle-hole 
excitations across the closed shells. Con even found crop circles and goats in his colourful 
2-D plots usinp "quantum chromatic enhancement". Later, certain disrespectful ex-research 
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students of mine, even found old goats in their data! Both Beausang, and later Ben Crowell 
in 1 9 0 Hg, showed [12,13,14] bands which had evidence for their decays to the yrast 
superdeformed bands. Both of them speculated that these decays could be caused by the 
excited bands having octupole vibrational components in their structures. 

A new development has been the ability to observe the Ml cross-transitions between 
signature partner superdeformed bands. Jean Duprat described [15] how these had first 
been used to determine the single particle neutron g-factors in 1 9 3 Hg and then these 
measurements had been extended to the odd proton nucleus 1 9 5T1 and to neutron-proton 
configurations in m f l . Ml transitions between superdeformed bands have also been seen 
[12] in l 3 3 Pr by the Liverpool/Grenoble groups. 

There have been many searches for superdeformed bands in odd mass Pb nuclei, but 
without success until now. The prize goes to the Livermore group, using the early 
implementation of Gammasphere, who have found SD bands in both l 9 5 Pb [16] and 1 9 3 Pb 
[17]. These data add to the beautiful data, shown in a poster [18] by the Argonne group, 
on signature splitting in the j 1 5 / 2 N = 7 neutron superdeformed band. The progressive 
decrease in the observed [18,19,16] signature splitting from 1 9 I Hg -» I 9 3 Hg -» 1 9 5 Pb is 
shown in fig. 1. As Flocard pointed out in his talk [20], it is data like these that are making 
the severest test of calculations and the aprori effective interactions used. 

There were many talks graphically illustrating that the big y-ray spectrometer arrays 
are not just about the physics of superdeformation. Among the most interesting talks were 
those on the physics of high-K structures and on different types of terminating bands. Very 
impressive systematic data has been obtained on traditional high-K isomers and the bands 
built upon them by the Canberra groups lead by George Dracoulis. In his talk [21] 
Dracoulis discussed the way pairing was killed by the progressive increase in the number 
of excited quasi-particles. This was illustrated by measurements [22] in 1 7 7 Ta, where the 
neutron and proton pairing strengths were calculated as a function of spin. He also showed 
that the properties of the bands built on the high-K isomers changed as the pairing strength 
declined. 

Different types of terminating bands were discussed at this conference. The great 
expansion in our knowledge of discrete states at spins between 40 and 50 h at normal 
deformations was revealed in the talks of Simpson [23] and Riley [24]. The 1 5 7 1 5 8 E r nuclei 
can form a stable oblate mean field at spin 40 fi and above. The structure and 
configurations of the bands that terminate are now well established [25,26] for both positive 
and negative parity bands in both nuclei. The terminating bands in Er and Dy nuclei were 
referred [27] to by Ragnarsson as "abrupt" terminations. He contrasted these with what he 
called "smooth" terminations, evidence for which had been observed by Fossan and his 
group [28] in nuclei near 1 0 9 Sb. 

A subject not mentioned so much at this conference were very recent and interesting 
results on fission. It is clear that the data on superdeformed bands in Hg, Tl and Pb nuclei 
contain information on how much angular momentum a nucleus can hold before it fissions. 
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Fig. 1 Routhian plots of 
superdeformed bands 
showing the signature 
splitting of the N = 7 j 1 5 / 2 

orbitals in , 9 1 Hg [18], 
1 9 3 Hg [19] and " 5 Pb [16]. 
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The recent data [29] on the observation of superdeformation in an a4n channel leading to 
1 9 z Hg shows that the variation of intensity of the superdeformed band with angular 
momentum is independent of whether the original compound nucleus was Hg or Pb. This 
shows that the a particle, at least, is emitted by the compound nucleus before it decides to 
fission or not to fission. Additionally, recent analysis at Orsay [30] of fission fragment 
spectra from fission that has taken place in competition with reactions leading, after neutron 
evaporation, to the nucleus , 9 4 Pb show that the fission is symmetric and is centred on 1 9 4 Pb 
itself. This suggests that most fission, at low fusion energies, takes place qfter charged 
particle and neutron emission so that this kind of fission is a slow process taking place 1 0 1 6 

to 10' 1 S s after fusion and competing directly with v-decay. I am convinced that the new 
big arrays will open up new fields of nuclear physics that we can study using y-ray 
spectroscopy and that the fission process after fusion will be one of these new fields. 

To conclude: I have the distinct impression that our subject of nuclear spectroscopy 
near the Coulomb Barrier is in the best possible shape that a research area could hope to 
be. Mother Nature continues to shower us with her bounties! I am continually amazed 
what complex, elegant entities nuclei are and I cannot understand why we have such good 
fortune in our collective ability to find new physics in these delectable little laboratories. 
Indeed those of us who have had the guts to stick with y-ray spectroscopy, in the face of 
dire prognostications of the usual uncreative Jonahs and in spite of siren calls to burn 
ourselves in intermediate energy collisions and mythical quark-gluon plasmas, will continue 
to give our funding agencies very good value for money. Personally I am very glad that 
I have not been searching for an inapplicable "equation-of-state" in collisions dominated by 
multifragmentation. (I have always failed to understand why they are not looking for a 
"fundamental equation" for nuclear matter. Perhaps they had not got round to reading 
Callen's nice book on Thermodynamics [31]?) After much work it appears that 
multifragmentation etc at energies near 1 GeV/amu are entirely dominated by the normal 
statistics of the available phase space. It does not seems much of a fun result to me! I am 
slightly more charmed by the search for the quark-gluon plasma. However, as a well 
known East Coast physicist once said: "The trouble with the quark-gluon plasma is that it 
is too dense to get the signal out". There are a very few nice experiments in this field, for 
instance those which show that the strange quark is thermalized [32]. But, I will bet that 
we observe y-rays in a hyperdeformed nuclear mean field before a clear signal of the 
existence of the quark-gluon plasma is measured! 

In nuclear spectroscopy we are enjoying ourselves and being very creative. We are 
in good shape. Our techniques and data are elegant and beautiful. We are continually 
finding new phenomena and the theories we use have intellectual bite. The protagonists in 
this research are fascinated by it and are full of enthusiasm. We are confident that the 
future of our subject is very bright. 
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IMPRESSIONS, PERSPECTIVES. 

B. Hersktnd, 
The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 

The nuclear structure field and in particular the branch of high spin physics, the 
topic of this conference held in one of its "homelands", Berkeley, is a very rich 
one indeed, as we all have witnessed during the present week. As expressed in 
the previous talk so brilliantly, there are a wealth of new "Physics from Large 7-
ray Detector Arrays", explored in great detail from both the experimental and the 
theoretical side. It is almost trivial to note, that the two-sided viewpoints and 
inspirations, is one of the basic reasons for the tremendous progress obtained every 
year, perhaps most typical demonstrated this time by Ben Mottelson's stimulating 
discussion of C4 symmetries, and Francis Beck's report of the latest news from 
EUROGAM II, showing an even more accurate and convincing determination of 
the energy differences in the observed staggering of a superdeformed band in 1 4 9 Gd. 

I myself, has been strongly stimulated and strengthened in my beliefe, that it is not 
a too ambitious goal for us to talk about "Complete Spectroscopy", in the sense 
that it may be possible soon with the rapid advances in 7-spectroscopy, both on 
the experimental and theoretical side, to obtain a completely satisfactory descrip
tion of the nuclear spectra produced in compound-,transfer-,or Coulex reactions, 
self-consistently, with respect to both discrete and quasi-continuum structures. In 
general, we would like to learn much more about the influence of rotation on the nu
clear structure, the breaking of the time reversal symmetries in the intrinsic frame, 
the deviation from the mean field description, quenching of the static pair correla
tions and the role of pairing at the highest spin, the role of higher multipoles, exotic 
shapes and shape fluctuations and much more. Most of this must be learned from 
the quanta! structure of the lowest lying states at high spin. As shown by Thomas 
D0ssing in his talk the regular rotational bands and configurations accessible to 
discrete spectroscopy is limited to « 10 bands on the average for each parity and 
signature, before the branching between the bands become dominating at higher 
excitation energies E*-Ej,r(1jt < 800 keV. Above this region, with the exception of 
high-K- and strongly deformed (SD) bands, we may have to be satisfied with anal
ysis methods and theoretical comparisons of the statistical type such as analyzing 
fluctuations [1], covariances, auto-correlations, [2] nearest-neighbor distributions, 
strength distributions, A3-statistics and distributions of curvatures as discussed so 
enthusiastically by Sven Aberg. 

However, we still have a lot to learn before this goal is reached. So far it seems 
that the most important information comes from one of the two parameters of the 
7-ray spectra, the transition energy E^. When occuring in rotational cascades, it 
can be conveniently transformed into rotational frequency ftw, static and dynamical 
moment of inertia, SJ ' 1 ' and $ ' 2 ' , relative alignments i and excitation energy of the 
configurations, and thereby almost directly compared to calculated configurations. 
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Figure 1: Population intensity observed for the rotational bands in v"Re. The 
curve marked "total" correspond to the sum of all observed transitions for a 
given I -» 1-2. The second highest curve correspond to the intensity of the yrast 
transitions, showing a weak staggering effect. The data is taken from [8]. 

The second parameter in the spectra the intensity, N^ is much more difficult to 
make useful, and hitherto not so popular. Nevertheless, it may be noted that the 
accuracy obtained by modern analysis methods, most exquisitely represented by 
the RADWARE package, developed by David Radford, and now used extensively 
in discrete line spectroscopy, for the determination of the transition energy and 
intensity of the discrete lines in spectra are very good. Because self-consistency 
with respect to the intensity balances required by the proposed level scheme is 
taken into account, the values reach a very high confidence level. In fact, in studies 
of the quasi-continuum, the intensity relations are the most important element in 
the analysis. 

I therefore would like to take this opportunity to advocate for a more complete anal
ysis scheme to be developed, in which also the intensity of the spectral distributions 
plays an equally important role. 

Let me first show a couple of very interesting examples of discrete line intensities, 
which have not been discussed at this meeting, the first from an analysis of Robert 
Bark et. al. [3] for a study of m R e on NORDBALL. Components of more than 30 
rotational bands have been identified in this work, for which the intensity of many 
of the bands have been extracted and plotted in fig. 1. The total, equal to the 
sum of all the observed intensities shows a very strong even-odd spin staggering, 
whereas the yrast line shows a "C4" type staggering. If the sidefeeding intensity 
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Figure 2: TAe sidefeeding intensity of the yraat band in 177Re corresponding to 
the "differential population" of the yrast line shown in fig. 1. 

for the yrast band is plotted as shown in fig. 2, the "C4" effect is rather clear, 

In the second example I would like to refer to the talk given by P. Twin in the 
"Perspective in Nuclear Structure 1993" Symposium last summer [4], where the 
population intensity of the superdeformed yrast band in l s a D y is shown to be al
most 50 % larger with "symmetric reactions", 7 4Ge( 8 2Se,4n), compared to the most 
frequently used 1 0 8 PdC 8 Ca,4n) asymmetric reactions when formed at the same ex
citation energy, high enough to reach the highest angular momentum in the fusion 
reaction. The data is shown in fig. 3. We would indeed like to understand these, 
as well as many other effects identified by the intensity. 

Secondly, I am concerned about some of the many beautiful comparisons we have 
seen presented at this meeting, often with extremely good agreement between pa
rameter values deduced from the experimentally determined transition energies and 
similar values calculated in very simplified models sometimes without pairing cor
relations and most often without considering the effects of residual interactions. By 
adjusting f.ex. the deformation parameters for each configuration independently, it 
seems possible to describe the observed structures quite well. On the other hand, 
•we know now that it is necessary to include the two body residual interaction in 
the Hamiltonian before diagonalization, to be able to describe the features in the 
quasi-continuum, e.g. the damped rotational motion. It may be interesting in this 
connection to see how large effect the Surface Delta Interaction (SDI) [5] also will 
have on the lowest lying discrete bands. Referring to the cranking calculations of 
Matsuo et.al. [6], and Vigezzi et.al. [7], discussed by Thomas D0ssing and Silvia 
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Figure 3: The fraction of SD cascades relative to the total population of the mDy 
channel (as measured from the 68 ns IT isomer) as function of the excitation 
energy in the iS6Dy compound nucleus. The data points are: open circles and 
closed circles from the 106Pd (iBCa,4n) reaction using TESSAS or EUROGAM 
I in Daresbury, respectively, whereas the squares are from the uGe ^Se, 4n) 
reaction. The figure is from ref. [4]. 

Leoni, I would like to show in fig. 4 the energy differences obtained with or without 
the SDI included in the diagonalization, calculated as function of spin for the lowest 
3 configurations of each parity and signature. Only values for I > 30 are considered 
here, since pairing correlations are not included in these calculations. Although the 
interaction strength on average is in the order of V=10 keV, large differences of 
typically 200 keV are observed for the individual configurations, though in some 
cases as shown for the lowest lying parity, signature (ir,a) = (-,1) states in fig. 4, 
the deviation can be as large as 600 keV. However, parts of these shifts, are as
sociated with the low multipoles of the interaction, and may be accounted for by 
quasi-particle BCS transformation, and minimization of the energies of the mean 
field with respect to deformation. 

The effect from residual interactions are large on the energies, as demonstrated in 
fig- 4, but even larger indeed on the intensities as shown in fig. 5, where the lowest 
9 states of (ir,a) = (-,1) in 1 6 8 Yb also have been discussed in [6]. The predictions 
show here a very large branching nbrmch ~ (Sl/tw?)" 1 = 2.17 of the decay strength 
already for the 5-th state at an excitation energy of 720 keV. Here w{j is defined 
as the fraction of rotational strength from a level i at spin I, going to level j at 
spin 1-2. It is conceivable that the sensitivity of the new 7-ray arrays will be high 
enough to accurately investigate these branchings in the higher excited states, at 
least until the branching nhrmch, become significantly larger than 2. The branching 
out of the decay is found to depend crucially on the higher multipoles of the residual 
interaction. 
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To be able to make an overall comparison between the accurately determined exper
imental observables, R,, N-y, I, r and corresponding quantities calculated within the 
different models discussed at this conference we need a good, flexible and interactive 
decay model. Let me illustrate what I mean by referring to the model of Coulomb 
excitation [9] and the original "de Boer-Winther" code as well as the more extended 
versions, which have been extremely useful during the last 3 decades for the study 
of states which are accessible to Coulomb excitation. For the study of very high spin 
states we need similar models to "completely" describe the well understood decay 
process of competing El , E2 and Ml transitions of AI = 0,1,2 types, from the entry 
states formed in the reactions to the final states at the yrast line, via a flow through 
microscopically calculated levels. The distribution of transition strength, for each 
decay step may be deduced from band mixing calculations and adapted as in the 
well known COULEX case. It is anticipai..-,-d that one may start with calculated 
levels and transition strengths based on a given model, like the examples shown 
from the cranking model of Matsuo et. al. with SDI interactions included, [6] and 
then allow for adjustments of the matrix elements most sensitive to the observables 
by an interactive iterative procedure. In this way one may study the important 
differences between the model under investigation and the experimental data in a 
more global way. 

A more complete decay model may also consider the decay between discrete struc
tures within different potential barriers, and at higher excitation energies compe
tition with evaporated particles and spontaneous fission. The latter type of cal
culations may be needed to explain the population intensity puzzle, shown in fig. 
3. 

The principles of the procedures discussed above are sketched in fig. 6. The first and 
most simple comparisons in this scheme would be the experimental and theoretical 
level schemes, which with the proper input by the help of RADWARE can be 
produced in very flexible forms for comparisons. More sensitive comparisons may 
be made by the standard analysis techniques, but as the level statistics improve 
in the coming years, I am convinced that the statistical analysis techniques almost 
exclusively used to day for the study of the quasi-continuum, will be very useful in 
discrete line spectroscopy as well. 

I am happy to say that this is not only a dream, since the first steps towards reality 
has been taken, although at the moment mostly aiming at quasi- continuum studies, 
by the development of the simulation model for discrete decay of A. Bracco et. al. 
[8,7], and briefly discussed by Thomas D0ssing and Silvia Leoni at this conference. 
In this model the first 400 levels for each parity and signature, including strength 
functions and full branchings between all possible states are inserted, with extrap
olations to higher excitation energies according to expectations from the damping 
model. So far only E2(AI=2) and E1(AI=0) are considered. Let me within this 
framework show you in fig. 7 and 8 how theoretical level schemes including the 
expected feeding and intensity patterns looks like for the lowest lying 10 bands of 
(7r,a) = (+,0) for I > 20 h, for different intensity limits. It is clearly seen in these 
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Figure 6: The principles of the "complete" analysis scheme discussed in the text 
is shown. 
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Figure 7: The calculated level scheme for xeaYb for the lowest 10 levels of (IT, a) 
= (+,0) from spin 20-60 h. The 112 E2 transitions found to be above 0.5 % of 
the total intensity going into 1 6 8 Yb are shown in the right part of the figure. In 
the left part 247 E2 transitions are shown with an intensity limit of 0.05 %. The 
figure is based on simulation calculations of S. Frattini, as discussed in [8,7]. 
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Figure 8: 2%e calculated level scheme for mYb for the lowest 16 levels of (it, a) 
= (+,0). 361 rotational E2 transitions with an intensity larger than 4 * 1 0 _ s are 
shown. The figure is based on calculations of S. Frattini, as discussed in [8,7]. 
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two figures how the spectrum become much more complex, depending on the sensi
tivity of the experiment. The spectrum shown in fig 8 would roughly correspond to 
the "discrete" structures one may expect to see in 1 6 8 Yb with (jr,a) = (+ f0), below 
the on-set of rotational damping at higher excitation energies, using a powerful ar
ray as EUROGAMII. Please note the significant branching between the many close 
lying states even in this cold region, a type of branching only very rarely observed to 
day. With NORDBALL or GASP one may rather expect to see the spectra shown 
in fig 7 in the right and left part respectively, with much less branching because 
the sensitivity limit is too poor to observe the branching. It is also noted that in 
the right part of fig 7, only 3 regular rotational cascades are observed, (shown with 
vertical arrows) together with bits and pieces of the other bands. After the full 
GAMMA SPHERE and EUROBALL III come into operation, within a few years 
the tools would be available indeed to find the most of the branchings which are 
there, although I must say that it will still be quite a challenge to study a level 
scheme, where only one quarter above I = 20 ft is shown in fig. 8, in full detail. If 
we wish to see the branchings in the full angular momentum range, for normally 
deformed nuclei, with "standard feeding" a selectivity for intensities of 10~6 may 
be required. 

The work has been supported by the Danish Natural Science Foundation. Stimulat
ing discussions with T. D0ssing, R, Bark, S. Frauendorf, G. Hagemann, M. Matsuo, 
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IMPRESSIONS 

I k u k o H A M A M O T O 

Department of Mathematical Physics, University of Lund, Lund, Sweden. 

Since I am the last one of those three speakers who talk about the impressions 
of this conference, I thought that the previous two speakers would already cover 
all interesting subjects, before I got a chance to say something. The topics, which 
were not particularly mentioned by the previous two speakers and which were of my 
personal interests, were, among others, recent developments in the field of multiple 
phonon states (especially talked by D.Schwalm and W.Korten) and identical bands 
(by several speakers). However, instead of expressing my impressions about those 
topics, I would like to use this opportunity to talk about "A/ = 4 structure" (or 
alternatively, we call it " A / = 2 staggering" ) in superdeformed rotational bands, 
supplementing B.Mottelson's talk [1] given at the very beginning of this conference. 
Since Mottelson talked about all basic points of our model [2], I myself would rather 
concentrate on showing some numerical examples so as to discuss the result of the 
model in comparison with available experimental data. 

Taking the Hamiltonian which satisfies the required geometry [1, 2] 

H = All + * i ( ' i - llf + B,{12

X + I$)2 (1) 

where A is a large positive value and Bj = 1 , the regular A / = 4 structure for the 
rotational bands, A\ and 51 , in even-A nuclei and for all rotational bands in 
odd-A nuclei may be obtained if we choose vanishing or very small values of | 5 2 | • 

First, we present the case of Bi = 0 . In fi.g.1 (fig.2) we show calculated splittings 
of the yrast quartet for three values of A around 100 (500). The figure is obtained by 
a direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian and plots the eigenvalues of the lowest 
Al state from which a smoth averaged /-dependent term has been subtracted. 
The definition of the smooth part, AE''f(I) , is exactly the same as the one used 
in ref. [3]. Corresponding to the semi-classical treatment in which the tunneling 
amplitude involves a factor, cos[|(7—\l^§-)} , in thequantal problem the calculated 
A / = 2 staggering vanishes when the equation 

/
I ~A 3 
- ( - T j - - ^ 2 ) = odd integer (2) 

is satisfied irrespective of the value of / being integer or half-integer. For even-
integer /-values and J5i = 1 eq.(2) is satisfied for A = 5.5 , 37.5 , 101.5 , 197.5 , 
325.5 , 485.5 , , . Accordingly, the phase of the staggering for A< 101.5 (485.5) is 
opposite to that for A > 101.5 (485.5) in fig.l (fig.2). From figs.l and 2 we see 
that the A value cannot be taken much larger than 100 (for an already fixed value 
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of B\ = 1 ) if we should approximately obtain the amount of AI = 2 staggering 
which is reported presently for superdeformed bands [3, 4, 5]. For larger values of 
A the calculated amplitude of AI = 2 staggering becomes very small quickly as J 
increases. For this reason, we employ a value of A to be around 100 in all numerical 
examples presented in the following. 

From figs.l and 2 it is seen that for an /-independent A value the AI — 2 stag
gering amplitudes decreases monotonically as / increases. More precisely speaking, 
this monotonical decrease occurs for values of A > 26.5 . For /-independent values 
of J 4 < 2 6 . 5 the calculated amplitudes of A / = 2 staggering in fact increases as / 
increases. However, we find that for such small values as A < 26.5 the rotational 
axis does not stay localized in the equatorial plane for the angular momentum values 
of our present interests. Observed AI = 2 staggering amplitudes do not seem to 
show a simple monotonic decrease as / increases. However, from figs.l and 2 it is 
seen that if we take, for example, a mild /-dependence of parameter A , which may 
easily be expected in superdeformed bands, we can make the calculated amplitudes 
of the AI = 2 staggering /-independent or even an increasing function of / . In all 
three superdeformed bands in 19*Hg a phase inversion of the A / = 2 staggering 
seems to be observed experimentally [4]. The phase inversion cannot be obtained 
for /-independent parameters, A or £ i , with the condition B2 = 0 . However, 
the inversion can be obtained at a value of / , if parameters A and/or B\ vary so 
that eq.(2) is satisfied while / (= integer or half-integer) increases by two units. 

Secondly, we present the result with the parameter B2 ^ 0 . Taking the values 
of Si = 1 and A « 100 , the value of B2 must be appreciably smaller than, 
say 0.02 , in order to ensure that the rotation is about an axis lying approximately 
in the equator, if we are interested in the region of angular momentum up till 
60% . In fig.3 calculated amplitudes of the AI = 2 staggering obtained from the 
quantum-mechanical diagonalization are plotted for three values of B2 , choosing 
A = 101.5 for which the staggering vanishes for B2 = 0 . Calculated increasingly 
larger amplitudes of the staggering for B 2 = +0.01 in the region of / > 50 in fig.3 is 
a sign of the fact that the system is going to rotate about the G\v axis (= 3-axis). 
For Bi = -0.01 the staggering phase is opposite and the staggering amplitude 
decreases for larger values of / . The decrease of the AI = 2 staggering amplitudes 
for larger /-values is generally obtained for B 2 < 0 , since in the classical treatment 
(see, ref.[l, 2]) the energy of the minima (= B2I* ) is then rapidly decreasing while 
the energy of the saddle points increases as / increases. 

In the semi-classical treatment with B2^0 (but |B 2 | >C 1 ) we can obtain the 
expression for the real part of the action 

^-iv-^+^zm'+tzk)for 7 > / 5 (3) 

The appearance of the / 2 inside the parentheses in the second term on the r.h.s. 
already indicates that the presence of an appreciable amount of the B2 term in the 
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Hamiltonian in (1) destroys the regular A7 = 4 structure. However, since here we 
have assumed \B2\ <C 1 the contribution of the Bi term to the real part of the 
action is anyway small. Nevertheless, the expression of this contribution indicates 
the possibility of inverting the phase of A/ = 2 staggering at some I values, even 
when we keep the parameters in the Hamiltonian to be /-independent. The phase 
inversion is expected to occur for an / value which is larger or smaller than the J 
value that satisfies the condition (2) (with a given integer value on r.h.s.) depending 
on the sign of 2?j , since the second term on the r.h.s. of (3) depends linearly on 
Bi . In fig.4 calculated amplitudes of the A/ = 2 staggering obtained from the 
quantum-mechanical diagonalization are shown for A = 120. We note that the phase 
inversion is observed for Bj = +0.01 around / = 44 , namely for a positive value 
of B3 since A = 120 > 101.5 . 

Up till now all numerical examples of the A / = 4 structure have been taken 
from rotational bands with even-/ values in even-A nuclei. As the third example, 
I demonstrate that the behaviour of the A / = 2 staggering can be quite different 
between even-even and odd-A nuclei or between signature partners in odd-A nuclei, 
even if the parameters, (A , B\ , Bi ), are exactly the same. Since the parameters 
which satisfy eq.(2) are different, depending on whether the angular momentum 
/ is even-integer or odd-integer or | (mod 2) or — ̂  (mod 2) , the staggering 
amplitude for a given set of parameters is, in general, different depending on those 
four cases of / values. Thus, within our present model we may state, for example, 
that socalled identical superdeformed bands may show, in general, different A / = 2 
staggering behaviour. Taking A = 100, Bi = 1 and B 2 = 0 , in fig.5 the calculated 
A / = 2 staggering for the yrast J41 band with even-integer / values is compared 
with that for the yrast El' band with / = j (mod 2) . Since in the case of 
even-integer / values the parameters are very close to those which satisfy eq.(2), the 
staggering amplitude is pretty small for the Al band. In fig.6 we compare the calcu
lated A / = 2 staggerings of two signature-partner bands in odd-A nuclei, choosing 
A = 90 . Namely, the yrast El' band with I = —\ (mod 2) and the one with 
I = \ (mod 2) . For A = 90 we observe a clear difference between the staggering 
amplitudes of the signature-partner bands. Within the present model the difference 
of the AI = 2 staggering behaviour in signature-partner bands is a sensitive function 
of the A-value. 
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Figure 1 : Splittings of yrast quartet. The figure is obtained by direct diagonaliza-
tion of the rotational Hamiltonian and plots only the eigenvalue of the lowest 
A\ state from which a smooth averaged /-dependent term has been subtracted 
[3]. The effect of the /-independent phase shift in eq.(2) is clearly visible ; for 
the value A= 101.5 the A / = 4 term completely vanishes. 
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Figure 2 : The same as in fig.l, but for A values around 500 . For the value 
A = 485.5 the A / = 4 term completely vanishes. 
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